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TO i Ur. A

.

noM « Mr . V.

UNITED STA
tT,

GOVERNMENT

datei September 4/
1953

SUBJECT: &JULIUS HOSENBERG, et al

ESPIONAGE - R

Pursuant to the Director's request jen s&tember
Ussi3tan* Legal Attache ff. P. Ninterrtigs sulyr.ittet

.

info rmation .
,Uj

J ? ,° "^QQ

Upon his return to Paris inl-gune, 1953, jLegal A

L 'Allies mentioned the telegram datef&May

'

Ambassador Douglas Dillon setting fo^ph the^parts Embassy

that the execution of the Rosenbergs might

Affect on the French people and on Western

coinciding with the communist Party line.

idiscussion, we were in complete agreement

have?ron adverse
Europe, a view
During the result
that the telegram

did not reflect the considered view of Ambassador Dillon, that

'it did not contain a valid description of the situation in Pran c e

and that it might well have been prepared by William Avery

'rawford^ political off icer of the US Embassy

c e ~Tn '7ashin<ub
?JaR 7

.. Durtngr'the legal Attach?
however, nenjani3^CCimSaAhi£llk£rviiUt press attache

.

advised thai hehad Seen preparing telegrams relating to tft.e

progress of the Rosenberg campaign in Fj&axie for the Ambassador s

signature. Moreover, the Embassy's security -officer, during a

conversation on another matter, had remarked that Jjradlee

has become very close to the Ambassador,
had been reporting

the repercussions of the Rosenberg case in France to the

pradlee i s the tuDe
by

Department of state . in this connection, the Embassy's security

officer said that in his private opinion, _
of liberal journalist who might readi ly__ be__ taken in

sus tained communist propaganda in the pres s

•

; It was not possible, without open inguiT^y, to establish

with certainty the identity of the embassy staff officer who

preoared the communication, but, in view of the foregoing it

appears probable that the communication was prepared either

Bradlee or crawforti.
^ ^

,, A . f /
;- a uj ,C

; C

—

r ^5 Bureau jiles reflect that a request for investigatio

of Benjamin c^/4nadlee under the Voice of America prografy J
“ - «- - on February 24, 1951. The fjfiestisation

19, 1, and the results furnished
April 23, 1951. investigation

by

was received^t the Bureau
was instituted on March 6/
the De cartnent of State on

L
fj

1953
'
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SAMPLE LETTER

The President

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. President;

May I respectfully urge you to do all in your

power to see that our country takes an active

part in demanding of the Franco dictatorship of

Spain that it grant a complete and unqualified

amnesty to all political prisoners;

That it repeal the barbarous Law of Political

Responsibilities with its retroactive, terroristic

provisions;

That it abolish the brutal policy of “collective

consent” making all members of an organization

or community guilty and responsible for the

activities of one or more of its members.

That it release the thousands of political pris-

oners now being used as unpaid labor;

That it grant an amnesty in fact as well as in

words, to the refugees still in France, that they

may not face death at Franco’s hands when they

return to their homes.

Yours very truly,

SAMPLE TELEGRAM

STATE DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON D C

URGE U S GOVERNMENT DEMAND COM-

PLETE AMNESTY POLITICAL PRISONERS

IN SPAIN



Franco terror as the war concluded, reached a haven in
France only to he confined in concentration camps. They
and four thousand Internaiitmal Brigade members, most
of them from fascist countries to which they cannot
return, know of the Law of Political Responsibilities and
the executions which characterize life in Spain today.

They have resisted continuous coercion and pressure
to force repatriation. They have endured misery in con-
centration camps, back-breaking labor in labor battalions,

slave labor in French factories. Today they have the
possibility to emigrate to a new life among Spanish-speak-
ing people in the Americas. The Mexican government has
agreed to accept all who reach their shores. Other Latin
American countries have also opened their doors.

Only the transportation remains to be provided. The
United American Spanish Aid Committee is campaigning
for funds for boats. Every Spaniard who reaches asyltun
in the Western Hemisphere is a reminder to those in Spain
that sacrifices for liberty are dearly prized by defenders
of democracy everywhere.

Give — that transportation may be provided!

Let the voice of American labor ring out in defense
of our Spanish brothers who cannot speak for themselves.

Get your union local, your fraternal organization,
your social or cultural group to pass resolutions condemn-
ing Franco terror and petition the President of the United
States to demand an end to the orgy of blood and torture
in Spain today.

Send letters to the State Department, from yourself,
as an individual, or with groups of your neighbors, yonr
shopmates and your friends.

Tell the story of Spain to everyone you meet Act
quickly.

Franco’s executioners never sleep. There is so little

time.

CX4]
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rifice during the war, continue to risk their live* for free-

dom. Despite the terror they fight back, organizing
solidly, initiating actions for -a tew day of reckoning.

Here in the United States we can aid those struggles.

Our government, which banned arms to the Republic,
which gave comfort to Franco through its hasty recognition
of his blood-stained flag, today still has the power to help
stay the hand of the executioners.

It is for us — the people, who can still speak and
make our voices heard in the halls of government, to
protest to our government against the terror in Spain.
To let our protests ring so long and loud that our State
Department will be compelled to demand in the name of
humanity that Franco and his Falange grant an amnesty
to all political prisoners.

Write to Franco’s embassies and consulates in this
country. Visit their offices and make known to them the
revulsion which sweeps all Americans as they consider
the terror which fascism has brought to Spain.

There are other ways that Americans can aid the
Spaniards in their struggles. Material aid can he sent to
these heroic men and women through the United American
Spanish Aid Committee.

Packages are sent and delivered even into the jails
where fighters for liberty are interned. Think of the
meaning of the arrival of these gifts! The relief that
comes from receipt of sorely needed food and clothing and
medicine, great as it is, is surpassed by the concrete re-
minder that outside Spain there are men and women who
remember their sacrifices for liberty and whose hearts
beat with theirs.

Collect funds for the heroic men, women and children
of Spain. Send money to the committee to facilitate the
conduct of its work.

There is a further way that Americans can help.
Hundreds of thousands of Spanish refugees, who fled

CIS]
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Ifflniftout Toiwi
Gregory Feck'Audrey Hepburn romantolk (despit* other

«twi) is not discounted by coast editors.U Hepburn quietly visited

^aSfSL*"* 5*®*.*^*’ "*PP
rov*r*» Tb^y My George Sanders willao the fifing and charge Zsa Zsa with desertion. . .Louise Brooks, ex-

y
5reeD

n?'
*** converted to Catholicism Saturday. She will marry

dames Dunn, a marine engineer. They will dwell ln^Hre*. ".Bes*
(a former "Miss America") lost 12.000 la gowns, etc. via

9

Mrehon
of bunrUrs Friday. . .Sloan Simpson has a lush contract for a year
with Staton WOB...Some ticket spex are asking *140 (the set) for.
Series ducats. , .Ex-Gov* girl Judy Coploo (whose conviction as aRea lyent was upset) and her groom are zig-zagging, according to

(widow of the Preside*) won*
admit it hut a Washington economist has popped That Question.

1

- 0n SeP*- the colyum reported that Senator McCarthy and hla

'

fiancee Jean Kerr would make their betrothal public late this month.
*..On the 14th we reported the announcement “would hot be made*
*..On the loth newspapers revealed they would wed on the 29th...One paper disclosed: "Jean gave McCarthy back his ring and they'
were reconciled only three days ago".. .So we were right both time*.'
...Our source was pretty good.. .His Initials are J. Mb.

;
^

-

1

] . The Washington line: The U. S. Internal Security group will
soon undress a New York magazine editor. They win allege "he
poses as an anti-Bed".. .Sen. Taft’s son Jack will be "the poop-car*

V l
*S5yeen *he White House and the House of Reps. . .Senator

;
C*Scoop”) Jackson’s biggest skewp is socialite Elaine O’Connor...

* Office DepFs survey on what the U. S. loses on 2nd Class

E
ducations will report that the Henry J.uce mags cost over 20 mtt*
on alone yearly. . .Immigration will revoke passports issued by

Honduras and Nicaragua during 1936-88. Mr. Whiskers learned
they were purchased In Prague (from iheir consulates) at *400 each

I ’ • Dev
yey 8 frowd Mys he la broke and could not afford a Gov’t post.

* When he quits U will be for private law' practice; ^
7 .

Maureen O'Hart and Mrs. Huntington Hartford, currently feud*
•’

% are blamed for the Hollywood heatwaves . . . Latin Quarter show- .'

* Madeline Remlni and George Campo (the tennist&r) are nets
, about each other, . .A French banker is Wendy Barrie’s caananion

phateau-Madrld but her feller has three famous Jnitial&WMafjT'
;

Maguire and E. Burgess, jr^ both of Business Week mag, are honey*
r
tn°°nfr3, . .The last man to talk with Tammany chief Ed Flynn
gust before he died abroad) was James Farley. They hadn’t for 30

2? jjgfefiWSta ^dugtqdavwith “the officii Jowdown*
on why the atom spies wouldn’t teflTTTElaine Barrie (once Mrs. J.
Barrymore) inherited a bundle from her father who recently passed.
(Purchased a Connecticut manse. . .The blonde who checks her infant
In night club checkrooms is--ET3&^an of South Africa. She will in-
volve a recently wed movie star.

Marquis Nlccolo Thcodoll and his pretty
bride (Mary L Scott of Kentucky), are honeymooning In the W,
Indies... Annabella s big crush In Madrid Is Prince Romanof,
whose so-wot claim Is that he’s from the Russian Imperial family
*; Ffte* (his pater Is the Chilean mint once wed to New

,
York 8 Susie Schrafft) and San Francisco’s Marsha Gall (a model)

'

j

*re ^ing eyebrows In Parte, which te par for the course. . .Jeanne O’Connor (the American undie model) and the Maharajah'
<* ®',ndLf* SOycar^ld moneybags) ore Topic A along the Con* .

tinent They met here at a party In Westchester. . .Claude Car-
tier (the gem Fort Knox) married Sylvie Rirsch in Porte. She to"Dlort most gorgeous mannequin., . , ... . .

Cops ore alerted to a cowboy star (here with the Rodeo) who
handles women rough* A gal victim complained to gendarme*me other night, . .Night clubs ore giving musicians two-week n»
tlcesr—jost In case A/JVA pulls a strike and they have no pcr>
formers. The strike Is set for the 27th. . .The reason behind leS
Horne’s refusal to ptev the lead In “St, Louis Woman" won* ba
publicized. An avalanche of mall (from lop Negroes) complained

Ithe role of prosiitute would disgrace the race,..Some Very Nice
1 People in the primaries test week. One was a shvlockulth

r, Inc., character . . . Another 1s > notorious njulem como^y} -

vicamr

$aasaf
Tele. Room —
Holloman
Miss Gandy —
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iWct who se
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7
toented <£ about fiat]

kidnapping and was a Smm?
an apartment in Vienna with Red lSder teh?^ % ?nce *Hare<
(who escaped from here on ih* ,

Ger^ardt Eisler.. .Eislej

man editor Wechsler wrnfA *><£* Erank . . .He is the same
editor of The New LSI nn^t (to « Solicited letter) tothS
libel) argues that he has been °a!5f

*

w*chsto‘ (suing us loi
Young Comjpunist League in

s
i
nce leaving the

Hagen (Frank) on Feh 9th 1953 * ' «

‘BUt ** wrote^ about commy

Hagen SElSZbreak the YCLJn 1937
fay PoHtk»l

P
thinking i aS not ?uS thlt |

cnew taping
Important An influence he ivL (uJon ntLZ ^,

he £ aware of
dramatizing the existence nf a **£££?' ?fae£® as well as myself) in
Stalinism, and in debunking mvThJ^E alternative to
Him intermittently for advi4 IN REC^r v

turned to
WaV
Z?,&

he has never

ler admits ‘'quHti^the^^iSi^ li’ ^ *jitor Wech5“

by our Dept of State for b^-to? «SveSh£” p^ssport

book title (“How to Mern . (n ose her
Creek, Ibl t W’ort Fo?^ >,^<”r..Zg *“»»’ “**•
the Philippines. emoSh siotSs MyPr« Monroe at
original voice of SonSt l Alien, the
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JUUOS ROSENBERG i ET AL

JOSHUA D. ENSOR

CHMtACfW or CAS*

espionage - R

synopsis op facts: HARRY P- ^^ERGls £***
to tll0 RO86nt>0rg Spy 5 «1efi.flUr6 craft ill 19414-

v ^Vcoast Guard reflect GO^^RG opera
8elf-aamitted
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does not know

1
A ,
Member of the Rosenberg Espionage *s ^
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T.te> - p - *?- rv/

I'l ttl^ASST* ^
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*

G’

h BI.8vlously been reported, an anonymous

r DETAILS
s litter was received at the Bureau on

ax dampstead f —
The following investigation at Hempstead, Long Island

waa conducted by SA KENNETH R. ROUTOH.

T-l, of unknown rel
ional^Bank* Hempsteadf

of the depositors of the Second Nation X»
t^ R^0LDBERG

jKStSSfc splcill fecktog^ccount at the |«c endRationa

at the bank which -was «»•"*^SStsm Trust Company,

Island

XUd that^ tlBe

« iil ow“j ’
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NY 65-1534$

257 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn, Hew York* The informant stated

that GOLDBERG'S account was an active one with deposits and

withdrawals in amounts up to $2,500*00* Many of the deposits

were second endorsements and most of them large checks and

drawn on the Citizens Bank and Trust Company of Bloomington,

Indiana*

T-l stated that GOIDBERG was employed by the Nurre

Company of Bloomington, Indiana and his account as of

August 7# 1953 was $2,634*32*

1-2 , of known reliability, advised that during

Julv. 1953. all correspondence directed to HARRY GOLDBERG

appeared to be of a business nature relating to his connection

with the Nurre Company*

At New York. New York

There was a communication in the file on the

stationery of HARRY P* GOLDBERG, furniture manufactures
representative, 206 Lexington Avenue, dated

June 23* which read as follows* Ty Whom lt May Concern*

This is to certify that the person HYKASfct>LDBERG, recorded

on Birth Certificate Number 15605 of

Borough of Manhattan, dated June 20, 1944 a^d *kich BirtM

Certificate was granted November 24# 1909, is the same as

HARRY P* GOLDBERG and that this person is my son* ,
-

Very Truly Yours, ABRAHAM GOLDBERG

*

n
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NY 65-15348

The photograph of HARRY P. GOLDBERG was also
maintained in the Coast Guard file*

RUTH GREENGLASS, self-admitted Espionage Agent
who was associated with the Rosenberg Espionage Ring,
advised SA RICHARD A MINIHAN on July 29* 1953 that she had
no knowledge of HARRY P# GOLDBERG.

- P -
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NY 65-15348

INFORMANTS

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

Identity
or
Source

Date of Date Agent to File 'Number
Activity Received Whom Where
and/or Descrip- Furnished Located
tion of
Information

T-l Bank 8/7/53 SA KENNETH Instant

HELEN Records
MATTHIAS,
Second
National
Bank,
Hempstead,
Long island

R* ROUTON File

T-2 July, 1953 July, SA JOSHUA Instant
Mail Cover 1953 D. EN30R File
of
GOLDBERG
residence
at 90
Harriman Rd.,
Hempstead,
Long island

LEADS

PHILADELPHIA

^ ^ At Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

v*"
V

Will exhibit photograph of GOLDBERG to HARRY GOID
and DAVID GREENGLASS as requested in referenced Few York
letter to Bureau, 8/13/53*

HEWYOgK

•

|fy

At Hew York, New ^fork

/ V -
1
' Will submit recommendation to the Bureau regarding

interview of GOLDBERG after HARRY GOLD and DAVID GREENGLASS
have been interviewed#

REFERENCE Report
- 1 ““* '

l*ir" M V r>

of. SA JOSKUA^D . ENSO^
New York letter to Bureau,

3,

\ ' •

New York*

4
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORT MAO« AT

1

CLBVEIAM)

date when
MADE

9/24/53
j

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE

9/18/53

report major »y

SA JOHN P. MANTON
Tmjt Q CHARACTER OF CASK

JUUUS ROSENBERG, ET AL
^ ' >

\ espionage - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

Ftorm No. 1
This CASE ORIGINATED AT !©/» XQR£

mak

participation with an Etoionafe Rin^
the"GRECO" letter and denies

Xork Universitybe«^a«h *hile *® »a*
longed to any subversive group. EDtV'ARD CHEJTITZ^ I?

0* kn°Wn t0 have b*~
and -was known to informant as

?
a »ftarH* a n ?

EPIi2 known to informant since 193$warm has beco^f“right clUzen?
““ but lnfo“ believes

9
m% ,fr * A

ALL r?I^)R*l|TTON CONTAINED
... ^ -HU CKCft jj.j

DETAILS s ATjrOLSDO^ OHIO

ing Room 930, S^/E^vis C°W, resid-
esoapany since 1911 anf^ Sltort of

»*«> tte Doehlfr
Toledo to live for one year S 193?^ He oa“* to
purchased a home at 54 Old Pond Road taM to New York City, in I94O he
during the early part of the war and^movsd +„ w

bong^Island, but sold same
City. Between 1944 and 1950 he lived for the m« .

er P
f
rl< Avenue

j New Xork
10th and Broadway and for a short Deriod nt f

“ * Pf1* at the Brittany Hotel,
Fifth Avenue, New York. He statert fL^,

r
?
nted an apartment at 945

resided at tile Secor ttefsince *^.”tnn*d t0 Toledo * »» and Ls

tents of the GRECO letter
33

He'd'enfnri^t.^?
Bureau's jurisdiction and the con-

Ring and stated he did not llL f
havinS anjr Pledge of any S#piona*e

aaidlhe had no idea who ^ R0SEMBSRG °ase. He
wor^JIGHSCO ' 1 before, (v/.-'a

W U the letter and never heard of the
‘

_ _
* - -—- • — y

' ?APPROVED AND **) *V 'L
‘

PORWARPED /(M A'L'
COPIES DESTROYED
4: oI5 7TiJ7 iOdPJES OF TH IS REPORT

Bureau (65-58236)
3 - New York ( 65-15348 )
2 - Cleveland (65-2726)

SPECIAL AOCNT
m Chaim* DO not write

M~J£T23 i
;c

r £8 iS53

'i
<

>a£w
P

ro
,

Imra!w«D.
c°"fl0ENmt

J
its contents a«e ummbjotou bt_ the

0 . S. GoVfr

r

NtihTii*! Iu. t. apytrsaevT mistti*; Ofncl i«~G9*',s-3

A«. 4U)I 10 BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE 0
''
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cv 65-2726

'

-
.» -JflVT-';'

J
v7lr? V"i :

v „ .

Mr * PACK recalled that hia son. RICHARD/while attending u»_Tork Univeraity became involved with aome individuals who were described
'

* hi
?

33 "Radical-—hen asked for a definition tf *Ka2Tl^£2? ‘

nu His aon belonged to no subversive group to his knowledge*

ieft
h
th

D°eh
t
Ler

t
JarViS °°^a^*^®dift^

h

tEner
a
te af hS fLuf

he learned'cWm^d L°cle Vhe^lLliJ fl^^the ^ne^U
‘

ofn“
^ thS D°ehl£rM ln T0led0 ‘ 1)8 “id th“t he uLefto^ r occasions since that time. At one point CHEXFXK^ J*®

and ^pressed the desire to obtain a better lob ilr PACK

being atiadieal labor leader.* He believed that CHEYF1TZ hf
““ °f

.tion fro, being at odds with all empgETd££g
e^efbeWd “° d6finite ***-ttonAm**
ing CHEYFITZ is that CHEXFITZ fnjoys afexcellenf'

°rmation PACK has regard-
an outstanding citizen.

J 7 3(1 exoellent reputation and has become

- R U C -

2
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* 1

#
CV 65-2726

ADHIOTSTRATIVB PAP.R

SA B. imEwSST" 0f Cma£S PACK~ 9—U* bx the writer «d

RSFSRgNCE

Report of SI JAKES J. FASRBU, 8/33/53 *t Hen TorlrMew Tork letter to Bureau 8/33/53 *
*
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September 29, 1963SAC, New fork (65-15348)

Director, FBI (65-58236)

JULIU& RQSEMB&RQ, et al
ESPIONAGE - B

Decent advertleenente have appeared in the

"National Guardian" announcing that Action &00*

165 Broadway, New Tork City, are releasing in the ***

book entitled "The Atom Spy ilyth - From Hiroshima to the

Rosenberg*" by fill ton At Reuben»

Tou are reguested to obtain a aopy of this book

vhen It is available and forward sane to the Bureau .

(>-

I uUun ~

NicKolt . —
Bflmoru

Clew
Glavin

Hsrbo

^0 5f(l

Tracy - ^ —
G* jity — -

Mohr -
It.Ttrrro* J —

Rooffi

llolbfnan - -

cii*oo

Mir-s GinJy —

»

SEP 2 i‘i ^ M53
^£D 25



“THE ATOM SPY MYTH”

Action Books (Boom 2800, 165 Broad-

ly '

jj y o 6} has announced lor tail

llro^hlma to the HwnWitt W WJg
> Reuben. This is the book on »bicto

Reuben, who »«>t* the or
1
goal CHJAB

DIAN articles on the Rod?nberg C

1951 has been working lor two yearn.

•nicis of the book, which examines all

S^ -A spy cW Irom the Canadian

upals to the Rc*enb?rg* t* u«ht of ^
!Jlcl Washington cold-war moves on th

dtmeeUc and world stages. Is •*"***
,

AVtoomb spy hunt Is 'the greatest bon -

tA\ history.’* Advance orders are bt'rtS

Sen at *3 for a special *miou auto-

graphed by the author.

oi*mma fbom th*

H.T..

DAI i; i > .

I'QB>VAHD.B»n*Y N;Y. DiVMtOft

taCLCsr:**
N .



Office Memorandum • united stains government

TO TUB DIRECTOR datb* September #2* 1953

rom t HR f J/ • LADD

A.
P>

CUBJ8CT: JULIUS l20SENDERG, ETAL
ESPIONAGE - JZ

(BuJ’ile S«5-n5B£36)

1/ N

SYNOPSIS
n /

Walter Winchell column of September 21, 1953,
reported article was due to appear ip^folice Gazette with
the official lowdown" on why the Rosenbergs didn't talk.

The Director noted on Winchell column, "Get this and see
what it says*" ThejQctober, 1953, issue of Police Gazette
contains article^pferrifying Story The Rosenbergs Wouldn't
T*} 1* bU Ueorge/GcGrath* Review of article reflects

eilberos '

ENGL
f%

silence of Rosenbergs attributed to'' their faithfulness to
Communist cause and willingness to die rather than betray

i their associates * It points out the espionage activities
of the Rosenbergs were more extensive than heretofore made |Public * Rosenbergs are portrayed as organizers of network
)Of couriers and agents, who, by their refusal to talk, have I
*prevented prosecution of scores of known Soviet spies in *

‘this country and Canada* it is noted much of the so-called
espionage activity attributed to the Rosenbergs in thi3-

article is pure speculation on the part of the author * Be
links Rosenberg to Arthur Adams, Red Army intelligence agent
in the United States who was involved in atomic espionage in1944-45 and disappeared January, 1946* Rosenberg was MGBagent and Bureau investigation has not connected him withAdams in any way t Article plays up unquestionable guilt
of Rosenbergs and states Communist campaign to save them
started only when it was evident to Communists Rosenbergs
would never talk. McGrath not identifiable in Bureau files */Attached is Police Gazette containing article •

** #

ACTION

None* For your information

*

y

A ttachment
APL:awn -

A_ ... .

6 3 0CU5 1253

SPJOSDED S £ogS
INDEXED - i /

ys? i¥
/



DETAILS

The Walter liinchell column appearing in the New
l°rk Daily Mirror of September 21, 1953, reported that the
Police Gazette was due to appear with an article with-
the official lowdown 11 on why the Rosenbergs wouldn't talk*
Concerning this article, the Director stated "Get this and
see what it says* 11 The October, 1953, issue of the Policy coGazette first appeared on the Washington news stands

/°n
xt

V~^'
was noted that it contained an article, "Terrifying Story
The Rosenbergs Wouldn't Tell," by George McGrath * A review
of this article reflects that the author attributes the
silence of the Rosenbergs to their faithfulness to the cause
of Communism, and their willingness to die rather than betray
their associates • It points out to the reader that this
article contains information on the espionage activities
of the Rosenbergs which were more extensive than previously
made public and which ccn be revealed now • It portrays
the Rosenbergs as organisers of an intricate network ofcouriers and agents who transmitted classified material
to the Soviets * It points out that by the refusal of the
* -fsenbergs to talk, numerous known Soviet spies in the
United States and Canada have escaped prosecution* The
author makes the statement that there are an estimated
160 Communist espionage agents in the United States and
Canada who are plotting to destroy us* Me does not give
any basis for arriving at this figure* In relating the
so-called espionage activity of the Rosenbergs, it appears
that his conclusions are based strictly on speculation

*

Vie states that in addition to obtaining atomic information

*

{the Rosenbergs also obtained the following:

1* Plans of our immediate postwar jet oropulsion
planes - plans which are now incorporated in the Russian
Nigs*

.
Note; The conclusion of the writer in number one

is probably based on Rosenberg 's known association withJilliam Perl, aeronautical engineer formerly with the NationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), who received a.
five-year sentence on a Perjury conviction in June * 1953
arising out of his denials before a Federal Grand Jury of



hia association with Rosenberg and others « Perly in his
position at NACAy had access to classified information on
jet propulsion

*

2* Obtained and passed on to Soviet Vice Consul
Anatoli Yakovlev the latest designs of our radar equipment «

Notez The conclusion of the writer in number two
is probably based on the fact that Horton Sobelly co-
defendant of the Ro3enberg3y was a radar expert • Max
Elitcher, Government witness, testified at the trial that
Rosenberg told Elitcher that Sobell was giving information
to Rosenberg •

3m Kept the Russians supplied with 'a continual
flow of blueprints dealing with developments in American
anti aircraft gunnery •

Jfotez The conclusion of the writer in number
three is also probably based on the testimony of Max
Elitchery an engineer formerly employed by the Ilavy, that
Rosenberg attempted to recruit him for espionage in 1944*
At the time, Rosenberg asked Elitcher what type of work he
was doing and Elitcher answered that he was working on computers
and fire control systems concerned with equipment to cpntrol
the firing of missiles from guns * Elitcher testified he
refused to furnish information to Rosenberg«

4% Provided the Russians with details of secret
electronic devices for submarine warfarey as well as early
plans for the atonic power installations in aircraft •

Rote: The writer apparently cane to the conclusion
in number four from the testimony of HaxRlitcber, who stated
that in Septembery 1945$ Rosenberg was in/wit a him in Washington
and asked Elitcher as to the type of vwrk he was doing* Elitcher
told Rosenberg he was working on Sonar and anti submarine
fire control devices . David Greenglass testified at the trial
that Rosenberg had told hi?/i he had received from rrone of the
hoys " the mathematics for the propulsion of aircraft by atomic
energy *

' *



5* Secured details of a super secret experimental
plan for establishing a "sky platform" hundreds of miles
in space *

Notes David Greenglass testified at the trial
that P.osenberg told him he had received information
concerning a Government project on a "sky platform" from
one of his contacts »

The author of this article links Rosenberg to
Arthur Adams, a Red Army intelligence agent who was
investigated by the Bureau in 2944-45-45* It will be
recalled that Adams first came to the attention of the
Bureau when he was in contact with Professor Clarence F*
ifiskey, an atomic scientist • Investigation reflected that
Adams had received information concerning atomic experiments
being conducted in the United States* Re disappeared from
the United States in Januarys 1946* Bureau investigation has
never connected R osenberg, an RGB agents with Adams in any way *

,

writer of this article makes the statement that
' - many of the FBI agents wno worked on the Rosenberg case are

j

convinced the Rosenbergs thought the Russians would snatch
i them out of danger * It is not known the basis for this
t statement by the writer * However9 it is believed that
evidence of the flight of Sobell to Mexico and the proposed
flight of Greenglass, coupled with evidence presented at the
trial by the Government that the Rosenbergs had passport
photos made, was indicative that the Rosenbergs also intended
to flee the United States *

?he article plays up the unquestionable guilt ofthe Rosenbergs and points out that the Communist campaign
to save them started only when it was evident to the Communists
that the Rosenbergs would never talk•

A check of the Bureau *3 files fails to reflect any
identifiable information with George RcGrath3 author of this
article *

*

Attached is copy of Police Gazette containing this
article *

*

*
¥
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NO MORE FLAT TIRES
No Tire Changing, Loss of Time

. No Danger or Inconvenience

SEALS PUNCTURES WHILE YOU DRIVE

Plus the added safety proUrct.on you and your entire family should

l
VC * vo u CV€f been so unfortunote as to get a flat tire at

the most undesirable moment, when you had an appointment when
you were short of time, at a lonely stretch of road, or even worse,
on a well traveled highway, with cars whizzing by to give you the
fright of your life~or has your wife suddenly found herself with a

rlan*
9n<i at a as to *rf,at to H<re Anally with SAF-T-GARO you can give yourself low cost insurance by making your tires

puncture proof at « cost fees than that
of a single puncture proof tire or tube

—

On the marhet today l

SAF-T-GARD is a new scientific find that
gives instant protection against FLATS,
SLOW LEAKS or PUNCTURES or your
money back* This protection is yours for less
than $2.50 per tire and in less than five
minutes per tire! A complete set which
gives protection for four tires is only $9.95!
so dor t delay and phone your order in

today-c.r ma il _th?__coiweni*!nt coupon below!

'

HER* IS CONCLUSIVE PROOF!
l«ta pin by M Impartial Uborabarr.

i 4w»ll*<l

S

aF-T-OARP at par printed Imtruntloru Into
earh 8 *0*1 d tire of road test car. Tlrei were conventional type
well worn, with Inner tubes th«t had been previously patched Tire*
were then uniformly Inflate,! to 32 lb«, pressure. Actual time ran-
tunad t* (n*«rt 8AF-T- GA.Ro «u afpraaimataly I mlwnta par tiro.

2- PIERCED each tire with three I" nalli and two 2" natli through
Ire*,! uuncturlne Inner tuba. Car then we* driven to miles, ft

rallej on food road*, 3 mile* on touch road*. Nall* were removed
and lira orw«ure rerherked Averaca Loo of air In ea»ti tire waa
approximately 14 pound.

3: Two %" tack* and on* 1" nail we/e then Imerted into each tire
on road ten car, each nail and tack going through tread and
piercing Inner tube. Car **j then driven Tor two day* with tack*
*nd nail still in tire* over both rough and ordinary roads Nall
and taclra were then removed and pressure of tlm rechecked. Aver-
age lot* of air wai lei* than V lb.

S: Car wa» then parked for two additional day*. Rerheck thowed
no further loa* of air preistire.

CONCLUSION
Rated on evhaustlve n<ed test* our finding*
Indicate that MAK T f'ARI* eliminate* flat

|

tire* ire»ted by ordinary puncture*. Thl* la
accomplished by the effective self-scaling prop-

j

ertlet Of the product.

j

LABORATORY and ROAD TESTEO

With th< addition of SAF-T-GARD in your car's
tires you find that the self- sealing compound
(very much like that in the tanks of our war planes)
will instantly fill any holes or cracks developed
through bits of metal, nails, glass, etc. In addition
the tires on your Car will show a marked tendency
to stay in. 'balance brought obout through the
effects of the centrifugal force effected by the
compound.
WHY TAKE ANY FURTHER CHANCES with. your
LIFE and POSSESSIONS? Order a set of SAF-T-
GARD today, only $2.49 per tube or all four for $9.95.

SPECIAL NOTE; Fleet Operators, Truck Owners and
Taxicab Fleet Operators ask for our special prop*

osftlcn.

ARROW COMPANY Dept. PG-9
400 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

J€n4 m* tub** of SAf-T-CARO *» **-49 «»el» (set of 4
for $9.95).

O I enclose payment. You pay postage.

Q Send C-O.D. t will pay postman plus postal charges.

NAME

ADDRESS



FAT MEN! SKINNY MEN! YOUNG MEN! OLD MEN!

NOW ¥
c“n have a more

POWERFUL LOOKING BODY
* INSTANTL Y!

And Be Stronger

From Head to Toe

—

IN 3 SHORT WEEKS
TWs right* WWher yoy'r* U* -nd flabby . . « « r«iT - - TJ“»9
old . whatov.r you. Physical wppe.r,™. may bd-now you c« look «£***
ntorm powerful. morn manly Instantly! Y**. t« • m.tHr o< wccndt your Stomach

i» pulled .ft. cb«» thrown out. should art back, your back straigManod . . . y u

poitur. improvad you look bett.r and M bettwr at Oftcal Aftd ****?"'*

S» b.ginninfl! Y..H BMPfer
your way to having a powsr-packad HE-MAN BODYmjurt 3

Zrt w~W How l .tl H.1, pouiMoJ irs 8ASYS-.HI. «k, M»
rational RonnT* doubla-birraled method of acquiring a ha-mar

appearance Hare’* all there It to it! First you get the amaimg
appearance
new health supporter belt . .

n» CHEVALIER

FRONT ADJUSTMENT -
works euich ms » flathi loss

adjust strap, presto' Balt per

rtally adjusted ta yaw taw
tart.

AMAZING STRETCH WON
OCR CLOTH— firmly holds

In abdomen. y«4 strslehes a*

you bend, breaths, steep, *t»

DETACHABLE POUCH-
Air -tooled* BeleatWUsMy de-

signed to give wonderful tup*

pert and greteetleal

No matter what you may
look like now, th* »«n»a-

tionat "Chevalier" makea
you appear stronger, more
masculine the minute you

put it on! If you’re over*

weight or have a bulging

“old man’*” mid-section

—

“Chevalier" instantly lift*

your “bay window", flat-

tens It. and presto! — you
.took younger, slimmer,

£ more athletic l if you are
_^T skinny, underpowered,

round shouldered —

•

“Chevalier" a X r a I g h ton*
you up, « q u a r e a your
shoulders, throws out your

chest . . « makes you look taller,

straighter, huskier! Yet, the
scientifically constructed
"Chevalier" brings you vital

control where you need It most!

It’s really great to wear! . , ,

even all day longl Will not bind
or make you feel constricted.

That’s because the Wonder
s-t-r-e-t-c h cloth plus the ad-
justable built-in strap bring you
personalized fit. The "Chevalier"
is designed according to scien-

tific facts of healthful posture
control — fits snug at the small
of your back. It’s made by ex*

perts to give you the comfort
and healthful "lift” you want!
And best of all, you can get
the "Chevalier" — PLUS the
sensational 3-Week Body-Build,
inq Course —ALL ON 10 DAYS
FREE TRIAL!

I0-0AY FREE TRIAL!
Yoo rUk nothin*! Sond no money «ww~
lust Hit coupon. (Bt tor# t. givt MlH
mea*urtmeat.) We’ll promptly rend n*
tho “Chevalier” *!« your FREE "Body-
Building Speed Court*"! Pay penman
only J3.9* plus postal* for your ‘They*.
Ii*r." Try It on . , adjuat lha bait th*

wty you tint hiiw comfort*"**

yap taal . . . how manly you took! Wear
ft (or Id day*—follow tho tliaplo Speed
Court* at the itnt time—and If. st tha

and at 10 day*, you slnterety (col that

Hit “Chevalier" doe* not help you* took

•nd fro I “fit# a ml Ilian” return It

lor full rotund. Tho Speed Conroe it

yeun to keep In either taro. FREE.
Mall coupon NOW.

RONNIE SALES, Ine.

Ml Broadway, Sew York IS, S. Y

If You Mall

Coupon Now

TOE BONOMO’S
3-Week Body.

Building Gears*

World - ft»Mi
Strongman and Aw
ihorlty o» Health A
Blrotlth tkw Yotl^

how t»- oetually BC
rtrongar ..-**
plaea hobby fat with

hard nutak .

add Inehat at tolld

mutelo tg a skinny bodyl Amazing k-

week Sptod Court* ttntaln* Body Build-

ink Method*. Muuto Building Chart*.

Training Tibi* Talk*, etc. Just follow

hie olmplo inttruetlan* for S week*—

and yew’r# ait your way t* gaining arv

pap, onorfy, “gat up and I#”—end •

real he-man phyifgiMi Published ta

tall fur 13.06—yat your*. FREE].••••ns
I

•

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
•

a
a

a
a
* (Send etrlng (he lira of waist If

J
tapo measure Ig handy)

I
a

RONNIE 6AIE8. Is*., Dept. W34-E
437 Broadway. Now York IS, N. V.

Send me for 16 dojt' fBTE TRIAL ft

CHEVALIER Health-Supporter Belt -
plut (he Body'Building Speed Court*

On atrlval I will drpoill only 13 9* plu*

poftap* 1 mutt he delighted or I will

return tha 'Cheralltr” within 16 days

for full refund. Tho Speed Course fa

min* In keep In altbax rata—FREE.

My Waist Measure la.

•
I

I Addrtta

a

I City _
a
a _
i *•'

I O SAVE 85* POSTAGE. Encfata H H
I new and wg pay ptilaga. Same 16-day

* money -bark guaranto*-

s



-l DOUBLED MY
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im LESS THAN A *iA*
— « a CUSTOM UPHOLSTfEBT

..-mf Irerearly *•“ R"“

a.- «|6 MT JO*
>•""“**

J*

"
f# i(1

aa»d • *<•»"' *

HOW-Tow Con Become An fxpert

UPHOLSTERER
Right n hcunt in y«u *P«e time YOU
can become * skilled, expert, xl wayt-in-

K9TABLIKHKD l»*»

demand upholsterer. Not only can you

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN with Up-

holsteiy Trade* School training, but
holstcty Trade* School Waging, but

your course actually includes—rKEt Ot

extra charge—FOUR big outfits of tool*,

complete frame*, and all material* to

make beautiful custom upholstered fur-

niture that you can sell or use yourself.

Record break,..* buildin*. h»**i‘“r , "»;

return,»hm* mein tv<r,mr,K,«t teteeme QQ

ainifi fryfstir&tb"«**% sf
”* Ipareurnt roouey. Previom experience u«

necereary. Our ih«r«.*h UTS. N. Y. State

Approved. tcainin* qualifies
.

you. Vou will

iduall) be upholstering furniture «t«J0S« At

JNCt; touni teaches you professional

a phol.terj . re uphttbtery. furniture «««*>«•

and repairs, plus -i bip EXTRAS —*»p<««ec.

cushion, window cprmce and drapery ntakia*

WRITE TODAY FOR »I0 f*» *00*

"A Haw Way to • Scretessful Caeaa*"

Tells all about this ever-aro* »»* ir»d*. e*P|*«»

how you can quickly learn at bome lrooi

experienced crallsmen. Uphot-

striy Trades School, Dept.
“ R1001. “II Broadway.

. Y. >.

[The Steady Pai Profession

t Good Times or Bad!

SCIENTIFIC CRIME DETECTION

FREE!
4BLUE BOOK
OF CRIME"

ft fa l«W «* *“*"*
I «ll| W»eti M« thh Ujd-
nacinu Ku«,.a»n™rw
,1m,re |is|U ttlWi
to tw » r*P*-rt *}n5J

r

•IWlt;rtuAr.sJl»«w»lW»|n. I

1 h»ve hurHr*<t* qi

YTH^ts *1*1 *w*cn no'f
r. eaTtlUr ft n Miff »h W«'*

aS^twA. ttHf. **. M
cyuKLlj
ttCi-DITVe * **fll*PAtU

I

orr<vrc* f t h*aUw ,ofT*o-N“"
inwih the

aft i rvi ftr WTBrtwticrvnsrmJa.
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JUSTICE OVERTAKES THE ROSENBERGS

Ethel and Julius Rosenberg are shown on our f™' “*V
parated by a wire screen in the person van that took

them to jail following their conviction as a^miC Spies,

in March 1951. Stays of execution kept them in Sing

Sing, where they were separated for more than two yea rr.
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Terrifying Story the

ROSENBERGS Wouldn’t Tell!

There are an estimated 160

Communist espionage agents

in the U . S, and Canada who

are plotting to destroy us. The

Rosenbergs could have given

evidence against them . . . hut

they chose to die rather . than

openly renounce their betrayal

by George McGrcrfb

WHEN Sing Sing’s executioner threw the

switch in his tin* control room behind

New York State’s electric chair and

shocked Julius and Ethel Rosenberg into legal

death, scores of known Soviet spies in the U.S.

and Canada relaxed for tha first time in more than

three years -and the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation lost almost its last chance to bring them to

justice.

For the Rosenbergs died without talking. Faith-

ful to the last to the brutal, misguided political

creed of Communism they had embraced; un-

daunted by positive proof that their Red masters

had turned against them, against the Jewish re-

ligion they were born into, and against the very

proletariat for which they had struggled-the two

traitors steadfastly refused to give evidence

against an estimated 160 Russian agents in the

United States and Canada.

They died with a courage and calmness worthy

of a cause other than the despicable betrayal of

their native country and the possible murder of

many millions of people all over the world,

through their trafficking in the secrets of the

atomic and hydrogen bombs (apart from many

other vital war secrets) with the ruthless enemy

of' the civilized world.

The Rosenbergs will go down in infamy as the

two American spies who handed the innermost

secrets of the A-bomb to the Soviets and thereby

brought this country into critical danger. But

their crime is even greater than that, and this the

American public has never been told.

For the Rosenbergs were not primarily spies-

although Julius personally stole a secret prox-

imity antiaircraft fuse that was later used by

Russian and Chinese flak gunners to shoot down

our flyers in Korea. They were more dangerous

than spies.

The Rosenbcrgs-'particularly Ethel, the seem -

ingly placid and contented mother of two chil-

dren - distorted and twisted the mind of her

brother, David Greenglass, into betraying his

country; they planted and cultivated the poison

of Communist treachery in the minds of scores of

impressionable American youths who, if left

alone, would have grown up to be patriotic citi-

zens They paid, .vith Russian gold, for the school-

ing of these youths — not to make them better

Amo, y.ins, but so 'hat their acquired scientific.

(Continued on next pour)

Ethel and Julius Rosenberg (below) will go down in infamy a* traitors to the United States,

but the enormity of their crimes is told here by the Police Osxette for the first time. The

Rosenbergs did not have to die. They could have cheated the electric chaw by exposing

sinister Wei spy ring operating throughout America. But they to ^tk-and by

their silence, they continue to betray their country in death as they did in life. Photo above

shows casket of an American soldier killed in Korea by Communists who benefited from Roaen-

bergs' betrayal of war secrets to Russia - as demonstrators pleaded for clemency for them.
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Ethel and Julius Rosenberg (shown with U. S. deputy „ ;

marshals) were trapped when Greenglass admitted they

responsible for recruiting him as * Soviet .spy.^ • -
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THE ARREST AND EXECUTION OF

ETHEL AND JULIUS ROSENBERG

RESULTED FROM A LONG CHAIN

OF INVESTIGATION - BUT\THE

LAST LINK OF THE CHAIN WILL

NOT FAU INTO PLACE UNTIL

THE SOVIET SPIES AT LARGE

ARE CAUGHT AND IMPRISONED

-V.-:* r. -

1.-SS2%

atrett^le»t a dozen scientists, chemists, smd engineer,

" ^
. , - .

. #
,

who continue to plot agamst 'Am
'-TSSP-^T
America. '

fContfnurrf from preceding page)

electrical, and engineering knowledge would

,nake them better spies for the Kremlin.

They organized an intricate and closely woven

•;et work of couriers and agents who transmitted

classified material dealing with war weapons and
: industrial production methods.

The full extent of the Rosenbergs* complicity

and responsibility is revealed here in the Police

Gazette for the first time. Although the crime for

which they were electrocuted was officially

labeled the "theft of A-bomb secrets;* this trait-

orous act fell into their laps by sheer coincidence.

For it was by pure chance that David Greetiglass

was sent lo !he Oak Ridge. Tennessee, and later

i0 the Los Alamos, New Mexico, atomic bomb

projects. And it was by even pum chance that in

* Viesc projects he was engaged, as a machinist, in

the actual construction of the explosive lens mold

used for casting the high -ex plosive detonator of

this atomic weapon. Had it not been for these

coincidences, the Rosenbergs might have been

implicated only indirectly in this atomic conspir-

acy. On other counts, however, they were just as

guilty of procuring national defense secrets for

Russia and would have merited the death penalty

for any one of these other crimes.

According to government investigators who

probed Soviet Atomic Espionage, four personswere

directly responsible for providing the Soviets with

the innermost secrets of the atomic bomb, its

manufacture on a large-scale basis, and the trig-

ger" apparatus which provoked the nuclear blast,

Thc.sr four were Dr. Klaus Fuchs, Oerman-bom

naturalized Englishman, now serving a fourteen-

year sentence in an English prison; Dr. Bruno

Pontecnrvo, Italian-born naturalized English-

man, who fled to Russia in 1950; David Green-

glass, American-born brother of Ethel Rosenberg,

now serving a fifteen-year sentence; and Dr.

Allan Nunn May, native-born English scientist,

who was released early this year after serving six

years and eight months of a ten-year sentence.

U. S. agents told Police Gazette that these four

“have advanced the Soviet atomic energy pro-

gram by eighteen months as a minimum. In other

words, if war should come, Russia’s ability to

mount an atomic offensive against the West will

be greatly increased by reason of these four men.

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg organized the com-

munications link between two of these traitors

and the Kremlin -Or. Fuchs and David Green-

glass. Klaus Fuchs provided the original theo-

retical knowledge behind the present-day manu-

facture of the Soviet A-bomb and revealed the

most dangerous information. It is not an exagger-

ation to say that Fuchs has endangered the safety

of more people than any other spy in history.

a



Armed guards stud watchfully oujstde the headquarters entrance to the atomic bomb project

to Los Alamos, New Mexico. But despite this security, David Greengbm, as a machinist em-
ployed on the project, was able to pass out top-secret information on the atom bomb to Rum.

•°/*~r£k £*» " «« fbAia. Pm ,

Nevertheless, the FJSJ. stated before the New
' York Court trying the Rosenberg? that without
the detailed “trigger" information obtained by
the Rosenbergs from Ethel’s brother, the Soviets

.
might have spent many months in trial-and-error

; experimentation. As the government Investiga-
tion report states: "Greenglass, in the narrow but
important Add of his own work upon high-ex-
plosive Ions molds, was able to convey the prac-
tical data and know-how beyond Fuchs's under-
standing."

Why, then, were the Rosenbergs condemned to
death when Fuchs got only fourteen years, Green-
glass only fifteen years, and top courier Harry
Gold received the maximum thirty years' prison
sentence?

It was because the Rosenbergs were a key link
in the tortuous chain of Soviet espionage. From
their unobtrusive apartment in Knickerbocker
Village, New York City, the Rosenbergs operated
like spiders in the midst of a complex web of

treachery and intrigue, which spread through-
out many other cities in the United State*.

It is not generally known that the
Rosenbergs procured and passed to
the Russians a steady flow of infor-
mation apart from the A-bomb crime
for which they were convicted and
the self-confessed theft of the prox-
imity fu::e (which Julius boasted he
had taken out of a wartime factory,

concealing it in his lunch pail). The
Rosenbergs ata>:

t. Obtained plan* of our imme-
diate postwar jet propulsion planes—
plans which are now incorporated in
the Russian MIGs.

2. Obtained and passed on to Sov -

iet Vice-Consul Anatoli Yakovlev
the latest designs of our radar equip-
ment.

3. Kept the Russians supplied with
a continual flow of blueprints deal-
ing with developments in American
antiaircraft gunnery.

4. Provided the Reds with details

of secret electronic devices for sub-
marine warfare, as well as early
plans for the atomic power installa-

tions in aircraft.

5. Procured details of a superse-
.ret experimental plan for establish- On thii

ing a “sky platform" hundreds of Soviet ’<

•niles in spa^c -a project that, to date. receive*

has been a subject for science Action and comic
strips, but which proved to be more than a dream
or a figment of the imagination when discussed

by scientists during the Rosenbergs’ trial.

These are but a few of the reasons for which
the Rosenbergs were given the death sentence by
Judge Irving R. Kaufman.

Right up to the last few miiiut'j, before they
started do. that “last mild" walk to the cleHric.
chkir in Sing Sing, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg
knew their sentence would be commuted if they
talked. They knew that, under the law, the maxi-
mum sentence they would be given was thirty

years. If they squealed and told all they knew
about the Soviet espionage rings, they most likely

would be released on parole within fifteen or
twenty years.

If the Rosenbergs had talked, their testimony
would have caused the arrest of about a dozen
scientists, chemists, and engineers who are known
to have Communist affiliations and whose aetiVi-

* ties have been denounced before the Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee of the House of Repre-

On this corner, at -12nd Street and Third Avenue in New York City,

Soviet espionage agent Harry Gold transferred atomic secrets he had
received from David Greenglass to Soviet Vice-Consul Anatoli Yakovlev.

sentatives—but who could not be arrested for lack

of direct evidence. These men will continue to be
safe until evidence against them can be uncov-
ered. Government and F.B.I. dossiers are bulky
with information that points an accusing finger,

but the laif require? incontrovertible testimony,
'~cic«wrnitre <>*- agewts- weTuftv-.noed

—

Rosenbergs could have given direct evidence con-
cerning more than one of the known twenty-odd
Communist cells of espionage now operating here
and in Canada. Although these cells are rigidly

compartmentalized, the Rosenbergs had reached
a position of eminence in the Soviet spy network
that enabled them to have contacts with more
than one group. They not only organized courier
service ih thf New York area, but were in charge
of "pick-ups” in Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleve-
land, and both the Oak Ridge and the Los Alamos
atomic projects. ,

One of Julius Rosenberg’s agents, Harry Gold
(now serving a fifteen-year prison
sentence), acted as go-between for
both Dr. Fuchs and David Green-
glass, as" well as contact man for the
entire Philadelphia area. He was one.
of many such couriers reporting to
Rosenberg — who was responsible to
his

.
Russian overlord, Vice-Consul

Yakovlev. *

,

Julius Rosenberg’s importance to.

the Soviet Union can be gauged by
the fact that the Russians awarded
him their highest civilian decoration
—the Order of the Red Star. He was
entrusted with the most modern
microfilm apparatus. Even thift con-
sole in which it was hidden was given
to him by the Soviets, together with
engraved wrist watches as souvenir*
of their gratitude. . \

. How did so many suspects manage
to leave the U.S. and avoid arrest?
What was Soviet Vice-Consul Pavel
Mikhailov’s role in the A-bomb es-
pionage ring? Who were the contact
men between Arthur Adams, a top-
ranking Russian agent, Professor
Clarence F, Hiskey, an analytical

* chemist, the Rosenbergs, and the
he had Soviet diplomats? What documentsUvW

‘ (ComHnmeiom

7



Police Gazette’s

ALL-AMERICAN
BASEBALL TEAM

Paul Richard*, Chicago Whif^ Sax

With apologies to absolutely nobody, we pkk the superstars of today's

big leagues— the Dream Team that can lick any other team you can name

by My TuHun

Polka Gazatta's Baseball Witor

Author at TTia Official Encyclopedia of B

r’rrm fairs, Chicago White Sou

B aseball has its own “four

hundred.” The elite c< the

game axe the twenty-fiveplay-
ers on each of the sixteen major-
league dub rosters; twenty-five

times sixteen, for a literal as well as

a figure—of-speech “four hundred."

These are the min who have realized

the dream of every American boy by
becoming big leaguers.

But who are the superstars? If you,

had to risk your home, your savings,

or your happiness on your choice at

a team, whom would you pick for

each position? In a single game—or
a single series—could they beat any
other team?
Even without gambling for such

high stakes, the selection of a dream
team is a fascinating pastime- Now
that the 1933 baseball season has

rolled into history, lei’s cull over this

$20,000,000 worth of talent in the

majors and pick the Police Gazette'

s

All-American Baseball Team.
Warning; Some of the selections

are loaded. Hit players named don’t

always have the, highest batting

averages or the biggest reputation*.

Instead, we chose the so-called ball-

player’s ballplayer — the man who
can be counted on in the clutch. It

would make just as much sense

selecting an All-Ajaerican Baseball

Team purely on the basis of figure*

a* handing thue Atlantic City judges

a full set of measurements of “Miss

America” contestants and asking

than to hame the winner strictly

from that
So, with an apology to absolutely

no one, and with a challenge to

Police Gazette readers to name a

better man at any position, we
proudly present the 1953 All-

American:

. First Bosei Perris Fai*, of Chicago

White Sox. Even in bis first three

years in the American League, when
his batting average languished in the

mediocre two hundreds, Fain was
mentioned in enemy dugouts as the

finest all-around first baseman in

baseball. He display* pure mitt

magfe- There is no surer grabber of

a thrown ball. Anything flung with-

in a seven-foot radius of first base

lands in his glove. And there is do
deadlier fielder of * batted ball. His

range is so wide, his anticipation so

keen (on bunted balls), and his arm
so accurate that year after year he

leads the league in assists. Add to all

these defensive assets bis newly
awakened bat, which has ranked him
among the league leaders for the last

three seasons, and the result is a first

sacker who is a throwback to the

day* of Hal Chase.

Sanawd Bchos At Schotndiout, of

St. Louis Cardinals. This redheaded

scourge of the National League ha*

performed brilliantly when needed

at any infield position. But be has

found his best niche at the keystone

position, and the lanky yet graceful

veteran has dominated second base

so strongly this year that 'he polled

the heaviest vote in the league for

the All-Star Game last July. This

freckle-faced ex-Gl holds no fewer

than ten major-league batting and

secono ism
AlSchoendienst.St. Louis Cardinals

1/'^-

now IMS SHOtmwce «n wan

Ed Mathews. Milwaukee Braves Pea Wee Reese. Brooklyn Dodgers Stan Musitd. St. Louu Cardinal*
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HITLER S LITE STORY-PART 3

-litler’s Bloody

It

V

Beer-Cellar Plot
Screaming his hatred for all who stood in his way, the Nazi leader schemed and lied and

cheated until his revolutionary inarch in Munich pavedthewayfor world-wide recognition
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Here i» how the

next to Gt«v»l L
e leadtn of the Munich revolt appeared at the time of their trial. Hitler, who fled when the firing began, standi defiantly

Ludendorif (center photo), who calmly walked on toward the enemy guns. Roehm, the brutal soldier of fortune,' is second right.

by Alan Bullock
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1HJS situation 1/1 Gcrimmy /ailed to improve
with the passage of time. Insecurity and
b itred haunted the land-hatred not only

•;iv* French and Biitisli, who had won the

...I imposed their term* on Ormany-but
. d lor the Republican regime, which the

mists of both the Lett am1
, the Right were

in*r to overthro w.

In 1023 this long-drawn-out double crisis was
brought to a head by the French decision to

march troops into the Ruhr on the excuse that

the Germans were not keeping up their repara-
tion deliveries, and by the total collapse of the
German currency.

In normal tiroes, the rate of exchange was four
marks to a dollar. By August 1, 1923, it had be-
come a million marks to a dollar; by November
1, a hundred and thirty thousand million. Trade
came to a standstill; throughout Germany there
was unemployment, bankruptcy, hunger, and
despair.

Such a situation, m which the authority of the

state was shaken to its foundations, suited Hit-

ler admirably. The trouble was that it had come
too soon, before he had the following or the

backing to play a major role in the crisis.

His or*e chance lay in persuading others who
commanded greater resources and authority to
take action along the lines- he wanted and ilk

co-operation with him. This was not at all easy;
he knew none of Germany’s political leaden and
bad no influence at all with the big parties.

The situation in Bavaria, however, was a little

more promising. The Bavarian state government
was on bad terms with the central government
in Berlin. There was much talk in Munich of
breaking away from the German Republic and
re-establishing the Bavarian monarchy; even of
setting up a separate South German State, to

include Austria as well os Bavaria.
Hitler’s first efforts to persuade the Bavarian

(CmrttimmMdM pmga 17)
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BIGGEST UTILE GAME ANIMAL

f * i
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J
It fakes a keen eye and a quick trigger to kil

rabbits—for they are the toughest of fargefi

by Ted Janes

IKE many another hunter, I cut my gunning

teeth on cottontail rabbits, and I have re-

tained my enthusiasm for them ever since.

There was nothing fancy about those early cam-

paigns. My equipment consisted of a single-

barreled twelve-gauge hammer gun, three or

four shells at a nickel apiece, which I carried

in a paper bag, and a pair of youthful Tegs as

yet unspavined by the years. Thus outfitted, <xi

autumn Saturdays I roamed the brushy swales

and fence tows within walking distance of town

-and after the usual apprenticeship, I Anally

caught up with a bunny. I remember the occa-

sion well.

I’d been wandering through swamp and briar

tangle for half the morning, and Td already

loosed two shots at hustling cottontails. Now I

had only one shell left to put meat in the pot.-

At last I found myself in a cut-over wood lot

with piles of slash strewn among the stumps,

r gave each of these brush heaps in my path a

thorough going-over, stamping them from end

to end as an old-time local gunner had taught

me.
Sure enough, as I waded into j* sprawling

heap of birch tops, a rabbit scurried from its

edge and bounced away toward the sanctuary

of a fern-choked gully. Perched atop the brush

pile, I tracked his bounding form with my gun

muzzle and let drive. Fortunately, we both

zagged at the same time. The charge of num-
shot caught him in midleap and bowled

him over.

Thousands of cottontails are bagged in a like

manner every year, for they head the list of

favorite game targets. More bullets are directed

at this teeming tribe than at any other wild

creature; and more rabbits annually find their

way into freezers and skillets than all other

game birds and animals combined.

Why Rabbits Are Popular

There are several reasons for this. For one

thing, cottontails are to be found in practically

every field and wood lot from Maine to Texas,

and from Florida to Washington. Not everyone

can shoot quail over a field trial champion or

stalk i grizzly bear across a mountain rock

slide, but anyone with the price of a box of

shells can have a time for himself in the cot-

tontail covers.

Furthermore, open seasons on bunnies «r

liberal— extending in most states from earl;

autumn halfway through the winter. And the)

there is the matter of sheer numbers. Workin;

overtime, cottontails manage to produce thre

families a season, numbering some eighteei

youngsters. Nine of these will probably be doe
»sch of which will produce eighteen offsprin.

ot 162 rabbits, which in turn - Well, you ge

the idea.

Scores of rabbits are bagged each season b
pheasant hunters, since both cottontails an

rtngnecks inhabit the same type of cover. I cat

count on at least three or four bunnies ever
/all, routed out by my springer spaniel as a by-

product of trips after pheasants.

Most of the cottontails that make up the an
nual bag, however, are shot ahead of tail-wag
ging, silver-tongued beagles, and this is th

acme of the sport. There’s a thrill that's hard t

beat in following these lyrical little hounds tha

were put on earth for no other purpose than t

chase rabbits.

As grouse and quail grow scarcer, more an

more hunters are turning to beagling—and th

hundreds of sanctioned field trials held toda

all over the country attest to the popularity c

these merry little music makers. The trials hav
resulted, too. in a marked Improvement of th

breed, and today’s thoroughbred beagles are

far cry from the nondescript rabbit dogs of

few generations ago.

We Co A-Huuting

When October’s fire has burned to gray No
vember ashes, when the bird season is only
memory-rabbit hunting with beagles comes int

its own. Cold weather seems to put ginger int

rabbits and make them eager for a chase. I re

member one frosty November day when Charli

Drake turned his pair of beagles loose in Timbt
Swamp.

,

We knew there were plenty or rabbits in ii

tangled laurel covers, for we’d run the do*

there all through the late summer-sitting o

the side hill listening to the racketing chon
swelling and fading around us. This time w;
for keeps.
The dogs pattered away among the evei

greens while Charlie and I stood on the ridg-

with the sibilant whisper of chickadees in tl

bushes overhead. All at once, a sharp falsett

yelp rang out beside the brook.

"That’s Spot dog'.’’ Charlie said, and t

slipped a couple of sixes into his gun as tt

high-pitched note rose again.

We caught a glimpse of Tiny flickering amon
the trees, and a moment later her alto mux

(CaiuwW om page St



by Anthony Matron*

• m oaHw of rM* artidt m ot It* Hn*t imU^
npotrtor* oo Broadway, la prtvtew ia^nlnofi <f Ah "hi,
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wtndlod from n Yrti n< «f boa InqnS'v Naw, (0 on wM
So Wary; '

r
HE r.e*t day, we met Dapper Dan Collins

in the hotel lobby and went up to a suite.

Dan hardly spoke a word to me, and be
ightened right up when he saw Don Pasquale.

.'.'e made a rule that anyone caught cheating—

•nd the word was caught-would forfeit what-
vcr money he had on the table. Then we started

o play.
‘ *

Dan’s face was tense and determined. He
visted his mouth into a slight sneer that seemed
o say, "So you Johnny-come-Iatelys think you
m beat me. Well, I’ll soon show you how mis-
iken you can be.”

The game had been in session for over an
our, and nobody’s bankroll had been damaged,
-s we both played a very cautious and tight

’ of the

;ame of stud. Every time I felt tempted to raise

'nd try to freeze him out, I remembered he waa

t cool, experienced player, and I sat tight I

based away temptation and sat playing pa-

iently and silently, waiting for an opportune

oment to make my move.

Up to that time, I had fed Dan a number of

lummy moves; that is to say, I would make the

sme sleight-of-hand movements with my fill-

ers but I did not switch a card. I did that to

•ct him accustomed to seeing my hands move

n certain directions without associating any

heating moves.
Dan never blinked an eye or betrayed any

motion or recognition. So I made my first gen*

. ine move right under his nose. I palmed an ace,

ne-handed, and he never knew it. The game

William j. ration (left) was the mouthpiece for

Rothsteim Dapper Oaf Coll*"* (right) borrowed

<25,000 t.nm Rothsteio ’nd lost it to the author.

Ie9* was nobody #„ u .

went on, but I held onto my ace, I was waiting

for another ace to fail face up to me and for him

to get a pair of pictures. It didn’t take long- The

play was set for the kill.

My ace fell back to back with the hole card,

and Danny Boy got himself a pair of kings-to

judge by the expression on his face and the way

he raised the bet. 1 called and just sat back, con-

tent in the knowledge that at last I was going to

bust this arrogant braggart right out of the box

for his whole $25,000. I had two more moves to

make, and I wasn’t worrying about them. My
whole scheme was based on that one word—“lar-

ceny." I knew Dapper Dan had larceny in his

heart. 1 knew he would fall for my first trick,

and theD I would have him bottled up and wait-

ing for the kill.

Somewhere between picking up my hole card

and lighting a cigarette, I exposed it just enough

/or Dan to get a quick peek at it 1 then laid it

down on the table and started betting. He

lore right into me with a good-sized bet. I

called, and as it was his deal, X had time to pick

up my hole card and switch in my ace as he

dealt me the next card. I hesitated for a few

seconds to throw him off, and then made a fairly

good-sized bet. He juit covered.

The last card was dealt and no outside pair

was showing anywhere. 1 knew I had him beat—

,

r£v3

0 fresb "sHrio nf

* “ I00,, fiB *as"'9 of prowar whiskey...

a pair of aces to his pair of kings, I hesitated a

few seconds, then bet my whole bundle. I knew
Dapper Dan would cover the bet. He did.

Quickly, I turned over my hole card and

tossed the ace on the table, right under his nose.

He was startled, as though he couldn’t believe^

his eyes. So while stretching out my arms to

rake in the pot, I palmed the original hole card

back into the deck heside him -right in the

center of the unused cards I did It In one easy

movement as I scooped up the $50,000 lying on

the table. Then it must have hit him. Quickly,

he grabbed the tickets and gave them a fast

count. By the time he finished, I had the moody
right in my pocket

"What’s the matter, Dan?’’ I asked,. “Did you

lose something?"
"No," he sneered. "But 1 thought maybe you

did"
"What!” I said. “Do you mean to say that I,

a Johnny-come -lately, could beat you at a card

table with a move right under your nose. It's

fantastic, and nobody on Broadway would ever

believe it.” 1 laughed right in his face,

Dan's face colored a bright red. Then he went
ffnailtaMf on page Ml
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by Lester Bromberg

A MONG his South Ozone Park, N. Y., neigh-
bors, Jimmy Carter is known as a pleasant^ and conscientious family man. But in box-

ing rings around the country, he has the repu-
tation of a “dark destroyer.” The mere menace
in his fists has been enough to paralyze foes and
make them easy K.O. targets.
What happens? Contenders beat their way

impressively 'o earn a crack at Carter’s light-
weight crown. They sign for a title bout -all the
while making with the brave talk. But under-
scoring their words is always a whistling-past -

the-graveyard tone of bravado. The challengers
<re really paralyzed with fear. By ringtime,
they’re scared so silly that they're easy fodder
for Carter's knock-’em -cold reputation. It's a
ring reign of terror that has no parallel since the
heyday -,1 Sugar Ray Robinson and /oe Louis.

Dynasty of Dynamite
Robinson never had trouble getting opponents.

Neither did Louis, even when he was reduced to
his Bum -a-Mon lb tour. In the same way, box-
ing's latest bogeyman, Carter, has no dearth of
135-pounders who say they’re eager to meet him
in the roped arena. But they only talk big, be-
cause they all want i crack at the big title-fight
money. Actually, ‘hey all have tons of awe over
their division's “one-man plague.”
The millions of TV fight fans who saw Carter

bludgeo- Tommy Collins from pillar to post this
year-ond soon afterward wipe up the Madison

1*

.

Square Garden floor with the favored challenger,
George Araujo-realized that Carter had them
more than h3lf-beaten before he even climbed
through the ropes. It was Robinson and Louis
come to ring reality again!
Robby and Louis packed so much power, they

could paralyze their foes with fear before a single
blow was struck. Kingfish fevinsky staged 3
sitdown strike in his dressing room the night he
was to meet Louis, and had to be pushed, through
the ropes of the Chicago Stadium arena. Before
round one was over, they were carrying the King-
nsb back through those same ropes. And remem

-

®aer RUR 40 Louis on his knees’
The next man in this Dynasty 0 / Dynamite was

nobinson. When he faced a worthy challenger
in George (Sugar) Costner, who had a knockout
string of eleven straight, the challenger suddenly
recalled Robbie's murderous reputation Poor
Georgie choked. He was cold -conked in the first
ro.und.

.
v«oooj Ulson was also scizod by pan

the lirst time he faced Robbie. He forgot his ow
offense and simply concentrated on avoiding tf
champ's firepower all night. But Robbie lande
in the twelfth, and Olson promptly crumpled.
A**d »°w the latest scourge-of-sock to inher

Ore killer’s mantle from Louis and Robinson
Jimmy Carter. The mild-mannered citizen th
Virtually unknown titlist of the past few year
has suddenly become a dynamic destroyer How

It began with his title defense last April 2m Boston, when a stubborn and dilatory refere
permitted Tommy pollins. a built-up feather
weight local pride, to be hammered to the canva
ten tunes before caning it quits in the fourt]

round. Television viewers were worried for Tom-
my's life, and thousands of them sent anguished
complaints to local papers, congressmen, add
boxing commissions. “Scandalous slaughter” was
one of the more polite terms used to describe the
butchery.

But th® ones who howled loudest at the blood
bath were back at their TV sets again on June 12when Carter added to his murderous reputation
with a body-bombing ruination of George Araujo
“? nngtime betting favorite and the acknowl-
edged number-one contender. Araujo hit the
deck three times before Carter finished him off
in the thirteenth.

Though Jimmy had first won the lightweigh
title in the Garden two years earlier, with 1

rourteenth-round knockout of Ike Williams, the*
blastings of title pretenders didn’t conform to th«
familiar picture of Carter. He had been regarded
as a plodder-a guy who could punch with fan
authority but without a destroyer’s spark. H*
also was regarded as an in -and -outer. It was dif-
OtuU to overlook three fifteen-round fights wit!
Lauro Salas, the lukewarm Latin-winning, los-
ing, winning^

But as Red Buttons would say, "Ho, ho, ho!grange things are happening!” One of the
strangest had an important bearing on Araujo’s
knockout by Carter. And it occurred at the
Collins fight.

A newspaperman, meeting Araujo in a restau-
rant that afternoon, asked, “What do you think
of the fight, George?”

“This thing-or my fight with Carter?” Araujo
laughed, adding, “I’ll beat Carter. He isn’t much
hitter; he isn’t too much boxer.”



Directly after the ten-knockdown debacle, the

newspaperman ran into Araujo in the dressing

room.
“I didn’t expect much from Collins," Araujo

said. “Carter is about what I figured him to be.”

But the look in his eyes was that of a man who
has seen something that disturbed him. To be
blunt, he appeared scared. And when he entered

the ring at Madison Square Garden six weeks

later, he seemed terrified.

Terror Takes Oxer

From the first bell, Araujo was in a panic-even

while he was winning rounds. And many spec-

tators had the fight even, or close to it, at the end

of twelve. The pay-off on Araujo’s confusion was
his failure to take a count on either of his trips

to the floor in the ninth round. v

“You allow for things,” Frank Travis, Araujo’s

manager, said later, “but when a cool, smart kid

like George jumps right up twice, you know he’s

not himself.”

Coming events invariably east a shadow, but

in all of Araujo’s fifty-two prior fights there

hadn’t been knockout defeat. He had lost only

two of his total, compared with fifteen of eighty-

two for Carter.

George had long been guilty of the dangerous

habit of holding his left guard low, but he had
the compensation of a dependable chin and speed

afoot. This night his chin failed him; he neglected

boxing to slug.

Another factor that cropped up in Araujo’s

state of being bewitched, bothered, and be-

wildered was his loss of punching power. He
never set himself tong enough to get anything

into his shots-in spite of a record which showed
he’d scored thirty knockouts in fifty-two starts

to Carter’s twenty-two in eighty-two. Ironical-

ly, one of the K.O. victims of the Providence

youth was Joe Brown of New Orleans, who holds

a decision over Carter.

To furnish readers with a picture of what

other contenders think of Carter’s killer mantle,

the Police Curette contacted leading lightweights

throughout the country. Notice how their state-

ments resemble the ill-fated Araujo’s prefight

estimate!

Johnny Gonsalves, the lanky Oakland, Cali-

fornia, boxing stylist, said, ‘T don't know what
got into Araujo. All I know is that Carter isn't

a fast mover. Anybody who can box, has his

wits, and is in shape should be able to do all

right with Carter, 1 consider Paddy DeMarco a

meaner guy to fight. He’ got a decision over me
in California with his bullying, butting style. I

got another chance at him in Boston and 1 took

care of him there. I’d love a crack at Carter for

the title"

DeMarco, a rugged Brooklynite who fought

Araujo to a split decision in the Garden early

this year, said, “There’s no mystery about

Carter. You give him punching room and he'll

nail anybody. I'd be on him like a mustard

plaster. I’d tire him out on the inside. He’s no
superman. Those were terrible decisions against

me when I fought Araujo and that last one with

Gonsalves. My trouble is. I've been willing to

fight everybody.”

Other Challenger* Comment

Arthur King of Toronto, the Canadian light-

weight champion-a clever and forceful counter-

puncher who upset DeMarco last year — said,

‘Tvc watched Carter carefully, t don’t think he’s

poison, even at long range. I could give him all

the room he wants and lick him. The thing is, I

hit just as hard -and 1 hit faster. Carter is one-

tracked. I’ve got a couple of ways of fighting.

( just wish I could get a chance to show it- with

Carter’s title on the line.”

Wallace (Bud) Smith, » Cincinnati product

who has been avoided in the lightweight divi-

sion to such an extent that he had to go after

leading welters, said, “If you can punch and if

you believe in yourself — and I certainly do —
there’s only one way to fight Carter. That’s to

tear into him. I did that with Johnny Saxton,

who's as good a welter as there is around, and I

had him on the floor twice — although it was
called a draw. I fought Carter before. I think

Td had only fourteen pro fights at the time. He
didn't have me down or hurt. He beat roe on
experience. I’ve got that experience myself now.
I won’t simply say I can win the title from Carter

on a decision; I’ll say I’ll knock him out.”

These are the outspoken views of the have-
nots. Now, let’s listen to Carter explain Why
Tie's been so effective in his title bouts this year.

Visited at his home in South Orone Park, an
outlying residential area of New York City, the

former Aiken,, S. C., fighter smilingly pointed

out, “I guess I just like money.”
What Jimmy meant, naturally, was that any

loss in a title fight would cut him off from the

big end of purses. He was guaranteed $50,000
for the Collins affair. He got 42% per cent —
around $35,000—for the Araujo fight.

The ring veteran, who will be thirty in De-
cember, conceded that he only now has learned

to make weight properly. “I used to try to do it

in a hurry,” he related. "I would make the weight
—but I wouldn’t have the strength."

He cited his losing fight with Salas as a hor-

rible example. “I must have weighed a hundred
and forty-one pounds five days before. I took

six pounds off for the weigh-in, but I didn’t want
to look at Willie [KetchumJ—I was ashamed.”

om pmg* 3*J



lost honeymoon
It was a marriage made in heaven, bat it couldn't lost . . . betaos* ol

an airtight alibi that sprang a leak and a diary that told too much

by Lewis Baker

G
EORCiE and Evalena Fisher retired early

that fateful evening ol May 5, W50. They

always did. It was a habit acquired from

years on a farm. Fisher was seventy-six, but he

was still active-an employee of the Williams

County, Ohio, Highway Department H^ wd®

was seventy, and she, too, was still going strong

-one of the best cook* in town.

Fisher made sure the two doors were locked,

shuffled into the bedroom, put out the “8™. re-

moved his slippers, and went to bed.

although it was spring, a winter wind was blow-

ing ft tugged angrily at the windows and made

[him rattle and it shook the doors, but it was

not an unpleasant sound. It made Fisher feel

sort of cory, lying there in his nice, warm Deo,

listening to that big wind blow, the angrier the

iind Kot, the cozier he felt He slid off into sleep.

A little later, he awakened. That wind sure

was kicking up a row. It sounded like it was

going to tear the kitchen door off its hinges.

He frowned. That wasn’t the wind. Somebody

was knocking, pounding on the door. Who in

tarnation could it be? Whoever it was didnt

have much sense- Didn't he see all the bouse

light* were out?

The pounding on the door persisted, and wiui

a sigh of resignation Fisher arose, donned to
slippers, put on the light, and shuffled toward

the kitchen. Some people picked the darnedest

Ucne to come calling.- '

. M . .

He turned on the kitchen light. And then be

made the biggest mistake of his life. He opened

the door. ...

Murder Will Out -

Early the next morning, Emerson Fisher,

forty-one, braked to car to a halt in the drive-

way of his parents’ home, in Melbern, Ohio-an

old-fashioned shingled bouse surrounded by tau

trees just beginning to leaf. He alighted and

went to the front door and tried the knob, tot

the door was locked. He knocked- No auswer. He

went to the kitchen door. It was unlocked ana

be went in.

"jjj!" he called cheerily. No answer, two.

Silence. A vague uneasiness, a chill, crept over

him. It was odd that nobody was around- He and

the old man had a date. He had come to drive

his father to Bryan, where the elder Fisher in-

tended to toy a tractor.

Emerson stepped into the hallway and to un-

easiness mounted. Across the floor lay a pale,

yellow oblong of light-electric light-pouring

from the bedroom. He strode to the bedroom ato

stopped, frozen with horror, on the threshold.

On the floor, in a pool of blood, lay his lathe*.

George In bed lay his mother. She was on her

side, as though asleep. But the bedclothes were

dyed a dark red. _ .

Emerson rushed out and ran to the home ol a

doctor. But it was too late few a doctor. George

and Evalena Fisher were dead.
... .

The doctor picked up the phone, and within a

halt-hour a coroner was examining the bodies

while Sheriff Norman A. Barnes was carefully,

meticulously, going over the death scene for

clues. Barnes was a quiet-spoken man witn a

flair for thoroughness. A typical country detec-

tivf. hc believed in moving slowly. Then you

didn't miss anything. Move slowly; hunt for

every detail. The smallest detail-a hair out of

place a stray bit of gossip—might be vital.

“Fisher was shot just once," the coroner said.

"The bullet entered the left side of his head aod

came out at the rear of the skulL Three bullets

(ComtimmlJ— pep* 94)
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C
ONGRESS spends millions tor investiga-

tions, but in many cases nothing *.done

to remedy the conditions unmasked by

"TilStapoW -as the amazing revelations

mide by the House Committee to Inves
f

Kerf Chemicals in Food Products, in 195*

sensational testimony jolted the complacentwn-

?rSsmen. Several alarmed congressmen intro-

duced bills. But up until today.^
oractically nothing has been accomplished y

CSl k alleviate the condition. woUnfhttd

by the investigating committee. . .

An example of the revelations that shodfced

the Committee was the accusation that cola)»ev_

erages conUin a solution powerful enough to dis-

solve iron and erode the enamel of teeth.

This was declared from the witness stand by

M McCay, Professor of Nutrition «t

Cornell University and former director of nutri-

S n research tor the U. S. Navy, after Congress-

man £. H. Hedrick had interrupted his testimony

by,

‘A friend*o< mine told me °nce

jsrtfitit^rra^t ho«ra «.—
had completely dissolved."

While Congressman Hedricks rem P

yoked lifted eyebrows in the audience. Dr.Mc-

Cav calmly nodded Jus head. Sure, he sain.

SSnShnrte Ih.re w*M ''““A”
would dissolve iron or limestone. You mig

it on the steps, and it would erode the

iZ tJSJtV&i- «» • “
them and you could see it fizz up- Tjy lt"

Since 1943, Dr. McCay has devoted suhste^"

tial research to the study of the injurious effects

of cola beverages.

flits Secrecy

nr McCay attacked the secrecy that has

JSJfcd hi. Sndine. He loM theO»mm..^.

"It has not ever been able to get into the Pf®**j

so what does the American public know »bou

They are ignorant . . . about the composition

of the beverages. How would the |
pubhc know if

the facts cannot get into the press.

Dr McCay after starting his study of the cola

beverages -a, amazed to find that they con-

tained substantial amounts.of Pjosphontc acid.

Ite found that cola brinks had 0.055 per cen

Why phosphoric acid should be oneofthe

ingredients of cola beverages \s a mystery to

u. rm He aaid "It goes clear hack to the
Or McC y. - know why the original man

“ip,
*

sterile. I know ot no «(>"“ “»' c*n

‘VSlmlS Krsoarrh InstHalo. Dr.
At the oa™ .

. beverages and

^
' n?tha

U
t they softened and started to dissolve

S?n a ‘hort period They became very soft

W
dT McCay* ms-Jenumerous^tudiro^

effect of e^e

^S5and dissolved the enamel

SSXES Of experimental rats. Monkeys,

who drink in the same manner as man and can

be trained to drink from a cup, suffered erosion

similar to that of the rats* _

Dr. McCay found that “the ComposiUonof alt

cola beverages is the same, except that the flav-

oring material differs a little. ... The acidity of

cola^beverages, which the biochemist

L PH, is 2.6—or about the same as ™eg£. The

suimr content masks the acidity, and children

Sfle rSze they are drinking this strange ma-

ture of phosphoric acid, sugar, caffeine, coloring,

and flavoring matter. Several other acids are

used in other carbonated beverages, and these

all deserve careful study, since solutions even

".Sh

»

»«»,-»'»

-

claimed to erode the enamel of teeth.

Dr McCay’s experiments also threw a gr

deS of lighten the possibledM oi «*«-
too much sugar on teeth. He related his expen

“with hamsters: "I fed them largest*
of sugar in one case, and no sugar in the other,

and then fed them a diet that may crack toe

teeth slightly, and I got more injury in the ham-

pers that I fed sugar. In rat tests, where 1 hav

weaning throughout their liM, tor the first tune

1 have seen no decay.”
. .

,

How does sugar affect the incidence of tooth

decay in human beings? In Norway, dur™fi ***

war it was discovered that when sug

severely rationed, the incidence of tooth decay

almost disappeared!

The large sugar content m
s „£e

ages is another reason for Dr. McCay s g V

concern: “1 think the sugar is the ire*s
°,
n

%yn{st. as a whole, dislike carbonated bever-

ages, and they will so report in Pla«s such as

the National Research Council over and over

again They do not like the sugar m the diet be-S it displaces good calories. Kids who drink

cola may not drink milk. The thing that erodes

»>*<**;

erages are also bad tor people suffering from

ulcers He said, “You have got caffeine plus

5£ and if you have a friend who

has a gastric ulcer and he is teymg to

bottle of coke, he will get m tro
^f,

1

nal with the ulcer, external with the teeth.

Congressman Is Alarmed

Congressman Thomas Abemethy, alarmed

that Dr McCay’s testimony was "moving in a

fashion to undermine an industry »
try that, after aU. means considerable to the

economy of the country.” cautioned, With re

gard to your testimony on that, this forum ha^a

very important subject to consider, ^thfrom

the angle of the consumer as well as the

cer; and I think we ought to be vary carMuJ

about what goes into this record,

tier in which it goes in, until iwn**^t

J2
n
to

clusions are reached, because everything that is

done and said here is done in an open forum,

and it could be very exciting to the public as

well as to the industry involved-
1

"I hope. Doctor, that at this time -and I want

to assure you that I have no interest whatsoever

in the beverage industry -you are not

point-blank statement for the record and. at th*

Lc time, saying there is full agreement m your

profession that the use of this type of beverag

is seriously injurious to the American health or

the health of the American
k
people ... I tiunx

you will agree with that statement.
y

Dr. McCay had an answer: “I do, but I also

think it means a great deal to the health of th

nation when this industry has taken the(dim

of the poor children, who ought to ** b^ym|

milk with those dim**." ™*





Hollywood’s

Boy IVonder

After 27 years in show business,
28-year-old

Donald O'Connor is sitting on top of the

entertainment world as an actor, comedian

,

and dancer whose antics spell box office

by Don Moor*

TV viewers who turned on their television

sets to the Colgate Comedy Hour not long

ago could hardly believe their eyes. On the

screen was Charlie Chaplin's world-famous

tramp in a performance that was funnier than

anything Chaplin had ever done. But it wasn't

Chaplin behind the make-up-for discarding the

tramp costume, the comedian next went into a

whirling acrobatic dance that made Fred Astaire

look as if he needed lessons from Arthur Murray,

then played a dramatic role with such expert

ease that the Barrymores might have blushed

with envy.
Only one aiit<-vtainer could hold an audience

.pellbound with such an incredible display of tal-

ents. He was—and is—Donald O'Connor, Holly-

wood's boy wonder and the hottest thing in tele-

vision.

If Donald has a single fault as a performer, it’s

that he makes everything he does look easy. Ac-

tually, his many and varied talents have been

developed through twenty-seven years in show

business.

Born in Chicago, on August 28 , 1925 ,
Donald

was exposed to stage lights long before he even

knew the meaning of stage fright. His parents,

Chuck and Effie O’Connor, were vaudeville head-

iiners-an acrobatic team who called themselves

The Flying O'Connors-and before he was a year

,Id, Donald was made part of the act.

When he was a little more than a year old, his

father died of a broken heart over the loss of

Donald’s sister, Arlene-who, at the age of five,

was killed in an auto accident. Mrs. O'Connor

found herself with the sole responsibility for rais-

ing Dona'd and his tv'o brothers. Jack and Billy.

(Three ether hiMreo had died in infancy.)

By the time he was tour, Donald was a child

.ensation in vaudeville—dancing the Black Bot-

lom, When he was thirteen, a movie talent scout

qw him singing, dancing, and doing imitations at

the Biltmore Hotel in Dos Angeles and he was

.•igned tc a film contract first by Paramount and

ilien by Universal -International. For the latter

‘.tudio, he teamed up with Peggy Ryan to star in

a series of musicals which cost only $300,000

apiece to produce and earned a profit of $2,000,000.

But while his films made a great deal of money,

Donald got very little of It (he started in Holly-

wood at $25 a week). It was not until MGM
snapped him up lor Srnpmp in the Rain, one of the

most popular musicals Hollywood has turned out

in many years, that Donald’s stock began to rise.

,
-v'_ «•

'OntTo? the mofft 'joueht-afwi
''

eatertaioen in the mm capi-V' - ; T i

tal, Donald O’Connor hadn't*-.:*
1

.
-

t

had a vacation in four years. T'vJ
Recently* he had to' decide.

between # chance to rest and . A
a chance to earn $150,000 for

>ix -weeks' work oo a new pic-’
^ i

jure. O’Connor took t^e rest-^T

An agent booked him for an appearance on tele-

vision, and he was an instant hit. Awarded his

own show in the series of topnotch TV entertain-

ments called the Colgate Hour, he became the

most talked-about performer in video-a reputa-

tion which won him $15,000 a week from the

show’s sponsors.

Now earning a million dollars a year, Donald

is sitting on top of the entertainment world. But

in spite of his astronomical money-making abili-

ties, he is refreshingly different from a great many
Hollywood stars. One difference is this: he isn’t

afraid to pick up a dinner check.

"It’s not only because he’s a naturally gener-

ous guy,” explained one of O’Connor's closest

friends. "It’s because he hates bickering.”

This little exchange occurred just before Don-
ald himself came in looking tanned from a sail-

ing trip, healthy from a weight-gaining exercis-

ing program he has started, and cool in a loose-

fitting pair of white flannels. There may have

been just the slightest tinge of petulance in his

manner at being interrupted by a magazine

writer just as he was learning how to enjoy the

first vacation he has had in four years. But if it

was there at all, it quickly vanished and he be-

came the semiserious, semicomical O’Connor that

has made him one of the most popular entertain-

ers in the film capital.

It was in this mood ’that he launched upon a

discussion of his two pet hates, to wit: the girl

who insists on talking about her latest picture

(or his) when they go out on a date, and being

invited to a party and called upon to perform.

"Unless, of course, it is by a very close friend,"

the actor-singer added-

While the actor’s hates number only two, his

likes, idiosyncrasies, and extravagances are

many and varied.

Now that he's a bachelor again, O’Connor has

formed rather definite opinions on the type of

girl he prefers.

"I like girls who have sophistication and

maturity and still exhibit naivete and spon-

taneity,” he said.

Although that sounds like a paradoxical bill

to fill, Donald apparently has found her in
'

actress Marilyn Erskine, the light-brown-haired

lovely who played Ida Cantor in The Eddie

Cantor Story.

Must Cel Away from It All

With his work putting him almost constantiy-

before the public, Donald has found that to keep

his equilibrium he has to get away from it all

occasionally-and that’s exactly what he does. He
recently rented a house isolated on the top of a

mountain in. Beverly Hills' Benedict Canyon- It

is so far away from it all that friends invited

to an 8.00 p.m. housewarming party didn't ar-

rive until almost midnight. They couldn't find

the way.
But O’Connor likes it-the modem furniture,

the room-wide front windows that overlook the

city, the swimming pool. For breakfast, he

normally has a raw egg beaten into a glass of

orange juice, which he chases with milk. The
word “normally" is used because a breakfast

(CoiKlnucd on p«c« 36)
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by Robert Nixon

C WAS snowing^
blew acrow the etaoppy

^ NeW York’s East

the Coast GuaV\^ E^en the Customs o»-

wiver just before dawn. Even ^ had been

rs and inunigrati^Jg ^ past twenty-

„‘
'riss,"' :̂SSs&sjs

rlMen or Customs »6ent
f'

0p
!d tracked down

literally smell**
JheTand how. in six hours or

diamonds and watches,
"J ol tfee service could

a half-dozen
y.:0 it would be almos

* thoroughly **"*£££& ashore uncaught

inrpossible for smugglers ^ barbor va;

My g^'Y^a^d Surface, a stocky.
200-pound

Inspector Edward water front,

hard-bitten veteran of t *
t don

-
t know, h

“There aren t rnan
* le— try them all. Sorw

told mo. “I’« ffv tor
f^«hilo-m„bo «

;
times they get by « »

"g hard enough if t»

trip-then we n
“

â ew diamonds or a bottle

lads get by wUh a Ie
rcotics. I dont laugh,

wine. But *?»»»“£ , He paused, th

dont like musing lh«®^r
added, "I don t m.ss them^^ Qpinion 0 f ev.

Inspector Starface
^ or land station

Customs man in
en know that one

the United Stat^TJ^ our Meral

of every te^ p^^cohcs charge; they kr

was convicted «n a "®
l0 gang warfares, m

that the dope hab,Vf and catching dope srr
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\wid« hbltowed-oui, innofe

J
b*)

J s^^Tback aWd a ship.

$25,000. Customs agents d,covered it >0 a sailor s

I? ———————

traders’ll fontratund

pre^ofejewds^nd expensive ‘narcotics,^ oyr Customs

agues' know, VI can spot; every illicit mckjiat_
!

sused

largest secure of opium ever found on the Atlan-

‘^“It^stnstinct he said. “We had searched

thisship. the President Harrison-a Pacific cruise

liner—lor six hours. A whole gang of us had

probed everywhere. We had tested deck plank-

ing we had poked into the thousand and-one

nooks and crannies which are favorites with

smugglers and we had found nothing But I felt

r/Shm* was wrong I kn« ^
where in the ship I had seen something that

looked slightly out of place.”

Acting on impulse and *1one, the inspector h

decided to have another look below decks.

-I clambered under the anchor winch to the

chain locker,” he said. ‘"The smell of stale bilge

water in the dank darkness almost made me

sick. But I was sure I smelled that unmistakable

sicklv-sweet odor ol opium through all the bilge

‘“I*S- HgK. .r°U£ Then

ked What looked out of place-the chain locker

unusually

Surface had called to other Customs men and

(or two hours they had hacked and sawed a hole

big enough for a man to crawl through.

was that man,” said Surface. “Inside the

locker i found thirty-one burlap sacks containing

three thousand half-pound tins of opium. A sub-

machine gun lay on lop of the sacks. and with the
machine gun i**jr v>« — — ,

shipment was an envelope contaminghalf of a

torn dollar bill. This would have established
lorn uiu. n ,,

identity between the buyer and the seller.

Surface’s seizure was valued at between

4900,000 and $1,350,000 and would have brought

five to ten times these amounUwhencut and

retailed. Ironically, each tin earned ^e picture

of a red rooster and, under d, these ^J^s writ-

ten in Chinese: “To be carried only 'by ;a tru^-

worthy man." Uncle Sam proved to be a most

tr

Our°cutter scraped alongside the

was our destination, and we climbed up the com-

panionway. I asked Surface whether a liner was

more difficult to search than a freighter-

“They’re about the same, he replied, we

need more men for bigger ships, but wecover

the same ground and we get to know aU the

trick hiding places on a ship. Some of thecrews

think they’re clever and like to Jude goods in

water ptpes, hollow bedposts, or mattress.

They wait until we’ve searched* Sh>P.^d ^en

try U leave with the goods ui P°^k^
The inspector wouldn’t talk about tip-offs, but

in Washington, Police Gazette investigation re-

vealed that the C-Men usually know what to

look for In advance.
,

. >»

“If there’s anything of real value abpaV

put in Surface, “we usually get a line on j

the ship arrives. We know what to look foT and

whom to watch. Sometimes, but not often, we

also know where to look. That makes

easier for our men. Of course, there s an element

of luck, too." ,

Inspector Surface took me in tow as he started

through the stewards’ quarters of the "hip.1

(Conliamed O* p*K* 32>

S\T5,000 in smuggled gold was concealed under
UI JIHU551VU e» ,

fender of car meant for shipment. abroad.



They're still orguing about

nov JACK JOHNSON

BEAT JIM JEFFRIES
In on exciting eyewitness account-

reprinted here from the files of the

Police Gazette—one of our former

reporters tells how Big Jeff bowed

to Jack Johnson’s bloody blows

by Charles While

THE vital spark was not there. Jim Jeffries,

only the empty shell of the great fighter

of seven years ago, was whipped by Jack

Johnson at Reno, Nevada, on July 4,

the most remarkable assemblage ^ sporting

men ever gathered in the history of the game.

Johnson not only outclassed Jeffries but BCtu
*J}y

• played with the big white man as he played

with little Tommy Burns and Stanley Ketchell.

The end. while it came with the suddenness

of a thunderclap, was not a surprise; it had

been in plain sight from the fifth rou
J'
d

' ^
h*5*

could have been only one ending, and even tne

most rabid Jeffries men could not deceive them-

selves into thinking that the white man had a

chance after the fifth round.

It was not that he was taking much punish-

ment, for the blows Johnson landed were not

enough to have beaten a strong man of ordinary

vitality. Jeffries did not display a semblance

of his old-time form. There were none of his

short, determined rushes; none of his trip-

hammer blows to the body. And when, after

the fifth round, the Negro began manhandling

Jeffries in the clinches, and easily blocking any

attempt at retaliation, there was nothing to do

but wait for the end of the fight.

Instead of the old Jeffries, we had a man who

ducked and clinched and fumbled away with

both hands in the clinches, while the Negro sys-

tematically and methodically whippedjup either

hand to the face, bringing the blood in streams.

When Jeffries lurched out of his corner to

begin the fifteenth round, it waa only neces-

sary to take one look at Jim Corbett s face.

Jeffries shuffled into a clinch.
^
There was

nothing about his leg action to indicate that he

was groggy, but he seemed tired, and his face,

over Johnson’s shoulder, was a picture of de-

feat. The right eye was closed to a blue slit in

the puffed flesh; the left eye was swollen; the

nose was split; and blood was trickling from

the lips. ... . .

Many a time Jeffries had taken more punish-

ment and won his fights; it was the expression

on his face that made it plain that he was at

the end of his string.

Johnson came up swiftly, his lips parted and

his eyes shifting from side to side. There was

no smile on his face and he forgot to nod to his

friends at the ringside. Once he led with his

fCaMinwJ «w» pot* Z9)

>





by 1st (Rip) Newborn

S
OMEWHERE in this land there’s a racing

fan who is lucking himself because he didn’t

like Dark Star’s outside post position in the

Kentucky Derby last May. The gent was over-

heard in the clubhouse at Churchill Downs as he

said to his companion shortly before the race,

“I’d like to get a ticket on Dark Star, but he has

such a bad post position-way out there in the

number-ten spot-that he’s got one strike on him

*1 ready. I’m gonna take some other long shot

who’s got a better post position.’’

When the gates sprang open and the held was

off and running in the Derby, there was a sur-

nrisinc sight as ft brown horse, carrying the

checkered blue-and-white colors of the Cain Hoy

Stable, came whirring out of the num- —
bcr-ten stall to seize the iead.

As soon as he was in the clear. Dark

Star was guided by
.

Jockey Henry

Moreno toward the inside rail. Contin-

uing to run close to the rail. Dark Star

saved ground all around the turns and

gamely held his position to score a sen-

sational triumph, with a pay-off of

45180 for g2. . .

What did all this prove? Well, in

view of some other aspects of the race,

there is still a lot of debate about the
j

things Dark Star’* victory proved. But
,

there's one thing about which there
I

need be no debate. Dark Star proved. |

as has been proven in many a race be- 1

fore that an unfavorable post position

isn’t always a hindrance to a horse

blessed with speed at the start of a race.

Serious betters, who try to take all the angles

into account before plunking down their money,

are inclined to took upon outside post positions

as something like the three-day measles That is,

it may not be fatal-but it’s certainly not healthy.

Horsemen feel the same way about it. TTie

draw for post positions each morning K«t* * to*

of serious attention from them. They don t like

to draw any position at, or near, the extreme

outside. The larger the field of horses, the greater

is the disadvantage of an outside position in the

eyes of the horsemen.
. ...

The reason is simple. A horse breaking with

average speed from the outside is usually forced

to run wide during a good portion of the race

If he roust run wide around the first turn-or all

the turns-dt means that at the finish of the race,

he has actually traveled a longer distance than

POLICE GAZETTE PADDOCK RATINGS
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his rivals who managed to stay close to the rail.

The yardage lost by traveling wide sometimes

proves to be the difference between victory and

defeat.
However, when a horse of your preference

happens to be stuck with an outside post posi-

tion, it isn’t quite so bad if he’s quick on the

getaway. Such a horse gives you fewer worries

than one whose early speed is just average.

If a horse breaks from an outside post posi-

tion with enough “early foot” to draw clear of

his opponents, he can soon begin edging over to-

ward the rail and assure himself of a good posi-

tion for the dash around the first turn, thereby

saving ground.. Being in a good position for that

first turn is important, as this is the trouble spot

for horses running on the outside.

Recent Kentucky Derby history has furnished

some notable examples, besides Dark Star, of

how a fast breaker can overcome the

a

disadvantages of an outside post posi-

tion.

Jet' Pilot broke from the farthest

outside spot in a thirteen-horse field In

the 1947 Derby. A* soon as he drew

clear, he moved alongside the rail and

thereafter saved enough ground all the

way around the track to withstand the

late rushes by Phalanx and Faultless.

Jet Pilot, incidentally, paid 212.80 for

In the 1945 Derby, Hoop Jr. did the

same thing as he rushed forth from the

number-twelve stall and went on to

victory paying $9.40 for a deuce.

All of these observations boil down
to one piece of advice. If you wish to

(Continuedw Ml* 35>
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T^ACK in 1925 1 landed in L«*

K Angeles to fight Bert Colima.

-O The heavyweight champ. J**

Dempsey, was my manager for this

fi?ht

P
and I reached the pink after

weeks of hard work. Four days be-

To^ the bout, a sparring partners

S£w gashed a deep cot over Co-

uS eye, and Bert’s manager de-
:

Sed^at the fight

Dempsey rushed to me witn ™
new. and I became womedJ^feM

I’d never again ^
ach the

^ time
condition I was in at that tune

I said to Jack,

“Colima’s manager

won’t take my word

tor it. but you go to

them and say if Co-

lima will fight. I’ll

lay off his cut eye.

They’ll listen to you.

And, Jack, I swear I

won’t touch Colima’s

eye.”
Dempsey did as 1

suggested and the

light came off »*

scheduled. But don’t

get any wrong ideas

about Colima’s abil-

ity. He was one of

the best middle-
weights ever devel-

oped on the West

Coast. During the

minute's rest period

alter the sikth

round. Jack whis-

pered in my ear.

“This guy is tough.

If you want to lick

him, you’ll have to

**
in my book, whatever Dempsey

wanted he got. Colima was counteu

out in the nert round-with his ban-

daged eye in the same condition as

when he entered the ring.

Shortly after this fight, Dempsey,

ahd Jack Kearns stunned the bo*mg

world by dissolving their partner-

ship. Kearns became my m3™**r -

and Dempsey’s former trainer,Teddy

Hayes, took over my training aeUvi-

Teddy and l went to Palm Springs.

We planned to bake on the desert

sand for a few weeks, then start

training for a new fight.

In Palm Springs was a wealthy,

retired banker who had become ser-

iously i« and had been forced to fol -

low his doctor’s advice: “/our only

chance of living is to spend the rest

of your days on a desert.

He had picked a forty -acre piece

i of barren desert located a mile from

CARD CHEATS
exposed

«*%’ «•»*»*•

flatten him

u* Oasis Hotel Md
in- a fairyland copied from the

!£.b.a» 1

1

t»o\_ tennis courts, and * V**
ne”

STus house with two-foot-thick con-

Cr
Att^

a
five years, he completed his

masterpiece. He sudden*

^

i2ed that he had regained hish»l«f

-Mid decided to spend the rest oi

his life traveling around the wor

Before he left PaUn Spnn^. r̂^f a
phoned Harry ^“T^f^fnVnd
boxing magazine and a close fneno

' of mine.
Harry hopped

down to Palm
Springs to live at

the fabulous estate.

His job was to find

a buyer while his

wealthy friend fu-
eled, and he insisted

that Teddy and l

3
roe a^d live with

m. * ’ th
‘

After one look. 1

fell in love with the

estate and made up

my mind that I was

going to own it.

While we were mov-

ing up the driveway.

I asked Harry. “How
much does your

friend want for the

joint?’*

Harry paused,then

answered, “I’m the

sole judge of who

shall or shall not

purchase this estate.

isn’t so much the question of

tKnt'i imnortaiH

*-» —«• "* ttLSuw-i-a-.
p. U awn**, *• * * *
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Mickey Walker as be ap-

peared with Teddy Hayes.

A full Color Picture o# All

heavyweight
CHAMPIONS
Of the World - 1 882-19*9

It ISn l SO mw" —
.

money. Of course, thats

-but it’s absolutely necessary that

the new owner not let " “

blade of grass die. Everjdhmg mart

be kept the same as you *eeft now.

I’ll talk to you tomorrow about the

price.’’ We finally settled on 131.000

“tut Teddy Hayes had other id«M;

“Give Kearns a phone call and have

him come and look the P^ °^r

before you decide to buy it, he ad-

Kearns, the most romantic figure

in the boxing game, gazid on the

Arabian Nights estate coldly.

“What’s the matter have you gone

nuts?” he said. “Go get your clothes

and let's drive home.”

Reeently^I^paid another visit to

mytne-time ^antic fa^;
Just two weeks before, it had been

sold for two million dollars.

Oh, well, it’s not ethical to mix

money with romance. THt
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Despite the ability to reproduce their
kind in astronomical numbers, rabbits
are not as numerous now as they were.
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Charlie came slogging over the knoll, carry-
ing his gun in the crook of an elbow. He looked
at the two bunnies laid out side by side and
shook his head. ' •

“Now Tve seen everything,” he said. "Next
time, try opening your eyes.”

I thought it helped to make up for a lot of
ignominious misses, of which I’ve had my share.

A cottontail bounding ahead of a hard-driving
beagle can be a mighty tough target There’s
no grass growing under a rabbit’s pads when
he picks them up and lays them down in a hell-

for-leather race for life. In a short sprint, he
can outrun a greyhound.

Mingled with his speed are his evasive tactics,

at which he’s still the champ. I once saw a fear-

crazed cottontail outmaneuver a snowy owl and
cheat him of his dinner. The bird caught his

intended victim off-base near the edge of a
drifted meadow, and swooped on silent wings
for the kilL

At the last second, the rabbit glimpsed the
owl’s shadow — or else he had a premonition.
Anyway, he gave a side bound that threw the
owl off target, and then lit out for the briars.

The owl glided after him a few feet in the air,

hooked talons extended, but he could never
quite get set to strike. Just as he'd pounce, the
rabbit would pause and double back — or dart
like lightning to one side. The owl followed
every dodge and twist, but he never caught the
bunny.

It’s the same when you’re trying to shoot.

That leaping white powder puff jerks above your
muzzle, now up, now down, in and out, here and
there, around a tree, behind a bush. Many of

the open spots are less than a yard wide, and it

takes just one dpiit second for the rabbit to
hurtle past them to safety—so that a lot of times
vou have to let drive ahead of a rinnle in the

shooting toward the ground. If you want to
deflate your ego sometime, try busting a half-

dozen day pigeons in the air and then have the
trap thrower skim a few discs just above the
ground. You’ll be lucky to break one out of

five. I know, because Fve tried it.

' One time I went rabbit hunting with a top-

flight grouse gunner. Fd been out for birds with
him several times, and he was really hot. He’d
have his gun off before mine was at my shoulder,

and I’ve seen him bring off some incredible

shots. He’d fire at a whir behind a screen of

pines and come up with a pat. He’d never
bothered much with rabbits, though. That was
the way he put it.

“Rabbit shooting is all right for boys,” he
conceded patronizingly.

He missed the first bunny as it bounded over
a down log, and that was perfectly excusable.

But the second rabbit was going straight away
through an open clearing. My friend raised his

gun confidently and proceeded to shower snow
two feet behind the zigzagging cottontail. Then
lie did it again as the bunny jetted away through
the laurel. For a second, he stood with the gun
still at his shoulder, staring after the disappear-
ing quarry.

“Rabbits are all right for boys,” he declared
glumly, “but I guess I’m too damned old.”

Rabbits Decreasing

Despite their ability to reproduce their kind
in almost astronomical numbers, rabbits are not
as numerous now as formerly. A few figures
will quickly show why. Since the war, the
ranks of hunters have increased tremendously—
until today, nearly fifteen million licensed gun-
ners take the field each autumn. Some of these,
of course, are big-game hunters, wild-fowl
hnntm And bird niniwn tW n>Mf nf tWn
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mingled with Spot’s frenzied win in i du^t that

set the echoes flying.

‘They're really driving,” I said as the sound

laded away across the swamp.
Thariv. better get set. HI take

*"tnS cleaning.”'

“O K, Til go over by the big rock.”

I jogged down the ridge, splashed across the

brook, and bulled through the aiders to a big

granite boulder. From there, I had a good view

up and down the ravine, and if the bunny
circled back to his starting point, I'd have a

chance for a shot.

It was too soon yet to tell what would hap-

pen. The chase came faintly to my ears as the

sprinting cottontail swung wide toward the far

end of the swamp. If the dogs pushed him too

hard, he might pop into a hole or a hollow log.

Or he might circle the other way, past Charlie.

I strained my ears, and pretty soon I heard

the chase coming bock. I could tell about where

it was. Tiny and Spot were singing around the

side of a steep knoll at the north end ol the

swamp, with the cottontail bouncing ahead of

them As I listened, the eager voices fell silent,

checked by some twisting dodge of their quarry.

Then, suddenly, they rose again in triumphant

clamor as they found the scent once more.

Which way would they turn? The next min-

ute the swelling uproar of the dogs told me.

The rabbit was heading back down the brook,

and it was going to be my play. I thumbed off

the safety catch and raised the double gun,

peering among the trees.

My eyes caught a brown streak that arced

over a blowdown and disappeared behind •

screen of bracken. I followed it with twin muz-

zles, and when it darted between the alders I

squeezed the trigger. At the blast, a big cot-

tontail crumpled and sprawled among the

leaves. With the gun still at my shoulder, my
eyes picked up a blur of motion beside the brook

as another rabbit swerved off through thewood*.

Swinging fast, 1 pulled and scored my first and

only double on rabbits. The second bunny must

have been lying in the path of the chase, and

either the oncoming dogs or my shot had startled

him from his squat.

Charlie came slogging over the knotl, carry-

ing his gun in the crook of an elbow. He looked

at the two bunnies laid out side by side and

hook hi* head. •

“Now Pv* seen everything,” he said. **N«t

time, try opening your eye*.”

I thought it helped to make up for a lot of

ignominious misses, of which I’ve had my share.

A cottontail bounding ahead of a hard-driving

beagle can be a mighty tough target There’s

no grass growing under a rabbit’s pads when

he Dicks them up and lays them down in a hell-

for-leather race for life. In a short sprint, he
fan outrun a greyhound.

Mingled with his speed are his evasive tactics,

at which he’s still the champ. I once saw a fear-

crazed cottontail outmaneuver a snowy owl and

cheat him, of his dinner. The bird caught hi*

intended victim off-base bear the edge of a

drifted meadow, and swooped on silent wings

for the kill

At the last second, the rabbit glimpsed the

owl’s shadow — or else he had a premonition.

Anyway, he gave a side bound that threw the

owl off target, and then lit out for the briar*.

The owl glided after him * few feet in the air,

hooked talons extended, but he could never

quite get set to strike. Just as he’d pounce, the

rabbit would pause and double back — or dart

like lightning to one side. The owl followed

every dodge and twist, but he never caught the

bunny.
It’s the same when you're trying to shoot.

That leaping white powder puff jerks above your

muzzle, now up, now down, in and out, here and

there, around a tree, behind a bush. Many of

the open spots are less than a yard wide, and it

nfcjHt just one Split second for the rabbit to

hurtle past them to safety-so that a lot of times

you have to let drive ahead of a ripple in the

fern*.
. . „

“Shoot where you think they ought to be,

an old rabbit hunter once told me, "and some-

times they are.”

Sometimes they aren’t, too, and I’ve put many
a charge of shot into a bush or tree trunk a

foot or two behind a flying cottontail.

Finally, there’s, the added disadvantage trf

shooting toward the ground. If you want to

deflate your ego sometime, try busting a half-
.

dozen clay pigeons in the air and then have the

trap thrower skim a few discs just above the

ground. You’ll be lucky to break one out of

five- I know, because I’ve tried H.

One time I went rabbit hunting with a top-

flight grouse gunner. Td been out for bird* with

him several time*, and he was really hot. He d

have his gun off before mine was at my shoulder,

and I’ve seen, him bring off some incredible

shots. He’d fire at a whir behind a screen af

pines and come up with a pat. He’d never

bothered much with rabbits, though. That was

the way he put it.

“Rabbit shooting is all right for boys, be

conceded patronizingly.

He missed the first bunny a* it bounded over

a down log, and that was perfectly excusable.

But the second rabbit was going straight away

through an open clearing. My friend raised his

gun confidently and proceeded to shower snow

two feet behind the zigzagging cottontail. Then

he did it again as the bunny jetted away through

the laurel. For a second, he stood with the gun

still at his shoulder, staring after the disappear-

ing quarry. . , ,
"Rabbits are all right for boy*,” he declared

glumly, ‘1)01 I guess I’m too damned old.”

Rabbits Decreasing

Despite their ability to reproduce their kind

in almost astronomical numbers, rabbits are not

as numerous now as formerly. A few figures

will quickly show why. Since the war. the

ranks of hunter* have increased tremendously—

until today, nearly fifteen million licensed gun-

ners take the field each autumn. Some of these,

of course, are big-game hunters, wild -fowl

hunters, and bird gunners. But most of them

are just plain hunters, looking for any and all

kinds of legitimate game. Rabbits comprise one-

half of their annual bag, with an estimated

thirty-five million cottontails bowled over each

season. At least twice that many fall prey to

natural enemies, and another five million die

beneath the wheels of speeding cars.

fCwirimW tm wrf f«|«)



Evyn Utib tremendous toll has not

is yet seriously depleted the cotton-

tail population, and good hunting is

still to be found over most of the

country. But the writing is on the

wall, and now is the time to do
something before it is too late.

Importing rabbits to stock local

covers is not the answer. This has
been Iried repeatedly but without

success. At best, it results only in

put -and -take shooting, with no ef-

fect at all upon the gradual decline

in rabbit populations. New York
State, for example, found that only

8.8 per cent of the imported rabbits

were harvested by gunners, and that

only 13 per cent survived until the

next breeding season.’ All too fre-

quently. the practice has resulted in

spreading tularemia among unin-

fected local stock, and as a result, a

number of states now prohibit the

importation of cottontails.

Fortunately, there is a better

remedy—and, fortunately, too, it ts

a comparatively simple one. It con-

sists merely, of improving cottontail

habitat. The rabbit tribe is so con-

stituted that, given adequate food

and cover, it can hold its own in the

face of adversities that would wipe

out other species.

If individual sportsmen and clubs

will take upon themselves projects

designed to improve their local rab-

bit covers, there will be cottontail

hunting until the end of time. Such
improvement isn't difficult. All it

requires is time and energy and

the permission of the landowner,
j

Any area that at present holds

rabbits can be made to hold more
rabbits by the construction of

strategically placed brush heaps and
stone piles to provide shelter, and
the planting of wild apple and
thorn-apple trees to assure a plenti-

ful food supply. Tile pipes scattered

here and there will save many a

rabbit’s life as he dodges and twists

ahead of a hungry fox. And during

severe winters, piles of orchard

prunings placed in the covers will

keep rabbits fat and active while

their natural food supply lies buried

beneath the snow. Just give them a

place to hide and food to fill their

stomachs. The cottontails will do

the rest. 1111 RKD
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government and General von Los-

sow. who commanded the troops

stationed in Bavaria, to launch a civil

war and march on Berlin met with

no success. His frustration found ex-

pression in more and more violent

speeches.
“Until the present day, the half- .

hearted and the lukewarm have re-

mained the curse of Germany . . . For
liberation, something more is neces-

sary than an economic policy: if* a

people is to become free, it needs

pride and will power, defiance, hate,

hate, and once again hate!"

With the end of summer, circum-
stances appeared more favorable.

The French were still in the Ruhr,
the fall in the value of the mark con-
tinued. o.nd the government in Ber-
lin temporized and fumbled in the

face of problems that threatened to

. overwhelm it. Stresemann, who took

office as Chancellor during August,

soon decided that the only way to

avoid disaster was to call off the

campaign of passive resistance

against the French in the Ruhr and
the Rhineland..

Nothing could have suited Hitler

better. During September he had
_

succeeded in effecting a union of

several of the iuveterately quarrel-

some and jealous Patriotic Leagues,

and he had secured *he benevolent
patronage of General Ludendorff.

the greatest military figure of the

war on the German side, an out-

spoken nationalist, and a bitter

enemy of the Republic.

In nnttets cf politics. Ludendorff

vvas a foot. Hut (bis did not worry
Hitler, who had east the General

for the i oh: of figurehead. Luden-
dorff h.. 'Ught a grc:;» name to his

support vUhcUt e.Mifiogering the

. control of policy, which Hitler meant
to keep in his own hands.

On September 25. the government
in Berlin announced its decision to

end passive resistance and resume
repa ration deliveries. It was the sig-

nal for which Hitler had been wait-

ing. He ordered his S.A. men. now
numbering hi,000. to stand by, and
announced 'ourtccn mass meetings

in Munich alone.

Banned Nazi Rallies

The Bavarian government was
highly alarmed by Hitler's prepare-

lions. ft appointed Guslav von Kahr,

a well-known Bavarian politician of

the Right, to act a» state commis-

sioner with dictatorial powers. Kahr
promptly used his powers to ban

Hitler’s fourteen meetings, and re-

fused to give w?«y when Hitler, be-

side. himself wjth rage, screamed

that, he would answer him with

bloody revolution.

But relations were so strained be-

tween Bavaria and the central gov-

ernment that Kahr refused to carry

out orders from Berlin, to suppress-

the Nazi paper, or to arrest the mili-

tary leaders of the Union of Patriotic

Leagues, which Hitler and Roehm
had cheated, the Kamp/bund. Berlin

then went over Kahr's head and or-

dered von Lossow to act in his place.

But von Lossow let himself be per-

suaded by Kahr into disobeying his

orders.
When von Lossow was removed

from his post -by Berlin. Kahr went
still farther; he announced that von
Lossow would retain his command,,
and exacted a new oath of allegiance

to the Bavarian government from
the troops inside Bavaria. This was
an open breach of the constitution.

It was noW, Hitler declared, only a

question of whether Munich marched
on Berlin, or Berlin marched on
Munich.
But Kahr and von Lossow put off

taking any final step, on the excuse
that the situation was not yet ripe

for the drastic action Hitler urged
on them. By the beginning of No-
vember, Hitler concluded that the

only way to get Kahr and von Los-
sow to move was to burn their boats

for them.

Ailotr* Big Bluff

It was announced that Kahr would
address a big meeting at the Burger

-

bran Keller, one ol Munich’s biggest

assembly halls, on the night of No-
vember 8. Hitler w?.s convinced that

Kahr would use the occasion to pro-
claim the restoration of the Bavar-
ian monarchy, perhaps even Bavar-
ian independence. He determined to

forestall him and try to capture the
Bavarian leaders for his own plan of

a national, not a Bavarian, revolu-

tion.

Shortly after Kahr had begun tc

speak on the evening of November
8, S.A. Storm Troopers surrounded
the hall and Hiller burst in at the

head of a group of armed men. He
leaped onto a table and fired at the
ceiling to attract attention, then
pushed his way onto the platform.
“The National Revolution has be-

gun!'’ he shouted. “This hall is oc-
cupied by six hundred heavily armed
men. No one may leave the hail. The
Bavarian and Reich governments
have been removed, and a provi-

sional National government formed.
The army and police barracks have

been occupied. Troops and police are

marching on the city under 'the

swastika banner!”
This was a bluff and a tissue of

lies, but nobody in the hall could be

sure of this. After all, S.A. men were
surrounding the place, and a heavy _
machine gun was mounted in the

vestibule.
Leaving Goering to keep order in

the hall. Hitler pushed Kahr, Gen-
eral von Lossow. and Colonel Seis-

ser, the Chief of Police, into a side

room. Waving his gun in a highly

excited manner and looking half out

of his mind, he demanded that they _

join him at once. “No one leaves this

room alive without my permission!’'

he cried. “I have four shots in my
pistol. Three are for my collabora-

tors if they abandon me.. The last is

for myself!”
When the three men still refused

to be impressed, Hitler dashed out .

into the hall and announced that

they had agreed to help him form a

new German government in which
he. Hitler, would take over the di-

rection of policy and Ludendorff
(who had been urgently summoned
from his home) would take com-
mand of the army. This announce-
ment, for which he had no authority,

changed the mood of the crowd and
was greeted with cheers.

At this moment, Ludendorff ar-

rived. He was angry with Hitler for

springing a surprise on him and fu-

rious at the distribution of offices,

which was to make Hitler and not
himself dictator of Germany. But he
kept his temper under control and

-

advised the others to collaborate.

After more argument and more
promises from Hitler, agreement was
reached and they all filed back into

the hall in apparent unity. The aud-
ience climbed on their seats and
cheered while the group on the plat-

form shook hands, swore mutual
loyalty, and listened to an exultant

speech from Hitler.

Behind the Barricades

in the meantime Roehm had seized 1

the army’s district command in the
j

Bavarian War Ministry and had bar- I

ricaded himself behind barbed wire
and machine guns. The main forces

j

at Hitler’s disposal, however, were
kept over on the other side of the

River Isar. sleeping on the floor of

the Burgerbrau Keller or bivouack-
ing in the gardens. By morning of

November 9, fresh arrivals had
brought their numbers up to sojne

three thousand men.
(tonliHrl M next yn|<)
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But Hitler was still relying on the
co-operation of Kahr ana von Los-
sow. Apart from Roehm 's independ-
ent action, the night was allowed to

pass without the seizure of a single
key position. Although Hitler and
the other leaders became more and
more anxious at the absence of any
news from their so-called collabo-
rators, it was dawn before they made
up their minds that the coup had *

miscarried, and leaving Roehm to

hold out in the War Ministry, they,

retired to the Burgerbrau Keller
across the river.

There they learned that Kahr had
denounced the promises extorted the
night before, had transferred the
Bavarian state government to Re-
gensburg, and had ordered the dis-

solution of the Katnpfbund and the
Nazi Party. At. the same time von
Lossow yras bringing in the outly-
ing garrisons and concentrating the
army’s available forces in Munich.

Opinion among the Nazi leaders
was divided. It was Ludendarff who
persuaded Hitler, against his better
judgment, to order a march into the
city to try and recapture the initia-

tive by bluff.

Ludendorff was convinced that the
army would never Are on him, the
legendary figure of World War I,

and Hitler seems to have believed
that public opinion in Munich could
still be won over to their side:

So, shortly after eleven o'clock on
the morning of November 9, a col-
umn of two to three thousand men
left the Burgerbrau Keller and
headed for the center of the city.

Goering persuaded the police guard-
ing the Ludwig Bridge to let them
pass with the threat of shooting hos-
tages taken during the night

Hitler marched in the middle of
the front row with a loaded pistol in

his hand. Crowd* thronged the
streets, and there was an atmosphere
of excitement and expectation.
From the Marienplatz, the column

swung down the narrow Residenz-
strasse toward Odeonsplatz, singing
as it went. Beyond lay the War Min-
istry, where Roehm was now be-
sieged by the army. The time was
half-past twelve.
The police, armed with carbines,

were drawn up in a cordon across
the end of the street to prevent the
column from fanning out onto the
broad Odeonsplatz beyond. The
Storm Troopers completely outnum-
bered the police, but the narrowness
of the street prevented them from
bringing their superior numbers to

hear.
Who fired first has never been set-

tled. Ulrich Graf, Hitler’s body-
guard, ran forward and Shouted to

the police officer, “Don’t fire! Luden-
dorff and Hitler are coming!” while
Hitler cried out, “Surrender!”

At this moment, a shot rang out

and a hail of bullets swept the street.

The first man to fall was Hitler’*

neighbor in the front rank, with
whom Hitler had been marching
arm in arm. Hitler fell with him,
either pulled down or seeking cover.

The shooting lasted only a minute,
but sixteen Nazis and three police

already lay dead or dying in the

street. Gocring was badly wounded
and was carried into a house. Weber,

. another of the leader*, stood against

|
the wall weeping hysterically. One
man alone kept his head. Erect and
unperturbed, General T-udendorff,

with his adjutant by his side,

marched steadily on, pushed through
the line ot police, and reached the

square beyond.
The situation might still have

been saved, but not a single man

followed him. At the critical mo-
ment, Hitler lost his nerve. Scram-
bling to his feet, he stunrfbled back
toward the rear of the column and
let himself be pushed into a yellow
motor car on die Max Josef Ptalz.

His shoulder was dislocated, he
was in great pain, and he probably
believed himself to have been
wounded. But there was no denying
that, under fire, the Nazi leaders had
broken and fled-Hitler first.

Two days later, he was arrested

in his hiding place at Uffing, where
he was being nursed by a comrade’s
mother and sister. Goering escaped
over the Austrian frontier.

Never was Hitler’s political ability

more clearly shown than in the way

press. Hitler virtually dominated the

court, and although he was sen-
tenced to five years’ imprisonment
(the minimum sentence, soon re-

duced), he won a wider and more
sympathetic hearing than he had
ever achieved before.

In later years, Hitler again showed
his skill by going out ot his way to

build up the failure of the Munich
rising into one of the great propa-
ganda legends of the Nazi move-
ment. Year after year, on the anni-
versary of November 8, he went
back to address the Nazi Old Guard
in the Burgerbrau Keller and the
next morning on the Odeonsplatz
solemnly recalled the martyrs of the
movement who died for their faith.

On September 6, 1931. the National Socialist Party held its big-

gest meeting in Gera, Germany, Adolf Hitler stands in the center.

he recovered from his setback. He
had to stand trial, but it was held
in Munich—and the full story of the
events leading up to November 8
and 9 was one that most of the Ba-
varian political leaders were only too
anxious to avoid having made pub-
lic. Hitler exploited this situation

to the full.

The chief witnesses for the prose-
cution-Kahr, von Lossow, and Seis-

ser-had all been heavily implicated
in conspiracy against the Republican
government. Hitler cleverly recov-
ered the initiative by assuming full

responsibility for the attempt to

overthrow the Republic, and instead

of apologizing for hb crime, or try-

ing to belittle Ha seriousness, indig-
nantly reproached von Lossow,
Kahr, and Seisser with the respon-
sibility for the attempt’s failure.

This was a very effective way of ap-
pealing to nationalist opinion and
turning the tables on the prosecu-
tion.

Toward the end of the trial, which
was widely reported in the world’s

When the bodies of the sixteen

dead of 1923 were reinterred in a
new memorial in 1935, Hitler de-
clared: “They now pass into the

German immortality. For us, they
are not dead. These temples are no
crypts: they are an eternal guard
post. Here they stand for Germany
and keep guard over our people.

Here they He as true witnesses to

our movement." .

These were the men whom, twelve
years before, Hitler had left dying
in the street while he fled. By skill-

ful and unscrupulous propaganda,
he turned the fiasco of 1923 and his

own failure as a leader into retro-

spective triumph.

The exciting story of Hitler’s rise

to pouser in Germany and his con-
spiracy to conquer the trorld will

continue next month in the Novem-
ber issue of the Police Gazette,

Don’t miss the nert installment.
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isenberqs Tell

How Jack Johnson Beat Jim Jeffries
jr,m> fwff 22)

left, and the two men came together,
locking anna in a elineh

, Jeffries
hung on for a few seconds and then
disentangled himself, backing slow-
ly away toward the west side of the
ring and toward his own owner,
Johnson followed with left extendedAm in tVu> num •

time Jeffries came to a bah with
the upper rope across his back. This
time Johnson broke from the clinch,
and as he did so he drove his right
to the body, following it immediate-

i**1* » 1left to the point of the
chin. Jeffries hands dropped to his
sides and he bent double, slowly

—•- — over bsckwftrd
-half in and half out of the rin*h2
legs over the lower rope.
.

thing came so swiftly that It
took the crowd by surprise, and
there yas no noise except that
caused by the thousands rising in

A tWB
» ottering cheer

from the bleacher seats was not suf-
ficient to drown the voice of Time-
keeper George Barting. Jack Jef-mes moved over, and placing his
arms under his brother's shoulder.arms undeT 1*
helped him back into the ring. J«f-
fries was helpless and staggering,
and just as his knees cleared the
floor, Johnson stepped forward to
deliver a right to the jaw-but Rick-
ard pushed the Negro aside. Jeffries
swayed over toward his corner, andJohnson stepped in with a deliber-

n
which "wit the whiteman to the floor.

Jeffries lurched to his feet fust at
ten, and as h* raised

himself from the floor he spat out a
great mouthful of blood. The last
blind instinct of the fighting animal
warned Jeffries to clinch, and behung on with what little strength
he had left while Johnson mauled

clear across the ring.
Sam Berger jumped through the

but Rickard's b«k was
and he did not see the

acknowledgment of defeat until Jef-
rnes had been floored for the third
gnd last time.

,J5\f
*
o
L
l0Win* 13 * d^foiption of

the fight by rounds:
Round |. Jeff walked in and

Johnson gave ground. Johnson led
a straight left Then a clinch fol-
lowed. Jeff hooked a left to the neck
and in the clinch sent a left to the
body. Johnson responded with a
left and they continued to stand
breast to breast, trying for inside

,;r ; c sent a
left to Johnson’s neck and crossed
to the body. The round was tame.

4
t*1*y„turned to their comers, Jeff

Johnson on the shoulder and

Round 2. Jeff assumed his crouch
but missed his first attempt. Jack
forced the pace, and Jeff stenoed

Jeff’s face, and as they clinched
ripped a hard uppercut to Jeff’s chin.
Th«y held together and were will-
ing to give each other any chance.
Jeff sent a right to the ribs and took
a left on face at close quarters. Jeff
crouched and waited for Johnson,
but he was not willing. They came
together without a blow, and John-
son tried his uppercut but mimed.
Jeff put a right on Jack's shoulders
and pushed him about. When theyand pushed him about When they
broke. Jack shot his left hard to
£*?** Z

30
*. a™l tried his uppercut,

but missed again. There was a lot
of wrestling and not much fighting.
The gong rang without a good blow
having been struck
Round 3. Johnson fell into a short

P* the stomach. They clin^h—j
Jack dashed a left to the nose, and
they clinched again. Johnson missed
with right and left uppercut, and
the° JoI

J
naQn tried a vicious right

£,**" *«*; *ut Jeffries ducked
^
clinched. Johnson wot very

cautious on the breakaway*. John-
son sent two light rights to the headand they clinched. At the bell.James sent a light left to the beadThe round was even,

* Johnson sent a left to
5?. ?S!fi

Jeflne* blocked Jack'sngm to the same place, and a clinch

f?Iv4
W

4
^-Jeffries sent three hard

ri**» tbe stomach. Johnson puta left to the bead. Johnson’s nose
J*ffriea went into a

cimeft. Johnson sent a right to the
kidneys. In the clinch, he sent a

fComthmgammnm. i
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straight left to the head and then
took one in return. They clinched
Johnson held in the clinches. John-
®n went against the ropes and took
three jibe to the stomach. The
crowd went wild at Jeffries' show-
“V- At the oreak, Johnson sent a
long right to ear, without damage.
Jeffries had a shade the better of
this round.
Round 5. They sparred, and John-

son kept talking to Jeffries. He
kidded Jim in the clinches. Jeffries
rushed In with left to the ribs. Then
a clinch. Johnson sent a long left
to the stomach bot did no damage.
Jack worked a left uppercut to the
jaw, and Jim’s mouth was slightly
cut. He dashed in and sent two lefts
to the face. They clinched again,
and Johnson worked an uppercut to
the face. They sparred, and John-
son backed away. ’ He appeared to
be very cautious and played on the
defensive. Jeffries sent a straight
left to the mouth and another to the
nose, increasing the flow of claret
from that organ. They were clinched
at the bell. Round wen.. .

Hound 0. The pace was slow up
to this time without doing much
damage to the men. Johnson shot a
Jeft to Jeff’s face and closed Jeff’s
right eye. Jack 'missed two rights.
Jeff’s nose was bleeding when the
gong rang. When Jeff took his seat,
his seconds got busy with his eye,
but Jeff told them that it was O.K.
It was Johnson’s round.
Round 7. Jeff walked right in.

Jack led right and left and missed.
Jeff's eye was badly swollen and he
rubbed it with his glove. He feinted
about and tried to draw Johnson
on, but the.Negro declined to come
in. Jeff stepped in with .a left to
the body, but missed it and took a
Jeft on the head. Jeff hooked a left
to the jaw. Johnson sent in lefts to
the face. Jeff pulled his way into
another clinch but failed to land.
He drew Jack into a lead and shot
a left to the face. In a close quarter
mix-up, Jack sent his left to the
face.

Round 8. They sparred at the
opening, and Johnson feinted. They
rushed into a clinch, and Jack
hooked to the ear with a left. John-
son sent two rights to the head and
repeated a moment later. Johnson
blocked beautifully. In a half-
clinch, Jeffries pounded the stomach.
Jeffries ducked a left and took a
right on the chest. They clinched
again. Johnson sent a left to the
stomach. Johnson’s round by a slight
margin.
Hound 9. Jeff stood up and

walked into a left to the chest.
"Make him fight!” yelled Corbett.
"Never mind, just wait,” said John-
son. Johnson walked in and tried a
left for the body. Jeff got inside of
it and put his head against Jack’s
chest and shoved him back to the
ropes. Jack took it all calmly and
seemed to be waiting the oppor-
tunity to land a good one. Jeff
walked into two left jabs on the
face. They did no damage. His
wrist landed hard on the ribs, and
Johnson did not appear to like it. It
was Jeff’s round.
Round 10. They came up slowly.

Jack shot a left to the face, but Jeff
brushed it away and responded with
a left to the body. Jack again missed
a lightning right for the jaw, Jeff
put his shoulder against Johnson's
body and shoved him back. At close
range, Johnson sent a left uppercut
to Jeff’s face. Jeff got under a left
lead and seemed to want to wear
Jack out by bearing his weight and

shoving him. Jeff struck out two
lefts to the face from a clinch and
got one of the same kind. Jeff took
two lefts on the face when they
b/°*e- He stepped in quickly and
shot a left to the body as the gong
rang.
Round 11. They walked up care-

fully, Jeff finally trying his left only
to find it blocked. He took a left in
the face three times, but smiled and
talked to Jack. They broke away
from the clinch and Johnson sent a
At iff left uppercut to the face and a
right to the body. He kept Jeff bob-

’ bing his head to keep away from
the right uppercut whenever they
came together. In a clinch. Jack
sent two uppercuts to the face and
Jeff appeared tired. They shoved
about-Jeff with his head on Jack's
ahoulder-and when they finally
broke, Jack hooked a left to the
nose, drawing blood. Jeff appeared
tired, compared with Johnson. Just
before the call of time, Jeff rushed
in and sent a left and a right to the
body, but Jack was going away and
was not hurt. Decidedly Johnson's
round. -

Round 12. Jeff walked over, wait-
ing for a chance to get inside Jack's
defense. Jack simply waited and
then drew back and hooked a left
to the face. Jeff bored his way to
close quarters, but got a left on his
sore noae for his reward. His nose
bled freely, and as he turned to take
his seat at the gong, he shot out a
mass of blood. Jeff was not worried
apparently and looked fresh.
Round 13. When they broke.

Johnson sent a left to the body and
a right uppercut to the chin. “Stick
there, Jeff!” shouted Corbett. Jeff
stuck until he was forced away.
Then he took two lefts and a right
uppercut to the jaw. Holding him
with right on shoulder, Johnson
sent in three lefts to the fate in
quick- succession and then an upper-
cut to the face. Jeff seemed to be
slow. He could not solve Johnson’s
defense and took all the blows that
came his way. Jack swung a left to
the face and then calmly clinched.
Jeff continued to come in. The
round was all Johnson’s,
Round 14. Jeff’s eye was almost

closed. Jeff walked into a left to
the ear. Jack tapped the big fellow
on the face twice and blocked Jeff’s
attempt at close fighting. Jeff took
three straights to the face and got
in a left to the face. Jeff's lefts were
blocked by Johnson before they
could get within six inches of his.
face.

Hound 15. When the men faced
each other, it was plain to all that
Jeffries was in distress His face was
puffed and bleeding from the pun-
ishing lefts and rights he had re-
ceived, and his movements were
languid. He shambled after the elu-
sive Negro, sometimes crouching
low with his left hand stuck out in
front, and sometimes standing erect.
Stooping or erect, hb was a mark
for Johnson’s accurately driven
blows. Johnson simply waited for
the big white man to come in and
chopped his face to pieces. Jeffries'
friends began to call to Rickard to
stop the fight. Rickard gave no heed
to these appeals. Jeffries was help-
less now, and as he staggered to his
feet the Negro was waiting lor him.
A left, a right, and another left —
short, snappy, powerful blows —
found their mark on Jeff’s chin and
he went down for the third time.
Placing his hand on Johnson’s
shoulder, Referee Rickard declared
him the winner. thk end

to
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watehed him work methodically and
quickly. In one cabin, be would
stand in the doorway and look
around* much as a bloodhound might
sniff for a scent. He would mint and
walk out to the next cabin, where
the performance would be repeated.
In the third cabin, he opened a closet

and rummaged haphazardly; pulled
out a few drawers and looked behind

_ them; thoughtfully tapped the hand-
;
basin pipes. Apparently, there was

.
nothing suspicious.

a “I don’t expect we'll find anything
*Wtu* trip," he told me. 1

As we went from cabin to cabin,

the inspector told me that nowadays
most smugglers try to bring in dia-
monds. "But they're usually brought
by air. Let me tell you about a sen-
sational case. . . And here is the
story he told:

Eta Hoffman, strikingly dressed,
made a charming picture as she
walked toward the airport buildings,
teetering slightly on the latest mode
in high wedgie heels. The Belgian
brunette had landed at New York's

'
" International Airport and was enter-

ing the United States as an immi-
grant, intending to become an Amer-
ican citizen and live here the rest of

her life.

But Customs officers were wise to
- - her tricks. "the dark beauty failed' to

•pull the wool over their eyes, and'
within a few minutes, Uncle Sam's
men mada the greatest single haul
of smuggled diamonds ever seized

in this country.
- • fo-'-de hollowed-out compartments

of the wedgie heels, the officers

a found $696,000 worth of diamonds-
1 and careful probing disgorged an-

- Other $600,000 in the cut-out sup-
> sports of her hand baggage. These

diamonds would have fetched more
than three million dollars on the
open market here. The C-Men had

*'
' been tipped off.

L Smuggling is about as old as man-;

} kind, and the biggest names in stage,

screen, and Tv-radio have been

I

among those attempting to smuggle
luxury items into the United States,

although they can well afford to pay
the duty. Prominent society name*
have figured on Customs lists of peo-

The person who tipsv very
often is the man who gets Us money
both ways," said Kennedy. “He gets
paid for making the case—and then
he turns his client in to us for a per-
centage of the seizure.”
Kennedy revealed that there was

an international ring operating be-
tween Europe and the United States
trying to buck the gold act passed

The ides is simple. The ring buys
gold here and smuggles it out. With
Europe's soft currencies fluctuating

tike mad, the operators get about
three times its value. Then they buy
diamonds, which are cheaper In
Europe, smuggle them back into the
U.S., sell them for greenbacks-and
start the cycle all over again. Each
round should turn in a profit of about
five hundred per cent. The members

ing what little they had left that
they would hide their few trinkets
in tiie moat inaccessible places—un-
willing to trust even the American
Consular officials, who pointed out
repeatedly that they could take in

anything they owned—but not gifts.

Customs men in New York still

smile when they recall the case of

one nervous Estonian . He had de-
clared a number of gifts, and the in-
spectors had estimated a duty, of
fifty dollars.

T haven't any money,” protested

.

the refugee. In the next breath, he
asked, •tan I change my shoes?
These hurt.”

"Sure,” replied the Customs man,
slightly puzzled. Struck by the al-

most loving care with which the
Estonian packed the shoe* in his

case, the C-Man grabbed one and

This trunk had a false back. Watch movements worth

rbon«*t»d> of dollar* were found concealed behind it.

. pie fined for trying to bring in jew-
f

elry they bought cheap abroad. Even
royalty has had its brushes with the

y Treasury inspectors.
J . Professional smugglers are ©on-
I

siantly thinking up new gimmick*
|* *to hoodwink the C-Men, and while
« a good "nose” for a smuggler is an

i asset. Customs sleuths are not bona
* are wade. The man chiefly re-

•
Y * stole for making them is Super-

• Jvit '.ing Training Officer Joseph A.

t You -ennedy, a powerfully built, gray-
• ing veteran of the service who heads

*
** the Bureau of Customs Schools, lo-

* rated in a shabby building two
t blocks from the imposing Customs
! I House, on Bowling Green in down*
j town Manhattan.
! Helped by suave, handsome Chief

*i Inspector Walter D, Duminski. his

J top assistant. Kennedy presides over
I

I

more smugglers' gadgets than the

\ average magician would use on an
•

1 ' extended foreign tour. He showed

i
* me the suitcase in which Eta Hoff-

- 5
1

' man had tried to hide her diamond*.

J u was one among a score of hags,

L
aerunka, and packing case*. There

were sliding sides, heavy hollow

i locks and lunges, false bottoms, hol-

low wooden stave* in the cases.

of the ring would be millionaires

many times over if we weren’t here.

Eta Hoffman was one of thiir

stooges.” , _
He described how keen-eyed C-

Meo-suspicious when they saw that

an empty automobile, freighted to

Germany, was sagging slightly on its

Springs-seized $17 5,000 worth 01 gold
bar* and sheets which the ring was
attempting to smuggle out concealed

in a special “cage” welded to the

underside of the rear fender*.

Sometimes the smugglers will
laltr FBI me® were called in on one
case after the Customs men found
$238,000 worth of cut diamonds in

a false compartment of an overnight

bag carried by a woman. She talked,

and fifty-five persons were involved

in the conspiracy.
Lately, smugglers have been try-

ing to start up a booming trade in

small, uncut diamonds from Pales-

tine. A haul of $50,000 was recently

found in the hollowed-out back of a

dothesbrush.
Strangely enough, some of the

cleverest at concealing valuable*

were those refugees entering under
the D.P. Act, who were’ entitled to

bring in ail their possessions. Be-
cause of their difficulties in escaping

from Iron Curtain countries, or their

postwar experiences in German DJP.

camps, they were so fearful of too-

looked it over. With a knife blade,

he quickly found the hollowed-out
compartment in the soled Inside

were $1,500 worth of greenbacks.

But the most surprised of all was the

Estonian refugee when the inspector

counted off $50 for the duty he had
assessed—and handed the rest back
to him.

“Put it in a bank, son," said the

officer. “You don’t have to smuggle
dollars into this country. They’re

legal here. Even when they're hid-

den in a shoe.”
The war against narcotic smug-

gler* was intensified last year. An
‘international list of narcotic viola-

tors is kept up to date by the Wash-
ington Bureau of Narcotics from re-

ports sent in by other nations, and
the C-Men keep informed of every

move made by them. The stepped-

up drive produced spectacular re-

sults. Last year, more large indi-

vidual seizures were made th$n ever

before. Searcher* aboard a ship in

Philadelphia found 105 pounds at

opium under the deckboards; in

Calexico, California, 80 ounces of

smoking opium were found con-

cealed in the door panels of two
automobiles; in the port of New
York, an inspector found 70 ounces

of heroin in a false-bottomed suit-

case carried by a foreign student; in

San Francisco, 3ft ounces of heroin

were found aboard a passenger finer;

and best of all, more than one mil-
lion dollars' worth of heroin was
found hidden In the tail assembly of
a plane at La Guardia Airport.

Each ounce of these drugs Is

worth between $300 and $500 on the
retail market here.

Supervising Training Officer Ken-
nedy opened a Jar that contained a
lump of what looked like chewing
tobacco. It was puke hashish-the
dream drug-and even the smell was
exotic. Sample* of opium appeared a
dirty off-white, while cocaine was a
pure-white powder — as innocent-
looking as baking soda, with which
it is sometime* mixed by unscrup-
ulous narcotic peddlers.
Kennedy tells lug,.classes, which

average six weeks of interne study,

of the age-old classic: how Arab
smugglers fed metal capsules con-
taining morphine and heroin to cam-
els and then drove these camel cara-
vans into Egypt, where the camels
were slaughtered and the drugs sold
profitably.

“You won’t find many camels
coming into the United States,” he
tells his men, “But you’ll find every
other dodge and trick.”

His classroom, with desks and
benches like any public-school class-

room, is almost a museum of smug-
gling gadgets. There are a variety of
suitcases with sliding back* and
side*, false tops and bottoms, hol-
low studs. There are hollow heel*
and books, brushes and combs'-even
'a hollow champagne cork. Special
vests are pocketed for watch parts;

and there are even compartmented
brassieres and girdle*.

But not all smuggled goods can
be hidden that easily, Parrots have
been a major headache and problem
to Customs men since the Public
Health service* quarantined the
birds after the outbreak of psitta-

cosis in the early thirties. But the
number of parrot lovers in this coun-
try increased considerably with the
return of soldiers and sailors from
the Pacific, and the smuggling of
the birds reached peak proportions

in 1952—estimated at $250,000.

Most of the birds are brought into

Mexico from Belgium and Holland,

and then run, as wetbacks, over the
Rio Grande or the land frontier in

boats, autos, even airplane*. Thou-
sands of birds were seized last year
and scores of arrests were made.
One seizure alone, in San Diego,
amounted to $30,000.

Psittacosis is still a deadly dis-

ease, and the Customs officers asked
the Police Gazette to stress Its dan-
gers. Smuggled birds caused several

deaths last year, and even one of the
C-Men became critically ilL If you
must buy a parrot, warn the inspec-
tors, make sure your dealer has
proof of its origin and of the Cus-
toms clearance. This guarantees the

bird’s health.
Occasionally, a Customs man nftis

across a puzzle, as did Chief Inspec-

tor Duminsky a few years ago.

“I had inspected » shipment of

wine,” he said. "One had a rattle

inside, and a bung probe hit a solid

object. I felt sure I was hot on the
trail of a smuggling gimmick, so 1

went to the winery two weeks later

to watch the barrel being tapped
and the wine bottled. When the bar-

. rel was empty, we tipped it over.

Inside was a beer bottle, empty- I

could still read the label showing •
Melbourne, Australia, brand.

“I will probably never know how
that Australian beer bottle got inf'

a barrel of wine from France.”
THX
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pale and almost slunk out of the

room as Pasquale called him a few

well -chosen name* and warned him

about clipping any more of rna

friends. . ... «.
In a f«w hours, the news that 1 a

dipped Dapper Dan was running

wild over Broadway. I picked up my
redheaded girl friend and started on

a real junket. It was with something

more than a hangover that I re-

turned to my apartment at dawn the

next morning. The phone was ring-

ing and I picked it up.

‘Tony?” I heard Don Pasquale s

urgent voice. “Get over to my house

right away.” _ „ , .

'•Wont it wait. Maestro? Im dead

tired. I want to get some sleep, I

protested;- . ,

“If you don’t get oyer here right

away, you’ll be sleeping for a long,

long time." said Pasquale.

I grabbed a cab and went right

over. The Maestro had a long face

and he filled me in. .

It appeared.that Dapper Dan had

Ixsrrowed his $25,000 from Arnold

Rothstein. telling him he had a sure

thing set up. Rothstein heard that

Dan had lost his dough. When he

didn’t see the Rat around, he sent a

couple oMhugs to pick him up They

found Dan in his hotel room, hi* bags

packed, ready to skip 'wn fast.

Dapper Dan squealed to RoUistem

that he had been gypped. He claimed

he caught me cheating and that, un-

der the rules we made, I should give

him the bundle. .
•

“Rothstein!! got his hood* out

looking for you. You'd better blow,

town." said Pasquale.

“Not on your life, I told the Mae-

stro. “I’m going to see him.

Confronts CamWee
I went' straight to Arnold .Roth-

stein's penthouse apartment m the

, Park Central, and the door was
! opened by his favorite girl fnetvd.

Inez Norton-a big, beautiful blonde.

She took me to the kitchen, where

Rothstein was sitting drinking milk
• and talking to Legs Diamond, Fats

,
Walsh, his bodyguard, and Bill Fal-

lon. his mouthpiece. „
“I hear you’re looking for me,

.
V

told Rothstein. “I hear the Rat says

A he caught me cheating. That s a lie

and 1 can prove it'"

Legs Diamond got up and slsppfd

I me across the face. “Shut up! he

yelled. -Dapper Dan’s a friend ot

mine—and nobody can tell me that

he lies!” . .

Rothstein told Legs to keep

“How can you prove it. he asked

IIB

-| took Frankie Marlow’s ace gun-

man, Tommy Phillip*, along wt#
me." I replied. “He was th«re *ll the

time and saw every move. Ask him.

Rothstein picked up the phone and

got Frankie. He talked for » few

minutes, and I heard Frankie say,

“It’s on the level, Arnold. My man
saw it all. Call off your thug and

tell Leg* to lay off Tony. Hes a

friend.of mine.”

» Enemy Into friend

Rothstein managed a smile, al-

though it seemed to hurt. He turned

to me, but I beat him to the punch.
'

I didn’t want him for an emany.
“Arnold,” l said, “I didntknow

it was ycur money Dan was betting.

I can t give it back now, because we
dipped the Rat for revenge and have

paid back. some of it to the guy he

cheated. But Pasquale and I will **
you don’t lorn. Well set up a game

in a few days and lead a Jo-Jo to the

slaughterhouse. You’ll be in the win-

ning seat that night."

Rothstein wa* all smiles. But he

turned to Bill Fallon and ripped into

him: “Bill, you’re drinking too

much. Get on the wagonand fast.

Then he shook my hand and we
talked awhile. The only sour note

was Legs Diamond, who sat in a cor-

ner glowering at me. But in my
young and foolish way, f paid no at-

tention to him.
A couple of hours later l went to

see the Maestro. “We’re all set now
Pasquale,” I said. “Rothstein is our

friend." 1 gave him a breakdown »f

our talk. It was two o clock in the

morning when 1 left hjshouse.rd

had a little to drink and I was kmd
of excited as I closed the door be-

hind me. so 1 missed my footing and

sprawled down the front steps-

As I fell, I saw a sedan parked

across the narrow and dimly lighted

Brooklyn street. Flames shot from

it as a machine run ratDed noisily

and the slugs whined toward me.

Anthony Marrone’t adventures and

experience* as Broadteatf* bqKjert

oamblino operator will bd continued.

Watch for his intimate inside story

of the fabulous gambling racket next

month in the November issue.

Bobbie." And he remains as con-

sistent a hitter as you’ll find in any

ball club

Manas*)': Paul Kichards, of Chi.

cayci White Sox. We can start right

riff by granting that Leo Durocher

of the Giants is the master tactician,

•ic most color/u! gambler. But

e only Jmrts his team with day-in,

day-out losses of temper while ftght-

og umpires, and tends to be panicky

in manipulating pitchers. We’ll say,

too. that there is no more kindly.

Liberty manager than Steve O'Neill
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-the kind that make* you want to

succeed so you won't disappoint him.

But baseball is a game of flerce

climaxes, of split-second decisions

plus long-range generalship, o!

morale pitched hijgh over a six-

month span. For the embodiment of

most of these talents in one man.

Richards i* tops. He rates this hono»

if only for the fact that he’s the first

manager in a quarter of a century

who thoroughly succeeded in teach-

ing his players not to he demoralixed
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Case of the Lost Honeymoon’ •>- •

struck his wife—in the head, chest, cv

and stomach. Offhand, I’d say they bl

were of small caliber.” lw

“Good guess," said Barnes, hold- m
ing up a shell he had just found on Ir

the floor. “A twenty-two- Any pow- h;

der bums?” k
‘‘No. They were shot from a dis- b

tance.” b
Barnes turned, and his shrewd eyes s*

narrowed as he studied the pattern

of bloodstains on the floor, “looks ri

to me like Fisher, after he was shot,

managed to get up, started to walk ",

toward the door, then collapsed. I’d

say the killer let ’em have it from c!

the doorway." n
The coroner nodded in agreement
Barnes went into the parlor

,
where 1

Emerson sat, his face twisted with p
grief. “Know if any money's missing d

from the house?”
"Yes. One hundred and fifty dol-

lars. Dad was going to use it to buy g

a tractor. I’ve looked all around for

it, but I can't find a nickel of it”

"That gives us a motive," said

Barnes. I

"Probably some thieving tramp.

"Could be," said Barnes noncom-
mittally.

|

The bullet that killed Fisher could
J

not be found, but the other three
j

slugs fired by the slayer were re-

covered from the body of his wife.

"Check every farmer in the area,’

Barnes told his deputies. "Maybe
one of them owns the gun we want.

“It’ll be like hunting a needle in

a haystack,” one pessimistic deputy

remarked. “Bet hall the fanners in

Williams County own twenty-two

rifles. And if I was the killer, I’d get

rid of the gun.”
Barnes smiled grimly. TEven

smart killers slip up. And when they

slip, that’s where we come to.

While his deputies went gun hunt-

ing, Barnes dropped around to see

the Fishers' neighbors. He spoke

first to J. S. Greene. “Fisher stopped

to talk to me around eight o clock

last night," said Greene. "He was on

his way back from the post office.

"Did he go right home?”
“Yes. And that was the lari tune

I saw poor George alive.”

"Did you hear shots-screamsT

“Not a sound. There was a high

wind last night, and”—Greene jerked

his thumb in the direction of the

nearby New York Central Railroad

tracks—“those trains made quite a

noi: too,"

The Search Narrows

Days passed. Williams County be-

gan grumbling. The double murder,

the most sensational in the county s

history, was still unsolved. Maybe,

folks said, Barnes should have called

in a smart city detective. Barnes

was getting nowhere. By now toe

.slayer might be a thousand antes

Coolly ignoring the criticism,

Barnes kept plugging away. He
proceeded to question the Fisher

family. The Fishers had five chil-

dren all living in Ohio. They were

Emerson, of Mason’s Pit; Mrs, Rob-

ert Watson, of Ney; and Mrs. Ohn
aubcl. Mrs. Carmen Strawser. and

Mrs. Helen Hartman, all of Bryan.

Of the five, Mrs. Hartman seemed

the most upset. And with reason.

Not only had her parents been

murdered, but just a day before the

killinga. her son, Jack, a tall clean-

cut youth of eighteen with gray-

blue eyes, had marched into the

house with a girl of sixteen and an-

nounced that they had eloped to

Indiana three days previously and

had gotten married. Mrs- Hartman
introduced the bride, a beautiful

blond* named Dolores, who had

been a drum majorette in high

school.
"Anyone here own a twenty-two

rifle?” Barnes asked.

“Yes,” said Mrs. Hartman, paling

"Jack. But you" don’t think he-”
“Of course not. We’re simply

checking all guns in the area as a

matter of routine.”

“Jack loved his grandfather, Mrs.

Hartman said. “Fact is, his grand-

pa gave him forty dollars for a wed-
ding present.”

, . .. .

Barnes nodded understandingly.

Mrs. Hartman handed him Jack a

gun. It was a twenty-two repeater.

“Where’s Jack now?"
"Mato Street. On an errand.

Barnes took the gun and left.

Later, ballistics testa showed that

youth had just bought a flfty-flve-

dollar pistol and a box of shells and
bad been seen driving his automo-
bile out of town at a rapid dip.

Barnes issued an alarm for Jack

over the state-highway-patrol radio.

It warned that he was artoed and
dangerous.
The next day, Jack’s car was

found wrecked near the Maumee
River, thirty miles east of Bryan.

In it was a box of cartridges. Twen-
ty-five bullets were missing from

the box. -

Despite the mounting evidence

against him, Dolores's faith in Jack
was unshaken. She went on Uj*

radio and, weeping, appealed to him
to return home. “I want him back!”

she cried. “I want him to come back

to me, to give himself up, and clear

his name! He didn’t do it! I know
he didn’t do it!"

The pathetic appeal went unheard

-or unheeded.
At 2:00 A.M. on May 18, Patrol-

men K. E. Burdett and R E. Dough-
erty were on duty in Parkersburg,

mM
iy

Sheriff Barnes examines feedclothing. The victims-Mr. and Mrs. Tuber.

Jack Hartman’s rifle was the weapon
that slew his grandparents. ..

Barnes could' move in a hurry

when he had to. He jumped into

his car and sped back to the Hart-

man home. Jack was still out. See-

ing the suspicion written on the

sheriff’s face, Dolores snapped,

“Don’t be silly, Sheriff. JW
wouldn’t kill his own grandparents.

“Maybe not.”

“According to the newspapers,

they died some time between nine

and nine-tKirty Friday night

-

right?”
“Thai’s right.’ -

'

fhe girl smiled triumphantly.

"That lets Jack out. He was with

me then. Five miles from Melbem.
"Where?”
“At the roller-skating rink here

in Bryan. Jack couldn’t be at the

rink and in Melbem at the same

time, could he?”
"How long did you stay at the

rink?”
t . ,,

"Until eleven-thirty. „ .

"And Jack was with you all the

time?" ’ „
Dolores nodded emphatically.

"Let’s go over it-minute by min -

ute ” Barnes said.

They did. It developed, much to

Dolores’s astonishment, that there

was a gap of nearly an hour in which

she had not seen her husband at the

i rink. _
t Barnes drove to Mam Street. He

didn’t And Jack, but he learned the

West Virginia, two hundred miles

from Bryan, when they spotted Jack

walking along a street and stopped

him for questioning. The Parkers-

burg police had never received the

Ohio alarm; the two cops had
stopped Jack merely because be was
a stranger walking the streets at a

late hour.

Telltale Evidence

Finding him reluctant to talk, they

frisked him and discovered a loaded

pistol. He was taken to a police

station and booked for carrying a

concealed weapon. Then detectives

went through his pockets. One
found a sheaf of papers Riled with

writing.
'

"What's this?” the detective

asked.
,

"Nothin’,” replied Jack. "Just a

diary."
The detective sat down and began

reading it. The diary showed that

Jack had done a lot of traveling

lately. He had hitchhiked to Toledo,

Detroit, New York. Washington, and

Florida.
The detective tensed as he read

one passage: “If you ever get to read

this,” it said, ‘Til be dead. TheyTl

never take me alive.”

Another passage proved even

more interesting. It said: “Grand-

pa was standing alongside the bed.

Grandma was in bed. I’m not sorry

1 killed them. What I’m sorry for is

that it took away from me the one

thing I love." The “one thing I love"

referred to his bride.

The detective looked up. “Wkat'i
this stuff about your grandparents?”

Then and there Jack Hartman
confessed.
Waiving extradition, he was

rushed back to Bryan, where he
made a statement to Prosecutor

Gerald Fenton and signed it. He
said he had beard Fisher had a

large yum of money in the house to

buy a tractor. Jack decided to bor-

row some of that money to finance

a honeymoon. He took Dolores to

the roller-skating rink, and while

she was skating with friends, he
sneaked out shortly after 9:00 t.IS.

and drove to the home of his grand-

parents. He brought along his rifle.

He banged on the door, and his -

grandfather got out of bed and let-

him in. Jack said he wanted $150.

His grandfather said he couldn’t

have It.

“We began to wrestle for my
rifle,” Jack said, "Pretty soon

Grandpa said he would go into the

bedroom and get the money. I fol-

lowed him in. He handed me the .

bills, remarking, ‘You're crazy, and
I’m going to turn yoq over to the

S
ilice.’ I raised my gun and fired.

y grandmother, who was in bed,

screamed, and I shot her three tunes

so she wouldn’t tell. Then I ran
back to my car.”

He raced back to the rink. It

never occurred to him to get rid of

the gun- He said he* thought his

"airtight” alibi would suffice. He
hadn't counted on Sheriff Barnes’s

rigorous, minute-by-minute check-

up. When Barnes began closing in,

Jack took flight.

Dolores, who had refused to be-

lieve the announcement of his con-

fession, visited Jack in prison.

There she learned toe truth. Disil-

lusioned, she filed suit for an an-

nulment

The Trial

Jack's trial for first-degree mur-
der began July 11 in Common Pleas

Court, Bryan. The young defendant

i chose to be tried before three

: judges, instead of a jury.

I Taking the stand in his own de-

fense, he repudiated his confession

: and tried to pin the crime on James
I Connolly, twenty-one, a friend of

t his. He said he met Connolly by
i chance on a street in Bryan on May

4, and Connolly told him he needed

money. Jack said he replied, "I

know where we can get some.”

v The next day. Jack said, he and

d Connolly drove in separate cars to

e a spot near the Fisher , home. He
a said Connolly took his twenty-two

3 rifle and disappeared around a

e corner of the house. A few minutes

h later he returned. Handed Jack a

roll of bills and the rifle, and ad-

e mitted shooting the Fishers,

Connolly was promptly arrested,

a He denied Jack’s accusation.

The judges trying Jack found

in him guilty, but postponed sentence

it pending the outcome of the charge

ig against his friend. The Connolly

o, case went to the grand jury. There

id were several discrepancies in Jack s

story, and the grand jury refused to

id indict. Connolly was freed,

id Jack was sentenced to spend the

’ll rest of his life at the state peniten-

tiary in Columbus. He had beaten

m the electric chair, but he would nev-

j- ef go honeymooning with Dolores,

d. His honeymoon was lost irrevoca-

ry bly, through an "airtight ’ alibi that

is sprang a leak and a diary that told

ne too much. - THE IN0
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wager on a horse who has early

speed but an outside post position,

don't worry about his bad spot. Go

ahead and bet on him. regardless ot

the popular prejudice against out-

side positions. Even ifhe cant get

in (root of ! he entire field, his early

speed will at least place him among

the leaders, with a good chance ot

Betting reasonably close to the rail-

Of course, it's true that an outside

post position costs a horse some fool-

age, because be must eventually cut

across at an angle in order to get

near the rail. But the rootage thus

lost is quite small compared witn

the manv yards of ground a medium

or slow starter must lose.

For that matter, the so-called good

post positions closer to the rail don t

necessarily have to be considered*

big bargain at all times. Many bet

ters like to have their horses in one

of the inside stalls merely for the

sake of a good position. Thus is fine

tor a quick starter, but it s no help

to a slow-starting horse.

Despite his good inside post posi-

tion, a slow-starting horse finds al-

most immediately after the race has

lose some ground when he finally

challenges for the lead - because

he’ll probably have to swing to the

outside and “run around the lead-

ers. Those leaders won’t let him

sneak through on the inside if they

can prevent it. .

The second method inevitably

means the loss of considerable

ground. Thus the good post position

wasn't of much help.

A horse who starts with average

quickness from one of the middle

post positions-such as numbers five,

six* seven, or eight-has his troubles*

too. If be breaks with the pack, he is

likelv to find himself in the dead

center of a traffic jam. If there is

any bumping, he's in a position to

get it from both sides.

As a general rule, here is a simple

way in which you can judge now

and when a post position becomes

important-. Study the distance be-

tween the starting point and the first

turn. The importance of a post posi-

tion is directly related to this dis-

tance. The longer the distance to the

first turn, the less a post position

matters. The long straightaway gwes

let Pilot broke from the farthest outside post in a thirteen-horse field to win

the 1947 Kentucky Derby. Above, be splashes to victory in Jamaica Handicap.

begun that the load directly ahead

is blocked. His rivals who get away
faster have settled into the more
advantageous Ic-nes near the rail.

Under' circumstances, the

tocko •> on the slow starter has to

make" a choi-re between two plans of

procedure in r»rder to move up. He
,‘:an (11 attempt to work his way be-

tween horses, hoping to find and

take -advantage of an opening here

or there, or (‘4) take his mount to

the outside for racing room.

The first method is risky business,

especially in a large field of horses

There is danger of running into close

quarters and being forced to take up

-to say nothing oi the danger ox be-

ing pocketed completely. It takes

,i good, smart rider to pick his way
forward between horses without get-

ting into trouble.

Even it the jockey succeeds in

moving up between horses, the

,-hiirros <rc that hi- ! Siill have to

the field plenty of time to become

strung out before hitting that first

turn, and there's less danger of any

horse being forced extremely wide

around the bend.
At Churchill Downs, the Derby s

starting point is at the head of the

stretch. The horses have a straight-

away of about three-eighths of a

mile before reaching the first turn.

That’s plenty. Races of a mile or

longer at Belmont Park permit a

long straightaway run down the

toackst retch before a turn is made.

That's also plenty.

But when there’s only a short dis-

tance between the start and the first

turn, post positions become more im-

portant. The horses who start slowly

or with average quickness from the

outer positions naturally get the

worst of it.

The moral is: Bet on horses who
can get away m a hurry from any

position

INSTANT COMFORT * RELIEF VS.

USER a RUPTURE
NO FITTIN6 REQUIRED

EASILY SOHISYEO

FOR MEN, WOMEN

and CHILDREN

THE WRIGHT-EASER

FOB YOUR RUPTURE

INVISIVLE UNDER
CLOTHING 3

XV w/

THE WRIGHT-EASER FOR YOUR RUPTURE n»ii*t b* fb*

wum toua nurruRE you iever wore, if

MUST GIVE YOU MORE COMPORT AND BETTER RELIEF

OR YOU GET EVERY CENT BACK AT ONCE!

The WR1GHT-EASEB IS A WASHABLE SUPPORT, it’* STRONG, ^F^rTTING

Xn^SoSTtScAIXY DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU REUET AND »*

laces to bother with - • . simply step >»to it . . . adjust the leg strep and *ide ltrmP‘- •

Hr- rsrr .^ssjssss
STL' • NO ON®—NOT »W TOOT OANCp.0

PARTNER, CAN TELLYOU ARE WEARING IT. Easily adjusted to your own comfort.

• NO PiTTIWG REQUIRED . . . simply tend us your measurement in Inches “ound the

lowest part of abdomen . . . specify right or left side or double.

• NgW—AMAZING HERNIA SUPPORT. Thousands of people have switched <««*

to the WRIGHT-LASER FOR YOUR RUPTURE for new «*nfort-*fter trying

old-fashioned expensive devices'.

dries quickly, you never offend

for your rupture.

* IT MUST GIVE MORE
COMFORT AMO RELIEF

OR MONET RACE!

READ WHAT OTHER USERS SAY:

WRIGHT BRACER CO., DEPT. 79

)ll Market St., Newark. N*w Jeney

H tfew York City, wires: “Send another WRIGHT

-

EASER, it enables me to work on my printing press! hours

* day** .

Mr K. L„ of Chicago, writes. “Rush me aimther *o HI have

one to change off with. It’s the most comfortable and gives

me more relief than any 1 ever had.

Mr. M. B., of Paterson, N. J, *>V*. “It’s made my life

worth iiving—rush me another one, it* the most important

thing I own.”

•E SURE.TO GIVE
YOUR LITE AND SlD«
WHEN ORDERING!

MAIL THIS coupon TODAY! HOW! SEBT ON APPROVAL!

WRIGHT «RACER CO~ 7*
31 g Market SI. Newark. New Jersey

YES! PLEASE RUSH MY "WRIGHT EASER" *« approval. .U r*>t

JLX d 1 -riov* VM for oa. M. hpe. ' ** 1- *"*«•
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rHejYOU SKINNY
You look like

SOMETHING
THE CAT

,

DRAGGED IN!’

tht boys j«H*d as I

dragged myself into the

gym, says Pupil.

Gleason R. Cleveland.

‘Than I gained 70 lbs. and

made the football team."

f Come on, PAL, HOW YOU
in 10 EASY MINUTES of FUN odoy

Get a NEW HE-MAN BODY
For Toot OLD SKELETON FRAME!

IGAINED60 LBS.
MIGHTY MUSCLES
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Full of New Strength

and Self-Confidence

You'll ACT like

A Real HE-MANI
Win In Sport*! Win fc.

/

Promotion, Proiee, Popu- £/‘

tarlty. Make More Money.

Let’s go, young fellow, t
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When it came to the stretch of their

fifteen rounds, Salas had it; Carter

didn't. Six months later, in their re-

turn bout, Carter was in the pink of

physical condition at 135 pounds.

His easy victory proved it. But be-

tween that fight and the one with

Collins, Carter, in over-the-weight

matches, successively was held to a

draw by Freddie (Babe) Herman

and lost to Eddie Chavez and Ar-

mand Savoie.

Folks began to warble funeral

dirges over Carter, but it was strict-

ly an illusion. As soon as Jimmy got

back to the 135-pound figure, he

came back to himself again -the

evidence being the squelching of

Collins and the battering of Araujo.

This

will

also

show
you

HOW
YOU

'CAN WIN
$100.00

and A BIG
1 5" tall

SILVER
TROPHY

(Your Nama On If)

os I hnvt just dona.

| / Wm *1 Rrtc* *•** **

i / TOUR LAST CHANCE

TO GET AU 5 FREE1
1

piciure pscxti counts
Millions HME SEEK SOW

roR J1
*«o wont

According to Carter, there's an ex-

tra zing to his punches since he re-

sumed his defending chores this

year.
. , .

“You don’t miss what you have

till you lose it,’’ he explained, “and

since I’ve got it. I’ll knock the block

off anybody who tries to take it away
again. 1 think my opponents know
that — and it doesn't do them any

^ That may be. There’s no doubt that

George Araujo went to meet Carter

like a man walking the "last mile.

How will it be with the other chal-

lengers who breathed words of de-

fiance for this article? No one can

predict positively now. Only the

battle hour will decide. the enu

1 " 'g*IP

^
f ust CHANCE — AIL FREE COUPON 1 j

d ; |. Phot* took *f STRONG MIN e»r< RU10 J
.1 j, Mtwcti Mtn» s. we courses .

t'i MU «M««W WMWtM iwhbM
I

7JB nm AMME. MG MM *. *•

Dry C*WB> Fl«»w ««i* H fB* f *

S&&&H .Vr^jT^5r,iis
*<* rgfTta AtG wwOifM (M C B 9. W

MfJB i

Mail Coupon in Time

for FREE off*' and FRIZES 1

jimmy Cn.r Ckft, .ate , ri*h. jab » .1* •«“

George Araujo. Carter's triumph here added to h.S K.O. reputation.

r
em «"*

t
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lhat light doesn't fit in with the sing-

er's recent plan to put on more

pounds—and solid ones, at that.

During the first three weeks he

added ten pounds to his five-foot-

cight-inch frame, to make it a solid

140 O'Connor’s program is plenty of

weight-lifting and plenty of calorie-

heavy foods. He seldom drinks more

than one cup of coffee a day and he

dropped smoking when he began his

health program.
„

Another of O’Connor s likes is

friends. "But 1 mean Teal friends, not

just acquaintances.” he added.

Among Donald’s extravagances are

expensive clothes and expensive au-

tomobiles. He loves to go to forma!

affairs and has six different formal

outfits alone. Recently, he bought a

new Jaguar convertible, apparently

to replace the Cadillac his estranged

wife. Gwenn, retained in their recent

settlement.
O'Connor is an avid sports fan and

especially loves boxing. In fact, it

was the fights that was cited by his

wife as an important reason for her

divorce action. ... ,»

He is also an accomplished golfer,

and while too modest to compare

himself with filmland's link experts.

Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, Donald

only grinned when his friend bosstw

he could hold his own with either of

i he two-
, , , .

One of his chief faults, his friends

averred, is lack of punctuality when
he’s not working on a picture. (An-

other is a bad memory,) When work-

ing on a picture, the actor s habits are

reasonably regular. But between pic-

tures. or on vacation, any resem-

blance to regularity in his hchavioi

is purely coincidental. He goes to bed

when the inclination hits him. and

gets up in the morning by the same

prompting.
One of the chief reasons Donald

doesn't hit the sack earlier is his lik-

ing for chewing the rag with friends

or fans who happen to meet him when

he is away from home. He will talk

for hours on the merits and dements

of leading sports figures or teams

without a thought of the time. How-
ever once back in harness at the stu-

dio. Donald, who is rounding out

twenty-seven years in show business,

readjusts to the imposed regularity

immediately - with no visible evi-

dence of strain.

Recently. O’Connor became the

youngest adult in show' business to

join the screen's immortals by im-

printing his feet and hands in con-

crete in the forecourt of Grauman s

Chinese Theater. He won the honor

for his co-starring role with Ethel

Merman in Twentieth Century-* ox s

Call Me Mndam.
O'Connor’s ten-year-old on-again

off-again marriage Vo Gwenn finally

hit the rocks for what appears to be

the final crack-up last month. How-
ever, friends still believe there is a

good chance for a reconciliation be-

fore the year-long interlocutory per-

iod is finished.

Before Donald went on vacation

this summer, he turned down a

chance to make $150,000 for six

week's work to do it. It was a ques-

tion of either making another him

or getting a well -deserved rest. He
took the rest. THt END

.16



WOSRICO READER

“I don’t believe your magazine has

a letters to the editor department, or

that it would print this letter even it

it did. But your answer would be
very interesting it you should.

‘‘I have just read your latest Hitler-

Peron article and would like to laugh

at it like 1 have the rest, but the sin-

ister quality ot the work is too grave
to provoke mirth. You are trying to

say that Argentina is an enemy ot the

United States, and that Germany
could again be the target of Ameri-
can guns and hate, as well as Spain
and the Arabic nations of the Middle
East.”—

H

erbert C. Woods, Palestine,

Texas.

Editor's Note: The Police Colette scries

“Hiller Is Allrc” mu based an doco-

mented evidence uncovered by various

Allied govenunento. We jml presented

the facts,

HITLER'S lift STORY

‘T have been following your ‘Hit-

ler Is Alive’ series and have just got-

ten the latest issue of the Police

Gazette and read your new article on
Hitler. It’s wonderful. I am looking
forward with much interest to Alan
Bullock’s story of Hitler’s rise to
power- in next month’s issue. I hope
there are many more of these fine ar-

ticles Keep up the good work on the
rest of the magazine too.’’-Walter
Bronson, Van Nuys, Calif.

ADVENTURE FAN
“Was glad to see that F. A. Mit-

chell-Hedges, the famous explorer,

is writing for the Police Gazette. His
article on the 'Sinister Island of the

Lost World’ was terrific. Why not try

to get a whole series of Mitchell-
Hedges* experiences?” - Teddy Re-
gan, San Francisco, Calif.

Editor's Note: The adventures of F. A.

Mitchell-Hedge* will appear In forthcom-

ing Issue* of Ibe Police Cssctta,

A REPORT ON HITLER

“Thought you should know that
Otto Bemberg, the Argentine indus-
trialist ,<nd banker, backed up your
charges that Peron aided Hitler's es-

cape and the Fuehrer first came to

Argentina .ifter the downfall of Ger-
many 'n :*n interview he gave U. S.

News and Wori.i Report, here is the
exchange:
“Bemberg: To further stress my

strong belief that the Nazis had an
upper hand in Argentina was the
strange arrival uf two German sub-
marines in 1945.

“Question: What time in 1945?
After V-E Day?
“Bemberg: Yes, in August, 1945.

There are people who believe that

these submarines first landed some
passengers in Patagonia before giv-
ing themselves up to the Argentine
authorities in Mar del Plata. I also
understand there is information in

Germany proving that another sub-
marine also went to Patagonia, which
was later sunk, after having disem-
barked its passengers and crew.

“Question: And you think that on

these two submarines were some im-
portant Nazi passengers?
“Bemberg: Yes, I do.
“Question: Did the press say any-

thing about this?

“Bemberg: The arrival of the sub-
marine in Mar del Plata was ob-
viously mentioned but nothing about

the disembarkation of passengers, as

the secret police did a superb job in

cloaking the significance of this ar-

rival as a deep mystery.
“After reading the Bemberg inter-

view there is no question in my mind
that your staff investigators did a

remarkable job in exploding the

myth of Hitler’s death. I’m now fully

convinced that Hitler is indeed alive.”

—William Benson, Washington, D.C.

BING CROSKT FAN

“I’ve read your biography on Bing
Crosby. It’s the best, most honest

story on the crooner that I’ve ever

read, and Pve read a great deal about

him, since he’s my favorite.

“It occurs to me that there should

be a Hall of Fame for movie stars the

same as they have for baseball play-

ers, Bing should be the No. 1 star,

first to go in the Hall of Fame. It

would be a good idea for the Police

Gazette to start the movie Hall of

Fame. Georgie Johnston, Omaha,
Neb.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES

Raul Ftrtocdil, Kentfleld, CalH

.

Jake Kilrain was defeated in 75

rounds by John L. Sullivan in Rich-

burg, Miss., July 8, 1889.

Jin* Raskin, Atlanta, Go.

Ted Allen, of Boulder, Colo., was
the World Horseshoe Pitching
Champion in 1948.

Charles Rica, Detroit, Michigan

Eddie Tolan of the USA team won
the 100-meter run in the 1932 Olym-
pic games. His time: 10.3 seconds.

George Loekert, Memphk, Toon.

The Walker Law legalized boxing
in New York State in September,
1920. It was sponsored by State Sen-
ator Jimmy Walker, who later be-
came the Mayor of New York City.

Timmy Morgan, Philadelphia, Pa.

James Figg was the first British

bare knuckle boxing champion. He
held the title from 1719 until 1730,
when he retired, undefeated.

Albert Perron, Montreal, Canada
Bob Lemon, the Cleveland Indian

hurler, never pitched for the New
York Yankees.

CORRECTION

We regret that in publishing
“What’s Behind Your Head-
aches," by Dr. Miriam Lincoln,
in the July, 1953, issue, the
credit line “From the book
Your Health, Sir! Copyright,
1951, 1952, 1953 by Miriam Lin-
coln. Published by Harper &
Brothers” was inadvertantly
omitted.
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Skin Specialist Demonstrates How To

Rinse Away Your Blackheads
By CU11C BOrtMAJ*

Today I uw a leading ddn doctor show an audience of men.

and skin-troubled teen-ager* how to clean oily skin and Artok

enlarged pore* with a 10-minute home medical treatment he ha* per-

fected. Then ha demonstrated
how you may rtnae away exter-

nally caused blackhead*, and dry
up whitehead* and adolescent

pimply akin eruption*!

Before oar T#ry eye# the doctor

selected * S*-jeer-old v«Ma with

typically oily 1H1. Thla waoaaa
had blackhead* around her noao.

. Enlarged peree and ehlUtud*
visible to the naked eye. To »•*
wnaaaa's face, the doctor applied

a cream, Within moment* H
firmed Into a pt**Uc-tlk« ruaolu

Ne*t bo sprinkled her foe* with
water, and bonded her aa ordlaary
washcloth to rVaae th* cream from
her alia. To her otter aatonlah-
mrot. Clinging to the washcloth,
were not only grimy black Wreak*
of dirt . . . bat ao-eral blackhead*
and poo formation* which bad
marred her beanty for year#.

A* we stared at the washcloth
in disbelief, the doctor's assistant

turned to us and said: "You have
lust seen what look* like • mira-
cle. Yet, what has just been done
for this woman's skin, you can do
at home )ust as easily. But to
understand how this medical
formula act* to help clear skin
troubles you must first knock out
of your head acme silly no-
tions most people have about
their complexions."

n* Trot* Shorf Cotweffca

Has it ever occurred to you
that you lavish more care on your
lace than a.-.y oti.** port of your
body ... yet isn’t that where you
find the most offensive looking
pimples, blackhead*, bla "''he*

and enlarged pore*! So w do
you do about itf

Mh oat of JO women St f
don’t M won't nadorntnnd that If

they hare oily *klo, blackhead*,

pimple* or enlarged poren, they

may not only have a wiwttk
problem . . . hot a medical prob-

lm gi well.

Wow why is this so! Shocking
as It seem*, tf nature five you
either a normal or oily skin, your
face is slwsy* dirty! Why? Be-
cause 24 hour* a day your face la

always exposed to soot, smoke,
factory dirt, car exhaust, coal

dust, noxious fume* and other
germ-laden dirt that pour* into

the air. It clings to the natural

oils on your skin.

Your pores become choked and
clogged. Your natural oils are

stopped up and harden into black-

head* or pimple*. They try to

push out. forcing your pore* to

open wider and wider. Once thia

condition starts 1 especially dur-

ing adolescence, when glandular

disturbances make your skin

extra oily) the condition usually

grows worse and worse as you
grow older. And when this hap-
pens . . . isn't it obvious that it

may become impossible to eorroe*

anlcoo joe ator* to chans* yoer
complexlaa cal* tmmrdlotely

!

Bo TM* for « Cloeror Stfs

If you want to rid your face of

ugly blackheads, enlarged pore*

and externally caused skin erup-

tion*, these are the three thing*

you must do:
First, you must soften the hard-

ened filth and oils that may have
accumulated in your pore open-
ings. not only for days but for

month#: Second, you must re-

move that «th <hut don't seueeze
it out. Squeezing only forces part

ol the pu* deeper into your sJdn

and spreads the infection '.1 And
third, you must try to tighten

your skin with shrinking and
antiseptic agents, not only tor

beauty, but to guard you against

re-infection I And unless you art
prepared to do all three things

if* likely you will go oo wasting
your time and your money the
ie*t of your life looking for "mir-
acle cures 1"

WM Noppous m«w Tow Apply

TVs Doctor** J Wwy Farm**

First, to prepare your skin for

treatment, we are going to soften

end loosen the burled filth co*

merited into your pores. The sci-

entific pore cleanser which is part

one of thi* famous skin doctor’s

treatment Is unlike any other

Cleanser you havto ever used in

your life, regardless of how much
you can afford to pay. And here is

how you can prove it on your skin.

Apply the doctor's scientific

pore cleanser. Tissue it off! Now,
look at the tissue t

Whew art the dirt »l filth

poor.nB «»t •» that tUooo . . .

vrhro you ae* the twfeetlow* filth

and indescribable waateo that sway

have been tanning yon* akin emo-
tion• olncc adoleoeewo* . • , then

and only then will yaw begla to

«aiKratiad why row need n draw-

tie change la complex loo e* re-

21 The second part of your doc-

tor’s treatment I* a roedlcrt cream
designed to get at those ugly
blackheads, whiteheads and ex-

ternally caused pimples which
cause you so much misery.
Apply it to your face with your

fingertip* a* you would any
cream. A little thicker around the

"danger ares” . . . mainly around
the nose. lips, eyes and cheeks.

The first S or 4 minute* yaw w»U
Int a atrung attmttUHoa. Thla la

the BMousiBt aetlow of the medi-

cal Ingredient* gelag W work on
tonr thia. Year hte will feet hot

and e«M. To* will like It. Tour
faea will fed rrfrrabed. It to like

a Btirift with** I irritation

bringing freoh, purifying blood to

your foe* to dmw off tho potooa-

ova waste# ia poor ok In.

After 1 tr I wrtonte* tbt* hot

and cold action geaa nwny Ml a

woaderful relaxation of all four
traoe. orrr-worfced foetal muscle*

Mi la. Voor poloe tend* to slow

doww and yon ore #• relaxed yon
fret a treat tendency to fa»

a,Veep, la another moment, V»»
will feel y#or *kln getting tighter

and tighter. What to happening I*

this. A wonderful medical absorb-

ing agent doctor# call ASUIlLA
to drying oa yoor »klw. ft I* turn-

ing the cream oa yoor f#ea into *

firm, plaatte-Hke mask. Van get

a pleaaant drawing feeling, a re-

laxing feeling, fhero ta a correc-

tly# action, there to an natrlageat

actio* aad aa aatlscptle action.

Yoa reel the ABGII-fcA drawing
oa the pas-heads. Everything *
tooche* U draw* Into ltoetf. In-

cluding tbo hardened oil*, th#

dirt, the waste mutter, th# f#»tj

arid*, whatever filth to burled la

tho pore*, Inetndlng uome of th*

blackhead material*, pen pi ratio#

and pOloono given o* by the akin.

After 10 minute# rinse the mank
away. Mot *r cold water make* n#
difference, ft fln*ltH In a second.

Year akin feela clean, refreshed,

sparkling, smoother! like velrri!

Sot watt . . . y«« haven't flulehod

yoor Orel treatment |K!

How Apt* Stop t W Too#

Troota##* ... to* 4iW*|*«t

This is not merely S perfumed
alcohol that tickles your *kin tor

g few second*. It’s medicated. It

penetrate* into your pore open-
ings. Kill* bacteria lurking there.

And even more Important, leaves

an invisible germ-destroying film

on your skin that hill* germ* for

hour*.You cannot feel it, you can-
not see It. tout it to there to help

guard you against re-infection:

New Look toto tko SM# Asafyd*

MOfaftys* Mirror Wo tori WHfi
fir frswtwe#H

Some of your blackheads should
be gone with very first treatment!

took for softened pimples and
whitehead* that may break or ba
drawn out In your next treat-

ment or two. look at the corner*

of your eyes, the comer* of the

noae. around your mouth, your
cheekbones! See how your en-
larged pore* have tightened! Your
aktn will feel alive! And you will

be amazed to see minor wrinkle*
gone . . • *nd this ft«»h, buoyant,
youthful effect will last for hour*.

I* TM* ** "Norms!" Bk. To#?

Certainly. Simply because this

is a doctor’s formula doesn't mean
that you have to have a "sick

skin*’ to use It. You may be a

woman part 30 who ha* never had
a really serious skin problem, but
who find* herself annoyed by oc-

casional blackhead*, whitehead*,
enlarged pores or periodic skin

eruptions. You may be a woman
who suspect* that your skin to not
a* beautiful and as fresh-looking

as it could be ... but your cos-

metic cream* cant give it to you.

In that case ... we think you11
be thrilled by th* sheer, smooth,
silken beauty that one or two
treatment* can give you.
On th# other hand ... if you

have an adolescent, broken-out
skin, if you *t* a man who is

troubled by blemishes or a "sand-

pa per skin" and you are sensible

enough not to be ashamed to use

* so-called "woman’* treatment"

in the privacy of your own home
... or if you are a woman who has
abused her complexion with im-
proper and Inadequate cosmetic
preparations . . . then this is vitaL

Wo promise yoa dramatic Im-
provement with your first II

minute homo treatment. Y#ur
magnifying mirror will show It to

you, ahd w-e promts* yoo further

rapid Improveme#* for th# nest 1*

day*. After 14 days, you will dis-

cover whether you have to keep
using all or part of the treatment

every day. once a week, or once a

month, depending on how tart

your complexion begin* to clear.

ABOVK, t-fcf'T: u typie#l **»**-

pie resulting from Improper ok!#

cor*. ABOVE. Wf.KT: IS B*ln-

atoe with u ohln spectoUrt a hem#
medical facial described to

arllete may pur* the war •* • *•“

nurksbl) clearer able.

Try This SM* TVoofow*# f# Torn- Owm
Horn* mtoori gittfag O F***Y»

The name of this 3-way doctor’s

formula to the Queen HelwsejSkin
Treatment. It to named in honor

of the nurse who worked st th#

doctor’s side lor 13 years while

this formula was being devel-

oped. Your Queen Helene 3-way
formula, enough for 42 home treat-

ment*, include* your
cleansing cream, your mediated
mask cream and your medicated

pore astringent. The cort is *598
less than 10c a treatment. Ye#,

iess than 10c for a «kin specialist’s

3-way skin and beauty treatment.

With your order, you also get m
professional skin analyrts, en-

largement mirror, at no
charge. Follow your daily prog-

ress in your mirror and after each

treatment. If your Queen Helene
treatment doe* not do for your

skin everything we have led you

to believe it will do, if you donY
see dramatic improvement after

iuxt on* 10-minute treatment, if

you don’t sc* • faster improve-

ment each day lor the next 14

day*, return the unused portion.

We ll thank you for trying it. and
refund your full purchase price.

But keep the enlargement mirror

a* our gift to you.
But act today: The longer you

wait the worse your skin is bound
to get. And Uke any other condi-

tion, the worse it gets, the longer

it Uke* to get well. So right now.
while you're determined to help

yourself, send coupon today P|*»
Laboratories Hale# forp

(LabratfiflH ntgW»h*4 _
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Beware of your itchy scalp. heir loss, dandruff, head aealw, un-

pleasant head odors! Nature may be warning you of approaching L

baldness. Heed Nature's warning! Treat your scalp to scientifically

prepared Ward'a Formula.

Millions of trouble-breeding bacteria, living on your *»ck scalp •

(nc above) are killed on contact. Ward’s Formula kills not one,

but ml! lour types of these destructive scalp germs now recogmied a

by many medical authorities as a significant cause of b*^new-

Kill these germs—don’t risk letting them kill your heir growth.

Once you’re bald, that’s it. friends! There’s nothing you can do.

Your hair is gone forever. So are your chances of getting it beck.

But Ward’s formula, used as directed, keeps your sick scalp free

of itchy dandruff, seborrhea, and stops the hair loss they cause-

Almost at once your hair looks thicker, more attractive and al«ve
;

We don’t ask you to believe us. Thousands of men and women-

-

first skeptical just a. you are -have proved what we say. Read their

grateful letters. Study the guarantee -it's better ***•" ®
f
rW> * '

Then try Ward’s Formula at our risk. Use it for only 10 short days-

You must enjoy all the benefit* we claim—or we return not only the

price you pTyUut DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACif You be

the judge! ® Word laboratories lac., 143# Iroedwoy, Mew Tart II, M, Y,

ENJOY THESE 5 BENEFITS IMMEDIATELY

Kills these 4 types of germ* that retard normal hair growth-

on contact

. Removes ugly infectious dandruff-/##*

. Brings hair-nourishing blood to scalp-^u/'cMy

. Stops annoying scalp itch and burn—ina/antJy

I, Starts wonderful self-massaging action-wr'/Ain J second*

Here's the Proof I

Wa gat tatters Ilk# thesa every day Irom grotahil wen end women

all over the world.

T must admit t didn’t have much
faith in it, but I hadn’t been w«i|
Ward’s one week before I could se#

it was helping me- t could fstl my
hair getting thicker.

£. It.. Cleveland, 0fwfc>

Out of all the Hair Experts X went

to, I’ve gotten the most help Irom
one bottle of Ward’i Formula.

C. La fit-. Philadelphia, Pa.

Altar using Ward’s for only 1 2 days,

my hair h*s stopped falling out.

R . C., Cicero, Iff.

I am tickled to death with the re-

sults- In ju*t two weeks time-no
dandru*.' w T. W.. Porto/a, Cal.

I feel encouraged to say that the in-

furiating scalp itch which has both-

ered me for 5 years it now gone.

/. M. K.. Columbu*, Ohio

We gladly towserote ~ilh Fhyiiciom o"d Motoiwli

drilling lo -.note clinical leili of Word s Formula. Fteoir write.

TO SAVE YOUR HAIR ACT NOW. Send coupon today for 10 -day Money

Ward laboratories in*. . ,A M y
tg West 44th Street, Dept 7510 F New York 3*, N. »•

*gsh Word's Formula l« me at 0««. < w»M #•* P®4**"*" ,'"0
rUAaANTEE

noiiaoe I must be completely «li»fied wilhm 10 days, or you GUAttANiK

r«fun3o< DOUIIE MY MONEY SAC* upon return of bolll*and unused portion.

Address *

........ Zone— -- State

Check here if you enclose $2.00 wilt, order, and we wilt pay PWtoge.

Same refund offer holds, of course.

APO, FPO, Canada and Foreign, odd 23c-Ho COM s.

I
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PROTECTS YOU and YOUR FAMILY

<&SICKNESS orACCIDENT.
r r f

f “
j.

: ** ' Xi

S^COCTS ONLY

\tf Day)
i~S0 SUOOEN! i

Till # PoUty I* So*d

Only By M«W - • * *<» BZggj
Ottod Anywhere in

u So and Pona**fe>rn/ I R-.
If lictnei, or accident P-» ^KV f

vav in ® Ko>piWl bed ~~ •

you'll look bock and 'bank

your lucky .tor* you were ^
wim »nov*ol> to <cjk« ^
the "NO TIMI U»'T fg||
Policy. If* tHo lemibte,

practlco! way lo pra>*<r y
f
u,
„(,

0
,''lf

Umk account pso.nfthe
hiab Hospital cold, kik onypne w® *

boon through a ^rqOofHoipdo^ Wlfc
Kov *|| |*|| you w Sflf O (OrtfOn ft •»X Hoipitaii ration to

fall bock on. knrf *« off«r £" *£

much moro for your money. So *CT

fOOAYl Do i» bafo'* *ro«bW •*i,w|b

YOU CAN GET MATERNITY
for slight itlrd cott Kulbond and 'oil*

£tt ©maternity non
lo their regular fohey and

!
h,i

ontillo lh* couplo *0 a liberal bonoftt

far childbirth tonfuiemenf < or*d core.
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f MAIL
COUPON
BELOW

WE PAY CASH DIRECTTO YOU
. "'Em!Vmi r*2f wiw no* ««

ST-* /«“ -» - "^22
My. what ble*»ed help! What'* mora,

th* "NO TIME LIMIT" Policy {"Y* «*

in cash direct la »«* — regardle*# of

whol you may collect from any other

Imurance policy for tha w» «•*

ability, including Workman'* Cam.

Demotion. Thti i» Important It

moan* you can carry the low cart

"NO TIME LIMIT" Policy IN ADDI-

TION to any other Iniuronco — than

collect two way* In *01* of Ho.pital

confinement. Thi» U tha way practical

mindad folk* ora protecting their

caving* again** today** *by-high

Hospital bill*.

So be wlie! If you're alreody insured

with one Policy — B*
TIME LIMIT' Policy for *f»«l EXTRA

protection. Of eovnm tf you're not

insured at aW, then by oH mean* get

this Policy tM*t o» fait a* you con —
before lt'» too !«»•*

aJ/
Coupon

ACCIDENTAl OtAtH, SURGWY^ POl O WCIUOW

1 ;s xii.
l
Si ~^rt£i£‘i£z‘Cri

\ 'wcirop^rt^*
0^ °

ku*j“ca*h>or ^^^(if^^riaj'piu,
ft faymen t for leu of »y*«. bond*, fee* .. »?£ ovoWoWe a* » l*«k'
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* extra <o*r. There, no »«»"«

*f
r“^ J^T 73 You 'll *eb the lew

»w covert individual or entire
YtnJ»»wn*fcwr ^all benefit* are paid in

|T f
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,*°^5TLDW

5^
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i ^ WAIT TIU »rs TOO LATH ACT NOW1

UFE INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA

B*ptJ053*PCWilmington ff> 0*L

at— tend me without obligation, full detail, about your new, lew

Tot? NO TIME l'(MH HOSPITAL Plan. No agent will colt.

POLICY BACKED BY STRONG RELIABLE COMPANY

rtTr Growth and Hrength tie* in the good ierv.ee
Our 9™ !*- eal;tv holder*. We do bu.inert in oil

^sSSS&a assvs.22

LIFE INSURANCE CO. Of NORIK AMERICA

Wilmington 70. Delawote
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rrit/j respec* ic your inquiry as to why it
be unde airable to have representatives of the IsEarthy
committee interview Greeny 2aas and Gold, the following ere
a nureber of items which point up the undesirability of
interviews

:

factual
t . Eonmcuth

ii

The Rosenberg case attracted world-wide publicity
and the effective answer in the case to Communist
propayante was that the defendants i:ere accorded
ever y possicle avenue of appcal, a n d t ha t th

c

v v ict’i-oc i^i - i*u 1/Cvw v c r y a ca os» • Ij * a c .astarchy
committee takes over and trios without
basis to tie the case into the “*

inquiry, the dorzmuni etc will propagandize the
issue as showing the Pos enterye were the victims
of a McCarthy smear •

lorton Jo be 11 is still app e c. ling hi s caeg^ and
b o th G o Id and Jr c c ny lass were wit no sejs vh c

n

m o j e 11 loci s u r irC a ; i j a * ii

e

- * o s c nb e rg

e

» If u-o Id
and Greeny lass are interviewed and statements
i. ci e eg ^ tic hi are u v 2 w o w ea, .< /« c 3 to vgut well
become an issue in the Jobe 11 appeal

*

*

/

"he are still invest igating offshoots of the
one artj case and the attorney for l/i Ilian

1'cprl (who is serving a sentence for perjury) .

has been trying to convince Perl to cooperate
with the Government • It could well interfere

[l with this and other investigations of the
h Eoscnb cry network to have Greeny lass and Gold

OiPPJh 05.:.,' 30TED
f

' r
- IrHJoO

RtC0R0CP-f>3
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interviewed and conceivably the result might
be to prejudice or compromise future prosecutions
which might ensue »

4 . Greenglass and Gold, have been exhaustively
interviewed by our agents » They have never
furnished any information indicating knowledge
of espionage at Ft* ISonmouth* Boy Cohn, who
assisted in the prosecution of the Bosenberg
case, must be well aware of this and yet he
apparently wants to use these two men to give
a s onset zonal flavor to the Ft* Uonuouth inquiry.

5* Interviews by Congressional investigators of
Goto and Greenglass might conceivably have the
ultimate effect of alienating their cooperative
attitude with respect to future interviews by
Bureau agents and might result in a desire on
their part for assistance from the Government
in reduction of their sentences or in parole •

If we arc successful in having Joseph lie ts^
returned to this country, XgrrjjJtgjld'Jhll be
&^ £mporta nt wit nes s » Go Id * s offactioencqs

"4

Bs a letthJss~might' be seriously ham acred or
lessened if he has been used in publicity
efforts by the McCarthy committee •

nZOOLZZHDAFI01/

ay is ^me aoove is
nts up th e ur.desirabili ty
erviewed by McCarthy commi

ed for your informs
of having Gold and
ttee investigators •

hi on and
Greenglass



MCCARTHY COMMITTEE inquiry into
FT. UOmSQUTE SITUATION

.

Regarding your inquiry as to reasons why it would
be undesirable for representatives of the McCarthy aoxiviittee
to interview Greenglass and Gold, the following is to be
pointed out* It appears that Roy Cohn of the lie Carthy
committee in his contemplated interviews with lav id

Greenglass and Harry Gold is trying to establish a

connection between the Rosenberg case and subversive
activities in the Army Signal Corps, particularly at

Ft. Monmouth •

to have some
near future,
individuals

Cohn claimed he had foui
ho had been planted at F:

Assistant United States Attorney James S »

Kilsheiner furnished the following information to the
New York Office on qn_ extreme ly confidential bzs_i_s

.

Boy Cohn had told him that the McCarthy committee plans
preliminary hearings in Hew York City in the

teen to sixteen
. Monmouth by

Julius Rosenberg. He indicated that he was attempting
to obtain approval to interview David Greenglass and that
while .he did not have an airtight espionage case on the
facts he had at hand, he thought he had enough on which
to base inquiries • Cohn mentioned several names , including
Joel Barr, ~Alfred Sarant, Vivian Glassman, and Eleanor
Classman . It is to be recalled that Julius Rosenberg
'worked for the Army Signal Corps from. 1940 to 1945, when
he was dismissed on security grounds by the Army. Alfred
Sarant also worked for the Army Signal Corps at Ft. Monmouth
from September, 1941, to September, 1942. Bis resignation
was requested because of labor agitation by him at the
plant. Vivian Classman worked at Ft. Uonmouth from larch
to September, 1943, and her sister, Eleanor Classmian, was
also employe d there for a short period. Joel Barr was
employed at Ft. Monmouth from July, 1940, to February, 1942,
and was dismissed after an Army investigation disclosed
he had signed a Communist Party petition in 1239. Alt of
the foregoing persons were implicated to some extent in the
Rosenberg espionage apparatus with the exception of Eleanor
Glassman. Je still have pending investigations on Barr

,

] Sarant, end Vivian Classman.

3



Investigation to date on these individuals
has failed to develop any information indicating that
they were involved in espionage activities while employed
by the Army Signal Corps Laboratory •

It is to be remembered that Roy Cohn assisted
in the prosecution of the Rosenberg case and has a
thorough knowledge of the case, including knowledge of the
activities of Vivian Classmans Joel Barr, and Alfred 3arant*
He is thus in a position during the committee fs inquiries
to bring out a lurid story of espionage and by conjecture
to tie it in with Ft* Honmouih and with individuals who
have been employed there and were associated with members
of the Rosenberg group • Cohn is smart enough to realise
this and that it is not necessary for him to produce
factual evidence to establish an espionage connection
between the Rosenb erg case and suspected subversive
activities at Ft • J'o nmo nth •
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The basic danger in allowing Cohn or any
Congressional Committee representatives to interview
\Greenglass or Cold is that the basis for the Congressional
inquiry is publicity and propaganda and not cold factual
court procedure • The Rosenberg Case has international
ramifications and was used as a propaganda vehicle extensively
by the Communist Tarty internationally m The propaganda
reached unheard of heights in this country and every effort
was made by the Communist Party to cloud the issue and to
cast doubt on the voracity of the witnesses * the conduct of

ureauthe court and the Government generally* Fh

.

position throughout, and it was necessary for the Bureau to
keep the Department and the rest of the Government in line9
was that the Rosenb erg case should not turn into a three
ring circus but should be handled logically and that justice

,

carefully administered9 should take its course •

If Gold and Greeny-lass are interviewed and testifyy
they may make statements in their eagerness to help or for

taken at variance
1 7 - .In y ota t era cnt

s

lack of memory which may
with their testimony at -

oe twisted or
he Rosenberg
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they make will be utilised as propaganda and not run out
investigative ly for truth * Even the slightest variation
of their statements will be played up by the Communist
Party as miscarriage of justice in the Rosenberg case*
In fact, any attempt by Cohn to drag out the Rosenberg
case into a headline-seeking series of hearings cannot
help but remove the Rosenberg case from, the realm, of
reason and careful adjudication of justice to the realm,
of V) itchhunting and in casting doubt around the case
it self*

.j 6 ; i wncases i:i ,, urwu c

r

It is seriously doubted that the welfare of the
country in the long run will be served by any tampering
through propaganda and witchhunting such as this hearing
vjould be with a case which has been carefully investigated
o-nd tried in the courts * ds far as Cold end Cre engines are
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tuev. m 'it,, i.ccriuj s of \-his type* I:i f^at, interviews
with -theei could well change their attitude toward the
vc v e rnr ont » Cu

r

c up e r i once h a s b o e r. th at sueh Peng r e c s zonal
interviews are not pointed toward factual proof but are
poinoc u .c severing sea cements which can vs usea for headlin,
purposes •

, .l. \ r
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Interviews of Cold end Ore eng la so eg Ids Carthy
representatives could set a precedent for interviews of
other convicted subjects by Congressional committees
and this could not but have c harmful effect cn the
devdo pro c n v of futi :r e w i t ness as for t he ^ov ernmcr.t by th e
PC I an d in fa ci on our • chole concept of th e adm inis

t

r at ion
of justice based on fact as compared with the tactics
c mp logo d by Cong rose zonal cqmm ittees •

are a n
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with the foregoing in mind, I feel the following
lumber of items which point up the undesirability

interviews c.
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c venue °f appeal, ins
to the Supreme Court*
every attack . If the
takes over ' and attemp-
to tie the case into

- tie McCarthy committee now
T'Cnd attempts without a factual b&
e case into the Ft* Fonmcuth inauir:

there can be no question but that the
will prepaya nGize this issue in an effort to
that the Rosenborgs were the victims of a
He Carthy sneer*

O TT r* * t ^ *, <* -4 f\
H*i, t / (/v» i/O
U snow

As you know, Fcrton Cabell is dill appealing
case ana nas the backing of the sane committee
which propagandised in behalf of the Rosenberg
Both dole and Greenglass were invariant witnes
when dob ell was tried with Julius end Fthcl
Rosenberg* Inver views of Gold and Greenglass
by the committee investigators and publicity
given to any sidenenis nadc by then nay well

o *

SO,

b o at i 1 i a cd i n 1 eg a l

and in any event the
c s* w ^ r e u ->v loo ^ o i *

issue in a propaganda

'Je arc still invest i

^

ppcals by Fob ell *s otter:
roup i n i h e hai ; o na l Jo * ::

Fnc RoscnJ: ergs will use -

conga iyn*
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ting o, number of cases which
Onegrew out of the Rosenberg espionage network •

jo/ the most important cases involves Gillian Perl

,

who is presently imprisoned as a result of a
J

conviction for perguvy * Perils attorney has
recently been endeavoring to secure Perils cooperation
with the Government* It is felt that Perl could
uncover important members of the espionage network,
and it Could interfere with this and other investi-
gations of the Rosenberg network to have Greenglass
end v'olcl interviewed, and it might conceivably
prejudice or compromise any future prosecutions
wh ioh mi ght ensue*

Greenglass and Gold have been exhaustively
interviewee by our agents* They have been unable
* o garnish any information which would indicate an
espionage apparatus operated- at Ft* Fonmouth* ^
'oan, who
l os enter

css i *

cas c

w O v GJ j C G,

i 'Tr ^ ^ * . .
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apparently he desires to use these two
individuals to give a sensational flavor
to the Ft, Lfonmouth inquiry without regard to
whether there is a factual basis to the matter %

5, Interviews by Congressional investigators of
Cold and Gre englass might conceivably have the
ultimate effect of alienating their cooperative
attitude with respect to interviews by Bureau
agents and might result in their wanting the
Government to assist them in obtaining a
reduction of sentence •

6 . As you know, we are attempting to have Joseph
Kata returned to this country for prosecution,
Harry Gold will be an important witness if Kata
is returnedj and Sole's effectiveness as c. 'witness
might be seriously hampered or lessened if he
has been used in publicity efforts by the McCarthy

i committec •

7
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over the fund with broad discovery powers which can be utilized
in connection with annual accounting proceedings.

If the public administrator is appointed without opposition
from Bloch, then the question of the appointment of a guardian for
the children arises. Mrs. Greenglass should be used in this^connec-
tion to counter-balance any application from relatives stemming
through Julius Rosenberg. Here again, if Bloch comes forward with
the will designating him as the guardian, the Court still would have
complete jurisdiction over Bloch since he would have to render annual
reports of his guardianship.

I suggest that the United States Attorney, J. Edward Lumbard,
be requested to take this matter up with Surrogate George Franken-
thaler and explore the above suggested course of action and report
back before anything is set in motion. We should be prepared to fur-
nish to the public administrator sufficient facts upon which the formal
application can be made and substantiated. These would include,
among other things, the name and address of the publishing firm, the
date of the publication of the book and some proof of actual sale, the
names and addresses of the children of the Rosenbergs and of the par-
ents and brothers and sisters of the Rosenbergs.

As Mr. Olney has suggested, Mr. Lumbard should have the
New York law checked as to what sanction exists, if any, for the
failure to file a will.

Will you kindly let me have the benefit of your comments on
the above.
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In connection your nemcrandum of October 1,
1933, setting forth action contemplated in an effort to
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' : DIRECTOR, FBI (65-56236) DATE: 9/30/53

SAC, »VF0 (65—5521)
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ReBuIet to New Y6rk, cc. Washington Field, dated July 22, 1953, in

which WFO was directed to interview ED7CAF.D T* CHEYFITZ regarding the "Greco

letter*

Mr. EDWARD T/^GiSYFITZ, 4810 Morgan Drive, Chevy Chase,^ Hary1 and,

was interviewed in hia?'office. Room 1,000, Hill Building, Washington, D. C.,

on September 4, 1953, by SA LEWIS E. GLENN and SA HOWARD FLETCHER, JR* At

he start of this interview Mr. CHEYFITZ was advised of the Bureau's investi-

gation to uncover foreign espionage agents and that his cooperation was being

olidited in an, effort to identify, "Greco"* Mr* CH3YFIT2 readily admitted

.owing JOSEPH/CURRAN and RICH4FJ>PA6k and his father, CHAPLE^r^CK. He

advised that CHA?XI$$ACK was nqw president of the Dohl er-Jarvis Company,

Toledo, J)hic, He felt that the writer of the "Greco" card was someone from

the Toledo, Ohio area since they would be the ones who would know his, CHEY-

FITZ', background and the fact that he was acquainted with CHARLES PACK. He

furnished the following names of persons who were in the Die Casters Union

in Toledo, Ohio who he believed might have such information regarding him-

self: ARTHUsS&i INSKY; KENNET£>05TKHSR ; KATKAK^TuNE ; who is possibly em-
.

I

ployed by the "Kill* s -Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio; RALHi^iSHER; BOB (E03ERI).- ;1 M

FISHER; all of Toledo, .Ohio, and CAFj/CANNON, Apex Sheltering Company, ChicagOKOjJjt

Tllinois * He advised that he would like to have more time to think over the

"Greco" card and possibly he would come up with a more logical suspect*

The above-named Agents recontacted CHEYFITZ "on Sepu^al i* TO,

at which time he advised that after considering the matter further he felt

that the most logical person who would befaiiil4ar with his knowing both

RICHARD PACK and JOSEPH CURRAN was DA^u^RDON, who in 1936 or 1937 was

Toledo, Ohio section organizer for the Communist Party* The reason for

arriving at this deduction was that GORDON was in Toledo, Ohio vdien he,

CHEYFITZ, returned from Prussia and was in a young social group of liberals

in Toledo* He stated that he and. RICHARD PACK also attended meetings of this

oroup* CHEYFITZ felt that he would be most likely to have discussed his activ- /

ities in Russia, specifically the fact that he had taught physics while in

Russia, just after his return to the United States* He recalled at these

young social gatherings GORDON, PACK and himself had numerous discussions* _ .
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He described RICHARD PACK as a somewhat rather well-to-do person and one who
at that time felt that the vrealth. of this country should be spread out more
evenly and not concentrated in a few. As a result of this, young PACK was in-
terested in the under-privileged class* Mr, CHEYFIT2 pointed out that hia_
teaching physics in Russia would be the only basis for the remark in the
"Greco” card which described him as a physicist. He stated that actually he
was not a physicist and only had it in high school* With regard to DAVB‘'GORDOK
knowledge that he, CKEYFITZ, was acquainted with JOSEPH COBRAR, he recalled
that he had requested DAVE GORDON to assist him in securing a job for a friend
of his in Toledo^ He stated that during this time the fact that he knew JOSEPH
CURRAN was bro\mvt to the attention of DAVE GORDON, He stated that the only
information that he knew pertaining to DAVEiJfeHDON was that his wife's name
was LOTTIE andfpfchat he was a section organizer of the Communist Party in Toledo
around 1936^r *. £ ^ -V

,
-

The records of the House Conm.ittee on Un-American Activities contain
a Communist Party yearbook for Ohio for the year 1957, On cage 55 of this book
y.tls the following description of DAVID GORDON t

Paper worker. Joint YCL in 1 224, Two years International Represen-
tative of Paper, Pulp and Sulfate 'Yorkers Union, Leader in New York Trade
I'rAcri Yovemont for fed err 1 unemol oyme-nt insurance. Until his departure for
Spain, Toledo section organiser of the Communist Party, Now in the Mackenaie-
Papineau Battalion,

A check of the indices of the iVa suington Field Office was made and
no information v.-as located which could be identified v;ith DAVID GORDON,

The Cleveland Office is requested to check its indices and furnish
New York and the Bureau with any information which v/culd reflect that DAVID
GORDON was or could have been engaged in espionage activities.

For the information of the Cleveland Office the following letter
was received by the New York Daily News, postmarked June 11, 1953, New York*

Ney/ York:

"important new evidence ROSENBERG Case"

"Dear Sir:

"I cannot bear to see the RC5UN5IRGS punished for the work of
\vhat I know is a ring, of which I was part, I will herein name
some of the guilty parties so that you will knov; the truth

-2-
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«o£ what I v.rite. Then I v/ill talk to the authorities through

Professor SIDIOT HOOD, of K. Y. University, if I am assured,

in newpaper public notice advertisement that I will have immunity.

Re fur to me in the advertisement as "Greco". The evidence which

you”"can Easily check - From 1941 to 1945, a spy transmission

ring existed for sending plans and Models to Russia via ships

of the Rational maritime union* Some of the "cadres” were - —
RICKARD PACK and father. Radio broadcaster and automotive en-

gineer from the midwest# JOSEPH GUERAU, Pres of the Rational

Maritime union, elected by communists. lETTIM 3. CTdYPITT,

vhpsioist, Graduate of Midve -.tern College, wno lived in Russia,

come back to head an Auto-fork'- r s union and "sold out" as a

camouflage tc ERlOn JCHNSTOR, in order to conceal his com-

munist background a.nd spy activities.

"These are but a for: of the names I shall give you, if you

follow instructions. Remember - public notice was to "Greco",

Designate a meeting place - no phony# I prefer to talk to

prof'I S1D.OT HOOD alcme. First. He is the only one I trust.

I can't bear to see hundreds of cowards keeping still while

two people are made scapegoats to satisfy the law* Spys have

ethics too, as you can see.

"Or ^ ^ II

JR. made atReference is made to the report of SA H07TARD FLET

Vr'asn ington, D. C. on February 6, 1953, in the case entitled "RAIJOUAL COM. ITT

TO SECURE JUSTICE IU THE ROSTUB-ERG CASE". Page 38 of this report contained

a list of names furnished by lx. CHARLES XIDUELL, Chief Clerk of Potomac Park

•dotor Court, of individuals who stayed in the motor court and were associated

with the Rosenberg Committee during the picketing of the Unite House in the

early part of January, 1953 . This list included the name of ROSEMARIE GRECO.

Kr. HIDUELL was recontacted and a photostatic copy cf the back oi tne regis-

.tration card containing the signature cf ROSEMARIE GRECO was secured and is

bern*-' forwarded to Uev; York# This registration card reflected that the

following persons shared a cottage at the Motor Court with HOIEMIR IE GRECO x

jOUES SCHUST’.CH and T.ILLIAi; B, SCRUSTAJIC, 25 Cummings Street, New York City;

MARSHA STD IFF- Hew York City; and AIM 31CHER, r?ew York City,

The 'Vannington Field Office is not aware of whether the "Greco"

oostal card is handv.ritten or typewritten or whether the signature "Greco”
^

is typed or handwritten. Therefore, a photo static copy of this signature

of ROSEMARIE GRECO is being forwarded to New York. If there is handwriting

on the "Greco" card which could be compared with the signature of ROSEMARIE

- 3 -
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GUI GO on the registration card, it is

rv-TiAl1

Hs< 1 1nU.

New York secure photo*

static copy or tne ureuo sure — rr:'
ial t0 **? Lifcora

for comparison. It is suggested that if no handwriting comparison can be made

that an effort be made by Kew York to identify .\OSaJ.r.IB ur-nCO, as er^-inrag

he- bsckrround and specifically any ties tout she or her family mi3nt have

with Toledo or Cleveland. Ohio, in order that Kr. CSBTOK could oe_ re-inter-

viewed as to her possibly knowing the fact that he was acquainted with JCSnJH

CtntRAN and RICHAPG FAGS. -RuC-

tNTlAl
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attached fa o summary which ha$ been prepare

a

I
in the Rosenberg case at the suggestion of Mr* Nichols 2
which sets forth the origtn of the case , evidence presented
at the trial and evidence and information developed which
were not presented at the trial* Ramifications of this case
are also reported herein * This summary further reports the
various other actions of the defendants in this case and the
activities of Communist fronts to save the Bosenbergs

*

ACTIONs

This summary is for informational purposes* A
copy is being made available to Mr* Nichols*

ADDENDUM: 8/4/53 LBNrMP

j

The attached summary is exceedingly well done. I think
Supervisor Anthony P. Litrento should be commended for the
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SWUA8Y OF BOSENBERGS 1 ESPIONAGE CONSPIRACY

PART I

A . SYNOPSIS OF FACTS :

Espionage admissions of Harry Gold in 1950 resulted
in the identification of David Greenglass , former U. S. Army
enlisted man stationed at Los Alamos, Hew Mexico , as a Soviet
espionage agent • Greenglass was interrogated on June 15~} 1950

,

and he implicated Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, his brother-in-law
and sister respectively • Interrogation of Max Elitcher, former
employee of Bureau of Naval Ordnance, led to the identification
of Morton Sobell, radar engineer and former classmate of
Julius Rosenberg and Elitcher at CCNI, as another member of the
Rosenberg espionage conspiracy » Julius Rosenberg was arrested
by the FBI on July 17, 1950 . His wife, Ethel, was arrested by
the FBI on August 11, 1950 • Sobell was located in Mexico City
on August 16, 1950, through Bureau investigation where he had

fled shortly after Greenglass f arrest on June 16, 1950 , Sobell
was taken into custody by Bureau agents on August 16, 1950

,

at
Laredo, Texas, after having been deported from Mexico by the
Mexican Federal Security Police, On August 16, 1950, Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg and Amtoli Iakovlev, former Soviet Vice
Consul in Hew Fork and an espionage superior of Harry Gold,
were indicted by a Federal Grand Jury , SDHT charged with
espionage conspiracy * Iakovlev had previously returned to

the Soviet Union in December 9 1946• On October 10, 1950, a

second indictment was returned adding David Greenglass and
Morton Sobell as defendants • On January 31, 1951, a superseding
indictment was returned alleging twelve overt acts • On
February 2, 1951, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and Morton Sobell
entered pleas of not guilty and David Greenglass entered a

plea of guilty • A trial under the indictment of January 31,

1951, commenced on Ifarcfc 6, 1951, before U. S . District Judge
Irving R« Kaufman • David Greenglass testified as a prosecution
witness and disclosed details of conspiratorial efforts to

transmit atomic energy data to the Soviet Pnion, He testified
that shortly after fold's arrest, Julius Rosenberg gave
Greenglass $5000 and detailed instructions to flee to Mexico
and thence to Czechoslovakia , This testimony was generally
corroborated by his wife, Ruth Greenglass , Harry Gold testified
to receiving espionage information from David Greenglass in

June, 1945, at Albuquerque , Hew Mexico, and which was turned over
by Gold to Anatoli Iakovlev . Elisabeth Bentley, an admitted
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former Soviet agent , testified to learning from Jacob Golos

,

her Soviet espionage principal , that Golos was receiving
info mat ton from an engineer named "Julius" who lived in
Knickerbocker Villages New Tork City* Max Elitcher testified
to several attempts made by Julius Rosenberg to recruit hi*
for espionage and learning from Julius Rosenberg that
Morton Sobell was involved in Soviet espionage* The Government
presented twenty-two witnesses * Other Government witnesses
corroborated various points of Greenglass 1 testimony and
proof of Sobell 's flight to Mexico * Both Rosenbergs testified
and denied espionage activity* Sobell did not testify. On
March 29s 1951s the jury found the Rosenbergs and Morton Sobell
guilty• On April 5, 1951s Judge Kaufman imposed death sentences
on Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and a thirty-year sentence on
Morton Sobell * On April 69 1951, Judge Kaufman imposed a
fifteen-year sentence on David Greenglass* The defendants
made numerous unsuccessful appeals on various grounds to the
United States Court of Appeals and the United States Supreme
Court* The Rosenbergs also appealed to President Eisenhower
for executive clemency which was denied* The Rosenbergs were
executed at Sing Sing Prison June 19, 1953* Sobell ia serving
his sentence at Alcatraz, U. 8• Penitentiary, and Greenglass is
serving his sentence at U• 8. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania •

>Sa rant fled the united states Shortly artwr
the arrest of Ju'ITus Rosenberg* William Perl was indicted on
four count8 of perjury in SDNT on March 13, 1951, for false
statements made by him concerning his association with
Julius Rosenberg and others* On May 22, 1953, Perl was found
guilty by a jury on two counts • On June 5, 1953, he was sentenced
by Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan to five years on each count to
run concurrently•

Extensive investigation of Rosenberg espionage
conspiracy reflects the following persons also possibly involved
in this network

t
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Vivian Glaesman Pataki, a friend of
paid a visit to William Perl at his residence in Cleveland

,

Ohio

,

on July 23, 1950s several days after the arrest of
Jultus Rosenberg and wrote instructions to avoid talking
advising Perl she had a oust of money for him and instructions
for leaving the United States * Perl fearing a trap by the
Gouernnent refused to comply with the instructions •

Joel Barr» an electrical engineer and former classmate
Rosenberg at CCNT, sms identified as a Soviet espionage

agent by Julius Rosenberg to David Greenglass at the time
Rosenberg was attempting to persuade Greenglass to flee the
United State

8

9 Rosenberg told Greenglass that more important
persons than Greenglass had left the country and mentioned that
Barr 1 eft the United States before Klaus Fuchs was arrested and
was then working for the Soviets in Europe * Barr is known
to have left the United States on January 21, 1946, for Paris,
Trance* Be disappeared from his residence in Paris on June 16,
1950, the day Greenglass was placed under arrest* Bis present
whereabouts is not known*

Anne Sidorovich, wife of Bichael Sidorovich, mentioned
above, was introduced to David and Ruth Greenglass by
Jultus Rosenberg at the Rosenberg apartment in January, 1945*
After Anne left the apartment, Rosenberg told the Greenglasses
that Anne or someone else, would contact them in Denver or
Albuquerque to secure the atomic energy data Greenglass was to
develop for the Russians * Actually, Barry Gold made the contact
with the Greenglasses in Albuquerque* Both Sidoroviches have been
interrogated and denied engaging in espionage actitrtties*

Maxwell Finestone is reportedly the last person
recruited by Julius Rosenberg for his espionage network, according
to an informant of unknown reliability, Jerome Tartakow* This
informant advised that Finestone drove Julius Rosenberg to
Ithaca, New Tork, on one occasion to pick up espionage material
from Alfred Sarantf further, that Finestone assisted Rosenberg
in photographing secret materials which William Perl secured fromColumbia Uni versity* Finestone has refused to answer Questions
before a Federal Grand Jury•

B* ORIGIN OF CASE*
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ter was
identified through extensive Burebmnvestigation as Barry Gold,
a Philadelphia chemist . On Bay 28, 1950, Gold confessed his
espionage activity to the FBI •

Investigation of Barry Gold's admissions led to the
identification of David Greenglass, a United States Army enlisted
man who had been assigned at Los Alamos, New Mexico, in 1944 and
1945$ as a Soviet agent• Gold related he had picked up espionage
material from Greenglass during June, 1945, on instructions of
"John ", his Soviet principal • "John 0 was subsequently identified
as Anatoli Iakovlev, former Soviet vice consul in NIC, who
departed the U.S. in December, 1946 . Interrogation of Greenglass
and his wife, Ruth, resulted in admissions of espionage activity
on their part, which had been carried on at the instigation and
under the instructions of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,
in-law and sister respectively of David Greenglass

"•TJTZtT}

nterviews of Elitcher, an admitte
muniat, resulted disclosure that Norton Sobell

,

radar
engineer and former classmate of Elitcher and Rosenberg at CCNY
was also involved in the Rosenberg espionage network •

C. BACKGROUND OF PRINCIPAL SUBJECTS

. Julius and Ethel Rosenber

Julius Rosenberg was born May 18, 1918, at New York
City . He was the son of Harry and Sophie Rosenberg, Jewish
immigrants, both of whom were born in Russia. He had one
brother and three sisters •

Ethel Rosenberg nee Greenglass was born September 28,
1915, New York City, the daughter of Barnett and Tessie Green-
glass, also Jewish immi grants. Her father was born in Russia and



M

her mother was born in Austria* Other members of her /am^y c
included David and Bernard Greenglass, her brothers, and' Sdmue
Greenglass, a half brother •

ij/cRET

Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were married June 18, 1939,
in New York City • They are survived by two sons, Michael Allen,
born March 10, 1943, and Robert Harry, born May 14, 1947*

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg lived in the lower east side of
Manhattan most of their lives * They attended Seward Park High
School, Ethel graduating in 1931 and Julius graduating in 1934

*

Julius Rosenberg attended the School of Engineering of the College
of the City of New York from September, 1934, until February, 1939,
when he graduated with a Bachelor degree in Electrical Engineering •

He also took various courses at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
and New York University School of Engineering during 1941* In
September, 1940, Julius Rosenberg secured employment as a junior
engineer (radio) with the War Department Signal Supply Office,
New York General Depot, Brooklyn, New York* He was transferred
in October, 1941, to the Signal Corps, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

*

Jn October, 1943, he was transferred to the Newark Signal Corps,
Inspection Zone, Newark, New Jersey* In February, 1943, he was
promoted to the position of Associate Engineer, Inspection* He
was suspended from his position on February 10, 1945, pending
decision by the Secretary of War on recommendations made by his
commanding officer for removal on the basis of information
indicating his Communist Party membership * Rosenberg* s employment
with the Government was terminated March 36, 1945* On February
26, 1945, he had obtained employment as an Assistant Engineer with
the Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation, 111 Eighth Avenue,
New York City • This employment was terminated on December 7, 1945*
From that date until his apprehension Rosenberg was in various
businesses* At the time of his apprehension he was operating the
Pitt Machine Products Corporation, 370 East Houston St*, New York
City, a general machine shop manufacturing all types of parts for
various manufacturing concerns*

Ethel Rosenberg was employed by the National New York
Packing and Shipping Company, 327 West 36th Street, New York City,
from February, 1932, to October, 1935* She was also employed at
the Bell Textile company, 353 Broadway, New York City, from
August, 1933, to June , 1940* In June, 1940, she was appointed as
a temporary clerk with the Census Bureau, Department of Commerce,
Washington, D*C* On October 1, 1940, this employment was
terminated

*
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SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATIONS
CRET

Samuel Greenglass reported that it was about 1938 when
Julius Rosenberg started associating with his half sister, Ethel.
Julius was disliked by Ethel*s parents and was not allowed to
visit the parents home at 64 Sheriff Street, New York City, from
about 193B until 1935. During that period Ethel and her two
younger brothers, Bernard and David, occupied an apartment on a
floor above the home of their parents because the parents did not
have adequate room. Julius Rosenberg would visit Ethel frequently
at this upstairs apartment without the parents 9 knowledge

.

Samuel Greenglass visited this apartment on numerous occasions
and found it littered with copies of the *Daily Worker m and
tfoTnmunist Party literature • According to him, Julius and Ethel
became violent Communists between 1938 and 1935 and after that
maintained that nothing was more important than the Communist
cause. Be became so concerned over this that he offered to pay
the transportation of Julius and Ethel to Russia. They declined,
stating they desired to remain in the United States » Samuel
Greenglass further advised that Julius and Ethel were very insult-
ing toward anyone who disagreed with their uieios and for that reason
he discontinued having any contact with them in about 1942.
(65-58236-493)

Information obtained from a highly confidential source
on March 15, 1944, reflected that Julius Rosenberg was a member
of the Communist Party and transferred from branch 16B of the
Industrial DiufsJon of the Communist Party to the East Side
group of the First Assembly District under Transfer No. 18179.
This information was furnished to the Security and Intelligence
Division, Second Service Command, Governors Island, &ew York, in
view of Rosenberg * 8 employment by the War Department at that time.
An investigation was conducted by that Agency which reflected
that Rosenberg, while a student at the College of the City of
New York, signed a petition urging the granting of a charter to
a chapter of the American Students Union to be established at
that college. Thie investigation also established that Rosenberg
was a member of the Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists
and Technicians (FAECT) a Communist dominated union and that his
wife, Ethel, had signed a Communist Party petition • Rosenberg
denied the allegations against him; however, he was removed from,
hi 8 position as set forth hereinbefore.

A search of the Rosenberg apartment at the time of the
arrest of Julius Rosenberg disclosed that Ethel and Julius
Rosenberg were members of the International Workers Order.
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Concerning Ethel osenberg, an anonymoJt^He£^LJie- vail
was received by our Jfeio Torh Office on May 25, 1940 • 'Thi s caller
advised she was a distant relative of Ethel Rosenberg and stated
that Ethel was extremely Communistic and had received an appoint-
ment to go to Washington , D*C., as an employee of the Census
Bureau • The United States Ctvil Service Commission ad vised the
Bureau by letter mf August 9, 1941, of the receipt of information
that Mrs • Ethel Rosenberg and another woman were alleged to have
been Communist sympathisers and that Mrs, Rosenberg and this
woman had distributed Communist literature and signed nominating
petitions of the Communist Party « This source also advised that
Ethel Rosenberg had signed a Communist Party nominating petition
dated August 13, 1939, in New York City . (65-58236-75, page 28)

i

According to information received from Jerome Tartakow,
a source of unknown reliability, Julius Rosenberg claims to have
joined the Young Communist League when he was fourteen years of
age and that while at the College of the City of New York he was
secretary of the Young Communist League . Rosenberg advised this
informant that he met his wife Ethel at a rally of the National
Maritime Union in 1936 9 Ethel was an entertainer at the rally •

Prior to their marriage they lived together as man and wife at a
building known as the Earl Marx House near the campus of CCNY •

Rosenberg also told this informant that while Ethel was employed
by the New York National Shipping and Packing Company, she became
involved in a strike at the company and chained herself to a
radiator in the building during the strike • Rosenberg further
told this informant that he hod been arrested during a
demonstration concerning the German ship, S.S. Bremen in New York
City in the Summer of 1933 or 1936, and had spent a few days in
the Old Tombs Prison • He further related that during demonstra-
tions he would carry a long needle with him and would stick police
horses in the flank to make them holt* Rosenberg also told this
informant that he had plenty of money but that only he or his
wife, Ethel, had access to it and that the only reason he did not
flee before his arrest was to "take care of some friends •"
Rosenberg was aware that he was liable to the death sentence and
advised the informant that as far as he was concerned, "He played
the game and lost, and would have to take the results
(65-58236-639)

Sutft Greenglasa has advised that it was an accepted fact
by all members of the Rosenberg and Greenglass families that
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were Communi st Party members •
(65-58236-503

)



DAVID GREENGLASS
TOP SSCRET

£ .

David Greenglass, younger brother of Ethel Rosenberg,
was born tiarch 3, 1928, in New York City. Be attended Public School
#4 and Haaron High School in New York, graduating from the latter
in 2940 . He also attended Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute for
a short period in 1940, studying mechanical engineering• Be
attended the Pratt Institute of Science for a short period~in
1948, studying mechanical designing• During his early life, he
worked in his father's shop • He was employed by Freeman Brothers,
New York City, from June, 1940, to October, 1941 . Be was also
employed by Peerless Laboratories in New York City from October,
1941, to March, 1943 • Be was inducted in to the United States
Army on April 5, 1943, and entered active duty at Fort Dix, New
Jersey, on April 18, 1943 • He was thereafter transferred to Army
Service Forces Training Command, Mississippi Ordnance Plant, Flora,
Mississippi » During July, 1944, he was transferred to the First
Provisional Special Engineer Detachment Unit, Manhattan Engineer
District, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, arriving there July 87, 2944 . Be
departed from Oak Ridge on August 8, 1944, and Joined the Second
Provisional Engineer Detachment Unit at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
August 5, 2944 . On February 88, 1946, he was transferred to Fort
Bliss, Texas, and discharged from, the Army on February 89, 1946 •
In 1947, Greenglass went into business with Julius Rosenberg and
others • They formed a company known as the Pitt Machine Products
Company, Incorporated • In August, 1949, Greenglass left the
company because of poor financial conditions there • He thereafter
became employed as a machi ni at by the Arma Corporation, Brooklyn

,

New York, which employment was ceased when he was arrested bv the
FBI in June, 1950m

y

David Greenglass married Ruth Prints on November 89, 1948
His wife was born April 30, 1924, at NewYork City, and lived all
her life in the same neighborhood in which Greenglass was raised •
They have two children, Stephen, born August 8, 1946, and Barbara .
born May 16, 1950m
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Subversive Acti vi ties and A,ffiliati one

Samuel Greenglass , half-brother of David Greenglass, has
advised that David came under the influence of his sister, Ethel

,

when he was about 12 years of age . At the time, Ethel was 19
years old and was being courted by Julius Rosenberg . He related
that at first David opposed the efforts of Ethel and Julius to
convert him, to Communism and disliked Julius , but after Julius
bought David a chemistry set, the two became very friendly and
Julius was able to influence David considerably . Samuel Green-
glass further advised that Julius Rosenberg continued to be a
frequent visitor at the apartment occupied by David and Ethel
until Julius marridd Ethel in 1939 • During that time, David be-
came extremely fond of Julius and was fully converted to Communist
ideals expounded by Ethel and Julius. As a result, David joined
the Young Communist League at the age of 14. (65-58236-493

)

Ruth Greenglass, wife of David Greenglass, advised that
her husband looked up to Julius with a certain degree of hero
worship and that Julius influenced David to think along Communist
lines by bringing Communist Party literature to David when the
latter was 13 or 14 years old. (65-58236-503)

David Greenglass has stated that he was indoctrinated
with Communist principles in his youth by Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg and was a member of the Young Communi at League in New
York from 1936 to 1938. He continued his belief in Communism,
but never joined the Communist Party. He claims to have become
disillusioned with Communism when Tito of Yugoslavia was expelled
from the Cominform. This incident, he claims, brought home to him
that Communism was being used as a tool by the USSR for the pur-
pose of u>orld conquest instead of working toward a panacea.

Soon after her marriage to David Greenglass , Ruth
Greenglass claims to have been converted to the principles ofCommunism by her husband. She was a member of a branch of the
Young Communist League for about a year in 1943 and was president
of the branch for about three weeks. She states she became dis-
illusioned with Communism following World War II when it became

th€ had embar*ed on & program of world conquest
(65-58236-646 pages 27 and 42 and serial 837)



Miscellaneous TCP SECRET

It is interesting to note that in checking the Army
service record of David Greenglass , it ioas determined that the

assignment of Greenglass to atomic energy work occurred under
the following circumstances: On July 6, 1944, orders were-^ent to
the Mi ssissippi Ordnance plant, where Greenglass was assigned, to

transfer six soldiers, all named , to Oak Ridge , Tennessee, for
assi gnment to the Manhattan Engineer Di strict* Greenglass was
not one of the soldiers named • By letter dated July 14, 1944, the

Mississippi Ordnance Plant reported that one of the six men so named
was AWOL and asked frermissi on to substitute Greenglass for the
AWOL soldier . Permission was granted and by special order dated
July 24, 1944, Greenglass was transferred to Oak Ridge

.

(65-59028-serial 304)

But for the above incident, it is possible that Green-
glass would not have been assigned to work involvi ng research to
produce an atomic bomb and would not have been a subject for
espionage recruitment by Julius Rosenberg • It is further possible
that the involvement of Julius Rosenberg in espionage might not
have been detected •



3. MORTON SOBELL

Horton Sobell was bom April 11, 191?, in New TorIt

City, the son of Russian-born immigrants » Be married
Helen Levitov Gurewits at Arlington, Virginia

,

on March 10,
1945* Bis wife was previously married to Clarence Barrow
Gurewits, a known Communist in Washington, B0 C• At the
time of her divorce from Gurewits on March 5, 1945, she
loos awarded custody of their daughter, Sydney Gurewits, then
six years of age* The Sobells have a second child. Bark Sobell,
age 3*

i

Sobell attended Stuyvesant High School from
February, 1931, to January, 1934 . He thereafter entered
the College of the City of Hew York where he was a classmate
of Julius Rosenberg and Max Elitcher who will be mentioned
hereinafter• Sobell graduated from the College of the City
of New York in June, 1938, with a bachelor degree in
electrical engineering . Subsequently he attended the University
of Michigan Graduate School in 1941 and 1942, from which
institution he received a master's degree in electrical
engineering .

Sobell was employed during the Summers of 1934 through
193Q as a maintenance man at Camp Unity, Wingdale, New York

,

reportedly a Communist-controlled camp. On January 27, 1939,
he secured the position of Juntor electrical engineer with the
Bureau of Naval Ordnance, Washington, B. C . He was promoted
to the. position of assistant electrical engineer. He resigned
from this position in October, 1940, to further his studies
at the University of Michigan • After obtaining his master f

s
degree, he secured employment on June 15, 1942, as a test
engineer with the General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York .
In the early stages of his employment with this company, he worked
as an engineer in the Marine and Aeronautics Division . At the
time of his resignation from this position on June 13, 1947,
he was assigned to meteorological radar work in the Electrical
Control Section • He had access to classified material, including
that on fire controJ radar. After resigning from this company,
he secured employment as an electrical engineer with the
Reeves Instrument Company, New York City, where he had access
to secret data * He remained in this position until June 16, 1950,

ii



when he failed to appear for work. It is noted tffiQf5 $Jij
was the date David Greenglass was arrested by the rbl. 4
June 229 1950, Sobell and his family fled to Mexico • Be
was thereafter located in Mexico City and on August 18,
1950 , was taken into custody by Bureau agents at Laredo

,

Texas , after his deportation from Mexico by the Mexican '

authorities*

Subversive Activities and Affiliations

Max Eli^cher, an admitted Communist , advised
that during the period he roomed with Morton Sobell in
Washington$

D. C. 9 he was induced by Sobell to join the
Communist Party . Be stated that this occurred in 1939 and
that Sobell had informed him that he, himself, was a member
of the Communist Party

.

Information obtained from ONI, 3rd Naval District

,

reflected that during this same period Sobell was reported
to have been active in the American Peace Mobilisation
and the American Youth Congress , both of which organisations
have been cited by the Attorney General as coming within the
purview of Executive Order 10450 . This same source also
advised that Sobell signed a Communist Party petition for
Isidore Begun, Communist Party candidate , on August 8.
1939

.

From a highly confidential source of WFO it was
ascertained that Sobell appeared on the active indices of
the American Peace Mobilisation and was listed on the indices
of the American Youth Congress as a delegate to that body
from the Washington Committee for Democratic Action.

A Mrs. Lena Montague , resident manager of an
apartment building located at 225 1V Street , N. V
Washington, D. C reported that Sobell and Max Elitcher were



T°P’SECRET
among the tenants of the building who attended meetings
in the apartment of Mrs. Anna Goodman Allen during 1940
an(* 1941 m She was of the opinion that these were Communist
meetings «

The New Fork Office located a Communist Party
nominating petition which was filed in the name of one
Morton Sobell9 646 jinn's Avenue, Bronx, New York.The signature of this petition was identified by the FBIlaboratory as being in the handwriting of Morton Sobelh
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Flight of Morton Sobell to Mexico :

CRET

A check at the Beeves Instrument Company reflected that
Sobell failed to report for work after June 16, 1950• The company
received a letter from Sobell on or about July 3, 1950, wherein
Sobell advised that he needed a rest and was going to take~a few
weeks off to recuperate •

A neighborhood investigation developed that Sobell, his
wife and their two children were last seen at their home on June
22, 1950, and that they had left hurriedly without advising anyone
of their intended departure

•

It was ascertained through the Corn Exchange Bank and
Trust Company, York Avenue Branch, New York Ci ty, where Sobell
maintained a bank account, that on June 21, 1950, he had with-
drawn f700 leaving a balance of only #20*56*

Through American Airlines, La Guardia Field, it was
determined that Sobell, his wife, Helen, his stepdaughter, Sydney,
and his son, Hark, had departed for Mexico City on flight No • 157,
leaving La Guardia Field at 9:45 p.m., Eastern Standard Time on
June 22, 2950* It was further determined that round- trip excursion
tickets for transportation from New York City to Mexico and return
were purchased on June 21, 1950, in the name of Morton Sobell • It
was later learned through American Airlines in Mexico City that
the round-trip portions of these tickets were cashed in on July 22 .

1950•

Through the Mexican Consulate in *ew York City it was
learned that on June 22, 2950, Mexican tourist cards were issued
in the name of Morton Sobell and his wife, Helen *

On August 16, 1950, information
developed that an individual believed to be Sobell was residing

in an apartment building at Cordova, Number 153, Mexico City »

Based on this information, four officers of the Mexican Police
went to the apartment where they found Sobell and his family •

Sobell was advised that he would have to accompany them to police
headquarters • Sobell refused to identify himself or go with the
police and also advised his wife not to comply with their request•
It was necessary for the police officers to forcibly take Sobell
and his wife into custody * Sobell put up a
officers in the face with his fists and loas
blow on the top of the head with a revolver

fight, struck two police
thereupon subdued by a
butt* ^ Helen Sobell also
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resisted and bit one of the Mexican officers on the thumb at thj
time they were taKing her from the apartment TOP CRET

A search of the Sobell apartment by the Mexican PZlice
was made and letters and other papers located in the apartment
were turned over to representatives of the FBI at Laredo , Texas*

zne

PZlic i

There was found in the possession of Sobell a number of
steamship schedules for boats leaving Mexico for South America and
Europe • There was located in Sobell 9

8 apartment a Leica camera
with a lens of normal focal length

,

a 18

7

mm* lens with attachment
for this Leica camera, an 8 mm* Bolex movie camera , a light meter
and also film for these cameras On the early morning of August 17,
1950, the Mexican Police started the trip to the United States
border with the Sobell * a for the purpose of carrying out a depor-
tation order • Muring the trip Sobell attempted to bribe one of the
police officers by offering him the sum of $5,000 if he would
return Sobell to Mexico City • Sobell indicated to the officer
that, although he only had a thousand dollars on his person at the
time, he could secure the balance of the $5,000 within a period of
two days after he was returned to Mexico City • On the early
morning of August 13, 1950, the Mexican Police turned over Morton
Sobell to FBI agents at the International Bridge, Laredo, Texas •

.farther investigation of Sobell 9 s /light to Mexico
reflected that Sobell had communicated through the mails with
relatives through the utilisation of one William Mansiger of New
YorK City as a mail drop • Mansiger was intervi ewed and reluctantly
admitted receiving letters from Sobell with instructions to for-
ward these letters to Sobell's relatives • This admission was
made by Mansiger after he was advised that the FBI laboratory
identified handwriting on the envelopes' of these letters which
were used in forwarding them to Sobell 9

s relatives as being in
Mansiger 9

s handwriting •

1 r
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D: Prosecutive Action:
top/
* the LiOn June 16, 1950, the Criminal Division .of th% Depart-

ment was advised of the admissions of David Greenglass and
authorised the filing (f a complaint in Albuquerque, New Mexico

,

charging Greenglass with espionage conspiracy to violate Section
34, Title 50, United States Code • On the same date, Greenglass
was arraigned before a United States Commissioner, Edward W•

McDonald, of the Southern District of New York and was remanded
to the custody of the United States Marshall in default of ~

$100,000 bail .

On July 6, 1950, Greenglass was indicted by a Federal
Grand Jury at Santa Fe, New Mexico, charging him with espionage
conspiracy *

,

On July 17, 1950, the Criminal Division of the Depart-
ment authorised the filing of a complaint charging Julius Rosenberg
with espionage conspiracy • Rosenberg was arrested at his home,
10 Monroe Street, Knickerbocker Village, *ew York City, on the
same date and arraigned that evening before United States District
Judge John McGohey of the Southern District of New Yorkm Rosenberg
was represented by his attorney, Emanuel M• Bloch • Rosenberg was
remanded to the custody of the United States Marshall in default of
$100,000 bail for further hearing

•

On August 3, 1950, Irving Saypol, United States Attorney,
Southern District of New York, authorised the filing of a sealed
complaint against Morton Sobell, charging Sobell with espionage
conspiracy•

On August 7, 2950, Ethel Rosenberg appeared before a
Federal Grand Jury in the Southern District of New York pursuant
to a subpoena • Mr • Saypol advised confidentially that she was
uncooperati i?e#

On August 11, 1950, Mr • Saypol au thorised the filing of
a complaint against Ethel Rosenberg, charging her with espionage
conspiracy • Ethel Rosenberg was taken into custody on the same
date by Bureau agents* Later, on the afternoon of August 11, 1950,
she was arraigned before United States Commissioner McDonald of
the Southern District of New York and remanded to the custody of
the United States Marshall in default of $100,000 bail for
further hearing •

On August 17, 1950, a Federal Grand Jury in the Southern
District of New York returned an indictment charging Julius
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Rosenberg, Ethel Rosenberg and Anatoli Yakovlev with violation of
Section 34, Title 60, United States Code » 27iie indie trt^ent alleged
eleven overt acts • TOP SfrCRET

On August 18, 1950, Morton Sobell was token into custody
by Bureau agents in Laredo, Texas, after his deportation by
Mexican authorities . He was arraigned on the same date before
United States Commissioner Frank !• Hill of the Southern District
of Texas • He waived removal to New York and was remanded to the
custody of the United States Marshall in default of $100,000 bail •

He was thereafter returned to New York by the United States Marshall
on August S3, 1960•

On August 23, 1950, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were
arraigned before United States District Judge T* Hoyt Davis of the
Southern District of New York • They were represented by their
counsel, Emanuel H• Bloch and a plea of not guilty was entered by
fcotfu flail in the amount of $100,000 was continued for the
Rosenbergsm

On August 24, 1950, Morton Sobell was arraigned before
United States Commissioner McDonald in the Southern District of
New York and his hearing was adjourned • Bail of $100,000 was
continued.

On September 18, 1950, Sobell again appeared before the
United States Commissi oner for a hearing which was adjourned in
order that the Government could complete presenting its case to
a Federal Grand Jury •

On October 10, 1950, a superseding indictment was re-
turned by a Federal Grand Jury in the Southern District of New
York charging Morton Sobell, Ethel Rosenberg, Julius Rosenberg,
David Greenglass and Anatoli Yakovlev with conspiracy to violate
the Espionage Statutes •

On October 17, 1950, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg pled not *

guilty to the indictment of October 10, 1950, before United States
District Judge William Bondy of the Southern District of New York •

Bail of $100,000 was continued for Julius Rosenberg and bail of
Ethel Rosenberg was reduced to $50,000 by Judge Bondy • The
Rosenberg' a were remanded to the custody of the United States
Marshall in default of bail •

On October 18, 1950, David Greenglass pled guilty to the
superseding indictment of October 10, 1050. The plea of Green-
glass was accepted by Judge Bondy and bail of $100,000 was
continued pending his sentencing• •)
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On December 5, 2950, Morton Sobell pled not guilty to the
superseding indictment of October 20, 2950« Bis plea was accept
by United States District Judge Sylvester Ryan of the ScutNeraJf
District of New York and Sobell f s bail was continued in xfce fT
of $100,000. W 1

On January 31, 1951, a Federal Grand Jury in the Southern
District of Dew Tor* handed down a second superseding indictment
charging Julius Rosenberg, Ethel Rosenberg, Anatoli Yakovlev,
Morton Sobell, and David Greenglass with conspiracy to commit
espionage between June 6, 1944, and June 16, 1950• This indict-
ment was similar in all respects to the previ ous superseding
indictment with the exception that it changed the beginning of the
conspiracy from November, 1944, to June, 2944*

(

This indictment was returned under Section 34, Title 50,
of the United States Code • The Grand Jury charged as follows:

*2* On or about June 6, 1944, up to and including
June 16, 2950, at the Southern District of New York, and else-
where, Julius Rosenberg, Ethel Rosenberg, Anatoli A* Yakovlev, also
known as *John ", David Greenglass and Morton Sobell, the defendants
herein, did, the United States of America then and there being at
war, conspire , combine, confederate and agree with each other and
with Harry Gold and Ruth Greenglass, named as co-conspirators but
not as defendants

,

and with divers other persons presently to the
Grand Jury unknown , to uio2ate subsection (a) of Section 38, Title
50, United States Code, in that they did conspire, combine, con-
federate and agree, with intent and reason to believe that it would
be used to the advantage of a foreign nation, to wit, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, to communi cate, deliver and transmit to
a foreign government, to wit, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, and representatives and agents thereof, directly and
indirectly, documents, writings, sketches, notes and information
relating to the National Defense of the United States of America.

OVERT ACTS

"2* Jn pursuance of said conspiracy and to effect the
objects thereof, in the District of Columbia, on or about June 6,
1944, the defendent Julius Rosenberg visited a building at 84?
Delaware Avenue , Washington, D.C*

*2 * And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about November 15, 1944, the defendants Julius Rosenberg and
Ethel Rosenberg conferred with Ruth Greenglass •

/
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TOP SS^RET
*3. .And further in pursuance 0/ said conspiracy and to

effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of Nero York,
on or about November 20, 1944, the defendant Julius Rosenberg gave
Ruth Greengines a sum of money

.

*4. And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about November BO, 1944, Ruth Greenglaas boarded a train
for New Mexico •

*5* And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about December 10, 1944, the defendant Jultus Rosenberg went
to 266 Stanton Street, New York City*

*6

.

And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about December 10, 1944, the defendant Julius Rosenberg
received from Ruth Greenglass a paper containing written information.

*7* And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about January 5, 1945, the defendants Julius Rosenberg and
Ethel Rosenberg con/erred with the defendant David Greenglass and
Ruth Greenglaas.

"

8

• And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about January 5, 1945, the defendant Julius Rosenberg gave
Ruth Greenglass a portion of the side of a torn cardboard Velio*
boar*

*9. And further in pursuance' of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about January 10, 1945, the defendant Julius Rosenberg
introduced the defendant David Greenglaas to a man on First Avenue .

New York City

.

*10. And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about January 12, 1945, the defendant Julius Rosenberg

*

conferred with the defendant David Greenglass.

"11. And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about January 12, 1945, the defendant Julius Rosenberg



TOreceived from, the defendant David Greenglass a paper co^taY
sketches of experiments conducted at the Los Alamos Projec

4

r S3CRET
ng

*12 • And further in pursuance of said conspiracy and to
effect the objects thereof, in the Southern District of New York,
on or about January Id, 1945, the defendant Dauid Greenglass boarded
a train for New Mexico**

(Section 34, Title 50, United States CodeJL

On February 8, 1951, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and Morton
Sobell entered pleas of not guilty before United States District
Judge Henry V. Goddard of the Southern District of New York*
David Greenglass entered a plea of guilty to the above indictment
and withdrew his plea of guilty to the previous superseding
indictment. Judge Goddard directed that the sentencing of Green*
glass be postponed until the termination of the trial.

On February 5, 1951, Morton Sobell made an application
to United States District Judge Vincent Leibell of the Southern
District of New York, for a Writ of Habeas Corpus based on the
allegation that the indictment of January 31, 1951, was vague
and that the incriminati on of Sobell was a violation of his
constitutional rights. Judge Leibell denied the application on
the grounds that it was improper

.
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PART II

At THE R03SHBERG-30BELL ESPIONAGE COKSPIRACT TRIAlP? SECRET'

On March 6, 1951, the trial of thie caee on the
euperceding indictment of January 31, 19519 commenced before
Um 3. District Judge Irving B* Kaufman in the Southern Di strict
of Mew Fork* At the outset of the case United States Attorney
Irving If* Saypol moved to sever Anatoli A • Iakovlev from the
trial , whioh motion was granted * The selection of a jury of
twelve with two alternates woe completed on March 7

,

1951*
Counsel for the defendants made motions to dismiss the indictment
on various grounds stoioh were denied by the Court * Jfr« Saypol
then made a motion to sever itavid Greenglass from the indictment
because Greenglass had already pleaded guilty * This motion was
granted by the Court*

Jfr* Saypol opened the Government's case and addressed
the jury • He informed the jury that it was their duty to
protect the rights of each individual and of all people by
proceeding diligently against those who operated against the
Government « Be pointed out that the Grand Jury had charged the
defendants with conspiracy to commit espionage on behalf of a
foreign power$ and that this charge was one of unusual significance *
Be defined noonspiraoy r' and stated it required proof of only one
overt act of any one of the conspirators • Be stated that the
evidence in this case would come from some witnesses who
participated with the defendants and from some who were picked
by the defendants to be their associates and partners in crime*
Be stated he intended to prove that the loyalty of the defendants
was not to the United States but to Communism in this country and
throughout the world • At this point Bloch objected to the mention
of Communism, stating that Communism was not the offsnss charged
in the indictment • Judge Kaufman ruled that he would consider
the introduction of matters relating to Communism during the tried
as a motive for the unlawful acts charged at suoh times as it
became necessary for him to do so in the trial * Saypol thereafter
continued and stated that loyalty to Communism arose from the
defendants' devotion to Russia* Bs stated that they delivered
to Russia information and weapons which Russia could use to
destroy ue* ^e stated that Julive Rosenberg and Morton Sobell
were classmates at college where both had a love of Communism
and Russia which led them into a Soviet espionage rtng m Be
related that Rosenberg sought out this ring and then devoted
himself to the service of Russia at the expense of disloyalty
to the United States • Be revealed that Rosenberg reached into
the U 3* Army and Mavy and Rational Defense plants to get
in/ormation for Sussia, and that all of the defendants were
ever on the lookout to recruit others for Soviet Russia « Be
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stated that they persuaded David Oreenglaee to reveal secrete
while in the Army at Los Alamos, and that at the request oj/Qp
the Bosenbergs, Oreenglaee stole and turned over to Harry
Hold sketches and information concerning the atom bomb*
Mr* Saypol pointed out that the vigilant FBI broke through
the shroud of darkness and collected the evidence to bring .

„

the defendants to the bar of justice * He went on to relate
that after the arrests of Elaus Fuchs , Harry Odd, and David
Oreenglaee, the Soviet agents put into effect a plan for others
to flee the United States * He stated that Sobell actually
succeeded in leaving the United States

*

i

The defense attorneys node a motion for a mistrial,
claiming that the statements of Saypol were inflammatory and
introduced Communism which was not relevant to this case * The
Court denied this motion

*

Emanuel Bloch in his statement to the jury pointed out
that Julius Rosenberg had asserted his innocence * He requested
the jury to render a true uerdict and not to be in/lueneed by
hysteria or violence * He claimed that the trial arose in a
rather tense, international atmosphere and requested the jurors
to keep their minde open * He suggested that the jury examine
the truthfulness of the witnesses, in particular the testimony
of the Greenglasses and Harry Gold * He pointed out that the
Greenglasses were related to the Rosenborgs and asked the jury
not to be swayed by emotion, sympathy, or passion

*

iiexander
Bloch, attorney for Ethel Rosenberg, in his opening statement,
requested the furore not to condemn her merely because David
Greenglass was a confessed conspirator * He stated she had
protested her innooence from the beginning and that she was
dragged into the case by the machinations of the Greenglasses,
who wished to lighten their burdens

*

Harold Phillips, attorney for Sobell, in his address
to the jury, stated that Saypol had made "the thing look blacker
than it is*” Phillips stated he was not trying to minimise the
offense but just did not want to "maximize it*” He stated that
the talk of Communtsm as a motive in this case was absurd because
Harry Gold, a main Government witness, never was a Communist*
He asked the jury not to let religious beliefs or other beliefs
sway them* (65-58236*626

)

A total of twenty-two witnesses were presented by the
Government * The testimony of some of the main witnesses is
being summarised hereinafter*

r\ r>
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1. DAVID GREENGLA33 TOP|ECR£T
A brtef summary of the testimony of David Oreenglass

is as follows t Oreenglass entered the United States Army in
Aprils 1943, and was asstgned to the Ordnance School, Aberdeen

,

Maryland, in July, 1943 . In July , 1944

,

he was assigned to the
Manhattan Project, Oak Ridge , Tennessee • He did not know at
that tine what the project was . He received security lectures
about his duties and was told it was a secret project. Two
weeks later he was assigned to Los Alamos, Hew Mexico, and
reported there in August, 1944* He was again told that his
work was secret

.

j

In Hovenber, 1944, his wife, Ruth Oreenglass, came
to Albuquerque to visit him* Ruth Oreenglass told him that
Julius Rosenberg advised her that her husband was working on the
atom bomb . Oreenglass stated he did not know that he was working
on such a project • He etated that he worked in a group at Los
Alamos under Dr. Histiakowsky of Harvard University. He
described to the Court the duties of his shop at Los Alamos.
He received security instructions again, as well as a security
regulation pamphlet marked nRestricted This pamphlet was
introduced into evidence. He stated that while at Los Alamos,
he learned the identity of Dr. Oppenheimer, Heils Bohr, whose
cover name was Baker, Dr. Urey and Dr. Eoski. Oreenglass
stated he performed work as an apprentice preparing lens molds
which were intended for Dr. Eoski 'e experiments, and that he
usually worked from sketches supplied by scientists.

Orqenplass testified that his sister, Ethel, was
married in 1939, and that he knew Julius Rosenberg before the
marriage. He etated that Ethel and Julius used to speak to
him about the serite of the Russian Government.

Oreenglass stated that his wife, Ruth, cane to visit
him at Los 42anoe on Hovenber 29, 1944. Ruth told David that
Julius Rosenberg had invited her to dinner at the Rosenberg
home, 10 Monroe Street, Hew Tork City. At this dinner Ethel
told Ruth that she nuet have noticed that Ethel had not been
engaging in Cowmunist activities. Ethel also told Ruth that
they were not buying the "Daily Worker" any more or attending
club SLeetings because Julius finally was doing what he always
wanted to do, namely giving information to the Soviet Union*
Ethel told Ruth that David was working on the atom bomb project
at Los Alamos, and they wanted him to give information concerning
the bomb. Ruth told the Rosenbergs that she didn ft think it was
a good idea and declined to convey their requests to David.
Ethel and Julius then told Ruth that she should at least tell
David about it and see if he would help. In this conversation
Julius pointed out to Ruth that Russia teas an allyjand deserved



the information, and that Russia was not getttng all the ^
information that was due her . David at first refused-

A

a
anything to do with the request of the Rosenbergs bui^n tJpC&e&f
day he agreed to furntsh any available data. Butfi then asked
David specific questions about the Manhattan Project, such as
the general layout of it and the identity of the scientists
working there « David supplied her that information . He
identified Dr . Oppenheimer, Dr . Hi stiakowsky, and Dr. Bohr
to Ruth « He also gave her an estimate of the number of people
in the technical area at Los Alaevs.

In January, 1945, David arrived in Hew York City
on furlough . About two days later JUlius Rosenberg cane to
David 's apartment and asked David for information, "Anything
of value on the A Bomb." He requested David to write up the
information and stated he would pick it up the following
morning . Be asked David what he was doing at Los Alamos, and
David stated he was working on lens molds. At the time
Rosenberg described to David what an atom bomb looked like.
That evening Qresnglass wrote up the information he had and
prepared sketches of the lens mold with a description of how
it »aa used in experiments. The next morning he gave this
material to Rosenberg. (65-58236-Serial 837) He also gave
to Rosenberg a list of the scientists at Los Alamos and the
names of possible recruits worktng there who might be sympathetic
to Communism and possibly furnish information to Russia.
Rosenberg specifieally requested a list of possible recruits.
Qresnglass had prepared copies of these sketches at the trial
which were introduced into evidence over the objection of the
defense. Qresnglass further stated that at the time he turned
this material over to Rosenberg, Ruth Qresnglass remarked that
David 9

s handwriting was bad and would need interpretation.
Rosenberg answered that it was nothing to worry about because
Ethel, his wife, would retype the information. A day or two
later David and his wife went to the Rosenberg apartment for
dinner. When they arrived there, they were introduced to
Anne Sidorovtch who was already there. David bad never net
Anne Sidorovioh before but had known her husband, Michael

,

for some years. In the early part of tfte evening all of them
engaged in social conversation. Anne Sidorovich then left.
After she left, Julius told the Dreenplasses that Anne was a
woman whom he thought would come to see David to receive
information on the atom bomb. They discussed a tentative
plan to the effect that Ruth Greenylass would move to
Albuquerque, and Anne would come to see her. They also discussed
a plan about Ruth and Anne meeting in a movie house in Denver,
Colorado, where they would exchange purses. Buth fs purse would
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have in it the information from David concerning hoe Alamos*
Boeenherg told David that he had Anne come to hte home thafr\& q
evening to meet the Greenglasses in order that they would know v>

one another • During thie discussion the potnt was raised that
some one else might come for the smterial, and there was a
discussion as to how an identification mtght be effected

*

Julius , Buth, and Ethel then went into the kttchen . David
stayed in the living room • In about five mtnutes they came
out of the kitchen • Buth held in her hand a pieoe of the side
of a jello bow which was cut in a particular way * Julius held
the other piece in his hand * It was agreed that Ruth would use
the jello box side to identify the person who would come to
see her* They then discarded the idea of having any meeting
with a contact in Denver . David made the suggestion that the
meeting be held in front of a Safeway Store in Albuquerque •

The date of the meeting tpas left in abeyance depending upon
the time that Buth would depart for Albuquerque

*

«Tu2ius
Rosenberg said that this was a good idea * David further
testified that both Julius and Ethel Rosenberg told Ruth not to
worry about money • During this visit Ruth mentioned to Ethel
that Ethel looked tired * Ethel said she was tired , "between
the child " and "typing up her notes

"

«7u2ius had brought her "in
thts work*" Ethel further stated she did not mind tt so long as
Julius was doing what he liked to do* Also, during this visit
Julius said he would like to have David meet a Russtan with whom
he could discuss the lens David was worktng on* A few nights
later an appointment was made by Julius for David to meet a
Russian on First Avenue between 42nd and 59th Streets, Eew
York City

*

David drove up to the appointed meeting place and
parked the car near a saloon in a dark street * Julius came up
to the car

,

looked in, and then went away* He came back with
a nan who got into David f e car * Julius stayed on the street.
David then drove away with the unknown man* The Ban asked
David about high explosive lenses, a formula for the curve of
the lens, the high explosive* used, and the means of detonation.
After driving around for a while, David returned to the original
place of meeting and let the nan out. Thie nan was then joined
by Rosenberg who was standing on the street, and David observed
them leaving together*

In the Spring of 1945

,

Suth Greenglass caste to
Albuquerque to Itve* She finally rented an apartment at 209 Forth
High Street, Albuguergue* David would visit thie apartment on
weekends • On the first Sunday of June, 1945, a man subsequently
identified by David as Harry Gold came to visit him* Gold asked
if David 9

s name was Greenglass, and David said "Tes* m Gold then
said "Julius sent me." David went to his wife 9

s wallet and took
out the piece of the jello box and compared tt with the piece
offered by Gold • They matched* Gold asked Davtd if he had any
information • David said he did but would have to write it up*



Gold then left, stating he would be back • David immediately Astarted to work on a report and made sketches of the leppn
*oIi experiments, wrote up descriptive material regardihff

•

iEWRcj
them, and prepared a list of possible recruits for espionage • w
Later that day Gold returned and j)auid gave him the reports .
Gold then gave David an envelope and left . David and 3utH~
opened the envelope which contained #500. David turned the
money over to Suth. The Court accepted copies of the sketches
prepared by Greenglass at the time of the trial to describe
the information Greenglass had turned over to Gold • These
sketches were admitted into evidence* (65-58236-Serial 822)

In September, 1945, David Greenglass returned to New
York City with his wife, Ruth, on furlough . The next morning
tTuliue Rosenberg came to the Greenglass apartment and wanted
to know what David had for him • David tnformed Julius that
he hod obtained a pretty good description of the atom bomb •
At this point in his testimony the Government prosecutor reverted
to Ro senberg 9 s contact with David tn January, 1945 . David
reiterated that in January, 1945, Rosenberg gave him a description
of an atom bomb which David later learned had been subsequently
dropped on Hiroshima • David stated that Julius gave him this
information in order that David would know what information to
look for » At that time Rosenberg told David that the atom bomb
consisted of fissionable material at each end of a tube, and that
thfe material was brought together under great pre ssure to oause
a "nuclear explosion."

Greenglass continued to relate what transpired tn
September, 1945. 4t Julius 9 request, he drew up a sketch of
the atom bomb, prepared descriptive wiaterial on it, and drew
up a list of scientists and possible recruits for Soviet
esptonage . Be thereafter delivered this material to the
Rosenberg apartment Be stated that at the time he turned
this material over to Rosenberg, Ethel and Ruth were present •

Greenglase at the trial prepared a sketch of a cross
section of an atom bomb to indicate what he gave to Rosenberg,
and this was made Government exhibit #5. At this point Emanuel
Bloch asked the Court to impound the sfcetoh of the bomb so that
no one but the Court, jury, defendants , and attorneys would be
able to see it • Bloch stated that he was making this request tn
the interest of national security. The Gouernaent prosecutor
remarked to the Court that this was an unusual request to come
from these defendants • Judge Eaufman ordered the sketch impounded,
pointing out that inasmuch as the defense requested it, the
defense would have no grounds for objection to the impounding in
case of an appeal .

r" r\
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Greenglass then continued hte testimony and temtifie'd
as to the make-up of the atom bomb * using the sketch referred
to above * He further stated that he told Rosenberg how the bomb
was set off by a barometric pressure device * Rosenberg told him
the irtfomation was very good and it should be typed up
immediately. The information was then prepared on a portable
typewriter in the Rosenberg apartment by Ethel* While Ethel
was typing the report* Julius mentioned to David that he (Julius)
had stolen a proximity fuse while working at the Emerson Radio
Corporation and turned it over to the Russians * After the report
was typed * the handwritten notes were burned in a frying pan
by Julius and flushed down a drain • JUliue gave David $200*
Julius discussed with David the idea of David r s staying at Los
Alamo* after he was discharged from the army so that he could
continue to get infbrmation * David declined * Julius also
attempted to persuade David to go to college partly under the
0*1* Bill of Rights and partly on Russian funds * He urged
David to become a etudent in nuclear physics at the Jfassachusetts
Institute of Technology or the University of Chicago in order to
stake contacts in this school and obtain in/ornation for the
Russians*

from 1946 to 1949* David was in business with Julius
Rosenberg * During this period Julius told David that he had
people going to school ; that he had people in up-3tate Hew
York and in Ohio giving him information for the Russians*
Julius also Mentioned one such place was the General Electric
Company in Schenectady* New York * Rosenberg mentioned to
Greenglass on one occasion that he had seen one of his contacts
at Cleveland * Ohio

*

Late in 1947* Julius told David about a sky platform
project and mentioned he had received this inforstation from
"one of the boys*" Rosenberg described the sky platform as a
large vessel which could be suspended at a point in space where
the gravity was low* and that the vessel would travel around
the earth like a satellite* Rosenberg also advised David that
he had a way of communicating with the Russians by putting
material or messages in the alcove of a theater* Julius also
mentioned he had received from one of his contacts the
mathematics relating to atomic energy for airplanes* (65-56236-820)

Greenglass testified that Rosenberg claimed to
have received a citation* together with a watch* from the Hussions*
Greenglass also testified that Rosenberg claimed to have reoeived
a console table from the Russians which he used for photography
purposes*

i
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In February, 1950

,

a few days after the newe eff/^hf A
arrest of Dr • Fuchs in England was published , Julius came Ho
David's home and asked David to go for a walk • During thts wayt 1 "-

Rosenberg spoke of Fuchs and then mentioned that the sum who had
come to see David in Albuquerque was also a contact of Fuchs,
Julius stated that David would havs to Isavs the country

,

David
answered that he needed money, and Rosenberg said he would get
the money from the Russians • Rosenberg then stationed that
Joel Barr, who was a member of the espionage ring, had left
the country, In April, 1950, Rosenberg again told David he~
would have to leave the country , About May 23, 1950, Rosenberg
came to the Qreenglass apartment with the 'Vew Tork Herald
Tribune" which had a picture of Barry Gold and the story of
Gold's arrest* Rosenberg said ''This is the nan who saw you
in Albuquerque Julius gave David f1,000 and stated he would
come back later with tQPQOmore for David to use in leaving the
country • Julius stated that David would have to get a Mexican
tourist card* Julius also mentioned that he went to see a doctor
who told him that a doctor 's letter stating David was inoculatsd
for snail pox would also be needed, as well as passport photos •

Rosenberg then gave David a form letter and instructions to
memorise for use in Jfexico City* Upon David 's arrival in Mexico
City, he was to send this letter to the Soviet Embassy in iforico
City and tiyn it WJ* Jackson Three days after he sent this
letter, David was to go to the Plas De La Colon at 5 P,M, and
look at the Statue of Columbus there • David was to carry in his
hand a guide to the city with hie middle finger between the payee
of the guide , He was to wait until some man cans up to hin*
David would then state "That is a magnificent statue " and advise
the man that he (David ) was from Oklahoma

,

The nan would then
answer, "Oh, there are much more beautiful statuee tn Paris
The nan would give David a passport and additional money, David
was to go to Vera Crus and then go to Sweden or Switeerland , If
hewent to Sweden, David was to send the same type of Is tter to
the Soviet Ambassador or his secretary and sign the letter "I,
Jackson Three days later, David was to go to the Statue of
Linnaeus in Stockholm at 5 P.lf* A nan would approach David and
David would mention that the statue was beautiful * The man would
answer "There are much more beautiful ones in Paris," The man
would then give David the means of transportation to Chechoslovakia,
Upon arrival in Csechoslovakia, David was to write to the Soviet
Ambassador advising him of his presence there*

Julius further advised David that he himself would
have to leave the country because he had known Jacob Golos,
and that Elizabeth Bentley probably knew him also * Sometime
later David and his family went to a photography shop and had
six sets of passport photos taken , On Memorial Day Rosenberg
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visited the Qreenglass apartment and David gave him five eete of
these photos* Sometime later Boeenberg again visited David
and gave David $4,000 in $10 and $20 btlls wrapped in brown paper *
He reguested David to go for a wallr with him and repeat the so—
riaed instructions • David gave the $4,000 to his brother -1st-law•
Louis Abel, for safekeeping . TUP MECifjlf

In another conversation with Rosenberg shortly prior
to David's arrest, Rosenberg asked David if he was being followed .
and David said he believed he was* (65-56236-636)

On oross-examtnation, David testified he used the
$1,000 he received from Julius to pay household debts and the
$4,000 to pay his lawyer, 0 • John Rogge, for representing David #
(65-56236-846, 650)

(Reft See also report of Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy entitled n3oviet jltoaic Sepionape"
dated April9 1951, which contains excerpts
from David Oreenglass testimony, pages 60-144)
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2* _ WITNESSES CORROBORATING GREENGLASS STORY

o» Ruth Greenqlass

Ruth Greenglass, wife of David Greenglass, also
testified at the trial and in addition to corroborating her
husband's testimony, she gave the following information:

She stated that prior to her departure for New Mexico
in November, 1944, she had a conversation with Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg at the Rosenberg apartment in New York City

*

Julius told her that he and Ethel had discontinued their open
affiliation with the Communist Party because he had always wanted
to do more than j'Ast be a Communist Party Member * Julius
informed her that after two years he had succeeded in reaching
the Russians and was now doing the work he wanted to do * He
informed her that David was working on the atom bomb and
requested her to enlist David’s help in furnishing information
to him for the Russians about Los Alamos * Ruth declined at
first but was urged by Ethel to approach David* Julius then
gave her instructions for David as to the particular type of
information he wanted * A few days later Julius gave Ruth
$150 to defray the expenses of her trip to New Mexico

*

On her return to New York in December, 1944, after
visiting David, she was visited at her apartment by Julius, at
which time she informed him of David’s decision to cooperate*
She furnished to Julius orally the information given to her by
David and also wrote it down for Julius * She informed him ofDavid 8 impending furlough* Prior to her departure for Albuquerque
in February of 1945, Julius visited her at her apartment where
she was living with her sister, Dorothy Prints * Julius requested
Dorothy Prints to leave the room and after she did so he furnished
Ruth instructions concerning a meeting with an espionaqe contact
in Albuquerque* (65-56236-850, 651, 653)
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Barrjt gold
. TQP SI/RET

Barry Bold testified in summary as follows* Gold was
engaged in Soviet espionage from 1936 up to the tine of his arrest
in May, 1960 . From 1944 to 1946 his espionage superior was a
Russian known to him as "John." Be identified a picture of
Anatoli A. Yakovlev, former Soviet Tice Consul in Hew York
City as "John." Yakovlev fs picture was admitted into evidence

.

In the middle of June, 1944, Gold had an espionage
meeting with Dr. Klaus Fuchs in Woodside, Queens. As a
result of this meeting, Gold wrote a report and turned it over
to Yakovlev about a week or so later # Gold told Yakovlev at
this meeting that at Gold's next meeting with Fuchs, the latter
would give Gold information relating to the application of
nuclear fission to the production of military weapons.

In the latter part of 1944, Gold met Fuchs in the
vicinity of Borough Ball, Brooklyn and received a package from
Fuchs which Gold later turned over to Yakovlev.

Gold's next meeting with .Fuchs was in the middle of
July, 1944, in the vicinity of 96th Street and Central Park
West, Hew York City. He conversed with Fuchs for about an
hour and a half. About a week or two later. Gold turned over
to Yakovlev a report he had written concerning this conversation.
Gold told Yakovlev that Fuchs had given further information
concerning the work of a joint American and British project
to produce an atom bomb. Subsequently, Gold hod a regularly
scheduled series of meetings with Yakovlev, who instructed Gold
how to continue his contacts with Fuchs. In this connection, .

Gold stated that it was his duty to obtain information from
a number of American espionage sources and give it to
Yakovlev • Be pointed out he effected his meetings with these
sources by using recognition signals such as an object or a
piece of paper and a code phrase in the form of a greeting.
Gold related that he always used a false name. Be also stated
that his sources lived in cities other than Philadelphia (Gold's
home city). Gold also advised that he paid money to these
sources which he had in turn reoeived from Yakovlev. (66-58236-853)

Early in January, 1945, Gold met Fuchs in Cambridge

,

Massachusetts, and received a package of papers which he later
turned over to Yakovlev in Hew York City. Be told Yakovlev
that Fuchs was to be stationed in Los Alamos at a large
experimental station . He further told Yakovlev that Fuchs
had mentioned that a lens was being worked on in connection
loith the atom bomb * Bis next meeting with Fuche was to be in
Santa Ft on the first Saturday of June, 1945.
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Early in February, 1945, Gold met Takovlev on
Twenty-third Street between Ninth and Tenth Avenue in New
fork City* At thie meeting, Takovlev indicated the interfaSP S
of the Russians in the plane mentioned by ruche*

On the laet Saturday in May of 1945, Gold met Takovlev
ineide Folk's Reetaurant on Third Avenue, New Tork City, to
diecuee Gold te next meeting with Fuchs in Santa Fe * Takovlev
inetructed Gold to take on an addi tiona 1 mieeion in Albuquerque,
New Mexico* Gold protected , but Takovlev eaid it vat vital,
pointing outibat a vosan was euppoeed to go but was unable to
make the trip* Takovlev gave Gold an onionskin paper on which
was typed the name Greenglaee, an address on High Street,
Albuquerque, and the * recognition signal "I am from Julius
Takovlev alto gave Gold a piece of cardboard cut from a food
package * Takovlev stated that Greenglaee in Albuquerque
would have the matching pieoe * Takovlev also stated that
if Greenglass was not in, Gresnglass ' wife would give Gold the
information * Takovlev then gave Gold $500 in an envelope to
turn over to Greenglaee* Takovlev instructed Gold to follow
a devious routs to Santa Fe and Albuquerque in order to ninimtsre
the danger of a surveillance *

Gold arrived in Santa Fe on Saturday, June 2, 1945,
and met Fuchs, who gave Gold a package of papers * Gold left
5anta Fe on the afternoon of June 2nd by bus and arrived in
Albuquerque that evening* Be went to the High Street address
and found out that the Greenglassss were not in* Gold stayed
at a rooming houee overnight * The next day, a Sunday, he
went to the High Street address and knocked on the door*
David Greenglass opened the door * Gold said, "Ur . Greenglass *"
David answered, "Tee*" Gold then eaid, "X come from Julius”
and showed Greenglass the piece of cardboard which Takovlev
had given him* Greenglass requested Gold to come into hit
apartment* Greenglass then took a piece of cardboard from a
woman's handbag and compared it with the pieoe Gold had given
him* The pieces matched* Gold introduced himself to Ur* and
Mrs* Greenglass as "Dave from Pittsburgh." Greenglass told
Gold that the visit wae a surprise and that it would take
several hours to prepare the A bomb material for Gold * David
then started to tell Gold about possible recruits at Los Alamos
hut Gold cut him short and pointed out to David that it vat
very haeardoue and that David should be circumspect in his
behavior * Ruth Greenglass mentioned to Gold that the had
spoken to Julius just before leaving New Tork to come to
Albuquerque* Gold left and then returned later that afternoon

*

Dauid gave Gold an enuelope vhioh he taid contained information
on the atom bomb* Gold turned over to David the envelope
containing the $500* David mentioned to Gold that he expected
to get a furlough sometime around Christmas « Be gave Gold the



)

phone number of Julius in New York City in the event Gold J
wanted to reaoh Greenglaee . Gold told David that very likely
he might return to Albuquerque in the early Fall of 1945 -W?£p
and might eee David at that time . Gold left the apartment
accompanied by David and Ruth, who walked with Gold to a point
in front of a email building where he left them . Gold returned
to Mew York City by train on June 5, 1945. While on route to
Mew York City by trains he examined the material David had
given him . Be put David '« material into a manila envelope
and put the material he had received from Fuche into another
ant la envelope . On the envelope containing Fuche ' material9
Gold wrote doctor** On the envelope containing Greenglaee

'

material Gold wrote ."other." Gold obeerved that David '%

material coneieted of three or four hand-written pages plus
a couple of eketchee

t

with letters referred to in the text of
the hand -written pages . The sketch appeared to be of tone
device. On the evening of June 5, 1945, Gold met Yakovlev
along Metropolitan Avenue in Brooklyn and turned over to
Yakovlev both envelopes.

About two weeks later Gold met Yakovlev on Main
Streetj Flushing, Mew York. Yakovlev told Gold that the
information he had received from Gold on JUne 5 had been sent
immediately to the Sovtet Union and that the information he
had received from Greenglaee was "extremely excellent and
valuable." At thts meeting> Gold related the details of hts
conversation with Fuchs and Greenglaee. Fuchs had stated that
tremendous progress had been made on the atom bomb and that
the first explosion had been eet for July 9 1945.

In early July9 1945s Gold met Yakovlev in a sea food
restaurant at the Broadway Station of the Astoria Elevated Line.
Yakovlev said it was necessary to make arrangements for another
Soviet agent to get in touch with Gold. At Yakovlev's instructions.
Gold took a sheet of paper from hie pocket whioh had the
heading "Arthur B. Thomas Company of Philadelphia ." Gold
tore off the top portion containing the name. On the reverse
side of the sheet Gold wrote in diagonal fashion ^Direction*
to Paul Street." Yakovlev then tore the paper in an irregular
fashion between the letters "P" and "a" of the word Paul.
Yakovlev kept one portion and Gold kept the other. Yakovlev
said that if Gold received two tickets in the mail without a
letter9 it would mean that on a definite number of days after
the date on the ticket Gold was to go to the Broadway stop of
the Astoria Line for a meeting which would take place in a
restaurant •bar. Gold's Soviet contact would be standing at the
bar and approach Gold and ask to be directed to Paul Street.
They would then natch the torn piece* of paper

.

In August3 1945j Gold again net Yakovlev someplace
in Brooklyn and was told by Yakovlev that he (Gold) was to
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take a 'trip in September, 1945, to eee Fuchs • Gold suggested M
to Yakovlev that einoe he was going to eee Fuchs , he mi aftVosSrjfb i:

well go to Albuquerque to eee David Greenglass also • Yakovlev ^

answered that it was inadvisable because it might endanger Gold
to have further contact toith Greeng las Sm Xn September $ 1945,
Gold met Fuchs in Santa Fe, Hew Mexico • On hie return to
Hew York City on September 22, 1945, Gold went to a prearranged
Meeting place to see Yakovlev, who failed to appear* About
ten days later. Gold met Yakovlev at Main Street, Flushing,
and turned over to him a package he had received from Fuchs •

He told Yakovlev that Fuchs had said there was no longer the
open and free cooperation between the .Anericans and the British
and that many departments were closed to Fuchs • Fuchs also
stated he would have

{

to return to England • Fuchs related to
Gold that he was worried because the British had gotten to
Kiel, Germany, ahead of the Russians and might discover a
Gestapo Dossier there on Fuchs which would reveal Fuchs 9 strong
Communist ties and background • Fuchs and Gold also discussed
the details of a plan whereby Fuchs could be contacted in England •

In Hovenber, 1945, Gold had another meeting with
Yakovlev at which Gold mentioned that Greenglass would
probably be coming home around Christmas for a furlough • Gold
suggested that plans should be node to pet in touch with Julius
in an effort to obtain more information from Greenglass .

Yakovlev told Gold to mind his own busine as •

In January, 1946, Gold again met with Yakovlev who
told Gold about a man Yakovlev had tried to contact and found
out the man was under continuous surveillance • Yakovlev
used this story to point out to Gold that it was better to give
up the contact than endanger their work •

Jn February, 1946, Gold went to the Earl Theater
in the Bronx, Hew York, for a meeting with Yakovlev, but
Iakovlev did not appear. Early in December, 1946, Gold
received two tickets to a boxing match in Hew York City through
the nails. The tickets were addressed to Gold rs Philadelphia
home incorrectly and too late for Gold to keep the appointment »
At 5 p.». on JDecenber 26, 1946, a telephone call was received
at Abe Brothman Associates , Gold f s place of employment . A
voice asked for Harry Gold . When Gold identified himself, the voice
asked if he had been all ripht. Gold answered that he had
been fine • The voice then said. This is John Gold explained
in his testimony that the question as to whether Gold had been
all right was a code expression to give Gold a chance to
indicate whether or not he had been under surveillance • Gold
then arranged with John to meet an unidentified man in the
Earl Theater that night . The man identified himself by
handing Gold the torn piece of the sheet of paper containinp
the heading *Arthur F. Thomas Company* which Gold and Yakovlev
had previously prepared • Gold was requested by tbt e.jnajL to r

i vv r \ r_ j
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proceed -to 42nd Street and Third Avenue, New Tort City, te~ y
meet Iakovlev* He met Iakovlev, who asked if Gold had hadOP Qr-Jf
anything further from Fuchs* Iakovlev apologised for hie ten^jfiREj
months 9 absence and explained that he had to lie low* He *
stated he was glad Gold was working in New lork and told Gold
he should begin to plan for a mission to Parts, France, in
March, 1947, where Gold would meet a Physicist • He gave Gold
an onionskin paper setting forth information for his proposed
meeting in Paries, During the conversation with Iakovlev,
Gold mentioned that he was working for Abe Brothman * Upon
hearing this, Iakovlev became very excited and told Gold that
Gold had almost ruined eleven years of work by working for
Brothman because Brothman had been investigated in 1945*
Iakovlev dashed out of the place of meeting stating that Gold
would not see him in<the United States again . (65-58236-892)

Gold was not cross-examined by defense couneel*
(65-58236-864)

It ie interesting to note that the Soviet intelligence
services, in utilising Gold to contact Greenglass, made a mistake
in security which ultimately led to the uncovering of the
Rosenberg spy ring, a network independent of the one Gold was
involved in* From our knowledge of Soviet intelligence activities,
it is known that the Soviets with their stress on security will not
usually allow a member of one networkto know of the existence of
another network so that in the event one network is detected, the
other will not be compromised* It will be recalled that Gold *s
protestation to Iakovlev about contacting Greenglass in
Albuquerque went unheeded * The Soviets have undoubtedly found
good reason to regret this error in judgment*

\
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c* DR. GEORGE BERNHARDT

ff, 'll
»* '
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TOP S^RET
Aa noted hereinbefore , Davtd Greenglaee testified a» to

the intention of Juliue Rosenberg to flee from the United States
in the Spring of 1950. Be also testified ooncerning the
instructions from Rosenberg for the flight of himself and his
family •

^

Ur. Bernhardt testified that he vas the Rosenbera/s
family physician . Be stated that in May , 1950, he had a telephone
conversation with Julius Rosenberg at which time Julius ashed what
injections were needed to go to Mexico • Dr 9 Bernhardt told him
•that he would need injections for typhoid and small pox.
Boaenberg advised the Doctor he was making this inquiry for a
friend • The Doctor asked Rosenberg for sufficient notice so that
he could get the serum and Julius answered he would notify the
Doctor if the shots were necessary

. (65-58236-Serial 864J

d. BIN SCHNEIDER

Schneider

,

a photographer, 99 Park Row, New York City,
testified that on a Saturday in May or June, 1950, he was visited
by the Rosenborgs and their ta>o children* He took photographs of
the entire family which Julius said he wanted of passport sise.
Julius told the photographer that he and his family intended to
go to Prance. (65-5823 6-Serial 931

)

BOTE t This witness was located by BTO agents on 3/26/51
(5 days after the Government had rested its case
and while the defense was presenting tts oase).

On 3/23/51, information was confidentially
received from Jerome Tartakow, a cellmate of Julius
Rosenberg at federal Detention Headquarter s. Hew
York City, that Rosenberg wae worried about the
FBI locating a passport photographer who had taken
passport photos of the Rosenberg family. On the
basts of this in/oraation, MYO agents instituted
a canvas of various passport photographers in lower
Manhattan on the morning of 3/26/51 . On 3/26/51
they located Schneider at 99 Park Row, Mew York City,
which is situated about 200 yds. from our BY office.
Schneider testified on 3/27/51 as a Government
rebuttal witness.

jnn
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e. EVELYN COT

David and Ruth Greenglass testified that Julitit
Rosenberg had a console table which had been given to him
by the Russians and which was used by him for photography
work.

Evelyn Cox , a negro maid who worked part time for the
Rosenborgs , testified to seeing a new table in the ltving room
of the Rosenberg apartment sometime in 1945. She described
this table as a solid mahogany console table and as the most
beautiful piece of furniture in the Rosenberg apartment . She
asked Ethel Rosenberg where the had secured this table and Ethel
replied that it had. been given to her husband by a friend as a
gift. A short time after first seeing this table, Mrs. Cox recalled
she next observed it in a closet in the Rosenberg apartment.
She asked Ethel why the table was in the cloeet and if she should
place it back in the living room. Ethel told her to leave the
table in the cloeet since it was too large for the living room.

(65-58236-Serial 931)

f. DOROTHY PRIHTZ

As reflected hereinbefore, Ruth Greenglass testified
that prior to going to Albuquerque . in February of 1945, she was
contacted by Julius Rosenberg at her apartment. Dorothy Prints,
her sister who was living with her, was requested by Julius to
leave the room.

Dorothy Prints (Abel) testified that early in 1945
she resided with Ruth Greenglass in her apartment at 266
Stanton Street, Jfew York City. She stated that she recalled
in January or February of 1945, Julius Rosenberg came to the
apartment and asked her to take a book and leave the room .

Rosenberg stated he wished to speak to Ruth Greenglass privately.
(65-58236-853)

{J. DR. WALTER S. K03KI

Dr. Koski, a nuclear chemist, testified that from 1944
to 1947, he was associated with the atom bomb project at Los
Alamos. Re stated that his ovm work was related to implo sion
research. He stated it was his custom to make a design of a
high explosive lens and then take it to the machine shop to have
a mold of it made up. His work was classified secret. The
manufactured mold was later removed to a remote place at Los
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Alamos to shape explosives . This was done for safety
due to the heavy shocks of the high explosive • Koski
that he worked on a flat type lens which was involved
development of the atom bomb • Be further stated that
go to the machine shop and /urnith sketches to the supervisor of
the shop and determine what wae needed » Koski recalled seeing
David Greenglass in the machine shop • Koski identified the
sketches prepared by David Greenglass at the trial and entered
as exhibits , as reasonably accurate replicas of the type of
sketches he, Koski, submitted to the machine shop • Koski stated
that these specimens could have been of value to a foreign
power and would reveal to any expert what was going on at Los
42<mo« and indicate to the expert its relation to the atom bomb .

j (65-5823 6-3erial 822

)

:s/rZZSBfcm
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h. JOHN A. DERRT

Derry testified he was a U*5. Army o//icer from 1942
to 1946• He was assigned to the Manhattan Engineer District at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, in the capacity of a liaison officer • In
that capacity he visited Los Alamos from time to time » Be had
occasion to see the atom bomb which was being constructed at Los
Alasu>s» Be was shown a cross section sketch of the atom bomb
which was drawn by David Greenglass and introduced as an exhibit
at the trial • Also, the court reporter read to Derry, David
Qreenglass’s description of the atom bomb as given in the testimony
of Greenglas «. Derry testified that from the sketch and description
he could perceive what the actual construction of the atom bomb
was and that it was the type of atom bomb which was dropped on
Nagasaki, Japan, in 1945* He also testified that to hie knowledge
no nation except Great Britain and Canada had this in/ormation
about the atom bomb • (65-58236-Serial 874)

* s

i . LOUIS ABEL

Louis Abel, brother-in-law of David Greenglass,
testified that about a week before Greenglass was arrested,
he received from Greenglass a package wrapped in brown manila
paper* A day or two later he looked into the package and
observed it contained money • Be hid the package in a hassock
in his home for safekeeping • At about 2:00 AM on June 16, 1950,
Abel received a telephone call from Greenglass who requested
Abel to go and see 0. John Rogge and ask Rogge if he would
represent Greenglass in this trouble • Later that morning
Abel went to see Rogge concerning this* Rogge told Abel that
he had received a call from Greenglass and that <7reeng2aee wanted
Abel to turn over the money to Rogge • Later that day Abel
took the package from his home and returned to Rogge Is office
and turned the package over to Herbert J * FabrioantJfRogge '*

associate* (65-58236-853) T^D owr-o~~
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J. MRS. HELEN PAGANO

\

CRET
Mrs. Pagano, secretary employed by 0. John Rogge

,

testified that on June 16, 1950, Louie Abel brought to Rogge fe
office a package of money wrapped in brown paper . She stated
the package contained $3,900• (65•56236-Serial 931)
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3, OTHER EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT THE TRIAL

a. MAX FLITCHES

Elitcher testified that he first »et Sobs 11 while
both were attending Stuyvesant High School in Hew York City.
He further stated that he and Sobell also attended the College
of the City of Hew York together from 1934 to 1938 . Elitcher
graduated from CCHT with a Bachelor's degree in electrical -
engineering • Elitcher pointed out that Jultus Rosenberg also
studied engineering at CCHT during this same period . Elitcher
saw Sobell daily at school and saw Rosenberg less frequently.
After graduating, Elitcher obtained employment with the Bureau
of Ordnance , Havy Department, Washington, D. C ., in November

,

1336. He continued ihis employment until October, 1948.

In December, 1938, Elitcher resided at 1316 Delafield
Place , Washington , D. C. During December of that year Sobell
came to Washington and stayed at a house next to Elitcher 9 s
place of residence. In April or Hay, 1939, Elitcher and Sobell
moved in together and took up residence in a private home , 4925
Seventh Street, H.V. In Hay of 1940, they moved into an apartment
at 2225 H Street, H.W. During the period they lived together
Sobell vao also employed at the Bureau of Ordnance . In
September, 1941, Sobell left his emplo yment to go to the
University of Michigan in order to continue his studies.

Elttchsr further advised that during the period he
lived with Sobell they had conversations concerning the
Communist Party. At Sobell'* request, Elitcher Joined the
Young Communist League. About three or four months after
Hay of 1939, Elitcher attended a meeting with Sobell at which
there was a discussion about forming a branch of the Communist
Party . This branch was formed and Elitcher joined the Communist
Party at the end of 1939. Meetings of this group were held at
the home of various members and dues were paid to the Chairman
of the group. Elitcher stated that Sobell was the first Chairman
of the group. At meetings discussions were conducted qf news
events based on the "Daily Worker 99 and literature like nThe
Communi st. n The group aleo discussed Marxist and Leninist theory
Suggestions were made to the members to join the American Peace
Mobilisation and to assist ths American Touth Congress convention*
Discussions were also held concerning the Hitler •Stalin Pact

,

and members were instructed to strive to get support of other
people for the Russian position. Elitcher continued to go to
these meetings until September, 1941. In 1942, Communist Party
branches were formed which contained groups of employee s from
particular Government agencies. Elitcher joined the Havy
branch of the Communist Party.
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Slttcher testified that about June

,

2944, heTpp JfcppPT
received a telephone call from Julius Rosenberg, who

ur vu

identified himself as a former classmate of Slitcher 's at mCMY.
Slttcher incited Rosenberg to visit him, and Rosenberg came to
the Slitcher home the *a*e evening • During the evening Rosenberg
asked Mr s . Slitcher, oho mas present, to leave the room so that
he could talk with her husband alone . After Mrs

.

£2itcfter left
the room, Rosenberg told Slttcher what the Soviet Union was doing

the war effort and stated that tome war information was being
dented the Soviet Unton . Rosenberg potnted out, however, that
some people were providing military information to assist the
Soviet Union, and that Sobell was helping in this way .

Rosenberg asked Slitpher if he would turn over information of
that type to him in order to aid the Soviet Union. Rosenberg
asked Slitcher the type of work Slitcher was doing . Slttcher
answered that he was working on computers and fire control
systems concerned with equipment to control the firing of missiles
from puns. Rosenberg asked Slitcher to supply him with plane,
reports, or books regarding new military equipment, and anything
Slitcher might think would be of value to the Soviet Uni on

.

Ro senberg pointed out that the final choice of the value of the
information would not be up to Slitcher but that the information
would be turned over to some one for evaluation. Sosenberp
stated that this information would be taken to Mew fork in
containers that would protect it and would be processed and
returned before it was Kissed, Rosenberg gave Slitcher his
address and also told Slitcher hie name could be found in the
Manhattan directory •

JPlitcher further testified that later that Summer
he and Mrs. Slitcher went to Mew York City . Slitcher phoned
Rosenberg and Rosenberg arranged a meeting and dinner with other
former classmates . At this dinner there was no discussion regarding
matters Rosenberg had previously discussed with Slttcher in
Washington.

In September, 1944, Mr. and Mrs. Slitcher went on a
one-week vacation in a State Park in West Virginta with Morton
So he 21 and his future ioi/e. During this vacation Slitcher told
Sobell about Rosenberg's visit and request for information to
be given to the Soviet Union. Slitcher also told Sobell that
Rosenberg had said Sobell was helping in this. Sobell became
angry and said that Rosenberg should not have mention ed his na*e.

In the Summer of 1945, Slitcher and his wife were in
Mew York on vacation and stayed at the apartment of Julius
Rosenberg . Rosenberg 'a wife was away at the time. During their
stay there Rosenberg mentioned to Slitoher that he, Rosenberg,
had been dismissed from his employment for security reasons,
and that Rosenberg $ membership in the Communist Party seemed

41 Tpp
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to be the basis of the case against him, Rosenberg to^Q 1

that he had been worried about this matter beoauee he thought
his dismissal might have had some connection with his espionage
activity but that he was relieved when he found out it concerned
only his Communist activity

,

Elitcher also testified that in September, 1945,
Rosenberg telephoned him from Union Station, Washington, V, C,,
and said he wanted to talk to ditcher. Be came to Elitcher *s
home and told Elitcher that even though the war was over, the
need to obtain military information for Russia continued

,

Rosenberg asked Elitcher as to the type of work he was doing

,

Slitcher told Rosenbkrg he was working on Sonar and anti-submarine
fire-control devices

,

In the early part of 1946, Slitcher visited the general
Electric Company in Schenectady, Sew Tork, in connection with
official business and stayed at the home of Sobell in Schenectady

,

At the tiwie Sobell was working at general Electric On this
occasion Sobell and Slitcher discussed their work • Slitcher
told Sobell that he was a profeot engineer on a fire-control
system and Sobell inquired as to whether there were any reports
written about tfcis system , Slitcher told Sobell that there were
some pamphlets written on various phases of this system, Sobell
also asked if there was an ordinance pamphlet written on this
system, Elitcher advised Sobell that one woe being written
by General Electric which would be ready about the first of the
year , Elitcher stated he could probably get these reports but
that they were unimportant , At this point in his testimony
Elitcher pointed out that these reports were actually classified
reports , Elitcher continued hie testimony, stattng that Sobell
advised that he was working on Servo mechanisms relating to
milttary work. Later that year Elitcher again saw Sobell, and
Sobell asked about the ordinance pamphlet, Elitcher advised
Sobell that it was not ready yet, Sobell suggested that Elitcher
see Rosenberg again • At the end of 1946 or in 1947, Elitcher
telephoned Rosenberg and said he would like to see him, Elitcher
told Rosenberg that Sobell had suggested that he see Rosenberg

,

At this time Rosenberg advised Elitcher that there had been some
changes in the espionage works that he felt there was a leak, and
that Elitcher should not come to see him until further notice,
Rosenberg mentioned to Elitcher that he believed Elitcher should
discontinue his Communist and union activities,

Slitcher testified that in 1947, Sobell had secured
employment at the Reeves Instrument Company, Rew Tork City,
doing classified work for the armed forces, Elitcher saw Sobell
several times at Reevem and on one occasion had lunch with him
at tJie Sugar Bowl, 89th Street and Third Avenue, Rew York City,



in 1947, with Sobell. Sobell stated he was working on a id o iWr^ ^

^

plotting board. Slitcher told Sobell ho was still a projeot
engineer at the Bureau of Ordnance . Sobell asked Slitcher on w
this oooasitn tf Slitcher frnoio of any progressive students
or graduates and if so, would he put Sobell in touch with the*.
Slitcher told Sobell he did not know of any . Slitcher then
mentioned to Sobell that he and Mrs « Slitcher were having
personal difficulties . Sobell asked if Mrs, Slitchsr knew about
the espionage business and when Slitcher said that she might
know, Sobsll answered that it was not good.

Jn October, 1943, Slitcher left the Bureau of Ordnance
and went to work for Beeves Instrument Company in New York City

.

Slitcher lived in a jhouse in Slushing, Sew York, and Sobell
lived on a street in back of him. They went to work together
in a car pool. During a trip home from work one evening Sobell
again made the same request of Slitoher about people Slitcher
might know who would be progressive • Sobell pointed out to
Slitcher that because of security xseasures being taken by the
Government, tt was neoessary to find students to provide
information whom no one would suspect.

Slitcher further testified that prior to leaving the
Bureau of Ordnance, he had discussed with Sobell hie desire to secure
new employment. This discus ston occurred during a visit
Slitcher made to Sew York City in the Summer of 1946 • Sobell
told Slitcher not to leave the Bureau of Ordnance until Slitcher
had talked to Rosenberg. Thereafter, Sobell made an appointment
for Slitcher to meet with Rosenberg. They met on the street in
Sew York, and Rosenberg told Slitoher that it was too bad
Slitcher had decided to leave because he, Rosenberg, needed cost*
one to wort at the Bureau of Ordnance for cip ionage purpo se s

.

Sobell wa« present at this meeting and also urped Elitoher to stay
at the Bureau of Ordnance. Sobell then left the meeting. Rosenberg
and Slitcher had dinner together at Manny Volf fs Restaurant
in Sew York City where they continued to talk about Slitcher 9s
desire to leave hie job. Rosenberg wanted to know where
important defense work was being done, and Elitoher mentioned
the Bell Laboratories at Whippeny, Sew Jersey • Rosenberg
suggested that possibly Slitcher could take courses at college
to improve his status. (65-5823 6-Serial 815)

Slitcher also testified that in July, 1948, he took a
trip to Sew York City by oar, and that during this trip he belteved
he was being followed • Be proceeded to So be11*e home and told
Sobell of his suspicion # Sobell became angry and told Slitcher
he should not have come to his home if he felt he was being
followed • Sobell told Slitcher to leave the house and stay
somewhere else and then later agreed to allow Slitcher to etay
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with him * A little later that evening 3obeli mentioned ttfQp
Eli taker that he had <om information for Rosenberg which
van too valuable to destroy, and he wanted to get it to
Rosenberg that night* He requested Elitoher to accompany him*
Slitcher observed Sobell take a 35 mm film can with him, and
place it in the glove oompartment of Sobell'e oar . Sobell and
Slitcher then left and drove to the vicinity of the Journal

—

American Building in Sew fork City and parked on Catherine
Street « Sobell then toot the can out of the glove compartment
and left* When Sobell returned , Slitcher asked him what
Rosenberg thought of Elitoher *s euepicione that he wae being
followed . Sobell answered that Rosenberg thought it toas nothing
to worry about. Sobiell also advised Elitoher that Sosenberp
•aid he, Rosenberg, had once phoned Elisabeth Bentley but that she
did not know Rosenberg*

Slitcher testified that Sobell possessed a Leica
camera, some 85 mi film, and an enlarger, and that all of the
material Sobell worked on in hie various places of employment
wae classified * He stated he last saw Sobell in June, 1950.

On cross-examination Elitcher recalled that durinp
Rosenberg 9s visit to his house in June, 1944, which was
after J> Bay, Rosenberg mentioned that he hadhad a drink with
a Russian in celebration of this event* Elitcher testified
that Rosenberg contacted him at least nine times from 1944 to
1948 in an attempt to persuade Elitoher to obtain inforisation
for him, and that Elitcher always put him off • However, tn
1948, Elitcher told Rosenberg that he definitely would not cooperate
with him. (65*56*36-816, 837, 838)

b. ELIZABETH TERRILL BEETLE!

Elisabeth Bentley testified as follows s She joined
the Harlem section of the Communist Party in 1935 and remained
with that section until 2933* In July, 1938, she secured a job
in the Italian Library of Information . During this year she was
instructed to go underground and was told to pretend not to know
other Communists. While employed at the Italian Library of
In/o rotation* she came to know Feruccio Marini, a Communist Party
official who handled Italian Communist activity in the United
States* She knew Marini under the name of F* Brown. En October,
1938, she met Jacob Golos through Marini . Golot wae in the
Communist underground and operated World Tourist, Inc*, a travel
agency set up in 1937 by the Communist Party* Golos had been

,

until the time of his death in JTovember* 2943* a member of the
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three-nan oontroi commission 0/ the £onnunist Party in the g^iited
State »• .According to Bentley, the Communist Portp of the United
State a 10a 0 port 0/ the Communist Jnternational. i/ter dolot died,
Bentley had other contacts, the last one being Anatole Gromov,
First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in the United States • 2*he

last contact with Gromov was in December9 1945. She stated that
the information which Golos had obtained was passed on to the
Soviet Embassy . After Golos died, Bentley's duties consisted of
collecting information from Communists employed in the U. 3*
Couernnent and passing it on through Communist superiors to Moscow.
She stated that Earl Browder, as well ae her own observations,
gave her the knowledge that the Communist Party in the United
States served the interests of Jfoscov, She revealed that she
transmitted orders to Earl Browder from Moscow, which he had to
accept . She pointed out the close relationship between the
Communist Party in this country and the Communist International
and stated that at Communist Party meetings this close relation

-

ship was preached, and any member who did not adhere to the Party
line as dictated by the Communist International in Moscow was
expelled • She revealed that all of her contacts in her work were
obtained from the Communist Party . In the Summer of 1945, Bentley
reported to the FBI all her activities * She leas asked if she would
continue her activities under FBI guidance which she did until the
Spring of 1947

.

Bentley stated that during her association with Golos,
she became aware of the fact that Golos knew an engineer named
"Julius." In the Fall of 1942, she accompanied Golos to Knicker-
bocker Tillage hut remained in his automobtle * She saw Golos
conferring with "Julius" on the street but at some distance .

From conversations with Golos, she learned that JUlius lived in
Knickerbocker Tillage. She also stated that she had phone
conversations with "Julius" from the Fall of 1942 to November, 1943

.

On the objection of defense counsel she was not allowed to describe
"Julius " or testify that Golos had obtained information from
"Julius . " (65-56236-662

)

NOTE: From interviews with Bentley, she had described Julius
as being 5 9 10" or 11" tall, elim, and wearing glasses. She has
also advised that JUlius was the leader of a Communist cell of
engineers who was turned over to Golos for Soviet espionage
purposes . JUlius was to be the contact between Golos and the
group. Golos believed this cell of engineers was capable of
development .

Investigation disclosed from 1942 on that Julius
Bosenberg resided at 10 Monroe Street in a development known as
Knickerbocker Tillage • Julius Rosenberg was 5 f 10" tall, slim,
and wore glasses. Bentley was unable to make a positive identi-
fication of Julius.



c. WILLIAM DAMZIQEB

William Danaiger

,

a claesBate of Morton Sobell and Julius
Rosenberg at the College of the City of New Tork, testified that
about June 20, 1950, he telephoned Sobell and aeked if he could
borrow an electrical drill from Sobell . Sobell told Danaiger he
wao leaving for a vacation in Mexico and that if Danaiger wanted
the drill he would have to come to hie home and pick it up*
Danaiger went to Sobell fs home and saw Morton and Helen Sobell and
Sdith Levitov, sitter of Helen. Packing wa s in progrese and
valises were standing about* The Sobell car was in the driveway
with the trunk open . Sobell ad vi eed Danaiger he was flying to
Mexico City . Danaiger stayed about 10 minutes and left. About
a week later, Danaiger received a piece of wail from Sobell
postmarked at Mexico City « The return addrees on tbs envelope
had the name nU. Sowell * with a Mexico City address . Danaiger
could not recall the

t
address . The envelope contained a letter

to Danaiger and enclosures . A note in the letter said *Please
forward the enclosures and I fll explain to you when I get back."
Sobell requested that one enclosure be forwarded to Sdith Levitov
who resided in Arlington, Virginia . Be requested that the other
enclosure be given to hts parents . Danaiger further testified
that Sobell requested him to deliver a note to Max Pasternak

,

an
uncls o/ Sobell, to the effect that Sobell could be reached as
"M. Sowell " at a particular address in Mexico City . Danaiger
stated be delivered the note containing Sobell r

s pseudonym and
address to Pasternak . Danaiger answered Sobell fe letter by '

writing to "M• Sowell" at the Mexico City address • Be also
testified that he placed the letter addressed to Sdith Levitov
in an envelope and mailed it to her . Two weeks later Danaiger
received another piece of mail from Sobell postmarked in Mexico
City. The return address on the envelope had the name of *U. or
Morty Levitov n with a Mexico City address which Danaiger believed
to be Cordova or Cordoba • The envelope contained a letter for
Danaiger, an enclosure for Sdith Levitov and a note requesting
Danaiger to forward the enclosure to Sdith Levitov. Danaiger
mailed the enclosure to Sdith Levitov . He stated that he did
not hear from Sobell thereafter. (65-56236-Serial 664)

HOTEi Danaiger was a reluctant ffouernwent witness. Be
admitted acting as a »ail drop for Sobell to Bureau
agents after he was confronted with proof that the
FBI laboratory had identified his handwriting
appearing on the envelopes he used in forwardina
Sobell fs letters.

*

Max Slitoher, admitted former Communiet,
identified Danaiger as a member of the Hovy
Department cell of the Communist Party in Sashingtm

,

D. C., from 1945 until at least 1946 «



d. MANUEL PS LOS RIOS

Rioe, residing at 153 Cordova, Apartment 5, Mexico 'f
City, tettified that tn July, 1950, he met Sobell and hie
family who had moved into the adjoining apartment . Sobell asked
Rios for advice ae to how he could leave Mexico . Be told Rios
he was dodging military service in the Suited States Army. On
one occasion Sobell asked Rios for directions to go to the Port
of Vera Crux. Sobell thereafter left Mexico City around July 20
or July 22, 1950, and was gone for 15 days. Rios received a
letter about 8 days after Sobell *e departure postmarked Vera
Crux. Be opened the envelope and observed that the letter was
for Mrs. Sobell. Be delivered the letter to Mrs. Sobell. About
6 or 7 days later, Rios received a second letter from Sobell
postmarked Tampico, Mexico, which Rios aleo delivered to Mrs. Sobell
Rios did not see Sobell after his return to Jtarico City.

(65-58236-3erial 873)

e. MINERVA BRAVO ESPINOSA

This witness, an employee of Optica Palacios, an
optical concern in Vera Crux, identified Sobell as an individual
who used the name M. Sand tn purchasing eye glasses from her.

(65-58236-Serial 873)

f. JOSE BROCADO VENDBELL

This witness, an employee at Gran Hotel Diligencias

,

Vera Crux, identified a registration card of the hotel dated
July 30, 1950, containing the name Morris Sand. 8obell r s
attorney conceded that the signature on this card wae in the
handwriting of Sobell. (65-58236-Serial 873)

g.

DORA BAUTISTA

This witness, an employee of the Botel Tampico in
Tampico, Mexico, identified Sobell as an indi vidual who registered
at the hotel on July 30, 1950, under the name of Marvin Salt •

(65-58236-3erial 873)

) JAMES S. HUGGINS

This witness, the Immigration and Naturalisation
Service inspector on duty at Laredo , Texas, when Sobell was
brought to the border by Mexican Federal Security Police
te stifled that Sobell r s return to the United States on

*

August 18, 19S0, was not voluntary ,



)

h. GLENN DENNIS TOP S^PET
Mr* Dennis* travel superintendent of -the QUA Mexican

Airlines* produced a passenger manifest reflecting the nans N*
Sand on a plane flight from fera Crux to Tampico on July 30*
1950* and another passenger manifest reflecting the name Morton
3olt on another plane flight from Tampico to Mexico City on
August 2, 1950* Sobell** attorney conceded that M• Sand, Marvin
Salt and Morton So It mas in fact Morton Sobell* (65-58236-3erial 673

)

4. CASE PRESENTED B7 DEPENDENTS
* “ - " -i

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg testified and denied all
espionage allegations against them* They admitted having a
console table* but denied it was a gift from the Russians as
claimed by the Greenglasses * They stated that they bought this
table at Uacy f

s Department Store in New Tork City in 1944 or
1945* On cross-examination* they were asked questions as to their
Coift&unist affiliations* They refused to answer on the grounds
of self-incrimination*

Thomas 7* Kelly of Macy*s Department Store was called
as a defense witness and testified that Macy 9s sales records for
the year 1944 and 1945 had been destroyed and that there was no
record available of transactions for those years

*

(65-56236-8erials 965* 929* 930* 931)

Morton Sobell did not take the stand*

5* CONCLUSION OF TRIAL

On March 28* 1951* counsel for both sides summed—up
their case to the jury * On this date Judge Kaufman charged the jury*

On March 29* 1951* the jury rendered a verdict of guilty
against the three defendents * Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and
Morton Sobell*

After the rendition of the verdict* Judge Kaufman
and Mr* Saypol thanJted the Jury for their patience and care tn
sitting in this case*

Mr* Bloch also addressed the Court and Jury* Be
stated in part as follows: nX want to extend my appreciation
to the Court for its courtesies^ and again I repeat X want to
extend my appreciation for the courtesies extended to me by
Mr* Saypol and the members of his staff* as well as the members
°f the FBI* and X would like to say to the jury that a lawyer
does not always win a case; all that a lawyer kxpects is a jury
to decide a case on the evidence with mature deliberation *



"I feel satisfied by reason of the length of time that
you took for your deliberations, ae well a$ the questions asked
during the course of your deliberations that you examinedjfer
carefully the evidence and came to a certain cone lust on *rQr 5 RFT

(65-5623 6-955-Snc . }

sentences*
On April 5, 1951, Judge Kaufman imposed the following

Julius Rosenberg - death, such sentence to be carried
out during the week of Uay 21, 1951.

Ethel Rosenberg *- death, such sentence to be carried
t

out during the week of May 21, 1951.

Morton Sobell — - imprisonment for a term of 30 years •

In impo sing the death sentence on the Rosenborgs,
Judge Kaufman made t/i$ following comments* "Your crime is worse
than murder . Plain deliberate, contemplated murder is dwarfed in
magnitude by comparison with the crime you have committed - - - -
- - but tn your case, X believe your conduct in putting in the
hands of the Russians the A bomb years before our best scientists
predicted Russia would perfect the bomb has already caused the
Communist aggression in Korea with the resultant casualties
exceeding 50,000 - and who knows but that millions more of innocent
people may pay the price of your treason ."

Judge Kaufman also stated ”Indeed , the defendants Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg placed their devotion to their cause above
their own personal safety and were conscious they were sacrificing
their own children should their misdeeds be detected - - - - all
of which did not d*t«r them from pursuing their cause • Love for
their cause dominated their lives - it was even greater than
their love for their children »"

On April 6, 1951, Judge Kaufman imposed a s ente nee of
15 years on David Qreenglass . In sentencing Qreenglass, Judge
Kaufman stated that he did not condone or minimise the acts of
Qreenglass • Be stated he must recognise the help given by
Qreenglass in bringing to justice "the arch criminals in this
nefarious scheme Se pointed out that it took "courage" for
Qreenglass to testify as he did and that Qreenglass ftad helped
to "strike a deatfc 51o® to the trafficking of our military
secrets by foreign agents .* Re also stated to Qreenglass "You,
at least, have not added to your sins by committing the additional
crime of porj’ury.*
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2. JEROME EuvEtiE TARTAKOV

Tartakow, a confidential informant whose identity
has not been disclosed, was a fellow inmate of Julius Rosen
at the Federal Rouse of Detention, New York City, during the
time Rosenberg was an inmate there • Tartakow voluntarily
furnished information concerning conversations he had with
Rosenberg during that period * The information furnished by
Tartakow relating to the persons involved with Julius Rosenberg
is being set out under their individual captions » Certain of
the information furnished by Tartakow was corroborated, but the
great bulk of this information has not been corroborated *

i?osenberp advised Tirtakow that he had plenty of money
but only he or his* wife had access to it m Rosenberg claimed
he did not flee the United States as he had to "take care of"
some friends and that if he had had another week he would have
escaped. In speaking of the death penalty, Rosenberg advised
"he had played the game and lost and would have to take the
results .

Rosenberg stated there were two units operating in
the Few Fork area and that he /leaded one unit and two men headed
the other unit . Re mentioned that one of these men was in Europe
at the time of his (Rosenberg 1

8 J arrest and that the other man
fled one week after his arrest •

Rosenberg advised this informant that he had no direct
connection with the American Communist &irty and t/iat he did
"extra-legal workm " Rosenberg indicated that it had taken a
long time to get into underground activities and that the breaking
up of the Canadian spy ring had caused him to lose contact for
almost two years* Rosenberg, as an illustration of the time
needed to build an organisation, told of a young couple in a
midwest city to whom he gave money to operate a business as a

front . Rosenberg mentioned that this man had operated as a
go-between for the transmission of microfilm to Rosenberg *

Rosenberg told the informant how he had meetings
with his Russian contacts and the prearranged signals which
were used such as marks on store windows, standing in front
of a theater and stuffing tobacco in his pipe • Re also revealed
how he had discovered a hole in the floor of a theater which
was thereafter used by him as a depository for transmitting
information • Rosenberg named his Russian contacts as Alex,
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Henry and Dennis, but did not further identify these persons
Rosenberg also related how he had contacted a Russian superior
in a railway station in an unnamed city and passed information to
him by switching briefcases • He also described a meeting with a
superior while driving in a car with Morton Sobell on Long Island
Rosenberg revealed that he had contact with a Russian several
times a month •

Rosenberg advised the informant that if his wife,
Ethel Rosenberg, were released she could make contacts as~
”she is a very capable person, one thoroughly checked by my
friends, as all the wives of agents are and one who has assisted
me on many of my projects Rosenberg indicated he had $7,000
in cash and a Leica camera in his apartment at the time he was
first questioned by FBI agents (June 16, 1950), but he refused
to consent to a sedrch m She following morning Ethel Rosenberg
removed the money and the camera in a shopping bag and took
them to the apartment of a CP member in Knickerbocker Village •

Rosenberg revealed to the informant that during the
weekend of July 4, 1949, he had spent 17 hours in the company
of William Perl and two other men photographing material in

the Rosenberg apartment, which material had been taken from
Columbia University by William Perl •
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3, APARTMSNT AT 65 MORTON STRZST. NYC
V3 r

Zkiutd Greenglas e advised that he learned from
1 ^

Rosenberg that Rosenberg had two apartments which were used

for photographing material which was transmitted to Soviet
intelligence • Greenglass also learned from Rosenberg that
Joel Barr worked with Rosenberg in Soviet espionage • An
apartment at 65 Morton Street> New York City, was located
which had been rented by Alfred Sa rant and in which Saransk,

Joel Barr and William Perl lived at various times « 2fie

superintendent of this apartment observed photographic-type
equipment in the apartmentm Perl admitted residing tn this
apartment through arrangements made by him with Barr and
Sarant• Max Slitcher advised he attended social gatherings
at this apartment iohich were also attended by Rosenberg,
Perl, Barr, Sarant9 and Morton Sobell «
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OTHER INVESTIGATIONS COlimCTim VARIOUS PERSONS
WITH JULIUS ROSENBESS AND HIS ESPIONAGE ACTIVITIES

1. WILLIAH PERL

reported huf
has been s

U*).

Perl was

b \

David Creenglass advised that in September or
October of 1948, Rqsenberg told him that he [Rosenberg) had
received from "one of the boys " the mathematics involved in
the construction of an atomic energy airplane motor •

Jerome Tartakow advised that Rosenberg told him
that Perl gave Rosenberg the plans on "nuclear fission to
propel airplanes," that Perl was a brilliant man in the field
of aerodynamics and that some of the material furnished to
Rosenberg by Perl was "terrific *

"

David Creenglass also advised he learned from
Rosenberg that Rosenberg had two apartments which were used
for photographing material which was turned over to the Soviets #
Greenglass also learned from Rosenberg that Joel Barr worked
with Rosenberg in Soviet espionage activities « An apartment
at 65 Uorton Street, New York City, was located which had been
rented by Alfred Sarant and in which Sarant, Joel Barr and
William Perl all lived at various times • The superintendent
of this apartment observed photographic-type equipment in
this apartment •

Perl was born October 1, 1916, in New York City, under
the name of William Uutterperl . He changed his name to Perl by
court order in 1945« Bis father was a native of Russia and his
mother, a native of Poland •

Perl was a classmate at the College of the City of
New York of Rosenberg and Uorton Sobell * Perl began employment
with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACAJ in
1939 and was assigned to Langley Field, Virginia, from 1939 to
1944, at which time he was transferred to Cleveland , Be remained
employed by NACA at Cleveland until September, 1950, with the
exception of a period between 1946 and 1948, when he studied
at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California,
and at Columbia University, New York City . During his employment



/
with NACA, he had access to highly classified information

»

During the Rosenberg investigation , Perl was interviewed
by Bureau agents on July 27, 1950, ten days after Rosenberg was
arrested * Perl admitted that on July 23, 1950, he had been
contacted at his apartment in Cleveland by Vivian Glassmdn,
whom he had previously known as a girl friend of Joel Barr .

She wrote him a note in which she stated that she had been
instructed by a stranger to speak to an aeronautics engineer
in Cleveland and give him money and instructions on how to
leave the country for Mexico* She wrote that she had money
for him * Perl claims, following her departure, he flushed
the note down the lavatory bowl #

It is of interest to note that prior to the arrest
on June 26, 2950, of David Greenglass , Greenglass had been
given instructions by Rosenberg to leave the country via
Mexico; Morton Sobell actually went to Mexico in June, 1950;
Alfred Sarant disappeared from the V.S. on August 4, 1950, and
is known to have crossed the border into Mexico on August 9.
1950 .

An extensive investigation of Perl was undertaken
and developed considerable information showing the extent of
Perl 1 $ associations and apparent participation in Rosenberg 1 s
activities, but no definite evidence has been obtained to date
as to any particular classified information Perl made available
to the Soviets . Perl was called before a Federal Grand Jury on
September 11, 2950, and questioned concerning his association
with Rosenberg, Sobell and others * Re was indicted on March 13,
1951, in the Southern District of New fork on four counts of
perjury arising out of certain denials he made concerning his
acquaintance with these individuals • On May 19, 1953, the
perjury trial of Perl commenced before United States District
Judge Sylvester Ryan in the Southern District of New Tork and
a jury m On May 22, 1953, the jury returned a verdict of guilty
on two counts and not guilty on two counts * On June 5, 1953,
Perl was sentenced to five years on each count to run concurrently m

(65-59312)
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2. VIVIAN CLASStfAN PATAK1

Vivian Glassman was born January 30, 19X9, in
New York City « She is a graduate of Bunter College and
also had attended the College of the City of New Yorkm

While employed in the U.S. Army General Development
Laboratory, Tort Monmouth, New Jersey, in 1943, she was
reported as being a leading figure in the Communist-
dominated Monmouth chapter of the United Federal Workers
of America of the CIO • She first came to the attention of
the Bureau during the Rosenberg investigation when she was
identified as a former girl friend of Joel Barr •

(

On August 3, 1950, she was interviewed by Bureau
agents and confirmed the fact of her visit to Perl as set
forth above . She explained that she made this visit at the
request of a man who was unknown to her and visited her home
on July 21, 1950, introducing himself as an acquaintance of
Joel Barr • She stated that this unidentified visitor asked
her to go to Cleveland to visit her friend, an aeronautical
engineer, who was interested in her sister, She believed that
he was referring to William Perl, a friend of her sister, and
the only aeronautical engineer she knew in Clevelandm Ber
visitor asked her to tell Perl to go to Mexico and gave her
a roll of money which he said amounted to $2,000 m After
obtaining Perils address from her sis ter 1 s correspondence, she
took a plane to Cleveland the next day, obtaining reservations
in the name of Mrs . S . Goldberg and rented a room under the
same name at the Regent Botel in Cleveland9

Glassman advised she vi3ited Perl and wrote notes
on a pad furnished by Perl, giving him the instructions the
stranger had given her concerning going to Mexico and advising
him she had money for him . She said Perl told her she must be
crazy to get mixed up in such a deal, professed to know of no
reason why anyone should want him to go to Mexico and told her
to return to New York and toash her hands of the whole affair

»

She returned to New York, retaining the money until the evening
of July 27, 1950, when she stated the unidentified man again
visited her apartment . She informed the man of her contact with
Perl and returned the money to him » She claimed to have had no
further contact with this man •

Glassman acknowledged being friendly with Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg, as well as acquaintanceship with ill/red Sarant „

r \
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5he also admitted that she paid rent to Sarant on two
occasions for the apartment at 65 Horton Street, New York
City , claiming that she had considered taking over this —
apartment after Sarant had moved out and had paid the rent
while trying to make up her mind

.

Jerome Tartakow advised on January IQ, 1951 , that
he had learned from Julius Rosenberg that the latter was
concerned about information given the Government by a woman
who was on intimate terns with Ethel Rosenberg * Rosenberg
said this woman travelled to a distant city to bring funds
to a man there so that he could leave the country and for
some reason the funds were refused by this man.

Tartakow also advised on April 5, 1951, that
Julius Rosenberg told him he had furnished his Russian
contact with the name of Perl, among others , as a person
to be helped to flee the U.S. and that his contact selected
Vivian Classman as a courier for the Job, a choice which
Rosenberg considered unwise since she was too well known
as a Communist to be used in such a capacity •

Classman is presently married to Ernest Patakt .

The latter was interviewed by Bureau agents in August, 1950,
and it is interesting to note that immediately subsequent to
this interview, he quit his position with the Federal
Tel ec ommunication Laboratories, Incorporated.

Investigation of Pataki was undertaken to determine
whether he may have associated with any members of Rosenberg's
espionage network . This investigation is still pending «

Investigation of Vivian Glassman is pending . (65-59334)
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3 m JOEL BARR
TOj^ftCRET

As noted hereinbefore, David Greenglass mivised that
after the arrest of Marry Gold on May S3, 1950, Rosenberg
attempted to persuade Greenglass and his wife to flee from the
H.S* via Mexico* According to Greenglass, Rosenberg told him
that more important persons than Greenglass had left the country
and mentioned that Joel Barr left the U*S* before Fuchs was
arrested and was working for the Russians in Europe* Greenglass
also advised that Rosenberg told him that Barr had gone to Europe
to study music and was using his music studies as a cover for
his espionage activities •

Jerome Jprtakow has advised that Rosenberg stated there
were two espionage units operating in New Fork City; that
Rosenberg headed one of these units and that the other unit was
headed by two men * Rosenberg told Tartakow that one of these
two men was in Europe at the tine of Rosenberg*s arrest »

Joel Barr was born January 1, 1916, in Brooklyn,
New Tork, and was a classmate of Rosenberg and Sobell at the
College of the City of New Tork• He graduated from the College
of the City of New Tork in 1936, with a bachelor degree in

electrical engineering , He was employed from July 1, 1940, to
February 23, 1942, as a Junior electrical engineer. Fort Monmouth
New Jersey, in the Signal Corps Laboratories and was dismissed
after investigation disclosed that he had signed a Communist
petition in 1939* He applied for a, U*S* passport on December 1,

1947, giving as a reason for travelling abroad his desire to
broaden his background by study in .Europe* He left the (7*5*

on January 21, 1943, for Piris, France . He is known to have
studied for short periods of time at technical schools in

Sweden and Holland and ostensibly supported himself by playing
the piano « He disappeared from his residence in Paris on
June 16, 1950, the date Greenglass was arrested, and his
present location is not known »

Max Elitcher advised that Barr was an acquaintance *

Elitcher stated that he was present at social gatherings at
65 Morton Street, New Tork City, attended by Rosenberg, Barr,
Alfred Sarant, William Perl and Morton Sobell *

Alfred Sai*ant advised in an interview with Bureau
agents tn July, 1950, that he associated closely with Joel
Barr beginning in 1941 • Sarant stated that Barr frequently



visited him at his apartment at 65 Horton Street; that Barr
had a Hey to the apartment and that in 1946 when Sarant moved
to Ithaca, New York, he let Barr take over this apartment*

Sarant stated Barr subsequently turned the apartment over to
William Perl* Sarant also stated that he believed Barr was a
member of the Communist ibrty.

A highly confidential and reliable source advised
that in March, 1944, Barr was a member of the Communist Party
in New York* This investigation is pending *

(See 65-59453

J



As also stated hereinbefore , David Greenglass
advised that Julius Rosenberg told him that he had two
apartments tn Hew York City, were used for photo-
graphic activities of the Rosenberg espionage network, one
of whiGh was located in Greenwich Village . Investigation
has reflected that the Greenwich Village apartment was
probably Apartment 6-1, 65 Morton Street, New York City

.

This apartment was leased by Alfred Sarant from October,
1943, to January 31, 1950 . Sarant vacated this apartment
in the Fall of 1946, when he moved to Ithaca, New York,
but he thereafter allowed various of his friends to use
the apartment including Joel Barr, William Perl and
Vivian Classman

.

The superintendent of the premises at 65 Morton
Street, Floyd Elwyn, Sr., advised that in 1944, when he
had occasion to enter this apartment in connection with
his custodial duties, hs observed that the apartment
contained very little furniture . Be said that there were
three iron single cots in the apartment, work benches
in the living room, a considerable quantity of electrical
tools and several black tool boxes in the closet . Floyd
Elwyn, Jr., son of the superintendent, advised that in
the Winter of 1949-50, when he entered the apartment
he observed a reflector-type flood bulb suspended from a
wall bracket over the kitchen table which was in the
living room and that there was very little furniture in
the apartment.

Jerome Tartakow has advised Rosenberg confided
to him that Sarant was "a *en6er of his organisation. "

Tartakow also advised that Rosenberg told him he had made
two trips to Ithaca, New York, to see Sarant and made
"pickups, " which informant interpreted to mean that
Sarant was furnishing information to Rosenberg. Tartakow
further advised Rosenberg told him there were two espionage
unit* operating in New York City and that Rosenberg headed

i
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one of these unite and that the other unit teas headed by
two men * Regarding these two men, Rosenberg stated that
one of them was in Surope at the time of Rosenberg fs
arrest and that the other man had fled from the United
States one week after Rosenberg 's arrest * It should be
noted that Sarant left New Tork City on August 4, 1950

,

with Carol Dayton , the wife of Weldon Bruce Dayton , a
nett door neighbor of Sarant in Ithaca , It is known that
Sarant and Mrs* Dayton entered Mexico shortly thereafter

*

The last definite information concerning his whereabouts
was on August 13, 1950, when he and Mrs * Dayton were
known to have left Guadalajara, Mexico, for Mexico City,
travelling as Mr* and Mrs * Bruce Dayton * The present
whereabouts of these individuals is unknown

*

During the Rosenberg investigation, Sarant was
interviewed on several occasions * In July, 1950, he
admitted acquaintanceship with both Julius and Sthel
Rosenberg, stating he first met them sometime between
1943 and 1945 * Sarant also admitted membership in the
Communist Party in 1943-1944, admitted being an
acquaintance of William Perl and admitted close associa-
tion with Joel Barr since 1941 * Re stated he probably
met Rosenberg through Barr

*

Sarant stated he had considerable interest and
proficiency in photography and admitted having film
development equipment and flood lamps in his apartment
at 65 Morton Street * Me also stated that Joel Barr had
a leica camera when Barr was residing with him in this
apartment

*

Sarant further admitted that on one occasion
Julius Rosenberg "propositioned him n to sound him out
politically, but Sarant claimed "I didn ft bite*" Be
refused to furnish any details concerning this "proposition"
and denied participation in any espionage activities with
Rosenberg*

Sarant was born September 36, 1916, in New Tork
City, and was graduated in electrical engineering from
Cooper Union in June, 1941 * Re was discharged from the
position of junior radio engineer with the Signal Corps
Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, on September 3,
1943, and teas characterised by his superiors as a labor
agitator * Be u>as thereafter employed as an engineer
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the Western Electric Company and Bell Telephone ,

Lbborxtt'ei,'dkJ'

in Hew fork City, resigning from tfce latter concern on
*September 11, 1946 • From October, 1946, to the date of
his disappearance , he resided in Ithaca, New Fork, where_
he was self-employed as a building and painting contractor .

A highly confidential and reliable source advised that
Sarant was a member of the Communist Political Association
in 1944 .

Investigation of this case is still pending •

(65-59242)



Both David and Ruth Greenglass identified Anne
Sidorovich as being in the Rosenberg apartment in New fork
City in January, 1945, where the Greenglasses were introduced
to her > Subsequent to her departure from the apartment,
Rosenberg told the Greenglasses that Anne Sidorovich or
someone else would contact them in Denver or Albuquerque
to secure the atomic energy data Greenglass was to develop

.

Rosenberg gave to Ruth Greenglass a portion of the side of
a Jello box and said that Anne or someone else would have
the matching piece as a method of identification . Actually,
it was Harry Gold who ultimately contacted the Greenglasses
in Albuquerque

.

Both Sidorovichs have been interviewed on several
occasions and denied engaging in espionage activity . When
first interviewed on July 95, 1950, Michael Sidorovich
indicated he did not know Rosenberg ; later, he and his wife
admitted a close friendship with Julius and Sthel Rosenberg

.

He stated he had gone to Seward Park High School in New York
City Juliue Rosenberg . He also admitted that he knew
the Rosenbergs in Young Communist league activities in
New York City prior to 1937, at which time Sidorovich went
to Spain to fight for the Loyalists.

It is interesting to note that according to Jerome
Tartakow, Rosenberg told Tartakow he advanced money to a
young couple to open a business in the west . Rosenberg said
the man had gone to school with him and had been in the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade in Spain . According to Rosenberg,
this man had acted as a "go-between w and had been used to
send microfilm from others to Rosenberg. Sidorovich admitted
owning a Leica camera. He stated that he bought it from an
unfrnoum soldier while riding on a train from New York City
to Cleveland in January, 1945, for the sum of about $100.

Anne Sidorovich admitted knowing the Rosenbergs
and the Greenglasses . She stated $he could not deny or
affirm that ehe visited the apartment of the Rosenbergs and
met the Greenglasses as stated by the Greenglasses.
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Michael Sidorovtch was born July 16, 1916 , in
Mew Tork City * In applying for a passport in 193?, he
stated his father was born in Russia* Since January,
1945, he has resided in Cleveland, Ohio.

Anne Sidorovich, nee Ranusiak, was born
July 4, 1916, in Mew Raven, Connecticut «

This investigation is still pending

*

(65-59294
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6. MAXWELL FINESTONS

Jerome Tartakow advised he learned from Rosenberg

that the last person recruited by Rosenberg was an individual

who was living with another man , the son of a wealthy family

.

The latter person was described by Rosenberg as owning a

black convertible Buick, 1949 or 1950 model, and as having

studied law and differed ideologically from his family

.

Rosenberg also indicated that the "recruit n had borrowed the

convertible Buick to drive him to Ithaca , Mew York, to see

Alfred Sarant and make a pickup of espionage material . It

&a9 Tartakow *8 understanding that this man also was the man

who contacted Vivian Glaseman after Rosenberg's arrest and

instructed her to contact William Perl in Cleveland, Ohio

.

Rosenberg also advised Tartakow that this man assisted

Rosenberg, Perl, and another man in photographing material

for seventeen hours in the Rosenberg apartment on the

weekend of July 4, 1949

.

i’nues'fcigffltfciott developed that the son of the wealthy

family is probably Edward James Weinstein , the son of Joseph

STeinstein, wealthy garment manufacturer in Mew York City.

This individual attended Columbia University Law School during

the school year of 1949-1950 but did not re-enter in September,

1950. Investigation further reflected that Weinstein owned

a 1949 convertible Buick which he sold on July 19, 1950, two

days after Rosenberg *s arrest, Weinstein had a disagreement

with his father and moued into an apartment at 416 East Minth

Street, Mew York City, which he shared with Maxwell Tinestone

from January to October, 1950.

Finestone is believed possibly identical with

Rosenberg's nlast recruit . " Finestone lived for a period

during the year 1949 at 65 Morton Street, Mew York City, in

the apartment which was rented in the name of Alfred Sarant.

Investigation has reflected that Finestone was an acquaintance

of Sarant and Vivian Glaseman. (65-60203-67)

Finestone was born July 26, 1922, at Boston,

Massachusetts. Sis father, a naturalised American citisen,

was born in Russia.
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A highly confidential source of known reliability

reported that in 194?, Finestone held Communist Forty
membership card Mo* 43664* Investigation of Finestone
reflects that while attending Cornell University from
1946 to 1949, he was active in the Young Progressives of
America and American Veterans Committee . In May, 1941

,

Tine stone was listed as a delegate to the Fourth Annual
Assembly of the American Youth Congress held at Boston,
Massachusetts

*

Both Finestone and Weinstein were called before
a Federal Grand fury in the Southern District of Mew York
and reportedly refused to answer pertinent questions

*

(65-60S03-S)

This investigation is pending

*
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comm1ST PARTY FRONT ACTIVITIES AND PROPAGANDA ON
BEHALF Or THE ROSENBERGS

PART V TOP <r-SEcSj

The desperate legal struggle waged on behalf of
the Rosenbergs was equally matched in intensity by an extraor-
dinary propaganda drive to "Save the Rosenborgs Signifi-
cantly, the communists frenzied effort to rescue the Rosenbergs
from "legal murder" was deferred for more than a year after
their arrest and for more than four months after they had been
found guilty in a trial which the communists later branded
as a "monstrous frame-up," "a travesty of Justice." The
Rosenberg trial went completely unnoticed in the usually
vigilant Communist Party press, wot a word about the alleged
Rosenberg "frame-up" appeared in the "daily Worker" until
March 30, 1951, the day after the jury returned a verdict of
guilty. Moreover, the party's first public recognition of
the Rosenberg case gave no hint whatever of the tremendous
propaganda storm which the Communists would later raise over
the Rosenbergs. Burted inconspicuously on page 9 of the
"Daily Worker" of March 30, 1951, the Rosenberg conviction
was reported in the following routine fashiont

"3 convicted in 'Espionage* Trial "

"Two men and a woman were convicted here
yesterday by a Federal court jury on a charge
of espionage for the Soviet union during the war.

"Those convicted were Julius Rosenberg,
electrical engineer; his wife, Ethel, mother
of 2 children, and Morton Sobell, electronics
expert.

"The matn Government witness was David
Greenglass, brother of Mrs. Rosenberg

Wo further notice appeared in the "daily Worker"
concerning the Rosenberg case until April 6, 1951, when it .

was announced under a feature headline as follows ? "Rosenbergs
Sentenced to death. Made Scapegoats for Korean War." The
article, noting that the Rosenbergs were parents of 2 small
children, appeared to be aimed chiefly at condemning the



severity of sentence rather than the verdict itselfr The word
"frame-up,” later to become virtually synonymous with the
Rosenberg trial in Communist propaganda, was not used once •

In the same issue of the "Daily Worker, " a front-page editorial
charging that American "panic mongers " were deliberately trying
to create an atmosphere of war, made several oblique references
to the Rosenberg case without, however, directly questioning
the verdict•

The "Rational QuardiarpSeries s

It was not until mid Summer of 1951 that the propa-
ganda campaign on behalf of the Rosenbergs began in earnest •
Even at this late date, the Communist Party did not immediately
commit itself to the task of vindicating the "martyred" Rosen-
bergs and exposing the "hideous plot" against the au Instead,
the campaign was initiated in the form of a series of articles
in the "Rational Guardian," unofficial weekly publication of
the Communist-dominated progressive Party •

This series, written by William A. Reuben, "Rational
Guardian" reporter, began on August IS, 1951, with an article
entitled "Is This the Dreyfus Case of cold War America *" The
opening article set the keynote for the entire series of articles
as well as for the intensive Communist propaganda campaign which
was soon to follow - a campaign based mainly upon insinuation

,

artificially created doubts, confusion and sheer deception

,

This first article posed a series of suggestive ques-
tions attempting to link the Rosenberg case with such previous
cases as the Dreyfus Case, the Sacco -ranxetti Case, and with
other irrelevant issues, The article neatly illustrated a key
technique to be employed by the Communists in their future
agitation dealing with the Rosenberg Case, t*e,, to create
doubt by any means possible and then to offer such syntheticdoubts as proof of the Rosenbergs 9 "complete innocence," This

^ suggesting that there were strong grounds indicatingthat the Rosenbergs were victims of a "political frame-up
9

. yg,
Zfadtfritfingr this smokescreen of nameless "suspicions"and'Voubts," the "Rational Guardian" article unwittingly re-vealed a major purpose of the forthcoming propaganda barrage •

namely, a strenuous effort to deflect attention from the Com-munist Party s own indirect but deep involvement in espionage #
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following thia opening announcement the *National

u

Guardian* ran a series of 7 articles by Reuben in successful
weekly installments from August 28 to October 3, 1951 • In
summary, Reuben's "expose" condemned the Rosenberg trial and
conviction as one gigantic frame-up based upon FBI collusion
with a "self-confessed spy* and *stool pigeon" (David Greenglass)
in which the Rosenbergs were "innocent victims" of war-time
hysteria which was being consciously cultivated by the U• &•
Government »

In order to justify this fantastic thesis , Reuben resort-
ed to a variety of distortions, emotional appeals and half-truths
which were later taken over and improved upon by the Communist
press

*

In view of the importance which the Communist Party
later tried to attach to the anti-Semitic aspects of the case,
it is worth noting that the "National Guardian's" initial series
of articles made only one single suggestion that anti-Semitism
was involved in the trial « Even this lone reference was more of
an innuendo than a concrete charge « Midway through Reuben's
"expose" he remarked in passing that it was "singular" that in a
city of more than 30 per cent Jewish in population (New York City

)

not a single Jewish juror had been chosen •

Formation of National Committee to Secure Justice
~~

in the Rosenberg Case (NCSJRC)

Xn its issue of October 10, 1951, one week after the
completion of the Reuben series, the "National Guardian" announced
that a "National Committee to Secure Justice for the Rosenbergs"
was being formed with William Reuben as its provisional chairman •

The aims of this group were said to he nation-wide publicity of
the facts of the case as well as the raising of funds for legal
appeals on behalf of the Rosenbergs •

On January 3, 1958, a press release was issued announcing
the formation of a "National Committee to Secure Jus tice in the
Rosenberg Case" with offices at 846 Fifth Avenue, New York City,
and with Joseph Brainin as chairman • According to this announce-
ment, a group of "185 American men and women from all over the
United States, who represent many occupations and professi ons, "

had joined with Brainin in organising this Committee/ however,
only 18 persons were actually identified in the press release •
This release called attention to the "many unexplained contra-
dictions" in the Government's case and for the first time seriously
injected the irrelevant issue of anti-Semitism into the discussion •

The statement declared, "it is significant that none of the jurors
was Jewish, although one- third of New York's population, where
the trial took place, is of Jewish background »" Continuing, the
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press release alleged that the severe sentence against tme
Rosenbergs had "raised /ears in the leading Jewish press*. * that
the Rosenbergs were 9 victims of religious bigotry •

999

Shortly thereafter, anarticle appeared in the January

,

1952, issue of "Jewish Life," (which has been cited as a part of
the Communist press by the California Committee on Un-Amerijsan
Activities ) giving the full treatment to the alleged anti-Semitic
implication 9 of the Rosenberg case. This article was captioned
"Anti-Semitism and the Rosenbergs" and was written by Louie Earap,
"Jewish Life" editor •

The abeende of any Jewish jurors was described as
"no accident" and a "highly suspicious aspect of the Government's
approach" to the case . The fact that both the trial judge
(Judge Kaufman) and the United States Attorney who tried the case
(Irving Saypol) were Jewish, far from discouraging Harap, wa

s

offered as further evidence of anti-Semitism. With incredible
logic, Earap argued that the selection of a Jewish judge was
comparable to the Nasi 9s use of the notorious Judenrat (Jewish
committees appointed for the purpose of punishing other Jews).
Harap said the Government chose a Jewish judge and prosecutor
expressly "to preclude any charge of anti-Semitism in meting out
the unprecedented death sentence ."

It is noteworthy that in playing up the charge of
anti-Semitism because of the absence of Jewish jurors, no mention
was made of the fact that a negro, Emanuel Clarence Lean, was a
member of this jury. It is probable that if this jury did not
have a member of the negro race on it, a similar charge of
discrimination against the negro would have also been made in this
case •

The Communi st Party Joins the Campaign

On February 26, 1952, the Communist Party, which had
remained largely in the background during all of this preliminary
propaganda activity, finally joined in the chorus through its
official organ, the "Daily Worker." The Communist Party mouth-
piece declared, "The Rosenberg case is a ghastly political frame-up

.

It was arranged to provide blood victims to the witch-hunters, to
open the door to new violence, anti-Semitism, and court lynchings
of peace advocates and Marxists as 9spies. 9 "

Two weeks later the Communist-front Civil Rights
Congress issued a press release calling for nation-wide support of
the Rosenbergs. The anti-Semitic aspects of this case were now
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i ry of the
ready for full-scale exploitation as evidenced in aW&tidFement

issued by William L. Patterson,
Executive Secretary of the

Civil Sights Congress . Patterson said f ...the Rosenberg
frameup is a new high in the growing anti-Semitism. The

lynching of these two innocent American Jews, unless stopped

by the American people, will serve as a signal for a wave of
Hitler-like genocidal attacks against the Jewish people
throughout the United States. .. The murder of the Rosenbergs

will inevitably lead to new and fiercer attacks on Jewish
synagogues such as toe have seen in Florida, to more Hitler
youth movements as have grown in Philadelphia.

"

When
-f
he campaign to "Save the Rosenbergs" went into

high gear in approximately January, 1952, Communist activity in

the case became nothing short of feverish. Ho trick of
demagogy was overlooked. Ho possible promotion angle was

neglected. Mass rallies , parades, picketing of public offices

,

prayer meetings , vigils and delegations to Congressmen and
other public officials were supplemented by an intensive campaign
to send thousands of letters and telegrams to the President
urging clemency, the dissemination of hundreds of thousands

of pamphlets , circular letters, financial appeals as well as

the collection of thousands of signatures on clemency petitions .

The campaign extended into some 40 foreign countries . Sup-
porters * of the Rosenbergs in France went so far as to declare
a

Mnational Rosenberg Day " and on June 16, 1953, it was reported
that the Government of Poland had offered "political asylum "

to the Rosenbergs in the event they were freed.

Clemency Petitions and Appeals

In addition to such dramatic promotions, the HCSJRC
has solicited thousands of signatures for clemency petitions and
appeals of one kind or another . The total number of persons sign-
ing such petitions is not known ; however, it has reportedly been
as high as 48,000 per week at the height of the campaign.

Many of these appeals have undoubtedly been made in
good faith ; however, the HCSJRC and the Communist press have
reported them with little regard for honesty.

It is quite evident that the clemency drive was from
the beginning of a highly artificial affair which was carefully
promoted rather than a spontaneous public reaction as the
Communist press sought to show. This was indicated from the mere
fact that the 19Daily Worker 1f was able to print the names and
addresses of hundreds of clergymen and intellectuals who had
written to the President asking for clemency. Unless the HCSJRC
or the Communist Party had solicited such letters themselves, the

Party press would have no way of knowing who had written to the

White House except in a few isolated instances . At a number of
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rallies sponsored by the RCSJRC, individuals in attendarMe were
handed telegrams , post cards or letters which were already
completely filled out and addressed to the President and which
lacked only a si gnature* In addition it has also been reported
that representatives of the NCSJRC conducted intensive house-to-
house canvasses, particularly in the Jewish and Negro neighborhoods
in an effort t) obtain signatures for clemency petitions

*

Apart from such synthetic methods of recruiting clemency
advocates , the NCSJRC was not above resorting to plain misrepresenta
t ion • According to an article appearing in the Seattle 9Post
Intelligencer n on January 7, 1953, a number of Seattle clergymen
had been "recrui ted* in the following manner * The ministers were
asked over the telephone whether or not they favored capital
punishment• If they replied in the negative, as many of them did,
they were then asked if they were not therefore opposed to the
electrocution of the Rosenbergs * Irrespective of their answers,
their names were entered on the list of those opposing the Rosen-
bergs* death sentence * Another instance of deceptive reporting
took place in connection with a statement made by Rabbi Abba Hillel
Silver of Cleveland, Ohio * During the latter part of 195B, the
Communist press headlined the fact that Rabbi Silver had joined
the clemency drive • An adverti sement placed in the 9Washington
Evening Star" on January 5, 1953, by the nEmergency Committee of
the Arts and Professions to Secure Clemency for the Rosenbergs
one of many satellites of the NCSJRC, quoted Rabbi Silver as
follows: "***I believe that the death sentence which has been im-
posed is unprecedented in the legal annals of our country** *1
believe that our country is strong and great-hearted enough to be
merciful***"

The full text of Rabbi Silver 's statement, which
incidentally was in the form of a reply to a letter from Emanuel
H* Bloch, the Rosenbergs * defense attorney, and which Rabbi
Silver specifically asked receive no publicity, included such
additional remarks as the following: "I have accepted the verdict
of the courts in their conviction of the Rosenbergs* ** The crime
of which they have been found guilty is a heinous one and 1
found no sympathy in my heart for men and women who betray their
country * I was especially resentful of the effort that was
made to drag in the issue of anti-Semitism in this most unfortu-
nate affair***"

Probably the most flagrant instance of distortion,
however, occurred in connection with a statement issued by Pope
Pius XII in December, 1952* The Communist press made it appear
that the Pope had directly and personally interceded and asked
for clemency on behalf of the Rosenbergs * Moreover, when it
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developed that the Pope’s statement had not been
public, the Rosenberg supporters hurled heated charges of
0suppression," "gagging,* etc*, by the Department of Justice, which
had received the Pope’s communication

*

The actual facts were far different* Pope Pius XIX
made no personal appeal for clemency whatsoever, but merely
notified the Department of Justice in routine fashion through
Catholic officials in Washington, D* C*, of the fact that he had
received a number of appeals asking him to request clemency for
the Rosenbergs • According to a statement later issued by the
Apostolic Delegation in Washington, the Pope had made no attempt
*to judge the herits of the case * but had merely informed the
Department of Justice of the fact that the Vatican had received
appeals on behalf of the Rosenbergs * This information was con-
firmed by former Attorney General McGranery in an interview
reported by the *New York Times 9 on February 15, 1953*

Despite these statements, the Communists and NCSJRC
propaganda continued to use the Pope’s name and to suggest that
the Vatican had intervened in support of the clemency drive •

Pro-Rosenberg propagandists, fully aware of the natural
aversion which many people feel toward capital punishment, were
not above playing upon this sentiment with morbid references to
the Rosenbergs ’

"charred bodies,* "seared flesh, * etc*, in the
event the death sentence should be carried out* The *Daily Worker

*

characterized the sentence as *savage, " *vindictive

,

m "sadistic, *

etc*, spoke of the *brutal accents * of President Sisenhower 9
s

denial of clemency and described Department of Justice briefs in
support of the sentence as *cold-blooded * documents * Altogether,
the timpression was conveyed that the Government had been motivated
by some kind of *inhuman* blood lust throughout the entire pro-
ceedings* The propaganda from the NCSJRC also attempted to invoke
a note of patriotism on occasion * The Rosenberg sentence has
been referred to as a *crime against the American people,* and
agitation on behalf of the Rosenbergs has been called a fight
against "nati onal dishonor and shame* as well as a struggle for
*American democracy** To underline this motif, rallies sponsored
by the NCSJRC have been solemnly opened with the playing of the
National Anthem•

Activities of the National Committee to Secure
Justice in the Rosenberg Case

During August, 195S, only 6 months after the founding
of the National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case

,

a *Midwe$t Conference on the Rosenberg Case * was held at Chicago

,

Illinois * During the conference a report of the National
Committee was read which reflected that since its inception the

rr r.
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NCSJRC had already distributed approximately 400, (?XPpieces Wf
literature • It was further reported to the conference that the
National Office of the Committee had already secured about 35,000
si gnatures for various petitions and it was indicated that the
Midwest affiliates of the Committee would undertake to obtain at
least 40,000 additional signatures by the end of October, 195B .

A financial report was delivered setting forth that
since November, 1951, the NCSJRC had raised approximately $50, 000
in contributions * Some $30,000 of this amount was received through
the mails , $10,000 at large public meetings, $5,000 from small
mee tings and house parties, and $5,000 from literature sales

•

Expenditures of the NCSJRC through July, 1952, included such
items as $4,500 for newspaper advertising, $10,000 for printing
costs, $12,500 for overhead, postage and salaries, $7,000 for
legal fees and $11,000 for printing a Supreme Court brief• It has
been reliably reported that up until the date of the Rosenbergs '

execution the NCSJRC raised approximately $300,000•

.

The "Daily Worker" issue of May 5, 1952, reported that
chaptera of the NCSJRC had been established in 25 cities • In
addition to its own affiliates, the NCSJRC has received support
from such organizations as the Civil Rights Congress, the Labor
Youth League, Progressive Party and other Communis t-front organi-
zations as well as from various divisions of the Communist Party
itself• Jt ftas been reliably reported in fact that the World
Federation of Trade Unions, a Communist-controlled labor federation .
had been contacted and requested to organize world-wide demonstra-
tions against the U• S • Government in connection with the Rosen-
berg case •

Among the more spectacular activities of the NCSJRC to
date have been the followings

From December 27, 1952, to January 17, 2953, a continuous

,

round-the-clock picket line was maintained at the White Rouse
during the period that former President Truman was presumably
studying a plea for executive clemency • This "White Rouse
Clemency Vigil" was called off on January 17, 1953, after more
than 500 consecutive hours, only when it became evident that
President Truman would not rule on the petition for clemency prior
to his retirement from office • According to the "Daily Worker

"

this affair was climaxed on January 5, 1953, when more than 2.000
persons from 22 states arrived at the Nation's Capital to takepart in the "vigilm"

on December 21, 1952, u
demonstration for the Rosenbergs which was held at Ossining, NewFork, near Sing Sing Prison where the Rosenbergs were incarceratedand awaiting execution • Although barred from holding a meeting

f
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directly at the prison
trators were permitted

m i \ k— t

emons

-

the prison
gates as originally planne
to send a five-man delegation to

walls to deliver Christmas cards addressed to the Rosenbergs as
well as a huge floral wreath bearing the inscription "Greetings
to Julius and Ethel Rosenberg from the People •

"

As the final legal moves were being made by the Rosen-
bergs 1 defense attorneys , thousands of pickets formed around the
White House in June, 1953 • The majority of these pickets poured
into Washington, Dm C • , from Hew York City where the NCSJRC had
arranged for several special "clemency trains " to carry these
Rosenberg sympathisers to the Nation* s Capital •

The picketing at the White House commenced at approxi-
mately 1:30 PmMm on June 14 and at 4:00 P,Mm the pickets marched
to Ninth Street and Constitution Avenue, Northwest, where the
NCSJRC held a "prayer meeting" at which the Rosenbergs were
eulogised by officials of the Committee and several clergymen •

An official count of the pickets by the Washington, Dm Cm.
Metropolitan Police Department indicated that there were approxi-
mately 6,800 persons involved in this blatant attempt to pressure
the President of the United States into granting clemency for the
convicted atom spies • The NCSJRC f

s own estimate of the number of
pickets was set at 13,000m

Following this "prayer meeting," the majority of pickets
entrained for New York City leaving a small bandful of pickets to
continue the "24-hour vigil " at the White Housem The picketing
of the White House continued until June 17, 1953, when, after the
U. Sm Supreme Court recessed for the summer, Mr • Justice Douglas
announced that he had granted a stay of execution in order that
new points of law brought before him by defense attorneys could
be heard by the lower court •

Upon receiving the news that the Government was success-
ful in petitioning for an extraordinary session of the UmSm
Supreme Court, the NCSJRC went into action and again sent pickets
to parade before the White House •

The picketing continued until the execution of the
Rosenbergs was announced at approximately 8:45 P*M. on June 19,
1953m About 500 ptckets were on hand at the White House at the
time of the execution•

A near riot was narrowly averted by the local police
as roughly 7,000 persons jeered and threatened the 500 pro-
Rosenberg picketSm As the pickets marched away led by 3 men
carrying American flags, the throng across the street became
incensedm At the request of the police, the pickets lowered the

OCT
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American flags and as -they departed they heaped their '"pi
a pile in front of the White House

.

An item of interest which occurred after the execution
of the Rosenbergs appeared in the June 81, 1953, issue of the
"New York Journal American." The mothers of the Rosenbergs had
returned to their respective apartments in Hew York City

.

Representatives of the NCSJRC were on hand at both homes# They
were chased away at the home of Ur8. Tessie Greenglass, Ethel's
mother • According to this news report, two women who said they
were sent by the Committee attempted to gain admittance but were
refused • Outside Mrs* Greenglass* home a crowd of about 50 stood
quietly . One man reportedly said "I've known that couple all of
their lives . They are absolutely no good . They broke their
mothers ' hearts and ruined the lives of their kids . They just
want to make martyrs of themselves for the j?eds in Russia .*

This news account further reported that the mother of
Julius Rosenberg had been accompanied to her home on the night of
the execution by a girl who announced "I'm from the National
Committee .* This girl refused to allow a news photographer to take
her picture. A short ttme thereafter another woman appeared at the
door of Mrs. Rosenberg and rapped on the door for admittance
saying "It's Mary, from the Committee .* She wa$ admitted. A
short time later, another woman appeared at the Rosenberg door

.

She stated mI *m Emily. I was sent here by the Committee.* She
also gained admittance

.

During the picketing activities of the NCSJRC in
Washington, the following incidents occurred which are of interests

On June 3, 1953, a reliable informant of WFO reported
that the Committee had set up offices at the Inspiration House in
Washington and that this office was controlled and directed by
people from New York City. This informant advised that one of the
local members of the Committee voiced strong resentment stating
that it appeared to her that the national office of the Committee
felt that "We in D.C. are not competent enough•*

On June 5, 1953, the same source advised that a meeting
of the NCSJRC was held at Inspiration House which was attended by
some SO people . During this meeting the group was advised that a
minister from Chicago and a rabbi had approached the President's
minister, who advised that he had promi sed when Eisenhower joined
his church not to attempt to influence the President/ however , ifthe President asked him he would recommend clemency.

'"x
* i * *

.
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On June 14, 1953, a woman telephonically advised WFO

that she had mistakenly received 6 or 8 telephone calls that day
from persons inquiring concerning the details of a demonstration
planned by the NCSJRC* She advised that most of the callers asked
if this was the Committee for today *8 "outing**

Another reliable informant advised that on June 18,
1953, a worker at NCSJRC Headquarters at Inspiration House was
sent out with $60 in large bills to be exchanged for 60 one
dollar bills * This money was to be furnished to out-of-town
demonstrators for expenses in order to keep as many as possible
in D* C * for the White House death vigil

*

On June 14, 1953, a demonstrati on was held by the NCSJRC
on the Mall in the vicinity of 9th and Constitution Avenue, N* W* ,
Washington, J). C* A reliable informant advised that several
mini sters read prayers at the meeting* Informant commented that
in each instance, the ministers were applauded, a rather unusual
reception for a prayer «

J• J* Ellis of the U*S* Secret Service White House
Detail advised that during the picketing on June 14, 1953, he had
some of his own men mingle with the pickets • A soldier came over
and pulled one of Ellis 9 men out of the line and wanted to know
why he was not fighting in lorea instead of picketing the White
House * Mr* El 1 i s commented that out of several thousand pickets
in line, it had to be one of his men who was singled out•

Also, during the activities of the NCSJRC in Washington
delegations from this organisation were sent to contact various
congressmen, senators and officials here* Congressman Frank
Boykin of Alabama advised the Bureau that many of these indivi-
duals had attempted to see Congressman Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

• °f New York at his office in Congress and Congressman
Roosevelt had to hide in the men's room in order to avoid seeing
them* Congressman Boykin also related that his son, a war veteran

,

while visiting Washington observed the picketing and recounted
*

that a blind negro was being lead around by a white woman and
he asked the woman what he was supposed to do*

On June 19, 1953, after Emanuel Bloch had exhausted all
legal efforts to see the President and was told that the Rosen-
bergs were to be executed that evening, Bloch made the statement
that the action of the Government had revealed *to the entire world
that the people who are running this Government are much more
barbaric than the Nasis when they were in power in Germany

*

m He
also reportedly stated that he did not know "what kind of animals
I am dealing with, but I know I am dealing with animals

*

a

[Washington Star of June BO, 1953*)
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Bloch also reportedly requested that the warden at
Sing Sing Prison convey the following Message to the Rosenher gs

s

"Tell them I tried to do my bestm Tell them I feel ashamed that
I'm an American today *

n (Washington City Hews Service 6-19-53*)

It is noteworthy that tfiis case has also been used by
Communi st Parties throughout the world for propaganda purposes
against the United States • American embassies in Canada and
Europe were flooded with petitions for clemency by various organi-
sations and people* During the last few days prior to the exe-
cution of the Rosenbergs, demonstrations were held in major capitals
of Europe such as Paris, Rome and London on behalf of the Rosen-
bergs* In a Washington City News Service release of June SO, 1953,
foreign reaction to

>
the execution was reported as follows

:

Paris - Communist-led groups swarmed through European streets last
night and early today in generally orderly demonstrations protest-
ing the execution of atom spies Julius and Ethel Rosenberg * A
French teen-ager was shot and wounded and 386 persons were arrest-
ed in Pari 8*

Two bottles of kerosene were thrown through the window
of the U*S* Information Service in Dublin

*

According to this news account, most European newspapers
headlined the execution, but only the Communi st sheets studiously
ignored the fact that the Rosenbergs had been convicted of a
particularly odious crime

*

In Rome, a pro-Government newspaper nIl Popolo n

suggested that the Reds might better save their tears for the
victims of Communist oppression in Berlin * The newspaper said
"We too are moved when we think of the two children of the couple
sentenced to death in the West*" "But we are still more dismayed
by the fate of all the orphans of men mowed down in the streets ofBerlin by the machine guns of a grim and inhuman regime*"
(Obviously referring to the recent riots in East Berlin and the
suppression of them by Russian military forces *)

The news account also reported that Tass News Agency
{ official Soviet news agency) charged the Rosenbergs were executed
in defiance of the protests of world opinion*" The Polish News

Agency charged the execution was "a murder carefully prepared
beforehand and staged in detail by the thugs of the FBI*"
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According to accounts from Italy , Bed flags flying from
Communist Headquarters and the homes of Communi st Party members in
Naples were half-masted

.

In Austria the Communi st Party scheduled a protest
meeting at a theater in the Soviet zone of Vienna

.

National Committee to Secure Justice in the
Rosenberg Case and the Rosenberg Funeral

Even in death the NCSJRC did not cease its anti-
American propaganda activi ties in connecti on with this case.

The funeral arrangements for the Bosenbergs were care-
fully planned by the NCSJBC. The NCSJRC issued invitations to
the funeral service J set aside a press section in the chapel for
reporters and organised the cortege to the cemetery

.

The funeral for the Bosenbergs was held on Sunday, June
21, 1953, in Brooklyn, New York, where approximately 350 persons
attended the service within the chapel while an estimated 10,000
persons stood outside on the sun-baked streets listening to the
service over a loud-speaker system provided by the committee*

Following a brief religious service, the proceedings
became a Communist political attack on the United States , its
leaders and its institutions

.

In delivering his eulogy, Babbi Abraham Cronbach,
Professor Emeritus of the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati,
Ohio, said "We must eschew hatred . We must disdain rancor," and
in quoting the Hebrew Scripture he said "Thou shalt not revenge,
thou shalt bear no grudge Of the Government, Babbi Cronbach
said "Let us give them credit for this much, they did what they
thought right*" The mourners in the packed funeral chapel hissed
the Rabbi for his statements . The tirade at the funeral by
Defense Attorney Emanuel H. Bloch was vicious . Bloch said "I
place the murder of the Bosenbergs at the door of President
Eisenhower, Attorney General Brownell and J. Edgar Hoover. This
is not American justice. America today is living under the hand
of a military dictator garbed in civilian attire *"

Following the same line the National Committee of the
Communist Party issued a statement on June 23, 1953, signed byWilliam Z • Foster, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Pettis Perry charg-
ing that the Bosenbergs were "foully murdered by the joined forces
of President Eisenhower, Attorney General Brownell and J. Edgar
Hoover • In the accusation, the Communist leaders called for a
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"halt to the Hitlerization of America by the Eisenhower - Brownell -

John Edgar Hoover forces who were described as working hand-in-
glove with a 9swastika-minded n Senator Joseph McCarthy and
9his goons *

9 The Communist Party statement charged that the
Rosenbergs were "brutually murdered by an act of Fascist violence 9

and described the Rosenberg trial as a mockery of truth and
justice • The U*S* Supreme Court, the statement contended, was
illegally reconvened to take up the stay of execution granted to the
Rosenbergs by Mr* Justice Douglas and 9 it met with a pistol to its
head in the form of impeachment threats, in an atmosphere of a
Southern lynch town *

9

Thus ended the largest Communi st-inspired propaganda
and pressure campaign in our Nation's history to save two Communist
spies • Now that the Rosenbergs are dead , world Communi sm will
probably continue its propaganda

tf
campai gn to martyrize them as

victims of 'American Imperiali snu
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PART VI

CHRONOLOGY OF COURT ACTION

2* On April 5, 1951, Judge Irving R • ifau/raan, Dtstrict
Judge, Southern District of New York, sentenced Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg to deathj and Horton Sobell to thirty years' imprison-
ment * The execution date was set for the week of May 81, 2952*
However, the execution was stayed when a notice of appeal filed in
the Circuit Court, was served on the warden of Sing Sing Prison on
4-11-41. (65-5Q236-1056

)

8. On April 23, 1951, an application for a writ of habeas
corpus was filed befpre District Judge John C . Knox, United States
District Court, Southern District of New York, in which it was re-
quested that Ethel Rosenberg be moved from the condemned cells at
Sing Sing Prison, Ossining, New York . The application claimed that
such incarceration was cruel and inhuman treatment and further that
she had been put in that prison in order to separate her from her
husband, Julius, and force her to cooperate with the Government

.

The hearing was continued before District Judge Henry W. Goddard

,

who on June 22, 1951, denied the application. In denying this
application, Judge Goddard stated as follows: "The Attorney General
may transfer a convict from a Federal to a State prison without
notice to or consent of the convict. No evidence was presented to
support the relator's allegations in her petition that she was
transferred there in an effort to 9 break 9 her or that the Attorney
General exercised his discretion for an ulterior purpose or in any
but a lawful manner • Indeed, the ini tiati ve for her transfer did
not come from the Attorney General or any of his subordinates • • .The
Commissioner of the Department of Correction, City of New York,
requested that the Federal authorities transfer her because of the
crowded condition of the House of Detention and because of the lack
of proper facilities there for the detention of a prisoner awaiting
the execution of a death sentence." Judge Goddard then continued,
"The relator 9

8 second ground for relief is also without merit• The
Eighth Amendment was adopted to prevent inhuman, barbarous, or
tortuous punishment or some punishment unknown at common law.
Section 3566 of Title 18, U.S. Code, provides 'The manner of inflict-
ing the punishment of death shall be that prescribed by the laws of
the place within which the sentence is imposed. The United States
marshal charged with the execution of the sentence may use available
local facilities . . • • *"

Judge Goddard also said, "Apparently the Congress intend-
ed that the general provi si ons quoted and discussed above should
apply in this situation. These provisions give the Attorney General
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with due pr°cess. Judge Frank also stated mWe think the statute
valid under the First Amendment, as well . The communication to
a foreign government of secret material connected with the national
defense can by no far-fetched reasoning be included within the
area of the First Amendment protecting free speech* " In commenting
on the defendants attack against the reliability of the Government
witnesses. Judge Frank observed as follows: "Doubtless if that
testimony were disregarded, the conviction could not stand • Butwhe™*r *al ia *>V Jury, this court is not allowed to consider thecredibility of witnesses or the reliability of testimony

*

Particularly, in the federal Judicial system that is the Jury'sprovince * In further commenting on the testimony of the Green-glasses. Judge Frank remarked that the instructions to the jury
of Judge Kaufman that 'In the Federal Court a defendant can beconvicted upon the uncorroborated testimony of an accomplicewhose testimony satisfied the Jury of the defendants ' guilt beyonda reasonable doubt, ' said "So instructed, the Jury found defendants
thJJ+i,

raced
.
wi *h 8“ ch 0 verdict this Court ie obligated to assumethat the jury believed the evidence unfavorable to the defendants.On that assumption, the evidence to sustain the verdict is morethan ample *

"

. . ,
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admissible in a similar case involving espionage for Tlasi Germany* "

In discussing the testimony of Elisabeth Bentley, Judge
Frank stated as follows: "If the jury believed herj she supplied
the missing link connecting the Communist Party with the Soviet
Union, and making Communist Party membership probative of motive or
intent to aid Russia *" Judge Frank on this same point continued as
follows: "Whether and how much of that kind of evidence should
come into a trial like this is a matter for carefully-exercised
judicial discretion * We think the trial judge here did not abuse
that discretion*

.

In discussing the testimony of David Greenglass that
Julius Rosenberg took a proximity fuse from the Emerson Radio
Company, where he worked, and gave that fuse to Russia , Judge
Frank stated, "At any rate, the testimony was admissible to show
an intent on Julius' part to aid Russia *"

In ruling on the defendants 1 argument that it was an
abuse of discretion for the trial judge to impose the death
penalty in this case , Judge Frank said: "Unless we are to over-
rule sixty years of undeviating Federal precedents , we must hold
that an appellate court has no power to modify a sentence * • •

Further discussion of this subject my colleagues think unnecessary*"

He then referred to the argument of the defendants that the death
sentences in this case violated the Eighth Amendment of the U. S.
Constitution which forbids cruel and unusual punishment, and the
test urged by the defendants to indicate that a punishment was
cruel and unusual was that it shocked the conscience and sense of
judgment of the people of the United States* In commenting on this
Judge Frank stated "In all likelihood , it would be - - if the
evidence was as the Rosenbergs depict it: They say they were
sentenced to death, not for espionage, but for political un-
orthodoxy and adherence to the Communist Party, and that they had
only the best of motives in giving information to Russia which,
at the time , was an ally of this country, praised as such by lead-
ing, patriotic Americans* But the trial judge, in sentencing
the Rosenbergs, relied on record evidence which shows a very
different picture* If this evidence be accepted, the conspiracy
did not end in 1945, while Russia was still 1a friend 9

, but, as
the trial judge phrased it, continued 9 during a period when it
was apparent to everybody that we were dealing with a hostile
nation 1 . " Judge Frank pointed to the testimony of Government
witnesses indicating that the conspiracy continued up through 1950*
Judge Frank continued, "This Court cannot rule that the trial judge
should have disbelieved those witnesses whom he saw and heard

8
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testify * And, although the indictment did not charge, and there-
fore the jury did not find, that the Rosenbergs intended to harm
the United States, the trial judge could properly consider the
injury to this country of their conduct, in exercising his
discretion as to the extent of sentences within the statutory
limits

Hth regard to the test suggested by the defendants.
Judge Frank, stated "Assuming the applicability of the community-
attitude test proposed by these defendants, it is impossible to
say that the community is shocked and outraged by such sentences
resting on such facts • In applying that test it is necessary to
treat as immaterial the sentences given (or not given) to the
other conspirators, l and also to disregard what se ntences this Court
would have imposed or what other trial judges have done in other
espionage or treason cases, for such matters do not adequately
reflect the prevailing mood of the public • In short, it cannot
be held that these sentences are unconstitutional (65-68236-1288)

4» On Uarch 11, 1952, a petition for rehearing was filed
on behalf of the Rosenbergs with the Circuit Court of Appeals,
Second Circuit • In this petition the same points raised in the
prior petition to the Circuit Court of Appeals were raised with the
additional argument that the defendants actually were tried fortreason without the constitutional safeguards surrounding that
crime and further, inasmuch as the Courts can give a death sentence
for treason, to give the same sentence for a lesser crime consti-
tuted cruel and unusual treatment • (65-58236-1288)

On April 8, 1952, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit unanimously denied this petition for a rehearing •
The opinion of the Court was written by Judge Frank» In this
opinion Judge Frank stated * in the Rosenbergs ' case, an
essential element of treason, giving aid to an 'enemy,' is irrelevant
to the espionage offense." In discussing the defendants' argument
concerning cruel and unusual punishment. Judge Frank ruled "This
argument, we think, involves an unfounded assumption, i.e., that
Congress will always authorise the death sentence for treason *
Without that assumption the argument would compel the strange
conclusion that if Congress in its discretion, authorised a
maximum twenty-year penalty for treason, no greater punishment
could be given for espionage, sedition, or a similar crime without
its becoming cruel and unusual • (65-58236-1258, 1298)
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5* On October 13, 19539 the United States Supreme
Court denied a petition for a writ of certiorari filed on
behalf of Jultua and Ethel Rosenberg . At the same time, an
application of the National Lawyers Guild for leave to file
a brief as amicus curiae was denied by the Supreme Court*

(65-58336-1364)

6. On October 28, 1952, a petition for a rehearing
on behalf of the Rosenbergs was filed with the United States
Supreme Court . The points raised on this petition were that
the Rosenbergs wehe subjected to a treason prosecution under
color of a charge of conspiracy to commit espionage and that
the admission of evidence concerning the Communist affiliations
of the Rosenbergs was highly inflammatory and prejudicial and
that the death sentences were based on untrue assumptions
on the part of Judge Irving Kaufman. The petition also
claimed that the Supreme Court had the power to modify, vacate
or set aside the death sentences imposed by Judge Kaufman

.

On November 17, 1953, the United States Supreme Court denied
the petition of the subjects for a rehearing by a vote of
eight to one. Ur. Justice Frankfurter filed a memorandum
opinion in which he stated that the Supreme Court of the
United States had no power to change a sentence imposed in
the United States District Court . Be stated it was primarily
the responsibility of the Circuit Court of Appeals to review
the record of a trial in a district court and that in the case
of the Rosenbergs the "Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit was deeply conscious of its responsibility in this case.

(65-58336-1133)

7. A petition was filed by the defendants under
Section 2255, Title 18 of the United States Code to vacate
the convictions and stay the execution of the Rosenbergs. This
petition was referred to Federal Judge Sylvester J. Ryan of the
Southern District of New Fork, who on December 10, 1952, denied
the petition of the defendants to set aside their convictions

.

The various grounds listed by the defendants were substantially
as follows ••

a. Pretrial and trial publicity including press
releases precluded the defendants from having a fair trial.

b. The arrest of William Perl and publicity therefrom
during the defendants' trial prejudiced their case.

c. The Government knowingly used false testimony of
David Greenglass at the trial. J
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d. Government witness Ben Schneider perjured

himself in stating that he had not seen the Bosenbergs
from the tine he took their photograph until the time of
his appearance as a witness at the trial, inasmuch as
Schneider had been brought into the court by the Government
to identify the Bosenbergs the day before he testified m

e m The Government falsely classified atomic data
as being secret •

In an affidavit filed in opposition to this motion as
an answer to the claim that pretrial and trial publicity
precluded the defendants from having a fair trial , Myles J. Lane

,

United States Attorney for the Southern District of Mew Tork .

stated:
J

nCounsel for the Bosenbergs at the trial who

,

incidentally, is the very same counsel making the moving
petition on the instant application, stated in open court
after the jury had returned its verdict of guilty as to each
of the defendants as follows

:

1A lawyer does not always win
a case; all that a lawyer expects is a jury to decide the case
on the evidence with mature deliberation . I feel satisfied
by reason of the length of time that you took for your
deliberations, as well as the questions asked during the course
of your deliberations that you examined very carej>ully the
evidence and came to a certain conclusion. 1 The Bosenbergs
counsel on summation stated: *We feel that the trial has been
conducted and we hope we have contributed our share with that
dignity and decorum that befits an American trial.

(65-58236-1348)

In his opinion dated December 10, 1952, Judge Byan
stated as follows :

,f I find no relevant or material issue of
substance raised by the petitions, which requires a hearing
thereon or which renders the taking of oral testimony either
necessary or helpful. I have concluded, after affording the
attorneys for petitioners full opportunity to argue the legal
problems presented by the petition and to make proffers of
proof, that the petitioners are entitled to no relief, that the
court which rendered judgment had jurisdiction, that the
sentences imposed were authorised by law and are not otherwise
open to collateral attack on any of the grounds urged by the
petitioners

, and that full and complete enjoyment of the
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constitutional rights of petitioners has been extMded them
and has in no way been denied or infringed . These petitions
were filed twenty months after the verdict of guilty was
returned by the jury, following a trial which petitioners *

attorneys stated, *had been conducted. . .with that dignity and
that decorum that befits an American trial* and that defense
counsel had been afforded *every privilege that a lawyer
should expect in a criminal case

With regard to the pretrial publicity, Judge Ryan
reasoned as follovk

:

rtA reading of the newspaper articles submitted by the
petitioners reveals nothing of an unusual or inflammatory
character. The articles seem but a fair response to a
legitimate public interest in a matter of vital concern to
all .... The accounts of the arrests and subsequent indictments
of petitioners tended to allay a public anxiety and to give
assurance that those charged with the protection of vital
information were alert and diligent in the performance of their
obligations

,

I* further discussing this point, Judge Ryan stated:
The trial began on March 6, 1951, shortly less than seven

months after the arrest of Sobell, the last defendant to be
taken into custody. Any public prejudice which might be
ascribed to newspaper publicity incident to the arrest of these
defendants had long since been dissipated among the populace of
the orea from which the talesmen were drawn - an area where
occurrences no matter how sensational lose their news value
and no longer attract public interest after a much shorter
space of time than seven months."

In discussing the publicity attending the indictment
and arrest of William Perl which occurred during the trial.
Judge Ryan remarked, "The re was nothing unusual in the
procedure followed. *

. Judge Ryan further stated, "By affidavit,
the United States Attorney now reveals that it was not until
March 6, 1951 , that he came into possession of evidence
sufficient in law to sustain Perl's indictment for perjury.
This satisfactorily explains why Perl was not indicted until
March 13, 1951, for perjury alleged to have been committed
on August 18, 1950, and on September 11, 1950. The United
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States Attorney further states that the Perl indictment
has not yet been brought to trial because of a purpose
on his part to prevent disclosures which would interfere
with other prosecutions . I may not on this hearing pry
into the reasons which prompted the prosecutor to adjourn-
the trial of the Perl indictment . I accept the explanation
given/ certainly the delay does not warrant drawing the
inference which the petitioners press . Again, as to the
indictment of Perl , there ts not the slightest proof that
any of the trial jurors read of the arrest or indictment of
Perl or that it caike to their attention in any manner. A
defendant may not demand that the machinery of law
enforcement be stopped while his trial proceeds , or that
the prosecution of others, who, as he, are charged with
violating the law, be held in abeyance until his trial has
been completed.

"

With regard to the Defense allegation that the
Government knowingly used false testimony of David Greenglass
at the trial. Judge Ryan stated as follows:

"When he (Greenglass) was pressed on the trial
as to the exact time when he had said he would make the state-
ment, Greenglass testified 'You can't pinpoint me on when I
satd I was going to give o statement, because I don't
remember those things . ' Questioned further on the subject
he added that he hadn't 'read the statement since and I
certainly don't know exactly what I put in it' but he added
that he hadn't 'conscientiously' withheld any facts that night
and that the statement he had then made was substantially
the same as his testimony in the trial. At no time did
petitioners' attorney call for the production of the state-
ment, or ask the trial judge to examine it for the purpose
of determining whether it did, in fact, contain statements
contradictory to the testimony he had given on the trial.
No request was made for a direction that the statement
be delivered to the petitioners ' attorneys for use on their
extensive and searching cross-examination of Greenglass.

"

Judge Ryan added, "l do not have to consider the affidavits
of Special Agents Lewis and Frutkin to arrive at a finding
that there is no factual basis for inferring that Greenglass'

90
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testimony was perjurious or 9that it was Knowingly9 willfully
and tntentionally used, 9 Tull opportunity during trial
was available to petitioners 9 attorney to demand at least
a preliminary examination of Greenglass 9 statement; no
such application was made . I do not feel called upon
to now examine the statement on the flimsy showing made*"

With reference to the Defense contention that
it was improbable Greenglass could have reproduced from
memory sketches of the lens mold and the cross section
of the atonic bomb which were introduced as evidence during
the trial, Judge Ryan opined, "Petitioners now submit
affidavits from three individuals, represented as experts
<n the field of physics , who express the opinion that it is
9 improbable 9 that Greenglass could have reproduced the sketches
from memory. A fourth affidavit from a scientific writer
or correspondent for a newspaper records his opinion as to
the 9 impossibility 9 of Greenglass 9 being able to make these
sketches from memory * It is upon.these 9optnions f that
petitioners would have me find that Greenglass gave
perjurious testimony concerning the circumstances surrounding
the drawing by him of these exhibits * None of these four
affiants could possibly have seen exhibit 8, which had been
impounded

Exhibit 8, referred to by Judge Ryan, was a sketch
of a cros 8 section of the atomic bomb prepared by Greenglass
and which Greenglass testified to as being a recollection of
a sketch he furnished to Rosenberg in September9 1948*

Judge Ryan also said9 "Opinion evidence when offered
by one who has neither observed the witness while he testifies
nor ever seen him is inadmissible on any trial and may not
be considered by me as the basis for a conclusion that
perjury was committed

The Defense also contended that the testimony
of Ben Schneider9 Government rebuttal witness 9 was perjurious

*

Regarding this point9 Judge Ryan etdted9 "it is not disputed
that on the day prior to Schneider fs testimony he had been
brought into the trial courtroom for the purpose of seeing
whether he could identify Rosenberg as the person whose
photograph he had taken* There was no motive for false-
hood on the part of Schneider and there is not the slightest

grop. sfcfv- * •
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evidence that Schneider 1e testimony on this '&&s 'Wtit'e'nti'onelly
false* I hold it to be on an immaterial point txscause the
petitioners Rosenberg did not deny on cross-examination prior
to Schneider 18 appearance as a witness that they had been in
Schneider*8 store *

M

Judge Ryan continued:

nThe vital portion of Schneider r
s testimony was

his recollection of what Julius Rosenberg had told him; on
that a sharp issue was raised and it appears from the verdict
to have been resolved by the Jury adversely to the petitioners •

The challenge now made to Schneider *s testimony does not stamp
him as a perjurer

*

n

Regarding the defendant's claim that the information
which they conspired to transmit should not have been classified
secret. Judge Ryan said:

"They (defendants ) contend that there was nothing
informative or new about the details of the high-explosive
lens used in atomic weapons, that the theory underlying the
use of the lens and implosion has been known for many years «

They have listed the names and authors of various treatises
and texts in the field of nuclear physics , and from this would
have me conclude that the experimentation in the use of the
atomic bomb which was disclosed was a matter of public
knowledge * • Certainly, we cannot say that in the United States
this information has been made public, nor can we assume that
1 it has become available in one way or another to any foreign
government Petitioners offer no evidence to support their
contention that the classification of this information was
arbitrary, or that the United States Government had information
which would have led it to believe it was well-known

*

ft

Judge Ryan also opined: frThe claim now made by
petitioners cannot be said to constitute newly-discovered
evidence • The very basis of their argument that prior
knowledge of this use of atomic energy is revealed by the
recorded experiments and treatises of numerous physicists .

was evidence available to them during the trial and an issue
which could have been presented then and considered by the
jury in its determination of the nature of the information
which petitioners conspired to transmit • This issue of fact
was presented to the jury by the trial judge; it was resolved
against the petitioners ; it may not be retried on this
application • * (65-5Q236-1432

)



0* On December 31, 1952, the Circuit Court of
Appeals, Second Circuit, unanimously affirmed the order of
Judge Ryan, United States District Court, dismissing the
defendants* motion under Section 2255» The opinion in the
Circuit Court of Appeals was written by Chief Judge Thomas
Swan •

In discussing the alleged prejudicial newspaper
publicity, Judge Swan stated, "When a defendant believes that
pre-trial publicity has been such as to render impossible
the selection of an impartial jury, there are well-recognized
methods of raising this issue before the trial commences •

Be may move for a fchange of venue or for a continuance until
the public clamor shall have subsided. The petitioners took
neither of these courses • On the voir dire the prospective
jurors were carefully questioned as to whether they had read
or heard about the case and a jury was selected satisfactory
to the defendants, who did not even use all the peremptory
challenges permitted them . Nor do they allege that any trial
juror was, in fact, prejudiced by the publicity now asserted
to have made a fair trial impossible • Their present position
is obviously an afterthought inspired by the hope of securing
a new trial after having exhausted all hope of reversing
the verdict by appeal and petitions for certiorari • The excuse
offered by counsel for the Rosenbergs is that he did not realize
at the trial the extent and the inflammatory character of the
publicity as it could not have been revealed to him 'by the
usual sporadic reading of an average newspaper reader, and he
was so busy that he 'read the newspapers' infrequently . But
if he did not realize it, there is no reason to suppose that
the jury was more seriously affected .

"

In further discussing the matter of publicity. Judge
Swan said, HThe best that can be said in the instant case is
that, at the time of trial, astute counsel decided that the
publicity did their clients no harm, and now want this court
to decide otherwise»"

In discussing the effect of the Perl indictment
and the statements made by the United States Attorney to the
press that Perl had been listed as a witness in the Rosenberg
trial. Judge Swan stated, "But the essence of the wrong done
the petitioners does not lie in the intent of the prosecutor
but in the prejudicial publicity which may come to the attention
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of the Jury, When publicity believed to be prejudicial occurs
during a trial, the defendant may move for a mistrial or may
request the trial Judge to caution the Jury to disregard it

,

Xn this case the defendants did neither,, ,, This mas their
deliberate choice after conferring with the Judge out of the
presence of the Jury,"

With regard to the alleged use by the Government
of perjurious testimony. Judge Swan opined$ "There are three
specifications , The first relates to Greenglass 1 testimony
that on the night of his arrest he did not withhold any facts
from the FBI* Whin he was sentenced on April 6, 1951, the day
after the petitioners r sentences, the United States Attorney
stated to the court 'Ur, Rogge protested his innocence 1

at the arraignment, 'Through Ruth Greenglass, his wife, came
the subsequent recantation of these protestations, and repudi-
ation of the disclosures of the facts by both of them, 9

On the basis of this statement the petitioners argue that
the testimony was false and known to be false by the prose-
cuting officer. Judge Ryan said that when read in contest
with all the proceedings on April 6 he did not regard it
as an admission that Greenglass had committed perjury and
that there was no factual basis for inferring that perjurious
testimony had been knowingly used , We agree. It is notable
that petitioners made no mention of these facts on their
previous appeal although then well aware of them,'1

In dealing with the allegations that David Greenglass
could not have prepared sketches from memory and hence his
testimony was false, Judge Swan stated, "This is nothing newf
for at the trial, the defendants

,

on cross examination,
had brought out the details of Greenglass 9 education, with
the patent purpose of persuading the jury .that he had lied.
In support of their renewed assertion of his perjury, defendants
* • « «« presented the affidavits of four scientists who expressed
the opinion that Greenglass, with his limited education as
shown at the trial could not have made the sketches from memory.
Since none of them knew Greenglass, none was in a position
to give an opinion about the quality of his memory which,

.

no matter what his education, may have been amply sufficient
for this purpose, ,,,The affidavits bear solely on the credit
bility of his testimony and that issue was properly submitted
to the trial jury for decision, 19

Regarding the testimony of Ben Schneider, Judge
Swan said, "Judge Ryan was correct in ruling that there was
not the slightest evidence that Schneider's testimony was

34
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intentionally false and that in any event it was on an
immaterial point , i.e%, identification of the Rosenbergs
as persons whose pictures he had taken, since the Rosenbergs
had not denied that they might have gone to his shop for
that purpose, although Julius Rosenberg categorically
insisted that they were not passport pi ctures.

"

Ftth regard to the defendants * claim that the
information transmitted should not have been classified
secret. Judge Swan stated, "The petitioners next point
is that their convection should be set aside because one
item of information classified as secret which they were
charged with having conspired to transmit to Russia, was so
generally known that transmitting it was not forbidden by
the Espionage Act • This matter was thoroughly discussed
by Judge Ryan . We have nothing to add to his opinion
except to say that United States v. Heine, 2 Cir.,
151 Km (2D), 613, upon which the appellants rely is so
different in its facts as to be completely inapposite •

"

As to the questions advanced by defendant Morton
Sobell that he should have been tried under the treason
clause of the Constitution rather than the Espionage Act,
Judge Swan opined, "it was raised before the Supreme Court
in the petition for rehearing which was denied • Assuming
without decision that nevertheless it may now be read in
its present form by a motion under Section 2255, we hold
that it is without merit." (65-58236-1406)

9. On January 2, 1953, Judge Irving R * Kaufman, District
Court, denied the application of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg for
clemency . In the course of his opinion. Judge Kaufman stated
as follows

»

"In response to this application, I have not only
heard counsel at great length and studied the defendants 1

petition , but also have re-studied the voluminous record ofthe trial and refreshed my recollection of the demeanor of the
witnesses . Re-examining the question de novo, I am again
compelled to conclude that the defendants 1 guilt — as found
by the unanimous verdict of the fury - was established beyond
doubt. Hone of the so-called later discoveries or revelations
which counsel contend created doubt of guilt touch the bastematters disclosed by the testimony of Ruth and David Greenglass,

r '
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Max Elitcher, Ben Schneider, and the other Government
witnesses, which the jury chose to believe and which points

unmistakably to the full and conscious participation of the

defendants in this conspiracy • On this application baseless

charges of perjury have been hurled at several Government

witnesses , The jury has already decided this question to

the contrary, so did my colleague judge Ryan, so did the

United States Court of Appeals • X am also convinced that these

witnesses told the truth • Therefore, we observe several

judicial determinations attesting to the credence of the

challenged Government witnesses,"

Judge Kaufman continued , "The issue which now
confronts this Court, therefore , is whether, assuming the

guilt of the defendants, and the overwhelming character of
the evidence renders such assumption inescapable, there
nevertheless exist other considerations which would warrant
reduction of the sentence•"

judge Kaufman also stated, "The Court, however, has
had a solemn trust placed in its hands by the people of this
land and X am convinced that any change of these sentences by
this Court, in the light of the evidence adduced in this case,
would be a violation of that trust* Devotion to duty and
justice must prevail over action which could be attributable
only to the emotions *

w

judge Kaufman also opined, "The Rosenbergs were not
minor espionage agents; they were on the top rung of this
conspiracym Julius had direct contact with the representative
of the foreign Government, to wit, Yakovlev, a Russian uice-
consul in New York City . Re had contacts with other repre-
sentatives of the U*3.S*R* Re dispersed large amounts of
Russian espionage funds - for example, the $5,000 given to
Greenglass to flee the jurisdiction. Re was always the
principal recruiter for scientists and technicians and the
guiding spirit of the conspirators , And at all times
Ethel Rosenberg, older in years and wise in Communist doctrine,
aided and abetted and advised her husband

Xn discussing the letters received urging judicial
clemency Judge Kaufman said as follows: "In the many letters
urging judicial clemency, which have been submitted to this



Court, the overwhelming preponderance of which are in response
to a self-serving solicitation by counsel for the Rosenbergs

,

it has frequently been urged that the sentences were
unprecedented , being the first such sentences imposed foil
peacetime espionage. I hasten to correct this misapprehension
and emphasise, therefore, that the sentences were not imposed
for peacetime espionage but for wartime espionage . This
Court would not have the power to impose these sentences for
peacetime espionage. The letters referred to, for the
greater part, indicate that the writers have never read the
record, are unfamiliar with the facts in the case, or have
been misinformed concerning them. Some of these writers do
not hesitate to pass judgment on the credibility of witnesses
even though they have not observed them on the witness stand

,

a basic essential to judging credibility. They nevertheless
assume the role of a super-jury, sitting in absentia."

In discussing the seriousness of the crime committed
by the Rosenbergs, Judge Kaufman said, ffIs the act not perhaps
more treacherous and reprehensible when our own fellow
Americans, decide to traffic in our deepest military secrets
and to transfer the information concerning these secrets to
a foreign power while we are engaged in war; then continue to
traffic in our military secrets when this allegedly friendly
country becomes hostile to us and engages in a cold war with
Americap We can expect citizens of a foreign nation to do
everything to benefit their country, but we have a right to
expect Americans not to enlist in a conspiracy to destroy their
own country."

In answer to the defense contention that Russia was our
ally at the time this crime was committed. Judge Kaufman stated,
"But the Rosenbergs urge that Russia was our ally in 1944 and
1945 and hence this Court in imposing sentence was using hind-
sight. To accept this contention is to approve the theory
that this is not a Government of responsible civil and military
leaders, charged with the duty of determining what military
secrets are to be given to a foreign power, but that the
decision rests with any individual who might be disgruntled
with the determination made by our leaders on matters affecting
our security. Such a Government, it is obvious, could not
long exist."
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In dealing with the defendants' contention that
Russia was a friendly country at the time of the transmission
of information judge Kaufman said, "Furthermore, Congress
wisely did not distinguish between a friendly or an enemy country
in prescribing punishment for acts of espionage • The law
was intended to protect and to keep inviolate our military
secrets from all foreign powers .

w Continuing, Judge Kaufman
stated, "What right have these defendants now to cry, 'Russia
was our ally,

' when they were the very ones caught with their
hands in our pockets trying to filch from, their own country
this weapon which, were its secret inviolate , might have been
crucial in maintaining peace with the post-war world m It
is apparent that Russia teas conscious of the fact that the
United States had the one weapon which gave it military
superiority and that, at any price , it had to wrest that
superiority from the United States by stealing the secret
information concerning that weapon • The tragedy of it is
that it was successful •"

In answer to the defendants' claim that the infor-
mation which allegedly was transmitted was not secret

,

Judge Kaufman stated as follows:

"The defendants contend that the acts of which they
have been found guilty were not detrimental to the United
States or of benefit to the Soviet Union, because the infor-
mation which was transmitted to the Russian agents was not
secret but was available in publicly distributed scientific
periodicals . But it is ludicrous to assert that the defendants'
elaborate precautions to escape detection and the furtive
conduct which characterised all their acts as members of the
Soviet-run espionage ring were directed at the attainment of
information already in the public domain ,

M

With relation to the sentences passed on other con-
spirators in this conspiracy and on other persons convicted
of espionage, Judge Kaufman said, "It has also been urged that
others have received lesser sentences . Indeed, this Court
imposed a lesser sentence upon the co-conspirator, David
G-reenglass • There are several answers to thism The degree
of implication of each conspirator and his subsequent aid to
the Government in ferreting out co-conspirators must be



considered* Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were the prime
movers in this conspiracy ; into it they sucked David and
Ruth Greenglass* **.Not of little importance in connection
with the Greenplass sentence, is the cooperation which the
Government received from him

,

o factor which I publicly
stated at the time of his sentence deserved consideration
from the Court* * * *Neither defendant has seen fit to follow
the course of David Greenglass and Harry Gold * Their lips
have remained sealed and they prefer the glory which they
believe will be theirs by the martyrdom which will be
bestowed upon them by those who enlisted them in this
diabolical conspiracy (and who , indeed, desire them to
remain silent)* Harry Gold received the maximum prison
sentence of 30 years** » *Gold has been a most cooperative
and penitent witness since his apprehension* * * *Klaus Fuchs
received the maximum prison sentence under the English law
and his cooperation is now a matter of record* * * * It should
be noted that Fuchs was not convicted of violating an
espionage statute but of violating an act known as the
Official Secrets Act* To be bound by the sentences imposed
on Fuchs and Alan Nunn May, would be to say that this
country has no right to pass its own laws to deal with
offenses as its Congress determines but must blindly follow
the law of a foreign nation even though it materially differs
from our own * Of course9 both Fuchs and May plead guilty* n

Judge Kaufman also stated, uThis Court has no doubt
but that if the Rosenbergs were ever to attain their freedom
they would continue in their deep-seated devotion and
allegiance to Soviet Russia

,

a devotion which has caused
them to choose martyrdom and to keep their lips sealed*
The defendants, still defiant, assert that they seek justice
not mercy * What they seek, they have attained * Despite thi
I must nevertheless consider whether they are deserving of
mercy* While I am deeply moved by considerations of parent-
hood and while I find death in any form heart-rending, I
have a responsibility to mete out justice in a manner dictated
by the statutes and interests of our country * My personal
feelings or preference must be pushed aside for my prime
obligation is to society and to American institutions * The
families of these defendants are victims of their infamy

,

but I am mindful that countless other Americans may also be
victims of that infamy* The defendants were not moved by any

ca
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consideration of their families and their children in
committing their crimes , but have urged such consideration
upon the Court in order to make more difficult an already
difficult task."

In summing up. Judge Kaufman stated, nSo, we observe,
that it is over one year and nine months since this Court
discharged the unpleasant duty of sentencing these defendants •

During that time, their appeal has been carried from this
Court through alh the appropriate Appellate Courts and the
sentence and judgment have not been disturbed* No legal
recourse has been denied the defendants « Through all of this
no other court has been able to find a reversible error or
the legal justification to set aside the sentence, 11

In rendering his decision on this motion

,

Judge Kaufman said, "X have meditated and reflected long
and difficult hours over the sentence in this case

,

X have
studied and re-studied the record and I have seen nothing
nor has anything been presented to me to cause me to change
the sentence originally imposed

*

X still feel that their
crime was worse than murder * Nor have I seen any evidence
that the defendants have experienced any remorse or repent-
ance* Unfortunately, in its place, this Court has been
subjected to a mounting organised campaign of vilification

,

abuse, and pressure * This Court, however, is not subject to
such organised campaign and the pressures which have been
brought to bear in this case, nor does it require such
techniques to make it cognisant of the human tragedy involved*
The application is denied*"

10* On January 6, 1953, an order was signed by District
Judge Irving R, Kaufman, Southern District of New York, and
consented to by Emanuel H* Bloch, Attorney for the Rosenbergs

,

and Myles J, Lane, U• S* Attorney, Southern District of
New York • This order granted a stay of execution of the
defendants which had been set for the week of January 12,
1953, with the conditions that on or before January 10, 1953

,

an affidavit of counsel for the defendants be filed attesting
that a petition for executive clemency was duly filed for
submission to the President and further that the stay was
being granted for the sole purpose of permitting the

u
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president to pass upon the defendants * plea for executive
clemency • Further if any action was to be taken or legal
proceeding instituted which caused delay or interfered with
the expeditious processing of the said application for
executive clemency, the stay would be vacated • The order
further contained a provision that the stay granted would
expire five days after the determination by the President
upon the petition for executive clemency• (65-58236-1393)

11m On February 11, 1953, president Dwight D • Eisenhower
denied the petition for executive clemency filed by the
Rosenberas. Jn denying this petition. President Eisenhower
stated, "These two individuals have been tried and convicted
of a most serious crime against the people of the United
States * They have been found guilty of conspiring with intent
and reason. to believe that it would be to the advantage of a
foreign power, to deliver to the agents of that foreign
power certain highly secret atomic information relating to
the national defense of the United States • The nature of the
crime for which they have been found guilty and sentenced
far exceeds that of the taking of the life of another citizen;
it involves the deliberate betrayal of the entire nation and
could very well result in the death of many, many thousands of
innocent citizens • By their act these two individuals have,
in fact, betrayed the cause of freedom for which free men are
fighting and dying at this very hour."

President Eisenhower continued, "The courts have
provided every opportunity for the submission of evidence
bearing on this case. In the time-honored tradition of
American justice, a freely selected jury of their fellow
citizens considered the evidence in this case and rendered
its judgment . All rights of appeal were exercised and the
conviction of the trial court was upheld after full judicial
review, including that of the highest court in the land

.

J haue wade a careful examination into this case, and I am
satisfied that the two individuals have been accorded their
full measure of justice. There has been neither new evidence
nor have there been mitigating circumstances which would
justify alterin g this decision and J have determined that
it is my duty in the interest of the people of the United
States, not to set aside the verdict of their representatives

(65-58236 -Sub AQ)
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12. On February XI, 1953, the Circuit Court of Appeals,
Second Circuit, granted a stay of execution for the Rosenbergs
until March 30, 1953, in order to allow them to appeal to the
Supreme Court of . the United States « Mo written decision
accompanied this staym The execution date had been set
for March 9, 1953m (65-56236-3ub AS)

13 m On May 25, 1953, the United States Supreme Court
denied without opinion an application for a writ of certiorari
requested by the defendantSm (55-58236-1662)

14. On May 25, 1953, the United States Supreme Court
vacated the stay of execution which was granted by the Circuit
Court of Appeals on February 17, 1953 . (65-58236-16 63

)

15. On May 26, 1953, the United States Supreme Court
denied a motion filed by the defendants requesting the Court
to stay action on their petition for a writ of certiorari
which was denied May 25, 1953 . This stay was requested to
allow filing of an amended application for a writ of certiorari.

(65-58236-1690, 1667, 1664)
16. On May 29, 1953, District Judge Irving R . Kaufman

set the date of execution of the Rosenbergs for the week of
June 15, 1953. The usual execution date at Sing Sing prison
is Thursday night which meant the Rosenbergs were scheduled
to die June 18, 1953. (65-58236-167?)

17. On June 1, 1953, Judge Irving R. Kaufman denied a
motion made on behalf of the Rosenbergs to set aside the
death sentences. On this motion Emanuel Bloch, attorney for
the Rosenbergs, argued that the indictment was defective in
that it did not allege that the conspiracy took place in time
of war or was intended to take place in time of war . Based
on this assumption, Bloch alleged that the sentence should not
have been more than twenty years. In opposition to this motion.
United States Attorney Edward J. Lumbard argued that the
indictment clearly showed the Rosenbergs were charged with an
offense punishable by death . In denying this motion. Judge
Kaufman said that Bloch f s application was transparent and
without any merit whatever/ He stated that if he were to make
a guess, twenty-five carefully-planned points of law had been
raised in the Court in the two years and two months since the
conviction and that this was the first occasion on which this

TOP S
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particular point had been submitted* Me stated that the
words **then and there being at war w appeared in the indict-
ment which clearly showed to the defendants that they were
charged with having conspired in wartime to transmit infor-
mation* (65-58236-1666)

16* On June 2, 1953, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Second
Circuit, denied a motion by the defendants for a writ of
mandamus ordering District Judge Kaufman to reduce the
sentences * The basis for this motion was that Judge Kaufman
had considered the following factors in sentencing the
Ro senbergs: (a) the Rosenbergs * devotion to Soviet Russia

;

(b) Judge Kaufman classified the Rosenbergs as traitors,
whereas, they were not charged as traitors ; (c) the Rosenbergs
had on intent to injure the United States, whereas, the indict-
ment charged transmittal of information for the advantage of
a foreign country • and (d) the death sentence was used by
JUdge Kaufman in an attempt to coerce a confession from the
Rosenbergs*

19* on JUne 5, 1953, the Circuit Court of Appeals, the
Second Circuit, denied a motion for a stay of execution which
was requested to give the defendants time to appeal to the
United States Supreme Court from the denial by the Circuit
Court of the defendants 1 motion for a writ of mandamus • Jn
denying this motion. Judge Swan of the Circuit Court instructed
Emanuel Bloch that this motion should properly be filed with
the United States Supreme Court*

20* Qn June 5, 1953, the Circuit Court of Appeals, the
Second Circuit, affirmed the action of Judge Kaufman in which
he denied a motion for reduction of sentence on June 1, 1953*

21. On June 8, 1953, the defendants 1 motion for a new
trial under Rule 33 and for vacating and setting aside the
death sentences under Section 2255, Title 16, United States
Code, was argued before Judge Irving R* Kaufman , The basis
for this motion was based on two general grounds: (a) newly
discovered evidence and (b) the prosecuting authorities had
knowingly used perjury testimony to convict the Rosenbergs •

Emanuel Bloch, defense attorney, argued that the Greenglass
testimony relating to the console table allegedly given to
the Rosenbergs by the Russians was false; further that
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statements the Greenglasses had made to their attorneys
contradicted the testimony they had given at the trial .

—
Bloch also argued that a deal had been made between the
Government and the Greenglasses in return for their testi-
mony and that the theft of uranium by David Greenglass from
Los Alamos was proof that he was engaged in independent
espionage and thap in order to save himself from prosecution
for that theft he falsely involved the Rosenbergs*

It is noted that David Greenglass testified at the
trial that the Rosenbergs had a console table which Julius
said had been given to him by the Russians , Greenglass
further testified that the table had been hollowed out and
was used by the Rosenbergs for photographic purposes * Bloch
claimed to have recently located the console table in the
home of Jfrs* Sophie Rosenberg, mother of Julius Rosenberg

,

and that it was not hollowed out or altered . in any way

*

Bloch also presented an affidavit from a furniture buyer
at Macy‘s Department Store, which affidavit stated that the
photograph of this

:
table resembled a type of table possibly

sold by Macy's in 1944 or 1945 for $19*97* Bloch attributed
si gnificance to this affidavit because Rosenberg had testified
that he purchased the console table at Uacy's Department Store
for about $21*

In regard to the theft of uranium , David Greenglass
admitted to FBI agents on Uarch 25, 1953, that he had stolen
a sample of uranium from Los Alamos while he was stationed
there but had thrown it into the East River * Greenglass said
he took this as a souvenir and that all members of the
Rosenberg family were aware of this fact

*

Judge Kaufman gave an oral opinion in which he denied
the Rosenbergs 1 motion in all respects. He stated that in
connection with the allegations under Section 22559 the papers
and arguments considered in conjunction with the record showed
the Rosenbergs were entitled to no relief; that not one
Government witness had recanted; and that no material issue of
fact was raised requiring the taking of testimony at a hearing

*

#e noted that the affidavits concerning the console table, with
the exception of an affidavit from Joseph Fontana, furniture
Jyuyer at Macy's, were from relatives and further that at the

104
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trial Mrs* Evelyn Cox, former domestic employed by the
Rosenbergs had testified that Ethel Rosenberg told her the
table was a belated wedding gift from a friend * Judge K&ufman
also noted that Julius Rosenberg had denied that the table
was a gift in his testimony He said that, assuming the
table was purchased from. Macy *s Department Store, it did
not resolve the conflict and that the identity of the vendor
was not important but that the use of the table was important •

judge Kaufman also pointed out no receipts were produced at
the trial or at this hearing and that the existence of a table
sold by Macy r s did not establish that perjury was committed •

Further, he stated it was incongruous to say that the
Government should have produced the table when it was shown by
the defendants on affidavits that it was in the possession
of the Rosenberg family • Judge Kaufman also noted that
Leon Summit of the rlnational Guardian, weekly newspaper , had
no trouble in locating the table • He pointed out that the
information concerning the table furnished by the Greenglasses
came in response to questions concerning gifts to Julius
Rosenberg from the Russians and the testimony concerning the
table played an infinitesimal part in the trial « Judge Kaufman
also stated that the facts concerning the table had been
testified to by David and Ruth Greenglass in early March , 1951,
and again by Julius and Ethel Rosenberg at that time • that
since the Rosenberg family was available now, they certainly
were available to testify at the trial that they had seen the
table in the Rosenberg home • He stated there was no basis for
the charge of perjured testimony .

Concerning the theft of uranium by David Greenglass

,

Judge Kaufman questioned why Greenglass would throw the
uranium in the river and asked how this theft tended to
implicate innocent members of the family . He stated it was
fair to characterise the conclusion of the defendants as
unsupported and incredible »

Concerning the statements of the Greenglasses made
to their attorneys and the fact that the defendants sought
to attack the credibility of the Greenglasses by these state-
ments, Judge Kaufman stated it was clear the statements
referred to general information supplied by David Greenglass
to his attorney concerning statements he had furnished to the

o05
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FBI. Judge Kaufman pointed out that on cross-examination
David had testified he had given 3ix or seven statements
and had not remembered all of the details of his actions in
his first interview. The judge also pointed out that David's
testimony had been corroborated by his wife , Harry Gold, and
others . Judge Kaufman denied the motions of the defendants
under Section 2255, stating that he did not accept the charges
that perjured testimony was knowingly used by the Government

*

In connection with the Rosenberg motion for a new
trial on the grounds of newly discovered evidence. Judge
Kaufman listed 5 points that have to be showed, as set
forth in the "On Lee Case," namely, that the (a) evidence is
newly discovered; (b) diligence of the defendants; (c)
evidence is not cumulative or impeaching; (d) evidence is
material; and (e) evidence is of such a nature that on a
new trial the newly discovered evidence would probably
produce an acquittal . Judge Kaufman noted that not one
Government witness had recanted. He stated the guilt of
the defendants wa3 established overwhelmingly and the present
alleged evidence did not in any way diminish the strength
of the Government ' s case. Judge Kaufman denied the motion for
a new trial, as well as a stay of execution requested by the
defendants. (65-58236-1699)

22 . On June 9, 1953, Emanuel Bloch appeared before the
United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, and requested
a stay of execution pending an appeal to that court of
Judge Kaufman's denial for a new trial and arrest of judgment
dated June 8, 2953 * The court refused to grant a stay.

(65-56236-1709)
23. On June 11, 1953, Circuit Court of Appeals, Second

Circuit, affirmed Judge Kaufman's denial of defendants'
motion for a new trial. The Circuit Court also denied the
defendants' application for a stay of execution . This action
was taken without opinion. (65-58236-1746)

24. On June 13, 1953, one Fyke Farmer, attorney, sub-
mitted a 60-page petition for a writ of habeas corpus before
Judge Edward Dimock, District Judge, Southern District of
Hew York, requesting the release of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.

06



It is noted that Farmer had attempted

,

in the pasty to file
papers in the Rosenberg case# He was described as an
attorney from Tennessee who had interested himself in the
case and who claimed to have attempted to have Bloch bring
up certain points of law. Farmer indicated that Bloch hgd
refused to follow his advice and, therefore , he, Farmer,
was acting as an independent attorney • One of the points
raised by Farmer on this motion was that the Rosenbergs were
denied a fair trial, inasmuch as Exhibit 8 was impounded
at the trial and witnesses were excluded . (it is noted that
Exhibit Q was the* sketch prepared by David Greenglass of the
atomic bomb * It should also be noted that this exhibit
was impounded, and the witnesses were excluded on motion of
defense counsel during the trial*) Farmer also raised the
point that the Rosenbergs should have been sentenced under
the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 instead of the Espionage Act
and that pursuant to the terms of the Atomic Energy Act they
could not have received a death sentence unless the jury so
recommended . This motion was referred to Judge Kaufman

.

On June 15, Judge Kaufman denied the motion filed by'
Fyke Farmer * In denying this motion Judge Kaufman stated as
follows • vThe defendants have been represented throughout
this litigation by counsel of their own choice, Mr* Emanuel H*
Bloch* One Irwin Edelman of Los Angeles, California, the
petitioner, represented by one Fyke Farmer of Tennessee and
two other lawyers strange to this litigation , seeks a writ
of habeas corpus on behalf of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.
The papers submitted show not only no authorization for the
petitioners to act, but it is quite clear that the petitioner
and his counsel are nothing short of intruders and interlopers
in this litigation

*

t9 (65-56236-1761)

25* On June 13, 1953, Emanuel Bloch, attorney for the
Rosenbergs, appeared before Supreme Court Justice Jackson
and made a motion for a stay of execution. Justice Jackson
heard the arguments from both Bloch and the Government
attorneys and he then referred the matter to the full court
to be heard on JUne 15, 1953. On June 15, 1953, the full
Supreme Court denied the application for a stay of execution
made by the Rosenbergs by a five to four decision

.

(65-56236-1743, 1611)
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26% pn June 15, 1953, following the denial by the

United States Supreme Court for a stay of execution , the
defense attorney made an oral application for a writ of ~
habeas corpus • This application for leave to file the writ
was denied by the Supreme Court% The basis for this appli-
cation for a writ of habeas corpus was as follows: (a) The
Rosenbergs were convicted without due process of law in
violation of the Fifth Amendment ; (b) Perjured testimony of
certain witnesses which could not have been innocently
accepted by the prosecution% Specific reference u>as made
to the testimony of the Greenglasses % (c ) The death sentence
should only have been given had secret information actually
been transmitted to Russia . (d) Lack of intelligence and
education of David Greenglass to pass the information con-
cerning the processes involved in constructing the A-bomb%

(65-56236-1745, 1752

)

S?» On June 16, 1953, Justice Douglas of the Supreme
Court requested the Rosenberg defense attorneys to submit
their petitions for a stay of execution in writing • On
this date , Daniel <?• Marshall , attorney , Los Angeles , and
Fyke Farmer, attorney, appeared at the Supreme Court and
attempted to file petitions for a writ of habeas corpus on
behalf of the Rosenbergs % Their action in attempting to
file these writs was opposed by Emanuel #. Bloch and John F.
Finerty, attorneys for the Rosenbergs • These petitions for
a writ of habeas corpus were heard by Mr % Justice Douglas
in his chambers % The main point made by Farmer and Marshall
in their peition was that under the 1946 Atomic Energy Act
the death sentence might be imposed only upon the recommenda-
tion of the jury and then only when the defendants were
charged with intent to injure the United States % Farmer argued
that, inasmuch as the conspiracy for which the Rosenbergs were
convicted commenced in 1944 and existed until 1950 , the pro-
visions of the Atomic Energy Act applied to the sentencing
rather than the provisions of the Espionage Act of 1917. On
June 17, 1953, Mr% Justice Douglas granted a stay of execution
in order that the question raised by Farmer could be argued
in the District Court and more evidence received in order to
determine whether there was merit to Farmer' s argument % In
granting this stay, Mr % Justice Douglas stated, ''It is
important that the country be protected against the nefarious
plans of spies who would destroy us m It is also important
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that before we allow human lives to be snuffed out we
be sure - emphatically sure - that we act within the
law. If we are not eure, there will be lingering doubts
to plague the conscience after the event . I have serious
doubts whether this death sentence nay be imposed for this
offense except and unless a Jury recommends it. The
Rosenbergs should have an opportunity to litigate this
issue. Ur. Justice Douglas stated that he felt it was a
substantial legal question which should be decided after
full argument and deliberation. (65-58236-1896)

28. On June 18, 1953, R. Boland Ritche, Attorney

,

Wichita, Kansas, filed by mail with the United States district
Court, Southern District of New York, a petition for a writ
of habeas corpus in which the allegation was made that the
indictment in this case should be dismissed because it
contained allegations that acts of espionage were committed
in time of war and in time of peace and that the defendants
should have been convicted under the peacetime provisions
of the espionage statutes which carry a maximum sentence
of thirty years imprisonment . Judge Sylvester J. Ryan,
Southern District of New York, denied this motion on

9

June 18, 1953. (65-58236-1879)

29% June 18, 1953, Arthur Kinoy, attorney. New York
City, filed on behalf of Emanuel Bloch a petition for a stay
of execution based on the argument of Tyke Farmer that the
Atomic Energy Act superseded the Espionage law of 1927 . This
petition requested the Court to (a) vacate the sentence and
dismiss the indictment, or, (b) vacate sentence and direct anew trial, or (c) grant a full hearing on the allegations
contained therein. This motion was denied by Judge Kaufman
in all respects on June 19, 1953. prior to the execution ofthe Rosenbergs % (65-58236-1859) J

0n 19, 1953, a special session of the United
States Supreme Court, which had been called by Chief Justice
Finson in order to review the stay granted by Ur. Justice
Douglas on June 17, 1953, vacated the stay granted by
Ur. Justice Douglas % The opinion of the Court was written
by Ur. Justice Jackson with whom there was joined
Chief Justice Vinson, Ur. Justice Reed, Ur. Justice Burton .Ur. Justice Clark and Ur. Justice Uinton % In his opinion

9

709
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JUr* Justice Jackson stated , *This stay was granted upon
such legal ground that this Court cannot allow it to stand
as the basis upon whtch lower courts must conduct further
long-drawn proceedings* The sole ground stated was that the
sentence may be governed by the Atomic Energy Act of August 1

,

1946, instead of the earlier Espionage Act * The crime frere
involved was commenced June 6, 1944 • This was more than two
years before the Atomic Energy Act was passed * All overt acts
pertaining to atomic energy on which the Government relies
took place as early as January, 1945* The Constitution,
Article I, Section 9, prohibits passage of any ex post facto
Act* If Congress*, had tried in 1946 to make transacti ons of
1944 and 1945 offenses, we would have been obliged to set
such an Act aside * To open the door to retroactive criminal
statutes would rightly be regarded as a wost serious blow to
one of the civil liberties protected by our Constitution* Yet
the sole ground of this stay is that the Atomic Energy Act
may have retrospective application to conspiracies in which
the only overt acts were committed before that statute was
enacted * We Join in the opinion by Mr* Justice Clark and agree
that the Atomic Energy Act does not, by text or intenti on,
supersede the earlier Espionage Act• It does not purport to
repeal the earlier Act

,

nor afford any grounds for spelling
out a repeal by implication . ” Mr* Justice Jackson also stated,
"This stay is not and could not be based upon any doubt that a
legal conviction was had under the Espionage Act* Application
here for review of the Court of Appeals decision affirming the
conviction was refused, 344 U* S* 836, and rehearing later
denied, 344 U* S* 889 * later, responsible and authorised
counsel raised, among other issues, questions as to the sentence,
and an application was made for stay until they could be heard*
The application was referred to the full Court, with the recom-
mendation that the full Court hold immediate hearing and as an
institution make a prompt and final disposition of all questions*

Mr* Justice Jackson continued ,
mThus, after being in

some form before this Court over nine months, the merits of all
questions raised by the Rosenbergs * counsel had been passed
upon, or foreclosed by denials* However, on this application
we have heard and decided a new contention, despite the irregular
manner in which it was originally presented*"

TOP C



In discussing the manner in which this stay was
granted, Mr* Justice Jackson said, "This is an important
procedural matter of which we disapprove * The stay was granted
solely on the petition of one Edelman, who sought to appear
as 7next friend 1 of the Rosenbergs * Of course* there is
power to allow an appearance in that capacity, under circum-
stances such as incapacity or isolation from counsel, which
make it appropriate to enable the Court to hear a prisoner's
case • But in these circumstances the order which grants
Edelman* s standing further to litigate this case in the
lower cannot be justified • Edelman is a stranger to the
Rosenbergs and to i their case. His intervention was unauthorized
by them and originally opposed by their counsel • What may
be Edelman' s purpose in getting himself into this litigation
is not explained, although inquiry was made at the bar • It
does not appear that his own record is entirely clear or that
he would be a helpful or chosen companion. The attorneys who
appear for Edelman tell us that for two months they tried to
get the authorized counsel for the Rosenbergs to raise this
issue but were refused • They also inform us that they have
eleven more points to present hereafter, although the authorized
counsel do not appear to have approved such issues * The
Rosenbergs throughout have had able and zealous counsel of their
own choice. These attorneys ori ginally thought this point had
no merit and perhaps also that it would obscure the better
points on which they were endeavoring to procure a hearing here.
Of course, after a Justice of this Court had granted Edelman

'

standing to raise the question and indicated that he is im-
pressed by its substantiality, counsel adopted the argument
and it became necessary for us to review it. ...The lawyers
who have ably and courageously fought the Rosenbergs * battle
throughout then listened at this bar to the newly imported
counsel make an argument which plainly implied lack of under-
standing or zeal on the part of the retained counsel • They
simply had been elbowed out of the control of their case*"
Continuing, Mr, Justice Jackson stated "....this precedent
presents a threat to orderly and responsi ble representation
of accused persons and the right of themselves and their counsel
to control their own cases* The lower court refused to accept
Edelman' a intrusion but by the order in question must accept
him as having standing to take part in, or take over, the
Rosenberg case • That such disorderly intervention is more
likely to prejudice than to help the representation of accused



persona in highly publicized cases is self-evident * We
discountenance this practice *" In discussing the death
sentence , Justice Jackson said, "Vacating this stay is not to
be construed as indorsing the wisdom or appropriateness to
this case of o death sentence * That sentence , however, ,i,s

permitted by laio and

,

as u?as previously pointed out, is,
therefore, not within this Court's power of revision*"

Ifr

*

Justice Clark wrote a separate opinion in which
he was joined by the Chief Justice and Hr. Justices Reed,
Jackson, Burton and Minton

*

Jn his opinion Mr* Justice Clark
stated as follows: *Seven times now have the defendants
been before this Court* In addi ti on, the Chief Justice, as
well as individual Justices, have considered applications by
the defendants * The Court of Appeals and the District Court
have likewise given careful consideration to even more numerous
applications than has this Court » The defendants were sen-
tenced to death on April 5, 1951 * Beginning with our refusal
to review the convi ction and sentence in October, 1952, each
of the Justices have given the most painstaking consideration
to the case. In fact, all during the past Term of this Court
one or another facet of this litigation occupied the attention
of the Court* At a Special Term on June 15, 1953, we denied
for the sixth time the defendants ' plea* The next day an
application ioas filed contending that the penalty provisions
of the Atomic Energy Act governed this prosecution;
Mr* Justice Douglas, finding that the contention had merit,
granted a stay of execution* " Mr* Justice Clark continued,
"Human lives are at stake; we need not turn this decision on
fine points of procedure or a party's technical standing to
claim relief* ilfor did Mr* Justice Douglas lack the power and,
in view of his firm belief that the legal issues tendered him
were substantial, he even had the duty to grant a temporary
stay. But for me the short answer to the contention that the
Atomic Energy Act of 1946 may invalidate defendants' death
sentence is that the Atomic Energy Act cannot here apply****
Where Congress by more than one statute proscribes a private

• course of conduct, the Government may choose to invoke either
applicable law:..»*Nor can the partial overlap of two statutes
work a pro tanto repealer of the earlier Act.*

112
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Mr* Justice Clark also stated as follows: "Section

10(b)(6) of the Atomic Energy Act itself, moreover , expressly
provides that Section 10 ' shall not exclude the applicable
provisions of any other laws****,' an unmi stafrable reference
to the 1917 Espionage Act* Therefore, this section of the
Atomic Energy Act, instead of repealing the penalty pro-
visions of the Espionage Act, in fact, preserves them in
undiminished force*"

Mr* Justice Clark continued, "in any event, the
Government could not have invoked the Atomic Energy Act
against these defendants* The crux of the charge alleged
overt acts committed in 1944 and 1945, years before the Act
went into effect* While some overt acts did, in fact, take
place as late as 1950, they related principally to defendants

*

efforts to avoid detection and prosecution of earlier deeds*
Grave doubts of unconstitutional ex post facto criminality
would have attended any prosecuti on under that statute for
transmitting atomic secrets before 1946* Since the Atomic
Energy Act thus cannot cover the offenses charged, the alleged
i nconsistency of its penalty provisions with those of the
Espionage Act cannot be sustained

*

n

Mr* Justice Clark concluded his opinion by stating,
"Our liberty is maintained only so long as justice is secure*
To permit our judicial processes to be used to obstruct the
course of justice destroys our freedom . Over two years ago
the Rosenbergs were found guilty by a jury of a grave offense
in time of war * Unlike other litigants they have had the
attention of this Court seven times ; each time their pleas
have been denied* Though the penalty is great and our respon-
sibility heavy, our duty is clear*" (qs -58236 -1902)

31* On June 19, 1953, the Supreme Court of the United
States denied a motion for reconsiderati on of the question
of the Court's power to vacate Mr* Justice Douglas's stay
order and to hear oral argument •

33* on June 19, 1953, the defendants' motion for a
further stay of execution was denied by the United States
Supreme Court.

m
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33. On June 19, 1963, Mr. Justice Frankfurter turned
down Emanuel Bloch 9

e petition for a writ of mandamus to the
Circuit Court to grant a stay, pending appeal. Mr. Justice
Jackson also viewed this petition and said that he would talk
with Bloch £ut would deny the petiti on. (65-58236-1646)

34. On June 19, 2953, following the decision of the
Supreme Court, Dwight D. Eisenhower , President of the United
States, refused to grant executive clemency to Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. In this refusal, the President stated,
*Since its original review proceedings in the Rosenberg case
by the Supreme Court of the United States the courts have
considered numerous further proceedings challenging the
Rosenbergs 9 convi ction and the sentence imposed. Within the
last two days, the Supreme Court, convened in a special session
has again reviewed a further point which one of the justices
felt the Rosenbergs should have an opportunity to present.
This morning the Supreme Court ruled that there was no sub-
stance to this point. I am convinced that the only conclusion
to be drawn from a history of this case is that the Rosenbergs
have received the benefit of every safeguard which American
justice can provide. There is no question in my mind that
their original trial and the long series of appeals constitute
the fullest measure of justice and due process of law. Through
out the innumerable complications and technicalities of this
case, no judge has ever expressed any doubt that they committed
moat serious acts of espionage. Accordi ngly, only most extra-
ordinary circumstances would warrant executive intervention
in this case . I am not unmindful of the fact that this case
has aroused grave concern both here and abroad. In this con-
nection, I can only say that by immeasurably increasing the
chances of atomic war the Rosenbergs may have condemned to
death tens of millions of innocent people all over the world.
The execution of two human beings is a grave matter, but even
graver is the thought of the millions of dead whose death may
be directly attributable to what these spies have done."

The President continued, "When democracy 9 s enemies
have been judged guilty of a crime as horrible as that o

/

which the Rosenbergs were convicted ; when the legal processes
of democracy have been marshalled to their maximum strength

3 14



to protect the Uvea of convicted spies; when in their moat
solemn Judgment the tribunals of the United States have
adjudged them guilty and the sentence Just, X will not
intervene in this matter .

*

35* On June 19, 1953, Judges Frank and Swan of the
Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the decision of Judge
Kaufman denying a stay of execution earlier that day

*

35* At 8:05 p* m* oh June 19, 1953, Julius Rosenberg
was executed at Sing Sing Prison, Ossining, New York

*

At 8:15 p*m* on the same date, Ethel Rosenberg was executed
at Sing Sing Prison*
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I have read the article entitled "The Rosenberg Case”
by Milton Lehman in the August 8th issue of the Saturday Evening Post.
This particular article does not give a full account of the Rosenberg
case and since this was the article which Mullen purportedly was
cooperating in and it has now been published, it seems to me we can
again consider an article on the Rosenberg case. I still think there is

a good article that could be done and which would give the Bureau just

credit.

I

The article could be handled in one of two ways: either

by letting some outside writer handle it over his own byline, or the

article could be done by the Director. Reader's Digest wants such an
article by the Director. On the other hand, Leo Rosten has already
approached us for an article, and at the time he made his approach, we
were thinking in terms of having somebody else do it. Rosten, of course,
wants the Director to do a series of articles for Look Magazine. It

seems to me if we could work out an arrangement whereby the article

would appear over the Director’s signature in Look Magazine, it could
then be picked up by Reader's Digest and, thus, would have the greatest
circulation.
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In connection with the preparation of a proposed Hj»n*

article by the Crime Records Section in the Rosenberg case, wTc

there is underlined in blue pencil in the attached Rosenberg
sunuuari/ those portions thereof which should not be used in

such an article •

ACTION :

It is recommended that the attached summary
be returned to Mr. Nichols •
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We have discussed the possibilities of an article *

that we give the Rosenberg case to Look Magazine •

course, would be an article for the Director *s
and Leo Rosten would prepare it * As I see the

I do not see how it can be presented in any other
in two parts • J propose to handle the preliminary
on of the draft which, of course, will be submitted
approval in the following mannert

I am attaching the detailed summary prepared on the
Rosenberg case by the Domestic Intelligence Division dated
July 27, 1953m This sumTnary is in excellent condition and
it has only recently been reviewed by the Domestic Intelligence
Division and those portions of it which should not be released
publicly have been underlined • This informaA^^j^^^^^fourse
not be released . It deals primarily 1

materialm I think the most &ffe c t\ ve way
would be for us to sit down with Rosten and tell him the
story utilising the outline which is attachedm If approved,
I will call Rosten today and get this set up. We would, of
course , ftaue ample time to review any manu3criptm
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